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Foreword
In the Middle Ages, knowledgeof Latin and Greek was essentialfor all
scholarwho
a handicapped
scholarwasnecessarily
scholars.The one-language
points of
from
two
world
the
lacked the perceptionthat comesfrom seeing
is
handicapped
Intelligence
view. Similarly,today'spractitionerof Artificial
unlessthoroughlyfamiliarwith both Lisp andProlog,for knowledgeof the two
principal languagesof Artificial Intelligenceis essentialfor a broad point of
view.
I am dedicatedto Lisp, havinggrownup at MIT whereLisp wasinvented.
Nevertheless,I can never forget my excitementwhen I saw my first Prologstyleprogramin action.It waspart of Terry Winograd'sfamousShrdlusystem,
whoseblocks-worldproblem solver arrangedfor a simulatedrobot arm to
to humanmoveblocksarounda screen,solvingintricateproblemsin response
specifiedgoals.
Winograd'sblocks-worldproblemsolverwaswritten in Microplanner,a
in spiteof
languagewhichwe now recognizeasa sort of Prolog.Nevertheless,
the defectsof Microplanner, the blocks-worldproblem solver was organized
prograrnexplicitlyaroundgoals,becausea Prolog-stylelanguageencourages
mers to think in terms of goals.The goal-orientedproceduresfor grasping,
clearing,gettingrid of, moving, and ungraspingmadeit possiblefor a clear,
transparent,conciseprogramto seemamazinglyintelligent.
Winograd'sblocks-worldproblemsolverpermanentlychangedthe way I
think aboutprograms.I evenrewrotethe blocks-worldproblemsolverin Lisp
for my Lisp textbook becausethat programunalterablyimpressedme with the
powerof the goal-orientedphilosophyof programmingand the fun of writing
goal-orientedprograms.
But learningabout goal-orientedprogrammingthroughLisp programsis
like readingShakespeare
in a languageotherthan English.Someof the beauty
comesthrough,but not aspowerfullyasin the original.Similarly,the bestway
to learn about goal-orientedprogrammingis to read and write goal-oriented
programsin Prolog,for goal-oriented
programmingis what Prologis all about.
In broader terms, the evolution of computer languagesis an evolution
awayfrom low-levellanguages,in which the programmerspecifieshow something is to be done, toward high-levellanguages,in which the programmer
specifiessimply what is to be done. With the developmentof Fortran, for
example,programmerswere no longerforced to speakto the computerin the
procrustianlow-levellanguageof addresses
and registers.Instead,Fortran
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programmerscouldspeakin their own language,or nearlyso, usinga notation
that made only moderateconcessions
to the one-dimensional,80-column
world.

i

Fortran and nearly all other languagesare still how-type languages,
however.In my view,modernLisp is the championof theselanguages,
iot iisp
in its CbmmonLisp form is enormouslyexpreriiu", but how to do somethingis
still what the Lisp programmeris allowedto be expressive
about. Prolog,on
the other hand, is a languagethat clearly breaks away from the how-type
languages,
encouragingthe programmerto describesituationsand problems,
not the detailedmeansby which the problemsare to be solved.
Consequently,an introduction to Prolog is important for all studentsof
ComputerScience,for there is no betterway to seewhat the notion of whattype programmingis all about.
In particular,the chaptersof this book clearlyillustratethe difference
betweenhow-typeand what-typethinking. In the first chapter,for example,
the differenceis illustrated through problems dealing with family relations.
The Prolog programmerstraightiorwardlydescribesthe grandfatherconcept
in explicit, natural terms: a grandfatheris a father of a parent. Here is the
Prolognotation:
grandfather(X, Z) :- father( X, Y), parent(Y, Z).
OncePrologknowswhat a grandfatheris, it is easyto aska question:who are
Patrick'sgrandfathers,for example.Here againis the Prolognotation,along
with a typical answer:
?- grandfather(X, patrick).
X = james;
X : carl
It is Prolog'sjob to figure out how to solvethe problemby combingthrough a
database
of knownfatherandparentrelations.The programmerspecifiesonly
what is known and what questionis to be solved.The programmeris more
concernedwith knowledgeandlessconcernedwith algorithmsthat exploitthe
knowledge.
Given that it is important to learn Prolog, the next questionis how. I
believe that learning a programming language is like learning a naturaf
languagein manyways.For example,a referencemanualis helpfulin learnin$
a programminglanguage,just as a dictionaryis helpful in learninga natural
language.But no one learnsa naturallanguagewith only a dictionary,for th(
wordsareonly part of what mustbe learned.The studentof a naturallanguagd
mustlearn the conventionsthat governhow the wordsare put legallytogether,
andlater, the studentshouldlearnthe art of thosewho put the wordstogether
with style
Similarly,no one learnsa programminglanguagefrom only a reference
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manual, for a referencemanual sayslittle or nothing about the way the
primitivesof the languageare put to useby thosewho usethe languagewell.
For this, a textbookis required,andthe besttextbooksoffer copiousexamples,
for good examplesare distilled experience,and it is principally through
experiencethat we learn.
In this book, the first exampleis on the first page, and the remaining
pagesconstitutean examplecornucopia,pouringforth PrologprogramswritPrologprogrammerwho is dedicatedto the Prologpoint of
ten by a passionate
view. By carefullystudyingtheseexamples,the readeracquiresnot only the
mechanics
of the language,but alsoa personalcollectionof precedents,ready
togetherinto newprograms.With
to be takenapart,adapted,andreassembled
this acquisitionof precedentknowledge,the transitionfrom noviceto skilled
programmeris alreadyunder way.
Of course,a beneficialsideeffectof goodprogrammingexamplesis that
they exposea bit of interestingscienceas well as a lot about programming
itself. The sciencebehindthe examplesin this book is Artificial Intelligence.
The reader learns about such problem-solvingideasas problem reduction,
forward and backwardchaining,'how' and 'why' questioning,and various
searchtechniques.
In fact, one of the greatfeaturesof Prologis that it is simpleenoughfor
studentsin introductoryArtificial Intelligencesubjectsto learnto useimmediately.I expectthat manyinstructorswill usethisbook aspart of their artificialintelligencesubjectsso that their studentscan seeabstractideasimmediately
reducedto concrete,motivatingform.
Among Prologtexts, I expectthis book to be particularlypopular, not
only becauseof its examples,but alsobecauseof a numberof other features:
o
o
o

Carefulsummariesappearthroughout.
Numerousexercisesreinforceall concepts.
Structureselectorsintroducethe notion of data abstraction.

o

Explicitdiscussions
of programmingstyleandtechniqueoccupyan entire
chapter.

o

Thereis honestattentionto the problemsto be facedin Prologprogramming, aswell as the joys.

Featureslike this make this a well done, enjoyable,and instructivebook.
PatrickH. Winston
Cambridge,Massachusetts
January1986

Preface
Prolog is a programminglanguagecentredaround a small set of basicmechadatastructuring,and automatic
nisms,includingpatternmatching,tree-based
powerful and flexible
a
surprisingly
This
set
constitutes
small
backtracking.
programmingframework. Prolog is especiallywell suited for problems that
involve objects- in particular, structuredobjects- and relationsbetween
them. For example,it is an easy exercisein Prolog to expressthe spatial
relationshipssuggestedin the cover illustration - such as, the top sphereis
behindthe left one. It is alsoeasyto statea more generalrule: if X is closerto
the observerthan Y and Y is closer than Z, then X must be closer than Z.
Prolog can now reasonabout the spatialrelationsand their consistencywith
respectto the generalrule. Featureslike this makeProloga powerful language
for Artificial Intelligenceand non-numericalprogrammingin general.
Prolog standsfor programming in logic - an idea that emergedin the
early 1970sto uselogic as a programminglanguage.The eartydevelopersof
this idea includedRobert Kowalski at Edinburgh (on the theoreticalside),
Maartenvan Emden at Edinburgh(experimentaldemonstration),and Alain
Colmerauerat Marseilles(implementation).The presentpopularity of Prolog
is largelydue to David Warren'sefficientimplementationat Edinburgh in the
mid 1970s.
Since Prolog has its roots in mathernaticallogic it is often introduced
through togic. However, such a mathematicallyintensiveintroductisn is not
very useful if the aim is to teach Prolog as a practical prograrnmingtool.
Therefore this.book is not concernedwith the mathematicalaspects,but
concentrateson the art of making the few basicmechanismsof Prolog solve
interesting problems. Whereas conventional languagesare procedurally
oriented,Prologintroducesthe descriptive,or declerative,
view. This greatly
altersthe way of thinking about problemsand makeslearningto program in
Prologan excitingintellectualchallenge.
Part One of the book introducesthe Prolog languageand showshow
Prolog prograrnsare developed.Part Two demonstratesthe power of Prolog
applied in some central areas of Artificial Intelligence, including problem
solving and heuristic search, expert systems,game playing and patterndirectedsystems.FundamentalAI techniquesare introducedand developedin
depthtowardstheir implementationin Prolog,resultingin completeprograrns.
Thesecanbe usedasbuildingblocksfor sophisticatedapplications.Techniques
to handleimportant datastructures,suchastreesand graphs?are alsoincluded
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althoughthey do not strictlybelongto AI. Thesetechniquesare often usedin
AI programsand their implementationhelps to learn the generalskills of
Prologprogramming.Throughout,the emphasisis on the clarityof programs;
efficiencytricksthat rely on implementation-dependent
featuresare at'oided.
This book is for studentsof Prologand Artificial Intelligence.It can be
usedin a Prologcourseor in an AI coursein which the principlesof AI are
broughtto life throughProlog.The readeris assumedto havea basicgeneral
knowledgeof computers,but no knowledgeof AI is necessary.
No particular
programmingexperience
is required;in fact,plentifulexperienceanddevotion
to conventionalproceduralprogramming,for examplein Pascal,mightevenbe
an impedimentto the freshway of thinking Prologrequires.
Among severalProlog dialects,the Edinburgh syntax,also known as
DEC-10syntax,is the mostwidespread,and is thereforealsoadoptedin this
book. For compatibilitywith the variousPrologimplementations,this book
only usesa relativelysmall subsetof the built-in featuresthat are sharedby
manyPrologs.
How to read the book? In Part One, the natural readingorder correspondsto the orderin the book.However,the part of Section2.4thatdescribes
the proceduralmeaningof Prologin a more formalizedway can be skipped.
Chapter 4 presentsprogrammingexamplesthat can be read (or skipped)
selectively.
PartTwo allowsmoreflexiblereadingstrategies
asthe chaptersare
intended to be mutually independent.However, some topics will still be
naturally done before others - for example,the basicsof data structures
(Chapter9) and basicsearchstrategies(Chapters11 and 13). The following
diagramsummarizes
the constraintson naturalreadingsequences:
Part One: 1 -+ 2 --+3-+ 4 (selectively)-+ 5 -+ 6 --->
7 --+8

t4

'7

Part Two: 9 + L 1 -+ 1 3 .1 -1 3 .3 --->15

J
10

J

J\

12

13.4

16

There are some controversial views that historically accompaniedProlog.
Prolog has fast gained popularity in Europe as a practical programming tool. In
Japan, Prolog was placed at the centre of the development of the Fifth
Generation computers. On the other hand, in the United Statesits acceptance
began with some delay, due to several historical factors. One of these originated from a previous American experiencewith the Microplanner language,
also akin to the idea of logic programming, but inefficiently implemented. This
early experience with Microplanner was unjustifiably generalized to Prolog,
but was later convincingly rectified by David Warren's efficient implementation of Prolog. Reservations against Prolog also came in reaction to the
'orthodox school' of logic programming, which insistedon the use of pure logic
that should not be marred by adding practical facilities not related to logic. This
uncompromising position was modified by Prolog practitioners who adopted a
more pragmatic view, benefiting from combining both the declarative
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approach with the traditional, procedural one. A third factor that delayed the
acceptanceof prolog was that for a long time Lisp had no serious competition
utttong languagesfor AI. In researchcentres with strong Lisp tradition, there
was therefore a natural resistanceto Prolog. The dilemma of Prolog vs. Lisp
has softened over the years and many now believe in a combination of ideas
from both worlds.
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PARTONE

LANGUAGE
THEPROLOG

parent

female

An Overview
of Prolog
of Prologthroughan exampleprogram.
Thischapterreviewsbasicmechanisms
Although the treatment is largely informal many important conceptsare
introduced.

1.1 An exampleprogram:definingfamilyrelations
Prolog is a programming language for symbolic, non-numeric computation. It
is specially well suited for solving problems that involve objects and relations
between objects.Figure 1.1 showsan example: a family relation. The fact that
Tom is a parent of Bob can be written in Prolog as:
parent( tom, bob).
Here we choose parent as the name of a relation; tom and bob are its argu-

Figure l.l

A family tree.
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ments.For reasons
thatwill becomeclearlaterwe writenamesliketom with an
initial lower-case
letter.The wholefamilytree of Figure1.1is definedby the
followingPrologprogram:
parent( pam, bob).
parent( tom, bob).
parent( tom, liz).
parent( bob, ann).
parent( bob, pat).
parent( pat, jim).
This programconsistsof six clauses.Each of theseclausesdeclaresone fact
about the parentrelation.
When this programhasbeencommunicated
to the Prologsystem,Prolog
canbe posedsomequestionsaboutthe parentrelation.For example,Is Bob a
parent of Pat? This questioncan be communicatedto the Prolog systemby
typinginto the terminal:
?- parent( bob, pat).
Havingfound this as an assertedfact in the program,Prologwill answer:
yes
A further querycan be:
?- parent( liz, pat).
Prolog answers
no
becausethe programdoesnot mention anythingabout Liz being a parentof
Pat. It alsoanswers'no'to the question
?- parent( tom, ben).
because
the programhasnot evenheardof the nameBen.
More interestingquestionscan alsobe asked.For example:Who is Liz's
parent?
?- parent(X, liz).
Prolog'sanswerwill not be just 'yes'or'no' thistime.Prologwill tell uswhatis
the (yet unknown) value of X such that the abovestatementis true. So the
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answerls:
X:

tom

The questionWho are Bob's children?can be communicatedto Prolog as:
?- parent(bob, X).
This time thereis morethanjust onepossibleanswer.Prologfirst answerswith
one solution:
X:ann
We may now want to seeother solutions.We can saythat to Prolog(in most
Prolog implementationsby typing a semicolon),and Prolog will find other
answers:
;g - pat
'no' becauseall the
If we requestmore solutionsagain,Prolog will answer
solutionshavebeenexhausted.
Our programcanbe askedan evenbroaderquestion:Who is a parentof
whom?Another formulationof this questionis:
Find X and Y suchthat X is a parentof Y.
in Prologby:
This is expressed
?- parent{ X, Y).
Prolognow findsall the parent-childpairsone afteranother.The solutionswill
be displayedone at a time as long as we tell Prologw€ want more solutions,
until all the solutionshavebeenfound. The answersar€ output as:
X-pam
Y : bob;
X:tom
Y : bob;
X:tom
Y : liz;

We canstopthe streamof solutionsby typing,for example,a periodinsteadof
a semicolon(this dependson the implementationof Prolog).
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Figure 1.2 The grandparent
relation expressedas a
composition of two parent
relations.

Our exampleprogramcanbe askedstill more complicatedquestionslike:
Who is a grandparentof Jim? As our program does not directly know the
grandparentrelation this query has to be broken down into two steps, as
illustratedby Figure 1.2.
(1) Who is a parentof Jim? Assumethat this is someY.
(2) Who is a parentof Y? Assumethat this is someX.
Sucha composedqueryis written in Prologasa sequenceof two simpleones:
?- parent( Y, jim), parent( X, Y).
The answerwill be:
X:bob
Y-pat
Our composedquerycanbe read:Find suchX and Y that satisfythe following
two requirements:
parent( Y, jim)

and parent( X, Y)

If we changethe orderof the two requirementsthe logicalmeaningremainsthe
same:
parent( X, Y)

and parent( Y, jim)

We can indeeddo this in our Prologprogramand the query
?- parent( X, Y), parent( Y, jim).
will producethe sameresult.
In a similarway we can ask: Who are Tom's grandchildren?
?- parent( tomnX), parent( X, Y).
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Prolog'sanswersare:
X:bob
Y : ann;
X:bob
Y-pat
Yet anotherquestioncouldbe: Do Ann and Pat havea commonparent?This
can be expressedagainin two stePs:
(1) Who is a parent,X, of Ann?
(?) Is (this same)X a parentof Pat?
The correspondingquestionto Prologis then:
?- parent( X, ann), parent( X, pat).
The answeris:
X:bob
Our exampleprogramhashelpedto illustratesomeimportantpoints:
o
o
o
o

.

It is easyin Prologto define a relation,such as the parentrelation,by
statingthe n-tuplesof objectsthat satisfythe relation.
The usercaneasilyquerythe Prologsystemaboutrelationsdefinedin the
program.
A Prolog programconsistsof clauses.Each clauseterminateswith a full
stop.
The arguments of relations can (among other things) be: concrete
objects,or constants(suchastom and ann), or generalobjectssuchasX
and Y. Objectsof the first kind in our programarecalledatoms.Objects
of the secondkind are calledvariables.
Questionsto the systemconsistof one or more goals. A sequenceof
goals,suchas
parent( X, ann), parent( X, pat)
meansthe conjunctionof the goals:
X is a parent of Ann, and
X is a parentof Pat.
The word 'goals' is usedbecauseProlog acceptsquestionsas goalsthat

o

are to be satisfied.
An answerto a questioncanbe eitherpositiveor negative,dependingon
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o

whetherthe correspondinggoal can be satisfiedor not. In the
caseof a
positive answerwe say that the correspondinggoal was
satisfiableand
that the goalsucceeded.
Otherwisethe gbalwasunsatisfiable
anditfailed.
If severalanswerssatisfythe questionthen Prologwill find as many
of
them as desiredby the user.

Exercises
1.1 Assumingthe parentrelationasdefinedin thissection(seeFigure1.1),
what will be Prolog'sanswersto the folrowingquestions?
(a)
(b)

parent(jim, X).
parent( X, jim).

(')
(d)

parent( paffi, X), parent( X, pat).
parent(paffi, X), parent( X, Y), parent( Y, jim).

1.2 Formulatein Prologthe following questionsaboutthe parentrelation:
(a) Who is Pat'sparent?
(b) Does Liz havea child?
(c) Who is Pat'sgrandparent?

1.2 Extendingthe exampleprogramby rules
Our example program can be easily extended in many interesting ways. Let us
first add the information on the sex of the people that occur in the parent
relation. This can be done by simply adding the following facts to our program:
female( pam).
male( tom).
male( bob).
female( liz).
female( pat).
female( ann).
male( jim).
The relations introduced here are male and female. These relations are unary
(or one-place) relations. A binary relation like parent defines a relation
between pairs of objects; on the other hand, unary relations can be used to
declare simple yes/no properties of objects. The first unary clauseabove can be
read: Pam is a female. We could convey the same information declared in the
two unary relations with one binary relation, sex, instead. An alternative piece
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of programwould then be:
sex( pam, feminine).
sex(tom, masculine).
sex(bob, masculine).
As our next extensionto the program let us introduce the offspring
relation as the inverseof the parent relation. We could define offspring in a
similarway as the parentrelation;that is, by simplyprovidinga list of simple
factsaboutthe offspringrelation,eachfact mentioningonepair of peoplesuch
that one is an offspringof the other. For example:
offspring(liz, tom).
However, the offspring relation can be defined much more elegantly by making
use of the fact that it is the inverse of parent, and that parent has already been
defined. This alternative way can be based on the following logical statement:
For all X and Y,
Y is an offspring of X if
X is a parent of Y.
This formulation is already close to the formalism of Prolog. The corresponding Prolog clause which has the same meaning is:
offspring( Y, X) :- parent( X, Y).
This clause can also be read as:
For all X and Y,
if X is a parent of Y then
Y is an offspring of X.
Prolog clausessuch as
offspring( Y, X) :- parent( X, Y).
are called rules. There is an important difference between facts and rules. A
fact like
parent( tom, liz).
is something that is always, unconditionally, true. On the other hand, rules
specify things that may be true if some condition is satisfied. Therefore we say
that rules have:
o

a condition part (the right-hand side of the rule) and

10

o
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a conclusionpart (the left-handsideof the rule).

The conclusionpart is alsocalledthe headofa clauseand
the conditionpart the
body of a clause.For example:
offspring(y, X) :- parent(X, y).
head

body

If the condition parent(X, Y) is true then a logical consequence
of this is
offspring( Y, X).
How rules are actually used by Prolog is illustratedby the following
example.Let us ask our programwhetherLiz is an offspringbt rom:
?- offspring(liz, tom).
There is no fact about offspringsin the program,thereforethe only way to
considerthis questionis to applythe rule aboutoffsprings.The rule ii genlral
in the sensethat it is applicableto anyobjectsX andY; thereforeit canalsobe
appliedto suchparticularobjects asliz and tom. To apply the rule to liz and
tom, Y hasto be substitutedwith liz, andX with tom. We savthat the variables
X and Y becomeinstantiated
to:
X=tom

and Y:liz

After the instantiationwe haveobtaineda specialcaseof our generalrule. The
specialcaseis:
offspring(liz, tom) :- parent( tom, liz).
The conditionpart hasbecome
parent( tom, Iiz)
Now Prologtries to find out whetherthe conditionpart is true. So the initial
goal
offspring(liz, tom)
hasbeen replacedwith the subgoal
parent( tom, liz)
This (new)goalhappensto be trivial asit canbe found asa factin our program.
This meansthat the conclusionpart of the rule is also true, and Prolog will
answerthe questionwith yes.
Let us now add more family relationsto our exampleprogram. The
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parent
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I mother
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grandparent

Figure 1.3 Definition graphsfor the relationsoffspring,mother and grandparentin
termsof other relations.

specification of the mother relation can be based on the following logical
statement:
For all X and Y.

X is the mother of Y if
X is a parent of Y and
X is a female.
This is translatedinto Prologas the followingrule:
mother( X, Y) :- parent( X, Y), female(X).
A commabetweentwo conditionsindicatesthe conjunctionof the conditions,
meaningthat both conditionshave to be true.
Relations such as parent, offspring and mother can be illustrated by
diagramssuchasthosein Figure1.3.Thesediagramsconformto the following
conventions.Nodesin the graphscorrespondto objects- that is, argumentsof
relations.Arcs betweennodescorrespondto binary (or two-place)relations.
The arcsareorientedso asto point from the first argumentof the relationto the
secondargument.Unary relationsare indicatedin the diagramsby simply
markingthe correspondingobjectswith the nameof the relation.The relations
by dashedarcs.So eachdiagramshould
that are beingdefinedarerepresented
beunderstoodasfollows:if relationsshownby solidarcshold, thenthe relation
shownby a dashedarc alsoholds. The grandparentrelation canbe, according
to Figure 1.3, immediatelywritten in Prologas:
grandparent(X, Z) :- parent(X, Y), parent( Y, Z).
At this point it will be usefulto make a commenton the layout of our
programs.Prolog givesus almostfull freedomin choosingthe layout of the
program.So we can insert spacesand new lines as it best suitsour taste.In
generalwe want to makeour programslook niceandtidy, and, aboveall, easy
to read.To this endwe will often chooseto write the headof a clauseand each
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goal of the body on a separateline. When doing this,
we will indent goalsin
order to makethe differencebetweenthe headundth. goalsmore
visible.For
example,the grandparentrule would be, accordingto this convention,
written
as follows:
grandparent(X, Z) :parent( X, Y),
parent(Y, Z).
Figure 1.4 illustratesthe sisterrelation:
For any X and Y,
X is a sisterof Y if
(1) both X and Y havethe sameparent,ancl
(2)Xisafemale.

female

Figure 1.4

Defining the sisterrelation.

The graph in Figure L.4 can be translatedinto Prologas:
sister( X, Y)
parent( Z,
parent( Z,
female( X).
Noticethe way in whichthe requirement'bothX and Y havethe sameparent'
hasbeenexpressed.
The followinglogicalformulationwasused:someZ must
be a parentof X, andthissameZ mustbe a parentof Y. An alternative,but less
elegantwaywouldbeto say:Z1.isa parentof X, andz2is a parentof y, andZt
is equalto 22.
We can now
sister(ann, pat).
The answerwill be

as expected(seeFigure 1.1). Thereforewe might
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concludethat the sisterrelation, as defined,works correctly'There is, however, a rather subtle flaw in our program which is revealedif we ask the
questionWho is Pat'ssister?:
?- sister(X, pat).
Prologwill find two answers,one of which may come as a surprise:
X : ann;

X-pat

U:/BR

So, Pat is a sisterto herself?!This is probablynot what we had in mind when
defining the sister relation. However, accordingto our rule about sisters
Prolog's answeris perfectly logical. Our rule about sistersdoesnot mention
that X and Y must not be the sameif X is to be a sisterof Y. As this is not
that X andY canbe the same,andwill asa
requiredProlog(rightfully)assumes
find that any femalewho hasa parentis a sisterof herself.
consequence
To correctour rule about sisterswe haveto add that X and Y must be
different.We will seein laterchaptershow thiscanbe donein severalways,but
for the moment we will assumethat a relation different is alreadyknown to
Prolog, and that
different( X, Y)
is satisfiedif and only if X and Y are not equal. An improvedrule for the sister
relationcan then be:
sister(X, Y) :parent( Z, X),
parent( Z, Y),
female( X),
different( X, Y).
Someimportantpointsof this sectionare:
o
o
O

o
o
a

Prologprogramscan be extendedby simplyaddingnew clauses.
Prolog clausesare of three types:facts, rules and questions.
Factsdeclarethingsthat are always,unconditionallytrue.
Rulesdeclarethingsthat are true dependingon a givencondition.
By meansof questionsthe usercanaskthe programwhat thingsaretrue.
Prologclausesconsistof the headandthe body.Thebodyis a list of"goals
separatedby commas.Commasare understoodasconjunctions.
Factsare clausesthat have the empty body. Questionsonly have the
body. Ruleshavethe headand the (non-empty)body.

t4
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In the courseof computation,a variablecan be substitutedby another
object. we saythat a variablebecomesinstantiated.
Variablesare assumedto be universallyquantifiedand are read as .for
all'. Alternativereadingsare,however,possiblefor variablesthat appear
only in the body. For example
hasachild(X) :- parent(X, y).
can be read in two ways:
(u) For all X and Y,
if X is a parentof Y then
X hasa child.
(b) For all X,
X hasa child if
there is someY suchthat X is a parentof y.

Exercises
1.3 Translatethe followingstatementsinto prolog rules:
(a) Everybody who has a child is happy (introduce a one-argument
relationhappy).
(b) For all X, if X has a child who hasa sisterthen X hastwo children
(introduce new relation hastwochildren).
1.4 Define the relation grandchildusingthe parentrelation. Hint: It wilt be
similarto the grandparentrelation (seeFigure 1.3).
1.5 Definethe relationaunt( X, Y) in termsof the relationsparentandsister.
As an aid you can first draw a diagramin the styleof Figure 1.3 for the
aunt relation.

1.3 A recursiverule definition
Let us add one more relation to our family program, the predecessorrelation.
This relation will be defined in terms of the parent relation. The whole
definition can be expressedwith two rules. The first rule will define the direct
(immediate) predecessorsand the second rule the indirect predecessors.We
say that some X is an indirect predecessorof some Z if. there is a parentship
chain of people between X and Z, as illustrated in Figure 1.5 . In our example of
Figure 1.1, Tom is a direct predecessorof Liz and an indirect predecessorof
Pat.
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Figure1.5 Examplesof thepredecessor
of.
Z.
predecessor
X is an indirect

The first rule is simpleand can be formulatedas:
For all X andZ,
X is a predecessorof.Z if
X is a parentof Z.
This is straightforwardlytranslatedinto Prolog as:
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Z).
The secondrule, on the other hand, is more complicatedbecausethe chainof
parentsmay present some problems.One attempt to define indirect predecessorscould be as shownin Figure 1.6. According to this, the predecessor

,**$,,
@
-.."r&'

o**$',,

predecessor

n".ent
I

predecessor

@

o**'E'
pairs at variousdistances.
Figure 1.6 Predecessor-successor

predecessor
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relationwould be definedby a set of clausesas follows:
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Z).
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Y),
parent( Y, Z).
predecessor(X, Z) :parent(X, Y1),
parent( Yl, YZ),
parent( Y2, Z).
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Y1),
parent( Yl, Y2),
parent( Y2, Y3),
parent( Y3, Z).

Thisprogramis lengthyand,moreimportantly,it only worksto someextent.It
wouldonly discoverpredecessors
to a certaindepthin a familytreebecause
the
lengthof the chainof peoplebetweenthe predecessor
andthe successor
would
be limited accordingto the lengthof our predecessor
clauses.
There is, however,an elegantand correctformulation of the predecessor
relation:it will be correctin the sensethat it will work for predecessors
at any
depth. The key idea is to define the predecessor
relation in terms of itself.
Figure 1.7 illustratesthe idea:
For all X and Z.
X is a predecessorof Z if
there is a Y suchthat
(1) X is a parentof Y and
(2) Y is a predecessorof.Z.
A Prologclausewith the abovemeaningis:
predecessor(X, Z) :parent( X, Y),
predecessor(Y,Z).
relaWe have thus constructeda completeprogram for the predecessor
which
predecessors
tion,
consistsof two rules: one for direct
and one for
indirect predecessors.
Both rules are rewritten togetherhere:
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Z).
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predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Y),
predecessor(Y,Z).
The key to this formulation was the use of predecessoritself in its definition.
Such a definition may look surprisingin view of the question: When defining
something, can *" ut" this same thing that has not yet been completely
defined? Such definitions are, in general, called recursive definitions.
Logically, they are perfectly correct and understandable,which is also
intiitiveiy obviousif we look at Figure 1.7. But will the Prologsystembe able
to use recursiverules? It turns out that Prolog can indeed very easily use
recursivedefinitions.Recursiveprogrammingis, in fact, one of the fundamental principlesof programmingin Prolog. It is not possibleto solvetasksof any
significantcomplexityin Prolog without the useof recursion.

predecrcssor
predecessor

Figure 1.7

Recursive formulation of the predecessor relation.

Going back to our program, we can ask Prolog: Who are Pam'ssuccessors?That is: Who is a personthat Pam is his or her predecessor?
?- predecessor(pam, X).
X:

bob;

X : ann;
X : pat;
I =jim

18
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Prolog's answersare of course correct and they logically follow from our
definition of the predecessor
and the parent relation. There is, however, a
rather important question:How did Prolqg actually use the program to find
these answers?
An informal explanationof how Prolog does this is given in the next
section.But first let us put togetherall the piecesof our family program,which

parent( pam, bob).
parent( tom, bob).
parent( tom, liz).
parent( bob, ann).
parent( bob, pat).
parent( pat, jim).

Vo Pam is a parent of Bob

female( p.am).
mal{ tom).
mal{ bob).
femal{ liz).
female( ann).
female( pat).
male(jim).

Vo Pam is female
Vo Tom is male

offspring( Y, X) :parent( X, Y).

Vo Y is an offspring of X if
Vo X is a parent of Y

mother( X, Y) :parent( X, Y),
female(X).

%oXis the mother of Y if
Vo Xis a parent of Y and
% X is female

grandparent(X, Z) :parent( X, Y),
parent( Y, Z).

Vo Xis a grandparentof Z if
Vo Xis a parent of Y and
Vo Y is a parent of Z

sister(X, Y) :parent( Z, X),
parent( Z, Y),
female( X),
different( X, Y).

7o Xis a sisterof Y if

predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Z).

Vo Rule prl: X is a predecessorof.Z

predecessor(X, Z) :parent( X, Y),
predecesso4Y,Z),

Vo Rlle pr2: X is a predecessorof Z

Vo X and Y have the sameparent and
Vo X is female and
Vo X and Y are different

Figure l.E

The family program.
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was extendedgraduallyby adding new facts and rules. The final form of the
programis shownin Figuri 1.8.Lookingat Figure1.8,two furtherpointsarein
'procedure', the secondwill be
brder here: the first will introduce the term
about commentsin Programs.
The program in Figure 1.8 defines several relations - parent, male,
relation, for example,is defined by
female,pt.d.ce.ror, etc. The predecessor
relation.
two clauses.We saythat thesetwo clausesare about the predecessor
same
the
about
of
clauses
set
the
whote
to
consider
it
is
convenient
Sometimes
pr-Qcedurea
is
called
clauses
of
a
set
Such
relation.
relation have been
In Figure 1.8, the two rules abodTthe predecessor
to the program.
comments
as
added
and'pr2',
names'pr1'
the
by
distinguished
Thesenameswill be usedlater asreferencesto theserules.Commentsare, in
general,ignoredby the Prologsystem.They only serveasa further clarification
to the personwho readsthe program. Commentsare distinguishedin Prolog
'l*'
from the restof the programby beingenclosedin specialbrackets and'*l' .
Thris commentsin Prolog look like this:
/* This is a comment*/
Another method, more practicalfor short comments,usesthe percentcharacter'Vo'. Everythingbetween'Vo'andthe end of the line is interpretedas a
comment:
Vo This is also a comment

Exercise
relation:
1.6 Considerthe following alternativedefinition of the predecessor
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Z\.
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( Y, Z),
predecessor(X, Y).
Does this also seemto be a proper definition of predecessors?
Can you
modify the diagramof Figure 1.7 so that it would correspondto this new
definition?

1.4 HowProloganswersquestions
This sectiongivesan informal explanation of.how Prolog answersquestions.
A question to Prolog is always a sequenceof one or more goals. To
answera question,Prolog tries to satisfyall the goals.What doesit mean to
satisfya goal? To satisfy a goal meansto demonstratethat the goal is true,
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assumingthat the relationsin the programare true. In other words, to satisfya
goal meansto demonstratethat the goal togically
follows from the facts and
rulesin the program. If the questioncontaini variables,Prolog alsohasto find
what are the particular objects (in place of variables)for wtriitr the goalsare
satisfied.The particular instantiationof variablesto theseobjectsis displayed
to the user. If Prolog cannot demonstratefor someinstantiationof vaiiables
that the goalslogically follow from the program, then Prolog'sanswerto the
questionwill be 'no'.
An appropriate view of the interpretation of a Prolog program in
mathematicaltermsis then asfollows: Prologacceptsfactsand rulesasa set of
axioms,and the user'squestionasa conjecturedtheorem;thenit tries to prove
this theorem- that is, to demonstratethat it can be logicallyderivedfrom the
axioms.
We will illustrate this view by a classicalexample.Let the axiomsbe:
All men are fallible.
Socratesis a man.
A theorem that logically follows from thesetwo axiomsis:
Socratesis fallible.
The first axiom abovecan be rewritten as:
For all X, if X is a man then X is fallible.
Accordingly, the examplecan be translatedinto Prolog as follows:
fallible( X) :- man( X).

Vo All men are fallible

man( socrates).

Vo Socratesis a man

?- fallibl{ socrates).

7o Socratesis fallible?

yes
A more complicatedexamplefrom the family program of Figure 1.8 is:
predecessor(tom, pat).
We know that parent( bob, pat) is a fact. Using this fact and rule prl we can
conclude predecessor{
bob, pat). This is a derived fact: it cannot be found
explicitly in our program, but it can be derived from facts and rules in the
program. An inferencestep, such as this, can be written in a more compact
form as:
parent( bob' pat) ::)
This can be

predecessor(bob' pat)

from parent( bob, pat) it follows predecessor(bob, pat), by
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ruleprL Further, we know that parent( tom, bob)is a fact. Using this fact and
tom, pat)'
bob, pat)wecanconcludepredecessor(
thederivedfactpredecessor(
tom, pat)
by rulepr|. We havethusshownthat our goalstatementpredecessor(
is true. This whole inferenceprocessof two stepscan be written as:
parent( bob, pat) ::)

predecessor(bob, pat)

parent( tom, bob)and predecessor(bob, pat) :=)

predecessor(tom' pat)

We havethus shownwhat can be a sequenceof stepsthat satisfya goal that is, make it clearthat the goal is true. Let us call this a proof sequence.We
have not, however,shown how the Prolog systemactuallyfinds sucha proof
sequence.
Prologfindsthe proof sequencein the inverseorder to that which we have
just used. Instead of starting with simple facts given in the program, Prolog
startswith the goals and, using rules, substitutesthe current goalswith new
goals,until new goalshappento be simple facts. Given the question
?- predecessor(tom, pat).
Prologwill try to satisfythis goal. In order to do so it will try to find a clausein
the programfrom which the abovegoal could immediately'follow.Obviously,
the only clausesrelevantto this end areprl andpr?.These are the rulesabout
the predecessor
relation. We saythat the headsof theserulesmatch the goal.
The two clauses,prl andpr2, representtwo alternativewaysfor Prologto
proceed.Prolog first tries that clausewhich appearsfirst in the program:
predecesso(X, Z) :- parent( X, Z).
Since the goal is predecessor(
tom, pat), the variables in the rule must be
instantiatedas follows:
X:tom, l-pat
The original goal predecessor(
tom, pat) is then replacedby a new goal:
parent( tom, pat)
This step of using a rule to transform a goal into another goal, as above, is
graphicallyillustratedin Figure L.9. There is no clausein the programwhose
headmatchesthe goal parent( tom, pat), thereforethis goal fails. Now Prolog
backtracksto the original goal in order to try an alternativeway to derive the
top goal predecessor(tom, pa|. The rule pr2 is thus tried:
predecessor(X,Z) :parent( X, Y),
predecessor(Y,Z).
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Figure1.9 The first stepof the execution.The top goalis true if the bottom goal
is true.

As before, the variablesX and Zbecome instantiatedas:
X:tom,7:pat
But Y is not instantiatedyet. The top gbalpredecessor(
tom, pat) is replacedby
two goals:
parent( tom, Y),
predecessor(Y, pat)
This executionalstep is shown in Figure 1..1.0,
which is an extensionto the
situationwe had in Figure 1.9.
Being now facedwith rwo goals,Prolog tries to satisfythem in the order
that they are written. The first one is easyas it matchesone of the factsin the
program.The matchingforcesY to becomeinstantiatedto bob.Thus the first
goal has been satisfied,and the remaininggoal hasbecome:
predecesso(bob, pat)
To satisfythis goal the rule prl isusedagain.Note that this (second)application of the samerule hasnothingto do with its previousapplication.Therefore,
Prolog usesa new set of variablesin the rule eachtime the rule is applied.To

parent(tom,Y)
predecessor(
Y, pat)

Figure 1.10 Executiontrace continuedfrom Figure 1.9.
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indicate this we shalt rename the variables in rule prl for this application as
follows:
predecessor(X',Z') :parent(X', Z').
The head has to match our current goal predecessor(bob, pat). Therefore
X' : };p;b,Z' : pst
The current goal is rePlacedbY
parent( bob, pat)

predcesso(tomrpat)

0,,1flf'

by rule

prrent(tom,pat)

ulepr2

perent(tom,Y)
predecessor(
Y, pat)

tf

paren(tom,bob)
Y=bobll uyractpar,
predecessor(
bob,pat)

1f
I I by ruleprl
parent(bob,pat)
yes

Figure1.ll The completeexecutiontraceto satisfythe goalpredecessor(
tom, pat).
Theright-hand
branchprovesthegoalis satisfiable.

This goal is immediatelysatisfiedbecauseit appearsin the program as a fact.
This completesthe executiontrace which is graphicallyshownin Figure L.11..
The graphicalillustrationof the executiontrace in Figure 1.11has the
form of a tree. The nodesof the tree correspondto goals,or to listsof goalsthat
are to be satisfied.The arcsbetweenthe nodescorrespondto the applicationof
(alternative) program clausesthat transform the goals at one node into the
goalsat another node. The top goal is satisfiedwhen a path is found from.the
root node(top goal)to a leaf nodelabelled'yes'.A leafis labelled'yes'if it is a
simplefact. The executionof Prolog programsis the searchingfor suchpaths.
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During the searchProlog may enter an unsuccessfulbranch.
When prolog
discoversthat a branch fails it automaticallybacktraclcsto the previous
node
and tries to apply an alternativeclauseat that node.

Exercise
1.7 Try to understandhow Prologderivesanswersto the fotlowingquestions,
usingthe program of Figure 1.8. Try to draw the correrponiing derivation diagramsin the styleof Figures1.9 to 1.11.Will any backlracking
occur at particular questions?
parent( pam, bob).

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

"l-

mother( p&D, bob).
grandparent(pam, ann).
grandparent(bob, jirn).

1.5 Declarativeand proceduralmeaningof programs
In our examplesso far it hasalwaysbeenpossibleto understandthe resultsof
the program without exactly knowing how the system actually found the
results.It thereforemakessenseto distinguishbetweentwo levelsof meaning
of Prologprograms;namely,
o
.

the declarativemeaning and
the procedural meaning.

The declarativemeaningis concerned-onlywith the relationsdefined by the
program.The declarativemeaningthus determineswhat will be the output of
the program.On the other hand, the proceduralmeaningalsodetermineshow
this output is obtained;that is, how are the relationsactuallyevaluatedby the
Prolog system.
The ability of Prolog to work out many proceduraldetailson its own is
consideredto be one of its specificadvantages.It encouragesthe programmer
to considerthe declarativemeaningof programsrelatively independentlyof
their proceduralmeaning.Sincethe resultsof the program are, in principle,
determinedby its declarativemeaning,this shouldbe (in principle) sufficient
for writing programs.This is of practicalimportancebecausethe declarative
aspectsof programs are usually easier to understandthan the procedural
details. To take full advantageof this, the programmershould concentrate
mainly on the declarative meaning and, whenever possible, avoid being
distractedby the executionaldetails. These should be left to the greatest
possibleextent to the Prolog systemitself.
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This declarativeapproachindeed often makesprogrammingin Prolog
easierthan in typical procedurallyoriented programminglanguagessuch as
Pascal.Unfortunately, however,the declarativeapproachis not alwayssufficient. It will later becomeclear that, especiallyin large programs,the pro- i
ceduralaspectscannotbe completelyignoredby the programmerfor practical I
reasonsof executionalefficiency.Nevertheless,the declarativestyle of think- |
ing about Prolog programsshould be encouragedand the proceduralaspects
ignored to the extent that is permitted by practicalconstraints.

Summary
o
o
o
o

Prolog programmingconsistsof defining relations and querying about
relations.
A program consistsof clauses.These are of three types:facts, rules and
questions.
A relation can be specifiedbyfacts, simplystatingthe n-tuplesof objects
that satisfythe relation, or by statingrulesabout the relation.
A procedureis a set of clausesabout the samerelation.
Querying about relations,by meansof questions,resemblesquerying a
database.Prolog'sanswerto a questionconsistsof a set of objectsthat
satisfythe question.
In Prolog, to establishwhether an object satisfiesa query is often a
complicatedprocessthat involves logical inference, exploring among
alternativesand possiblybacktracking.All this is done automaticallyby
the Prologsystemand is, in principle,hiddenfrom the user.
Two typesof meaningof Prolog programsare distinguished:declarative
and procedural.The declarativeview is advantageous
from the programming point of view. Nevertheless,the proceduraldetailsoften haveto be
consideredby the programmeras well.
The following conceptshave been introducedin this chapter:
clause,fact, rule, euestion
the headof a clause,the body of a clause
recursiverule, recursivedefinition
procedure
atom, variable
instantiationof a variable
goal
goal is satisfiable,goal succeeds
goal is unsatisfiable,goal fails
backtracking
declarativemeaning,proceduralmeaning
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Syntaxand Meaningof
PrologPrograms
This chaptergivesa systematictreatmentof the syntaxand semanticsof basic
conceptsof Piolog, und introducesstructureddataobjects.The topicsincluded
are'.
o
.
.
o
o
.
o

simple data objects(atoms, numbers,variables)
structuredobjects
matchingas the fundamentaloperation on objects
declarative(or non-procedural)meaningof a program
proceduralmeaningof a Program
relation betweenthe declarativeand proceduralmeaningsof a program
altering the proceduralmeaningby reorderingclausesand goals

Most of these topics have already been reviewed in Chapter L- Here the
treatmentwill becomernore formal and detailed.

2.1 Dataobjects
Figure 2.L showsa classificationof data objectsin Prolog. The Prolog system
reiognizesthe type of an object in the program by its syntacticform. This is
portibl. becausethe syntaxof Prologspecifiesdifferent forms for eachtype of
dataobjects

/\
,/\
structures
objects
simple
,/\
/\
variables
constants
,/
\
atoms

numbers

Figure 2.1 Data objectsin Prolog.
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dataobjects.We havealreadyseena methodfor distinguishing
betweenatoms
and variablesin Chapter 1: variablesstart with upper-caseletters
whereas
atomsstart with lower-caseletters. No additional iniormation (suchas
datatype declaration)hasto be communicatedto Prolog in order to i".ognize the
type of an object.

2.1.1 Atoms and numbers
In Chapter L we have seensomesimple examplesof atoms and variables.
In
general,however,they cantake more complicaiedforms-that is,
stringsof the
following characters:
o
o
o
.

(1)

upper-case
lettersA, B, ..., Z
lower-case
letters8, b, ..., z
d i g i t s0 , L , 2 , . . . , 9
specialcharacterssuchas + - * I <) : : . & _\.
Atoms can be constructedin three ways:
Stringsof letters,digits and the underscorecharacter,'-', startingwith a
lower-caseletter:
anna
nil

,Os
,L25
x-25A8
x_
x-y
alpha-beta-procedure
miss_Jones
sarahjones
(2)

Stringsof specialcharacters:

When using atoms of this form, some care is necessarybecausesome
strings of special charactersalready have a predefined meaning; an
exampleis':-'.
(3)

Stringsof charactersenclosedin singlequotes.This is usefulif we want,
for example,to havean atom that startswith a capitalletter. By enclosing
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it in quoteswe make it distinguishablefrom variables:
'Tom'
'South-America'
'Sarah Jones'
Numbersusedin Prologincludeintegernumbersand real numbers.The
syntaxof integersis simple, as illustratedby the following examples:
1313

-97

Not atl integernumberscan be representedin a computer,thereforethe range
of integersis limited to an interval betweensomesmallestand some largest
numberpermitted by a particularPrologimplementation.Normally the range
allowedby an implementationis at leastbetween- 16383and 16383,andoften
it is considerablywider.
The treatmentof real numbersdependson the implementationof Prolog.
We will assumethe simple syntax of numbers, as shown by the following
examples:

3.t4

-0.0035

100.2

Real numbers are not used very much in typical Prolog programming.The
reasonfor this is that Prologis primarily a languagefor symbolic,non-numeric
computation, as opposed to number crunching oriented languagessuch as
Fortran. In symbolic computation, integersare often used, for example,to
count the numberof itemsin a list; but there is little needfor real numbers.
Apart from this lack of necessityto use real numbersin typical Prolog
applications,there is anotherreasonfor avoidingreal numbers.In general,we
want to keepthe meaningof programsasneataspossible.The introductionof
real numberssomewhatimpairsthis neatnessbecauseof numericalerrorsthat
arisedue to rounding when doing arithmetic. For example,the evaluationof
the expression
1 0 0 0 0 + 0 . 0 0 0 -11 0 0 0 0
may resultin 0 insteadof the correctresult0.0001.
2.1.2 Variables
Variablesare stringsof letters, digits and underscorecharacters.They start
with an upper-caseletter or an underscorecharacter:

x
Result
Object2
Participantlist
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Shoppinglist
r23
23
When a variableappearsin a clauseonceonly, we do not haveto invent a
namefor it. We canusethe so-called'anonymous'variable,
whichis written as
a singleunderscorecharacter.For example,let us considerthe following rule:
hasachild(X) :- parent( X, y).
This rule says:foi all X, X hasa child if X is a parentof someY. We aredefining
the property hasachildwhich, asit is meanthere,doesnot dependon the nurni
of the child. Thus, this is a proper placein whichto usean anonymousvariable.
The clauseabovecan thus be rewritten:
hasachild( X)

paren( X, -).

feacntime a singleunderscorecharacteroccursin a clauseit representsa new
I anonymousvariable.For example,we can saythat there is somebodywho has
a child if there are two objectssuchthat one is a parent of the other:
somebody-has-child :- parent( _, _).
This is equivalent
somebodyJras-child

parent( X, Y).

But this is, of course,quite different from:
somebody-has-child

parent( X, X).

If the anonymousvariable appearsin a questionclausethen its value is not
output when Prolog answersthe question.If we are interestedin peoplewho
havechildren, but not in the namesof the children, then we can simply ask:
?- parent( X,
The lexical scopeof variable namesis one clause.This meansthat, for
example,if the nameX15 occursin two clauses,then it signifiestwo different
variables.But eachoccurrenceof X15 within the sameclausemeansthe same
variable, The situation is different for constants:the sameatom alwaysmeans
the sameobject in any clause- that is, throughoutthe whole program.
2.1.3 Structures
Structuredobjects(or simply structures)
are objectsthat haveseveralcomponents.The componentsthemselvescan, in turn, be structures.For example,
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date(l,mayr 1983)

I

I

I

may
(a)

l9E3

I

\/

functor arguments
(b)

asa tree;
object:(a) asit is represented
of a structured
Figure2.2 Dateis anexample
(b) asit is writtenin Prolog.

the datecanbe viewedasa structurewith threecomponents:day, month, year.
Although composedof several components,structuresare treated in the
program as singleobjects. In order to combinethe componentsinto a single
object we have to chooseafunctor. A suitablefunctor for our exampleis date.
Then the date 1st May 1,983can be written as:
date( t, may, 1983)
(seeFigure2.2).
All the componentsin this exampleare constants(two integersand one
atom). Componentscan alsobe variablesor other structures.Any day in May
can be representedby the structure:
date( Duy, may, 1983)
Note that Day is a variableand can be instantiatedto any object at somelater
point in the execution.
This method for data structuringis simpleand powerful. It is one of the
reasonswhy Prolog is so naturally appliedto problemsthat involve symbolic
manipulation.
Syntactically,all data objectsin Prolog are terms.For example,
may
and
date( 1, may, 1983)
are terms.
All structuredobjectscan be pictured as trees (see Figure2,.2for an
example).The root of the tree is the functor, and the offspringsof the root are
the components.If a componentis alsoa structurethen it is a subtreeof the tree
that correspondsto the whole structuredobject.
Our next examplewill showhow structurescanbe usedto representsome
simplegeometricobjects(seeFigure2.3).A point in two-dimensional
spaceis
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P2= (2,3)
(4.2)
(7,1)

t2

345678

Figure 2.3 Somesimplegeometricobjects.

defined by its two coordinates;a line segmentis defined by two points; and a
triangle can be defined by three points. Let us choosethe following functors:
point
seg
triangle

for points,
for line segments,and
for triangles.

Then the objects in Figure 2.3 can be representedby the following Prolog
terms:
p1 : point(l,l)
p2: point(2,3)
S : seg(Pl, P2): seg(point(l,1), point(2,3))
T : triangle( point(4,Z),point(6,4),point(7,l) )
p1 = proint

S=seg

/\
,/\

/\

point

I

/

point

/

\

/
\
l123

\

/

\

T = triangle

-/

l\

./l\
point
/\
426471

point

/\

point

/\

Figure2.4 Tree representationof the objectsin Figure 2.3.
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The correspondingtree representationof theseobjectsis shownin Figure 2.4.
In general,the functor at the root of the tree is called theprincipalfunctor of.
the term.
If in the sameprogram we also had points in three-dimensionalspace
then we could use anotherfunctor, point3, say, for their representation:
point3( X, Y, Z)
We can, however,usethe samename,point, for points in both two and three
dimensions,and write for example:
point( X1, Y1) and point( X,Y, Z)
If the samenameappearsin the programin two differentroles,asis the casefor
point above,the Prolog systemwill recognizethe differenceby the numberof
arguments,and will interpret this name astwo functors:one of them with two
argumentsand the other one with three arguments.This is so becauseeach
functor is defined by two things:
(1)
(2)

the name, whosesyntaxis that of atoms;
the arity - that is, the number of arguments.

As already explained,all structuredobjects in Prolog are trees, representedin the programby terms. We will studytwo more examplesto illustrate
how naturally complicateddata objectscan be representedby Prolog terms.
Figure 2.5 shows the tree structure that correspondsto the arithmetic
expression
(a+b)*(c-5)
Accordingto the syntaxof terrnsintroducedsofar this canbe written, usingthe
symbols'*', '*' and '-' as functors,asfollows:
*( +( a, b), -( c, 5) )

./
+
/

\

\
/
b

\

5

Figure 2.5 A tree structure that corresponds to the arithmetic expression
(a+b)*(c-5).
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This is of coursea legal Prolog term; but this is not the form that we would
normally like to have. We would normally prefer the usual, infix notation as
usedin mathematics.In fact, Prolog alsoallowsus to usethe infix notation so
that the symbols'*' ,'*' and '-' are written asinfix operators.Detailsof how
the programmer can define his or her own operators will be discussedin
Chapter3.
As the last examplewe considersomesimple electriccircuits shown in
Figure 2.6. The right-handside of the figure showsthe tree representationof
thesecircuits. The atoms tl, 12, 13 and 14 arethe namesof the resistors.The

+

r1

12

seq

(a)

/
I

\
12

r1

par

l-1.---,-l

/\

H

/\
rl

12

(b)

r1

r:l
lr2

-,-7

par

l

/\
/\
rl

t-.,'LJ

/\
/\
12

H

(c)

rl

Fr

par

r3

per
/\
/\
rl

I'rl

seq
/\
/\
per

#
(d)

/\
/\
12

r4

r3

(a) sequential
Figure2.6 Somesimpleelectriccircuitsand their tree representations:
compositionof resistorsr1 and 12;(b) parallelcompositionof two resistors;(c) parallel
compositionof three resistors;(d) parallel compositionof r1 and anothercircuit.
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of
functors par and seqdenote the parallel and the sequentialcompositions
are:
terms
resistorsrespectively.The correspondingProlog
seq(11, 12)
par( r1, 12)
par( 11, Par( r2, 13) )
par( r1, seq(Par( 12, r3)' 14) )

Exercises
2.1 Which of the following are syntacticallycorrect Prolog objects?What
kinds of object are they (atom, number, variable, structure)?
(a) Diana
(b) diana
(c) 'Diana'
(d) -diana
(e) 'Diana goessouttrl
(f) goes(diana, south)

(e)as
(h)s(x, Y)
(i) *( north, west)
(j) three( Black( Cats) )
2.2 Suggesta representationfor rectangles,squaresand circlesasstructured
Prolog objects. Use an approach similar to that in Figure 2.4. For
example,a rectanglecan be representedby four points (or maybethree
points only). Write some exampleterms that representsome concrete
objectsof thesetypes usingthe suggestedrepresentation.

2.2 Matching
In the previous section we have seen how terms can be used to represent
complex data objects. The most important operation on terms is matching.
Matching alone can producesomeinterestingcomputation.
Given two terms, we say that they match if.:
(1)
(2)

they are identical,or
the variablesin both terms can be instantiatedto objectsin such a way
that after the substitutionof variablesby theseobjectsthe termsbecome
identical.
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For example,the termsdate( D, M, 19g3)anddate( Dl, may, yl) match.
one
instantiationthat makesboth terms identical is:
.
o
.

D is instantiatedto Dl
M is instantiatedto may
Y1 is instantiatedto 1983

This instantiation is more compactly written in the familiar form in which
Prolog outputs results:
D:D1
M:may
Yl : 1983
on the other hand, the terms date( D, M, l9s3) and date( Dl, Ml, 1444)do
not match, nor do the terms date( X, y, Z) andpoint( X, y, Z).
Matchingis a processthat takes as input two terms and checkswhether
they match. If the terms do not matchwe saythat this process/ails.If they do
match then the processsucceedsand it also instantiatesthe variablesin both
terms to suchvaluesthat the terms becomeidentical.
Let us consideragainthe matchingof the two dates.The requestfor this
operation can be communicatedto the Prolog systemby the following question, usingthe operator':':
?- date( D, M, 1983) = date( Dl, may, Y1).
We havealreadymentionedthe instantiationD = D1, $t : hay, Yl = 1983,
which achievesthe match. There are, however,other instantiationsthat also
make both terms identical. Two of them are as follows:
D=1
Dl :1
M: may
Yl : 1983

.

D : third
D1 : third
M: miy
Yl : 1983

Thesetwo instantiationsare said to be lessgeneralthan the first one because
they constrainthe valuesof the variablesD and D1 strongerthan necessary.
For makingboth termsin our exampleidentical,it is only importantthat D and
D1 have the samevalue, although this value can be anything. Matching in
Prolog alwaysresultsin the mostgeneralinstantiation. This is the instantiation
that commitsthe variablesto the leastpossibleextent,thusleavingthe greatest
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possiblefreedomfor further instantiationsif further matchingis required. As
an exampleconsiderthe following question:
?- date( D, M, 1983) :
date( D, M, 1983) :

date{ Dl, maY, Y1),
date( 15' M' Y).

To satisfythe first goal, Prolog instantiatesthe variablesas follows:
D:Dl
M: may
Yl : 1983
After havingsatisfiedthe secondgoal, the instantiationbecomesmore specific
as follows:
D=15
Dl:15
M: may
Yl : 1983
Y: 1983
This examplealsoillustratesthat variables,duringthe executionof consecutive
goals,typicatly becomeinstantiatedto increasinglymore specificvalues.
The generalrules to decidewhether two terms, S and T, match are as
follows:
(]*)

ffi
(3)i

The lastof theserulescanbe visualizedby consideringthe tree representationof terms,asin the exampleof Figure2.7.The matchingprocessstartsat
the root (the principalfunctors).As both functorsmatch,the processproceeds
to the argumentswhere matching of the pairs of correspondingarguments
occurs.So the whole matchingprocesscan be thought of as consistingof the
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triangle

./
point

\

/\

point
/\
23

ll

triangle

./

x

point

\

/\
4Y

point
/\
2Z

Figure2.7 Matchingtriangl{ poin(l,l), A, point(2,3)) : triangl{ X, point(4,Y),
point(Z,Z)).

following sequenceof (simpler) matchingoperations:
triangle : triangle,
poin(l,l) : X,
A - point(4,Y),
point(2,3; : point(z,Z).
The whole matching process succeedsbecauseall the matchings in the
sequencesucceed.The resultinginstantiationis:
;5 : point(l,l)
4 = point(4,Y)
Z:3
The following examplewill illustratehow matchingalonecanbe usedfor
interesting computation. Let us return to the simple geometric objects of
Figure 2.4, and define a piece of program for recognizinghorizontal and
vertical line segments.'Vertical' is a property of segments,so it can be
formalized in Prolog as a unary relation. Figure 2.8 helps to formulate this
relation. A segmentis vertical if the x-coordinatesof its end-pointsare equal,
otherwisethere is no other restrictionon the segment.The property'horizontal' is similarly formulated, with only x and y interchanged.The following
program, consistingof two facts, doesthe job:
vertical( seg(point(X,Y), point(X'Yl) ).
horizontal( seg(point(X,Y), pornt(Xl,Y) ).
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The following conversationis possiblewith this program:
?- vertical( seg(point(l,l), point(l,2) ) ).
yes
?- vertical( seg(point(l,l), point(2'Y) ) ).
no
?- horizontal(seg(point(l,1), point(2'Y) ) ).
Y:l
the goalin the questionmatched
The first questionwasanswered'yes'because
oneof the factsin the program.For the secondquestionno matchwaspossible.
In the third question,Y was forced to become1 by matchingthe fact about
horizontal segments.

point(X,Yl)

Figure2.8 Illustrationof verticalandhorizontallinesegments.

A more general question to the program is: Are there any vertical
segmentsthat start at the point (2,3)?
?- vertical( seg(point(2,3), P) ).
p = point(Z,y)
This answermeans: Yes, any segmentthat ends at any point (2,Y), which
meansanywhereon the vertical line x : 2. lt should be noted that Prolog's
actualanswerwould probablynot look asneat asabove,but (dependingon the
Prologimplementationused)somethinglike this:
p : point(2,_136)
This is, however,only a cosmeticdifference.Here -136 is a variablethat has
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not beeninstantiated.-136is, of course,a legalvariablenamethat the system
hasconstructedduring the execution.The systemhasto generatenewnamesin
order to renamethe user'svariablesin the program. This is necessaryfor two
reasons:first, becausethe samename in different clausessignifiesdifferent
variables,and second,in successive
applicationsof the sameClause,its ,copy'
with a new set of variablesis usedeachtime.
Another interestingquestionto our programis: Is there a segmentthat is
both vertical and horizontal?
?- vertical( S), horizontal( S).
S : seg(point(X,Y), point(X,Y) )
This answerby Prologsays:Yes, anysegmentthat is degeneratedto a point has
the property of beingverticaland horizontalat the sametime. The answerwas,
again, derived simply by matching. As before, some internally generated
namesmay appearin the answer,insteadof the variablenamesX and Y.
Exercises
2.3 Will the following matchingoperationssucceedor fail? If they succeed,
what are the resultinginstantiationsof variables?
(a) point( A, B) : point( l, 2)
(b) point( A, B) : point( X, Y, Z)
(c) plus(2,2) -- 4

(d) +( 2' D) : +( 8,2)
(e) triangle( point(-l,O), P2, P3): triangle(Pl, point(l,0), point(O,Y))
The resultinginstantiationdefinesa family of triangles.How would
you describethis family?
2.4 Using the representationfor line segmentsas describedin this section,
write a term that representsany vertical line segmentat x -- 5.
2.5 Assume that a rectangle is represented by the term
rectangle(Pl, P2, P3, P4) where the P's are the verticesof the rectangle
positivelyordered. Define the relation
regular( R)
which is true if R is a rectanglewhosesidesare vertical and horizontal.

2.3 Declarativemeaningof Prolog programs
We havealreadyseenin Chapter 1 that Prologprogramscan be understoodin
two ways: declarativelyand procedurally.In this and the next sectionwe will
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considera more formal definition of the declarativeand proceduralmeanings
of programsin basicProlog.But first let uslook at the differencebetweenthese
two meaningsagain.
Considera clause
P:- Q,R.
where P, Q and R have the syntax of terms. Some alternative declarative
readingsof this clauseare:
P is true if Q and R are true.
From Q and R follows P.
Two alternativeproceduralreadingsof this clauseare:
To solve problem P, first solve the subproblem O and then the
subproblemR.
To satisfyP , first satisfyQ and then R.
Thus the difference betweenthe declarativereadingsand the procedural ones
is that the latter do not only definethe logicalrelationsbetweenthe headof the
clauseand the goals in the body, but also the order in which the goals are
processed.
Let us now formahzethe declarativemeaning.
The declarativemeaningof programsdetermineswhethera givengoal is
true, and if so, for what valuesof variablesit is true. To preciselydefine the
declarativemeaningwe need to introducethe conceptof instanceof.a clause.
An instanceof a clauseC is the clauseC with eachof its variablessubstitutedby
someterm. A varianrof a clauseC is suchan instanceof the clauseC where
eachvariableis substitutedby anothervariable.For example,considerthe
clause:
hasachild(X) :- parent( X, Y).
Two variantsof this clauseare:
hasachild(A) :- parent( A, B).
hasachild(Xl) :- parent( Xl, X2).
Instancesof this clauseare:
hasachild( peter)
hasachild(barry)

parent( peter, Z).
parent( barry, small(caroline)).
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Given a program and a goal G, the declarative

P:- Q;R'
is read:P is true if Q is true or R is true. The meaningof this clauseis thusthe
sameas the meaningof the following two clausestogether:

P:-4.
P:-R.
The commabindsstrongerthan the semicolon.So the clause
P:- Q,R;S,T,U.
is understoodas
P :- (Q,R);(S,T,U).
and meansthe sameas the clauses:
P:- Q,R.
P:- S,T,U.

Exercises
2.6 Considerthe followingprogram:
f( 1, one).
f( s(1), two).
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f( s((1)), three).
f( s(s(s(X))),N) :f( x, N).
How will Prolog answer the following questions?Whenever several
answersare possible,give at leasttwo.
(a) ?- f( s(1),A).
(b) ?- f( s(s(l), two).
C).
(c) ?- f( s(s(s(s(s(s(1)))))),
(d) ?- ( D, three).
2.7 The following program saysthat two people are relativesif
(a) one is a predecessorof the other, or
(b) they have a common predecessor,or
(c) they have a common successor:
relatives(X, Y) :predecesso(X, Y).
relatives(X, Y) :predecessor(Y, X).
relatives(X, Y) :predecessor(Z, X),
predecessor(2,Y).

VoX and Y have a common Predecessor

relatives(X, Y) :predecessor(X, Z),
predecessor(Y,Z).

%oX and Y have a common successor

Can you shortenthis program by usingthe semicolonnotation?
2.8 Rewrite the following program without usingthe semicolonnotation.
translate(Number, Word) :Number : 1, Word : one;
Number : 2, Word : two;
Number : 3, Word : three.

2.4 Proceduralmeaning
The proceduralmeaningspecifieshowProloganswersquestions.To answera
question meansto try to satisfy a list of goals. They can be satisfiedif the
variablesthat occurin the goalscanbe instantiatedin sucha way that the goals
logicallyfollow from the program. Thus the proceduralmeaningof Prologis a
procedurefor executinga list of goals with respectto a given program. To
'executegoals'means:try to satisfythem.
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program

success/failure
indicator
instantiation
of variables

Figure2.9 InpuVoutputviewof the procedurethat executes
a list of goals.
Let us call this procedureexecute.As shownin Figure2.9, the inputs to
and the outputs from this procedureare:
input: a program and a goal list
output: a successifailure
indicator and an instantiationof variables
The meaningof the two output resultsis as follows:
The success/failure
indicator is 'yes' if the goalsare satisfiableand 'no'
otherwise.We say that 'yes' signalsa successfultermination and 'no' a
failure.
(2) An instantiationof variablesis only producedin the caseof a successful
termination; in the caseof failure there is no instantiation.
(1)

In Chapter L, we have in effect already discussedinformally what procedure executedoes, under the heading 'How Prolog answersquestions?'.
What follows in the rest of this sectionis just a more formal and systematic
descriptionof this process,and can be skippedwithout seriouslyaffectingthe
understandingof the rest of the book.
Particularoperationsin the goal executionprocessare illustratedby the
examplein Figure2.L0.It may be helpful to studyFigure2.l0before reading
the following generaldescription.

PROGRAM
big( bear).
big( elephant).
smal( cat).

Vo Clause I
Vo Clause 2
Vo Clause 3

brown( bear).
black( cat).
gray( elephant).

Vo Clause 4
Vo Clause 5
Vo Clause 6

dark( Z) :black( Z).

Vo Clause7: Anything black is dark

dark( Z) :brown( Z).

Vo Clause8: Anything brown is dark

l
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QUESTION
?- dark( X), big( X).

% Who is dark and big?

EXECUTION TRACE
( 1 ) Initial goal list: dark( X), big( X).
(2)

Scanthe program from top to bottom looking for a clausewhosehead
matchesthe first goal dark( X). Clause7 found:
dark( Z) :- black( Z).
Replacethe first goal by the instantiatedbody of clause7, givinga new
goal list.
black( X), big( X)

(3)

Scan the program to find a match with black( X). Clause 5 found:
black( cat). This clausehas no body, so the goal list, properly instantiated, shrinksto:
big( cat)

(4)

Scan the program for the goal big( cat). No clausefound. Therefore
backtrackto step(3) and undo the instantiationX: cat. Now the goallist
is again:
black( X), big( X)
Continue scanning the program below clause 5. No clause found.
Therefore backtrack to step (2) and continue scanningbelow clause7.
Clause8 is found:
dark( Z) :- brown( Z).
Replacethe first goal in the goal list by brown( X), giving:
brown( X), big( X)

(5)

Scanthe program to match brown( X), finding brown( bear).This clause
has no body, so the goal list shrinksto:
big( bear)

(6)

Scanthe programand find clausebig( bear).It hasno body so the goallist
shrinks to empty. This indicatessuccessfultermination, and the correspondingvariableinstantiationis:
X = bear

Figure 2.10 An exampleto illustrate the proceduralmeaningof Prolog: a sampletrace
of the procedure execute.
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To executea list of goals
G l , G 2 , . . . ,G m
the procedureexecutedoesthe following:

t*#ffi

'ff,ffii'{ ffi'"'; ei

*l,,"lffiffi,.(r.wffiffi

ffi ,ffi#,iffimej,,ffi

* *in't

#,#*,'i
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This procedure is more compactly written in a Pascallike notation in Figure

2. 7r.
Several additiondl remarks are in order here regarding the procedure
executeaspresented.First, it wasnot explicitlydescribedhow the final resulting instantiationof variablesis produced.It is the instantiationSwhich led to a
successful
termination,and waspossiblyfurther refinedby additionalinstantiations that were done in the nestedrecursivecalls to execute.
Whenever a recursive call to executefails. the execution returns to
SCANNING, continuing at the program clauseC that had been last used
before.As the applicationof the clauseC did not leadto a successful
termination Prolog has to try an alternative clause to proceed. What effectively
happensis that Prolog abandonsthis whole part of the unsuccessfulexecution
and backtracksto the point (clauseC) where this failed branchof the execution
wasstarted.When the procedurebacktracksto a certainpoint, all the variable
instantiationsthat were done after that point are undone.This ensuresthat
Prolog systematicallyexaminesall the possiblealternativepaths of execution
until one is found that eventuallysucceeds,or until all of them have been
shownto fail.
We have already seenthat even after a successfultermination the user
canforce the systemto backtrackto searchfor more solutions.In our description of executethis detail was left out.
Of course,in actual implementationsof Prolog, severalother refinementshave to be addedto execute.One of them is to reducethe amount of

procedure execute (Program., GoalList,

Success) ;

Input arguments:
Progranr: list of clauses
GoalLisl: list of goals
Output argument:
Success:truth value Successwill become true if
GoalLisf is true with respect to Progrom
Local variables:
Goal: goal
OtherGoals: list of goals
Satisfied: truth value
MatchOK: truth value
Instant: instantiation of variables
H , , H ' ,, 8 1 , B I ' ,, . . . , B n , B n ' : g o a l s
Auxiliary functions:
empty(L): returns true if L is the empty list
head(L): returns the first element of list L
tail(L): returns the rest of L
oppend(Ll ,L2): appends list L2 at the end of list L1
match(Tl ,T2,MatchoK,Instant): tries to match terms T1 and T2: if
succeedsthen MatchOK is true and Instant is the corresponding
instantiation of variables
substitute(lnstant,Goals): substitutes variables in Goals according
to instantiation Instant
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begin
if empty(GoalList) then Succes,s:_ true
else
begin
Goal :: head(GoalList);
OtherGoals : - tail(GoalLisr) ;
Satisfied : - false;
while not Satisfied and " more clauses in program" do
begin
Let next clause in Program be
H:-BI
,Bn.
Construct a variant of this clause
H ' : - 8 7 ' , . . . , ,B n ' .
match( G oal,H', M atchOK,Ins tant);
if MatchOK then
begin
NewGoals : - append(fB]',...,8n'f,OtherGoals);
NewGoals : - substitute(Instant,NewGoalr);
execute(Progrem,N ewG oals ,Satisfied)
end
end;
Success:- Satisfied
end
end;

Figure2.ll

prologgoals.
Executing

scanningthrough the program clausesto improve efficiency.So a practical
Prologimplementationwill not scanthroughall the clausesof the program,but
will only considerthe clausesabout the relationin the current goal.

Exercise
2.9 Considerthe programin Figure2.10and simulate,in the styleof Figure
2.10,Prolog'sexecutionof the question:
?- big( X), dark( X).
Compareyour executiontracewith that of Figure2.10whenthe question
wasessentiallythe same,but with the goalsin the order:
?- dark( X), big( X).
In which of the two casesdoesProlos haveto do more work beforethe
answeris found?
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2.5 Example:monkeyand banana
The monkeyand bananaproblemis often usedasa simpleexampleof problem
solving.our Prologprogramfor thisproblemwill showhow the mechanisms
of
matchingand backtrackingcan be usedin suchexercises.
We will developthe
programin the non-proceduralway, andthenstudyits proceduralbehaviourin
detail. The programwill be compactand illustrative.
We will usethe followingvariationof the problem.Thereis a monkeyat
the door into a room. tn the middle of the room a bananais hangingfrom the
ceiling. The monkey is hungry and wants to get the banana,but he cannot
stretchhigh enoughfrom the floor. At the window of the room there is a box
the monkeymay use.The monkeycan perform the followingactions:walk on
the floor, climb the box, push the box around (if it is alreadyat the box) and
graspthe bananaif standingon the box directly under the banana.Can the
monkey get the banana?
One importanttask in programmingis that of finding a representation
of
the problem in terms of conceptsof the programminglanguageused.In our
casewe canthink of the 'monkeyworld' asalwaysbeingin somestatethat can
changein time. The currentstateis determinedby the positionsof the objects.
For example,the initial stateof the world is determinedby:
(1) Monkey is at door.
(2) Monkey is on floor.
(3) Box is at window.
(4) Monkey doesnot have banana.
It is convenientto combineall of thesefour piecesof information into one
structuredobject.Let uschoosethe word'state' asthe functorto hold the four
componentstogether. Figure 2.12 showsthe initial state repreSentedas a
structuredobject.
Our problemcanbe viewedasa one-persongame.Let us now formalize
the rules of the game.First, the goal of the gameis a situationin which the
monkeyhasthe banana;that is, any statein which the lastcomponentis 'has':
state(-) -, -, has)

state

atdoor

onfloor

atwindow

hasnot

Figure2.12 The initial stateofthe monkeyworld represented
as a structuredobject.
The four componentsare: horizontalpositionof monkey,verticalpositionof monkey,
positionof box, monkeyhasor hasnot the banana.
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Second,what are the allowed movesthat changethe world from one state to
another?There are four types of moves:
(1) graspbanana,
(2) climb box,
(3) pushbox,
(4) walk around.
Not all moves are possiblein every possiblestate of the world. For example,
the move 'grasp'is only possibleif the monkeyis standingon the box directly
under the banana(which is in the middle of the room) and doesnot havethe
bananayet. Such rules can be formalized in Prolog as a three-placerelation
narnedmove:
mov{ Statel, M, State2)
The three argumentsof the relation specify a move thus:
Statgl --------) State2
M

Statel is the state before the move. M is the move executed and State2is the
stateafter the move.
The move 'grasp', with its necessarypreconditionon the statebefore the
move, can be definedby the clause:
move( state( middle, onbox, middle, hasnot),
grasp,
state(middle, onbox, middle, has) ).

Vo Before move
Vo Move
Vo After move

This fact says that after the move the monkey has the banana, and he has
rernained on the box in the middle of the room.
In a similar way we can expressthe fact that the monkey on the floor can
walk from any horizontal position Pl to any position P2. The monkey can do
this regardlessof the position of the box and whether it has the bananaor not.
All this can be defined by the following Prolog fact:
move( state( Pl, onfloor, B, H),
walk( Pl, P2),
state( P2, onfloor, B, H) ).

Vo Walk from PL to PZ

Note that this clause saysmany things, including, for example:
o

the move executedwas 'walk from some position Pl to some position P2'

o

the monkey is on the floor before and after the move;
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MOYC M

canget

canget

has

Figure2.13 Recursiveformulationof canget.

o
o

the box is at some point B which remained the same after the move;
the 'has banana' status remains the same after the rnove.

The clause actually specifiesa whole set of possible moves because it is
applicableto any situationthat matches the specified state before the move.
Sucha specificationis thereforesometimesalso called a move schema.Due to
the conceptof Prolog variablessuch schemas can be easily programmed in
Prolog.
The other two types of moves, 'push' and 'climb', can be similarly
specified.
The main kind of questionthat our programwill haveto answeris: Can
the monkey in someinitial state S get the banana?This can be formulated asa
predicate
canget(S)
where the argumentS is a state of the monkey world. The program for canget
can be basedon two observations:
(1)

For any stateS in which the monkeyalreadyhasthe banana,the predicate cangetmust certainly be true; no move is neededin this case.This
correspondsto the Prolog fact:
cange( state(-, -, -, has) ).

(2)

In other casesone or more movesare necessary.The monkeycan get the
bananain any state51 if there is somemoveM from state51 to somestate
52, suchthat the monkeycan then get the bananain state52 (in zero or
more moves).This principleis illustratedin Figure2.I3. A Prologclause
that correspondsto this rule is:
canget(Sl) :move( 51, M, S2),
canget( S2).

This completesour programwhich is shownin Figure2.14.
The formulation of canget is recursive and is similar to that of the
predecessor
relation of Chapter 1 (compare Figures 2.I3 and 1.7). This principle is usedin Prolog againand again.
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% Legal moves
move( state( middle, onbox, middle, hasnot),
grasp,
state( middle, onbox, middle, has) ).

Vo Grasp banana

move( state( P, onfloor, P, H),
climb,
state( P, onbox, P, H) ).

Vo Climb box

move( state( Pl, onfloor, Pl, H),
push( Pl, P2),
state( P2, onfloor, P2, H) ).

Vo Pushbox from Pl to P2

move( state( Pl, onfloor, B, H),
walk( Pl, P2),
state( P2, onfloor, B, H) ).

Vo Walk from Pt to P2

Vo canget(State):monkeycan get bananain State
canget( state( -, -, -, has) ).

Vo can 1: Monkey already has it

canget( Statel) :move( Statel, Move, State2),
canget( State2).

Vo can 2: Do some work to get it
Vo Do something
Vo Get it now

Figure2.14 A programfor the monkeyandbananaproblem.

- We have developedour monkey and bananaprogram in the non-procedural way. Let us now study its procedural behaviour by consideringttre
following question to the program:
?- canget(state( atdoor, onfloor, atwindow, hasnot)).
Prolog'sansweris'yes'. The processcarriedout by Prologto reachthis answer
proceeds,accordingto the proceduralsemantics
of Prolog,througha sequence
of goal lists. It involves some searchfor right moves among the possible
alternativemoves.At somepoint this searchwill take a wrongmoveleadingto
a deadbranch.At this stage,backtrackingwill help it to recover.Figure2.15
illustratesthis searchprocess.
To answerthe question Prolog had to backtrackonce only. A right
sequenceof moves was found almost straight away. The reason for this
efficiency of the program was the order in which the clausesabout the move
relationoccurredin the program.The order in our case(luckily) turnedout to
be quite suitable.However,lessluckyorderingsarepossible.Accordingto the
rules of the game,the monkey could just as easilytry to walk here or there
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state(atdoor,onfloor,atwindow,hasnot)
grasp

climb

push

walk( atdoor,P2)

state(P2,onfloor,atwindow,hasnot)

climb

I
I
I backtrack
I
I
I
I

state(atwindow,onbox,atwindow,hasnot)

push(P2,P2')

P2',onfloor,P2',hasnot)
state(

grasp climb walk push

state(P2',onboxlPz)hasnot)
grasp
P2'=middle
state(middle,onbox,middle,has)

Figure2.15 The monkey'ssearchfor the banana.The searchstartsat the top node and
proceedsdownwards, as indicated. Alternative moves are tried in the left-to-risht
order. Backtrackingoccurred once only.

without ever touching the box, or aimlesslypush the box around. A more
thoroughinvestigationwill reveal,asshownin the followingsection,that the
ordering of clausesis, in the caseof our program, in fact critical.

2.6 Orderof clausesand goals
2.6.1 Dangerof indefinitelooping
Consider
the followingclause:
p:-p.
Thissaysthat 'p is trueif p is true'.Thisis declaratively
perfectlycorrect,but
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procedurallyis quite useless.In fact, such a clausecan causeproblemsto
Prolog.Considerthe question:
'!- p.
Usingthe clauseabove,the goalp is replacedby the samegoalp; this will be in
turn replacedby p, etc. In sucha caseProlog will enter an infinite loop not
noticingthat no progressis beingmade.
This example is a simple way of getting Prolog to loop indefinitely.
However,similarloopingcouldhaveoccurredin someof our previousexample
programsif we changedthe order of clauses,or the order of goals in the
clauses.It will be instructiveto considersomeexamples.
In the monkeyand bananaprogram,the clausesaboutthe moverelation
were ordered thus: grasp, climb, push, walk (perhaps.unclimb' should be
addedfor completeness).
Theseclausessaythat graspingis possible,climbing
is possible,etc. Accordingto the proceduralsemanticsof prolog, the order oi
clausesindicatesthat the monkey prefersgraspingto climbing, climbing to
pushing,etc. This order of preferencesin fact helpsthe monkeyto solvethe
problem.But what couldhappenif the orderwasdifferent?Let us assumethat
the 'walk' clauseappearsfirst. The executionof our original goal of the
previoussection
?- canget(stat{ atdoor, onfloor, atwindow, hasnot)).
would this time produce the following trace. The first four goal lists (with
variablesappropriatelyrenamed)are the sameas before:
(1)

canget( state( atdoor, onfloor, atwindow, hasnot) )

The second clause of canget ('c anz') is applied, producing:
(2)

move( state( atdoor, onfloor, atwindow, hasnot), M,, S2,),
canget( s2')

By the move walk( atdoor, PZ') we get:
(3)

canget( state(Pz', onfloor, atwindow, hasnot) )

using the clause 'can?'again the goal list becomes:
(4)

move( state( P2', onfloor, atwindow, hasnot), M', s2"),
canget( s2")

Now the difference occurs. The first clause whose head matches the first goal
above is now 'walk' (and not 'climb' as before). The instantiation is
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52" = state(P2", onfloor, atwindow, hasnot).Therefore the goal list becomes:
(5)

canget(state(P2", onfloor, atwindow, hasnot))

Applying the clauseocan?'weobtain:
(6)

move(state(P2", onfloor, atwindow,hasnot),M"' , 52"'),
canget(s2"')

Again, 'walk' is now tried first, producing:
(7)

canget(state(P2"' , onfloor, atwindow, hasnot))

Let us now comparethe goals(3), (5) and (7). They are the sameapart from
of
onevariable;thisvariableis, in turn, P', P" andP"'. As we know, the success
a goaldoesnot dependon particularnamesof variablesin the goal.This means
that from goal list (3) the executiontrace showsno progress.We can see,in
fact, that the sametwo clauses,'can2' and 'walk', are usedrepetitively.The
monkey walks around without ever trying to use the box. As there is no
progressmade this will (theoretically) go on for ever: Prolog will not realize
that there is no point in continuingalongthis line.
This exampleshowsProlog trying to solvea problem in sucha way that a
solutiortis never reached,althougha solutionexists.Suchsituationsare not
unusualin Prolog programming.Infinite loopsare, also,not unusualin other
progtamming languages.What l'sunusualin comparisonwith other languages
is that the declarativemeaning of a Prolog program may be correct, but the
program is at the same time procedurally incorrect in that it is not able to
producean answerto a question.In suchcasesPrologmaynot be ableto satisfy
a goal becauseit tries to reachan answerby choosinga wrong path.
A natural questionto ask at this point is: Can we not make somemore
substantialchangeto our programso as to drasticallypreventany dangerof
looping?Or shallwe alwayshaveto rely just on a suitableorderingof clauses
andgoals?As it turnsout programs,especiallylargeones,wouldbe too fragile
if they just had to rely on some suitableordering. There are severalother
methodsthat precludeinfinite loops, and theseare much more generaland
robustthan the orderingmethoditself.Thesetechniqueswill be usedregularly
later in the book, especiallyin those chaptersthat deal with path finding,
problemsolvirrgand search.

2.6.2 Program variations through reorderlng of clauses and goals
Already in the exampleprogramsof Chapter 1 there was a latent dangerof
producinga cyclingbehaviour.Our programto specifythe predecessor
relation
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in ChapterL was:
predecessor(
X, Z) '.
parent( X, Z).
predecessor(
X, Z) :parent( X, Y),
predecessor(
Y, Z\.
Let us analyzesomevariations of this program. All the variationswill clearly
have the samedeclarativemeaning,but not the sameproceduralmeaning.

Vo Four versions of the predecessor program
Vo The original version

predl( X, Z) :parent(x, z).
predl( x, z) .parent(x, Y),
predl( Y, Z).
vo variationa: swapclauses
of theoriginalversion
,pred2(x, z)
parent(x, Y),
pred2(Y, Z).
pred2(x, z) 'parent(x, z).
Vo Variation b: swap goals in second clause of the original version

pred3(X, Z) :parent(x, z).
pred3(x, z) :pred3(X, Y),
parent(Y, Z).
Vo Variation c: swap goals and clausesof the original version

pred4(x, z) .pred4(X, Y),
parent(Y, Z).
pred4(x, z) .parent(x, z).

Figure 2.16

Four versions of the predecessorprogram.
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Accordingto the declarativesemanticsof Prologwe can,without affectingthe
declarativemeaning,change
(1)
(2)

the order of clausesin the program,and
the order of goalsin the bodiesof clauses.

procedure consistsof two clauses,and one of them has two
The predecessor
goalsin the body.Thereare,therefore,four variationsof thisprogram'all with
the samedeclarativemeaning.The four variationsare obtainedby
(1)
(2)

swappingboth clauses,and
swappingthe goalsfor eachorder of clauses.

The correspondingfour procedures,calledpredl, pted2,pred3and pred4, are
shownin Figure 2.1"6.
There are important differences in the behaviour of these four
declarativelyequiva-lentprocedures.To demonstratethese, consider the
parentrelation asshownin Figure 1.1of ChapterL. Now, what happensif we
ask whether Tom is a predelessorof Pat using the four variationsof the
relation:
predecessor
?- predl( tom, Pat).
yes
?- pred2( tom, Pat).
yes
?- pred3( tom, Pat).
yes
?- pred4( tom, Pat).
In the last case Prolog cannot find the answer.This is manifestedon the
terminal by a Prologmessagesuchas'More core needed''
Figuie 1.11in-ChapterL showedthe traceof predl (in chapter L called
producedfor the abovequestion.Figure 2.17 showsthe correpredeceJsor)
spondingtracesfor pred2,pred3and pred4.Figure2.17(c)clearlyshowsthat
pred4islopeless, and Figure2.17(a)indicatesthat pred2is rather inefficient
comparedto predl: pred2doesmuch more searchingand backtrackingin the
family tree.
This comparisonshould remind us of a generalpracticalheuristic in
problemsolving:it is often usefulto try the simplestideafirst. In our case,all
relation are basedon two ideas:
ihe versionsof the predecessor
o

the simpler idea is to checkwhether the two argumentsof the predecessor
relation satisfythe parentrelation;
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the more complicatedidea is to find somebody'between'both people
(somebodywho is related to them by the parent and predicessor
relations).
of the four variations of the predecessorrelation, predl does simplestthings
first- on the contrary, pred4 alwaystries complicatedthings first. pred2 and
pred3are in betweenthe two extremes.Even without a detailedstudyof the
executiontraces,predl should be clearly preferred merely on the groundsof
the rule 'try simplethingsfirst'. This rule will be in geneiala usefulguide in
programming.
our four variations of the predecessorprocedure can be further compargd by considering the question: what types of questionscan particular
variationsanswer,and what typescan they not answer?It turns out that predl
pred2(
x,z) :parent(
x, Y),
prd2(Y,Zl.
pred2(
x,7,) :parent(
x,z),

pred2(tom,pat)

parent(tom,Y )
pred2(Y'rpat)
Y'= bob
pred2(bob,pat)

parent(bob,Y")
2(Y" rpat)

perent(bb, pat)

pred2(ann,pat)

parent(ann,Y"')

2{Y"'.rpat)

perent(ann, Pat)

paren( Pet,Y"')
pr€d2(Y"' ,pat)
Y"' = jim

paren(jh, Y'-")
Prcdz(Y"",pd)
(a)

Y" = pg;t

paruqpaLpar)
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pred3(x,z\:parent(x,z),
pred3(
x,z) :pred3(x,
Y),
parent(Y,Z).
paO
pred3(torrtr

parent(tom,pa9

pred3(top,Y')
parent(Y , pat)

1f

rl,

parent(tot,il
Y.,Pat)
parent(

1 ty'=
||
tl

bob

parent(bob, pflO

yes

(b)

pped4(X,Zl:'
pred4(x,Y)n
parent(Y,Zl.
pred4{X,Zl :pflrent{xrz),

pred4(to+,Y')
parent(Y,pet)

Y,')
pred4(tory,
pnrent(Y,,Y )
psrent{Y'Pat)

Y;)
predr(togl,,
parent(Y,,
,{ )
perent(Y-,
Y)
perent(Y,pat)

(c)

FiSurp 2.f? The behaviour of three forrnulations of the prpdegg$sofrelation oq the
qu-estion:Is Tom a predegessorof Pat?
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and pred2 are both able to reach an answerfor any type of question about
predecessors;
pred4can neverreachan answer;and pred3sometimescan and
sometimescannot.One examplein which pred3fails is:
?- pred3( liz, jim).
This questionagainbrings the systeminto an infinite sequenceof recursive
calls.Thus pred3alsocannotbe consideredprocedurallyiorrect.
2.6.3 Combining declarative and procedural views
The foregoing sectionhas shown that the order of goals and clausesdoes
matter.Furthermore,thereareprogramsthat aredeclarativelycorrect.but do
not work in practice.such discrepancies
betweenthe declarativeand proceduralmeaningmay appearannoying.One mayargue:Why not simplyforget
about the declarativemeaning.This argumentcan be brought to an extreme
with a clausesuchas
predecessor(X, Z) i

predecessor(X, Z).

whichis declarativelycorrect,but is completelyuselessasa workingprogram.
The reasonwhy we shouldnot forget about the declarativem-eaning
is
.
that progressin.programming technology is achievedby moving
away from
procedural details toward_declarative aipects, which
are noro,uily easier to
formulate and understand.The systemitself, not the programmer,
should
carry the burden of filling in the proceduraldetails.proiog "cloes
help toward
this end, although,as we have seenin this section,it onr! herpspartiaily:
it
sometimesdoeswork out the proceduraldetailsitseltproperly,
andsometimes
it doesnot. The philosophyadoptedby manyis that ii is uettei
to haveat reast
some declarativemeaningrather than noni (,none' is the case
in most other
programminglanguages).The practicalaspectof this view
is that it is often
rather easy to get a working program on." *" have a program
that is
declarativelycorrect. consequentry,a usefurpracticaruppiouJh
that often
worksis to concentrateon the declarativeaspectiotttre proutem,
then testthe
resultingprogramon the computer,and if itiails procedurailytry
to rearrange
the clausesand goalsinto a right order.

2.7 Remarkson the relationbetweenprolog and logic
Prolog is related to mathematicalrogic, so its syntax and meaning
can be
specifiedmostconciselywith referenceito logic.piolog is indeed
often defined
that way. However,suchan introductiontolrolog u.iu-",
that the readeris
familiar with certainconceptsof mathematicallolic. These
lon."p,, are, on
the other hand,certainlynot necessary
for understindinganausingirrologasa
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programmingtool, which is the aim of this book. For the reader who is
especiallyinterestedin the relationbetweenPrologandlogic,the followingare
some basic links to mathematicallogic, together with some appropriate
references.
Prolog'ssyntaxis that of thefirst-orderpredicatelogic formulaswritten in
the so-calledclauseform (a form in which quantifiersare not explicitlywritten), and further restrictedto Horn clausesonly (clausesthat haveat mostone
positive literal). Clocksin and Mellish (1981) give a Prolog program that
transformsa first-orderpredicatecalculusformula into the clauseform' The
proceduralmeaningof Prolog is basedon the resolutionprinciple fot mechanical theorem proving introduced by Robinson in his classicalpaper (1965).
Prologusesa specialstrategyfor resolutiontheoremprovingcalledSLD. An
theorem
introductionto the first-orderpredicatecalculusandresolution-based
proving can be found in Nilsson 1981.Mathematicalquestionsregardingthe
propertiesof Prolog'sproceduralmeaningwith respectto logicareanalyzedby
Lloyd (1984).
Matching in Prolog correspondsto what is called unificationin logic.
However, we avoid the word unification becausematching,for efficiency
reasonsin most Prologsystems,is implementedin a way that doesnot exactly
correspondto unification(seeExercise2.10). But from the prqtical point of,
U €fgf t&e Lt
view tiris approximationto unificationis quite adequate.

Exercise
2.10 What happens if we ask Prolog:

?- x-f(x).
Should this request for matching succeed or fail? According to the
definition of unification in logic this should fail, but what happensaccording to our definition of matching in Section2.2? Try to explain why many
Prolog implementations answer the question above with:
x - f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(

Summary
'pure Prolog'. It is
So far we have covereda kind of basicProlog, alsocalled
'pure' becauseit correspondscloselyto formal logic. Extensionswhoseaim is
to tailor the languagetoward somepractical needswill be coveredlater in the
book (Chapters3, 5,6,7).Important pointsof this chapterare:
Simple objects in Prolog are atoms, variables and numbers. Structured
objects, or structures, are used to represent objects that have several
components.
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o

Structuresare constructedby meansof
functors.Eachfunctoris defined
by its nameand arity.
The type of object is recognizedentirelyby its syntacticform.
The lexicalscopeof variablesis one clause.Thusthe samevariablename
in two clausesmeanstwo different variables.
Structurescan be naturallypicturedas trees.Prologcan be viewedas a
languagefor processingtrees.
The matchingoperationtakestwo termsandtriesto makethem identical
by instantiatingthe variablesin both terms.
Matching, if it succeeds,results in the most generalinstantiationof

variables.

The declarative semantics of prolog defineswhethera goal is true
with
respect to a given program, and if it is true, for what instantiation
of
variables it is true.

A commabetweengoalsmeansthe conjunctionof goals.A semicolon
betweengoalsmeansthe disjunctionof goals.
The proceduralsemanticsof Prolog is a procedurefor satisfying
a list of
goalsin the contextof a givenprogiam. th. procedureoutputs
the truth
or falsityof the goallist andthe corresponding
instantiations
of variables.
The procedureautomaticallybacktrurtr to examinealternatives.
The declarativemeaningof programsin 'pureProlog'does
not dependon
the order of clausesand the order of goalsin clauses.
The proceduralmeaningdoesdependon the order of goals
and clauses.
Thus the order can affect the efiiciencyof the p.ogru*;
an unsuitable
order may evenlead to infinite recursivecalls.
Given a declarativelycorrectprogram,changingthe order
of clausesand
goalscanimprovethe program'simiriency*triG retaining
its declarative
correctness.
Reorderingis one rnethodof preventinginOefinitelooping.
There are other more general techniques,apart from
reordering, to
prevent indefinite looping and thereby makl programs
procedurally
robust.
conceptsdiscussedin this chapterare:
dataobjects:atom, number,variable,structure
term
functor, arity of a functor
principalfunctor of a terrn
matchingof terms
most generalinstantiation
declarativesemantics
instanceof a clause,variant of a clause
proceduralsemaRtics
executinggoals
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Lists,Operators,
Arithmetic
In this chapterwe will studya specialnotationfor lists,one of the simplestand
mostusefulstructures,and someprogramsfor typicaloperationson lists.We
will also look at simple arithmetic and the operator notation which often
improvesthe readabilityof programs.Basic Prolog of Chapter 2, extended
with these three additions, becomesa convenientframework for writing
interestingprograms.

3.1 Representation
of lists
The /lst is a simple data structurewidely usedin non-numericprogramming.A
list is a sequenceof any number of items, suchasann, tennis,tom, skiing. Such
a list can be written in Prolog as:
I ann, tennis, tom, skiing]
is,
of lists.As we havealreadyseen
Jhls however,only the externalappearance
in chapter 2, all structuredobjectsin Prologaretrees.Listsareno exceptionto
this.
How can a list be represented as a standard Prolog object? We have to
consider two cases:the list is either empty or non-empty. In the first case,the
list is simply written as a Prolog atom, tl. In the second case, the list can be
viewed as consisting of two things:

(1) the first item, calledthe headof the list;
(2)

the remainingpart of the list, calledthe tail.

For our examplelist
I ann, tennis, tom, skiing]

the head is ann and the tail is the list
I tennis, tom, skiing]
64
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In general,the headcanbe anything(anyPrologobject,for example,a tree or
a variable);the tail hasto be a list. The headandthe tail arethencombinedinto
a structure by a special functor. The choice of this functor dependson the
Prologimplementation;we will assumehere that it is the dot:
.( Head, Tail)
Since Tail is in turn a list, it is either empty or it has its own head and tail.
Therefore, to representlists of any length no additional principle is needed'
Our examplelist is then representedas the term:
.( ann, .( tennis,.( tom, .( skiing,tl ) ) ) )
Figure 3.1 showsthe correspondingtree structure.Note that the empty list
appearsin the aboveterm. This is becausethe one but last tail is a singleitem
list:
I skiing]
This list hasthe empty list as its tail:
I skiingl = .( skiing, [J )
This exampleshowshow the generalprinciple for structuringdata objects
in Prolog also appliesto lists of any length. As our examplealsoshows,the
straightforwardnotation with dots and possiblydeepnestingof subtermsin the
tail part can produce rather confusing expressions.This is the reason why
Prolog providesthe neater notation for lists, so that they can be written as
of items enclosedin squarebrackets.A programmercan useboth
sequences
notations,but the squarebracketnotation is, of course,normallypreferred.
We will be aware,however,that this is only a cosmeticimprovementand that
our lists will be internally representedas binary trees.When suchterms are

an/

\
/

\

tennis

\
"/
/
skiing
Figure 3.1

tl

Tree representation of the list I ann, tennis, tom, skiing].
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output they will be automaticallyconverted into their neater form. Thus the
following conversationwith Prolog is possible:
?- Ltstl = [a,b,c],
List2 = .( a, .( b, .( c, Il ) ) ).
Listl : [a,b,c]
Llst2 = [a,b,c]
?- Hobbiesl : .( tennisn.( music, [] ) ),
Hobbies2= [ skiing, food],
[, = [ ann, Hobbiesl, tom, Hobbies2].
Hobbiesl = [ tennis, music]
Hobbies2= [ skiing, food]
[, = [ ann, ltennis,rnusicl,tom, lskilng,foodl ]
This example also reminds us that the elementsof a list can be objectsof any
kind, in particularthey can alsobe lists.
It is often practicalto treat the whole tail asa singleobject. For example,
let
1e [a,b,c]
Then we could write
16;1 = [b,cl

and L = .( a, Tail)

To expressthis in the squarebracket notation for lisfs, Prolog providesanother
notational extension,the vertical bar, which separatesthe head 4nd the tail:
LrIalTdtl
The vertical bar notation is in fact more general: we can list any number of
elementsfollowedby'l' and the list of remainingitems.Thus alternativeways
of writing the aboye list are:
[a,b,c]= [x | [b,c] I : [a,b | fcl ] =[a,b,c | [] l
To summarize:
o

A list is a data structure that is either empty or consistsof two parts: a
head and a tail. The tail itself has to be a list.

r

Lists are handled in Prolog asa specialcaseof binary trees. For improved
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lists
readabilityPrologprovidesa specialnotationfor lists,thusaccepting
written as:
I lteml, Item2'...]
or
I Head I TaiU
or
I Iteml, Item2, ... I Othersl

3.2 Someoperationson lists
Lists can be usedto representsetsalthough there is a difference;the order of
elementsin a set doesnot matter while the order of itemsin a list does;also,the
sameobject can occur repeatedlyin a list. Still, the most commonoperations
on lists are similar to those on sets.Among them are:
r
.
r

checkingwhether someobiect is an elementof a list, which corresponds
to checkingfor the set membershiP;
concatenationof two lists, obtaining a third list, which correspondsto the
union of sets;
adding a new object to a list, or deleting someobject from it'

In the remainder of this section we give programsfor these and some other
operationson lists.
3.2.1 tetnbershiP
Let us implement the mernbershiprelation as
member( X, L)
where X is an object and L is a list. The goal menrbed X, L) is true if X occursin
L. For example,
rrember( b, [a,b,cl )
is truen
me,n$e( b, [a,[b,cll )
is not true, but
mernbertfb,cl, [a,[b'cll )
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is.true.The programfor the membershiprelationcanbe based
on the following
observation:
X is a memberof L if either
(1) X is the headof L, or
(2) X is a memberof the tail of L.
This can be written in two clauses,the first is a simplefact and the secondis
a
rule:
member(X, [X I Tait] ).
member(X, [Head I Taill ) :member(X, Tail).
3.2.2 Concatenation
For concatenatinglistswe will define the relation
conc(Ll, L2,L3)
Here Ll andL2 are two lists, and L3 is their concatenation.For
exampre
conc([a,b], [c,d], [a,b,c,d])
is true, but
conc([a,b], [c,d], [a,b,a,c,d])
is false.In the definition of concwe will haveagaintwo cases,dependingon
the
first argument,L7:
(1)

If the first argumentis the empty list then the secondand the third
argumentsmust be the same list (cail it L); this is expressedby the
following Prolog fact:
conc([], L, L).

(2)

If the first argumentof concis a non-emptylist thenit hasa headanda tail
and must look like this:

IXILU
Figure3.2 illustratesthe concatenationof [x I Ll] and somelist L2. The
resultof the concatenationis the list [X I L3] whereL3 is the concatenation of L1 and L2.ln prolog this is written as:
conc( [X I Lt], LZ, [X I L3] ) :conc(Ll, L2,L3\.
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tx lL3l
Figure3.2 Concatenationof lists.

This program can now be used for concatenating given lists, for example:

?- conc([a,b,cl, U,2,31'L).
[, = [a,b,c,1,2,3]
?- conc([a,[b,c],d1,[a,[]'bl, L).
L:

[a, [b,c],d, a, [], bl

in many
Although the concprogram looks rather simple it can be usedflexibly
decomfor
direction
inverse
the
in
conc
use
can
we
other ways. For eximple,
follows:
as
lists,
posing a given list into two
?- conc(Ll, L2, [a,b,c] ).
t1 :il
L2 : [a,b,c];
tl : [a]
12: [b,c]i
11 : [a,bl

a:Icl;

11 : [a,b,c]

t2 = Il;
no

It is possibleto decomposethe list [a,b,c] in four ways,all of which were found
by our program through backtracking.
We can also useb.rr program to look for a certain pattern in a list. For
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example, we can find the months that precedeand the months that follow a
given month, as in the following goal:
?- conc( Before, [may I After],
[jan,feb,mar,apr,mayjun jul,aug,sep,oct,nov,dec]).
Before = ffan,feb,mar,apr]
After = [iun jul,aug,sep,oct,nov,decl.
Further we canfirrd the immediatepredecessorand the immediatesuccessorof
May by asking:
?- conc(-, [Monthl,may,Month2 | _],
ffan,feb,mar,apr,mayjun jul,aug,sep,oct,nov,dec]).
Monthl = apr
= jun
"on11r2
Further still, we can, for example, delete from somelist, Ll, everything that
follows three successiveoccurrencesof z in Ll togetherwith the thiee z's. For
example:
?. tl e la,b,zrz,e,z,z,z,d,el,
conc( L2, fz,z,z | _1,Ll).
Ll = fa,brz,z,c,z,z,z
d,el
U = la,b,z,z,cl
We have already programmed
-relation the membershiprelation. Using conc,
however, the membership
could be elegantlyprogrammedby the
clause:
memberl( X, L) :.
conc( Ll, [X I L2l, L).
This clausesays:X is a memberof list L if L canbe decomposedinto two listsso
that the secondone has X as its head. of course,memberl definesthe same
relation asmember.we havejust useda different nameto distinguishbetween
the two implementations. Note that the above clause can be-written using
anonymousvariablesas:
memberl( X, L) :conc( _, [X | _1,L).
It is interestingto compareboth implementationsof the membershiprelation,
memberand memberl. memberhasa rather sfiaightforward proceduralmeaning, which is as follows:
To check whether someX is a member of somelist L:
(1) first checkwhetherthe head of L is equalto X, and then
(2) checkwhetherX is a memberof the tail of L.
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memberl(b, I a, b' c] )

I

I

conc(Ll,I b JL2J,I a,b,c])

lst clauseof conc

2nd clauseof conc

Matching:

Matching:
Ll=[l
t b l L 2 l= [ o , b , c ]
b# a
failbecause

Ll = txlLl'l
tb lL2l=L2'
la,b,cl= tXlt3'l
Thisforces:
X=arL3'=[b,cJ
conc(Ll',
tb IL2l,[b,c])
lst clauseof conc
Matching:
Ll'=[]

tb lL2l= [b,c]
Thisforces:
L2 = [cJ

succeed
searching
memberlfindsanitem in a givenlist by sequentially
Figure3.3 Procedure
the list.
On the other hand, the declarativemeaningof memberl is straightforward,but
its proceduralmeaningis not so obvious.An interestingexerciseis to find how
memberl actually computessomething.An exampleexecutiontrace will give
someidea: let us considerthe question:
?- memberl(b, [a,b,c] ).
Figure 3.3 showsthe executiontrace. From the tracewe caninfer that memberl
behavessimilarly to member.It scansthe list, element by element, until the
item in questionis found or the list is exhausted.
Exercises
3.I

(a) Write a goal, usingconc,to deletethe lastthree elementsfrom a list L
producing another list LL. Hint: L is the concatenationof L1 and a
three-elementlist.
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(b) Write a sequenceof goalsto deletethe first three elements
and the
last three elementsfrom a list L producinglist L2.
3.2 Define the relation
Iast( Item, List)
so that ltem is the last elementof a list List. write two versions:(a) using
the conc relation, (b) without conc.

3.2.3 Adding an item
To add an item to a list, it is easiestto put the newitem in front of the list sothat
it becomesthe new head.If X is the new item andthe list to whichX is addedis
L then the resultinglist is simply

IXIL]
Sowe actuallyneedno procedurefor addinga new elementin front of the list.
Nevertheless,
if we want to definesucha procedureexplicitly,it canbe written
as the fact:
add( X, L, [X I L] ).

3.2.4 Deleting an item
Deleting an item, X, from a list, L, can be programmedas a relation
del( X, L, Ll)
where L1 is equal to the list L with the item X removed.The del relation canbe
definedsimilarlyto the membershiprelation.we have, again,twocases:
(1)

If X is the headof the list then the resultafterthe deletionis the tail of the
list.

(2)

If X is in the tail then it is deletedfrom there.
del( X, [X I Tail], Tait).
del( X, [Y I Tail], [Y I Taill] ) :del( X, Tail, Taill).

Like member, del is also non-deterministic in nature. If there are several
occurrencesof X in the list then del witl be able to delete anyone of them by
backtracking.of course,eachalternativeexecutionwill onlv deleteone occur-
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rence of X, leaving the others untouched. For example:

?- del( a, [a,b,a,a],L).
L:

{b,a,al;

L:

[a,b,a];

L:

[a,b,a];

no
del will fail if the list doesnot contain the item to be deleted.
del can also be used in the inverse direction, to add an item to a list by
insertingthe new item anywherein the list. For example,if we want to inserta
at anypiacein the list !l,z,3lthen we cando thisby askingthe question:what is
L suchthat after deletinga from L we obtain ll,2,3l?
?- del( a, L, II,2,3l ).

f, : [a,1,2,31;
| - fl,a,2,3l;
| - fl,Z,a,3l;
| -, Il,2,3,al;
no
In general, the operation of inserting X at any place in some list List giving
Biggerlist can be defined by the clause:

insert( X, List, Biggerlist) :del( X, Biggerlist, List).
In memberl we elegantlyimplementedthe membershiprelation by using
conc.We can alsousedei to test for membership.The idea is simple:someX is
a member of List if X can be deleted from List:
member2(X, List) :del( X, List, -).

3.2.5 Sublist
Let us now considerthe sublistrelation.This relationhastwo arguments,a list
L and a list S suchthat S occurswithin L as its sublist. So
sublist([c,d,e], [a,b,c,d,e,fl)
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member(
X,L)

txlL2l

sublist(S,L)

Figure3.4 The memberandsublistrelations.
is true, but
sublist([c,e], [a,b,c,d,e,fl)
is not. The Prolog program for sublist can be based on the same idea
as
lemberl, only this time the relation is more general(seeFigure 3.4). Accordingly, the relation can be formulated as:
S is a sublist of L if
(t) I- can be decomposedinto two lists, Ll and L2,
and
(2) l-Z can be decomposedinto two lists, S and some
L3.
As we haveseenbefore, the concrelation canbe usedfor decomposing
lists. so
the above formulation can be expressedin prolog as:
sublist( S, L) :conc(Ll, L2,L),
conc( S, L3,L2).
of course.,thesublist procedurecan be usedflexibly in severarways.
Arthough
it wasdesignedto checkif somelist occursasa subiistwithin unoti"r
list it can
also be used, for example, to find all sublistsof a given list:
?- sublis( S, [a,b,cl ).

S=U;
S: [al;
s : [a,b];
S : [a,b,c];
S: [b];
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n
L
ll Permute
\z
Ll is a permutationof L

of IXlL]
a permutation
insertX obtaining
Figure 3.5 One way of constructinga permutation of the list [X I Ll.

3.2.6 Permutations
Sometimesit is usefulto generatepermutationsof a givenlist. To this end, we
will define the permutation relation with two arguments.The argumentsare
two lists such that one is a permutation of the other. The intention is to
generatepermutations of a list through backtracking using the permutation
procedure,as in the following example:
?- permutation( [a,b,c], P).
P:

[a,b,c];

P:

[a,c,b];

P:

[b,a,c];

The program for permutationcan be, again,basedon the considerationof two
cases,dependingon the first list:
(1)
(2)

If the first list is empty then the secondlist must alsobe empty.
If the first list is not empty then it hasthe form [X I L], and a permutation
of such a list can be constructedas shown in Figure 3.5: first permute L
obtainingLl and then insertX at any positioninto LL.

Two Prologclausesthat correspondto thesetwo casesare:
permutation( Il, Il ).
permutation( [X I L], P) :permutation(L, L1),
insert( X, Ll, P).
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One alternativeto this programwould be to deletean element, X, from
the
lT, list, permutethe restof it obtaininga list p, and then add X in front of P.
The correspondingprogram is:
permutation2([], [J ).
permutation2(L, tX I pl ) :del( X, L, L1),
permutation2(Ll, p).
It is instructiveto do someexperimentswith our permutationprograms.
Its normal use would be somethinglike this:
?- permutation( [red,blue,greenl,p).
This would resultin all six permutations,as intended:
p:

I red, blue, greenl;

p:

I red, green,blueJ;

p:

I blue, red, greenJ;

p:

I blue, green,redl;

p:

I green,red, blue];

p:

I green,blue, redl;

no
Another attempt to use permutationis:
?- permutation( L, [a,b,cl ).
our first version, permutation, will now instantiate L successfullyto all six
permutations.If the user then requestsmore solutions,the program would
never answer 'no' becauseit would get into an infinite loop trying to find
anotherpermutationwhen there is none. our secondversion,permutation2,
will in this casefind only the first (identical)permutationandthenimmediately
get into an infinite loop. Thus, some care is necessarywhen using these
permutation relations.

Exercises
3.3 Define two predicates
evenlength( List)

and oddlength( List)

so that they are true if their argument is a list of even or odd length
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respectively.For example,the list [a,b,c,dl is'evenlength'and [a,b,c] is
'oddlength'.

3.4 Define the relation
reverse(List, Reversedlist)
that reverseslists. For example,reverse([a,b,c,d],[d,c,b,a])'
3.5 Define the predicatepalindrome(List). A list is a palindrome if it reads
the same in the forward and in the backward direction. For example,
Im,a,d,a,m].
3.6 Define the relation
shift( Listl, List2)
'shiftedrotationally'by one elementto the left. For
so that List2 is Listl
example,
?- shift( t1,2,3,4,51,Ll),
shift( Ll, L2).
produces:
ll:12,3,4,5,11
L2:13,4,5,1,21
3.7 Define the relation
translate(Listl, List2)
to translatea list of numbersbetween0 and9 to a list of the corresponding
words. For examPle:
translate([3,5,1,31, [three,five,one,threel)
Use the following as an auxiliaryrelation:
means(0, zero). means(1, one). means(2, two). ...
3.8 Define the relation
subset(Set, Subset)
where Setand Subsetare two listsrepresentingtwo sets.We would like to
be able to usethis relation not only to checkfor the subsetrelation,but
also to generateall possiblesubsetsof a given set. For example:
?- subset([a,b,c],S).
S - [a,b,c];
S - [b,cl;
g:lch
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$:

il;

$ : - [a,cJ;
S _ lal;

3.9 Define the relation
dividelist( List, Listl, List2)
so that the elementsof List are partitionedbetweenListl and List2, and
Listl and List2 are of approximatelythe same length. For example,
partition( [a,b,c,d,e],[a,c,e],[b,d] ).
3.10 Rewrite the monkeyand bananaprogramof chapter 2 asthe relation
canget(State, Actions)
to answernot just 'yes' or 'no', but to producea sequenceof monkey,s
actionsthat lead to success.
Let Actionsbe sucha sequencerepresented
as a list of moves:
Actions: I walk(door,window),push(window,middle),climb, grasp]
3.11 Define the relation
flatten( List, Flatlist)
whereList can be a list of lists,and Flatlist is List ,flattened'so that the
elementsof List's sublists(or sub-sublists)
are reorganizedas one plain
list. For example:
?- flatten([a,b,[c,d],[],[[[e]11,fl,
L).
L = [a,b,c,d,e,fl

3.3 Operatornotation
In mathematicswe are usedto writing expressions
like
2"a * b*c
where * and * are operators, and 2, a, b, c are arguments.In particular, * and
* are said to be
infix operators becausethey appear betweenthe two arguments.
Such expressionscan be represented as trees, iS in Figure 3.6, and can be
written as Prolog terms with + and * as functors:
+( *(2,8), *(b,c) )

Sincewe would normallyprefer to havesuchexpressions
written in the usual,
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Prolog
infix stylewith operators,Prologcatersfor this notationalconvenience.
will therefore acceptour expressionwritten simply as:
2*a * b*c
This will be, however,only the externalrepresentationof this object, which
will be automaticallyconvertedinto the usualform of Prolog terms. Sucha
term will be output for the user, again,in its external,infix form'

+
\

/
/
2

\

\

/

\

b

2*a * b*c.
of the expression
Figure3.6 Tree representation

are dealt with in Prolog merely as a notationalextenThus expressions
sion and no ni* principle for structuring data objects is involved. If we write
a * b, Prolog wiil handle it exactly as if it had been written *(a,b). In order
suchas a * b*c, Prolog has to
that Prolog pioperly understandsexpressions
than
+ hashigherprecedence
say
that
We
know thatlbinds strongerthan *.
*. So the precedenceof operatorsdecideswhat is the correctinterpretationof
expressions.For example, the expressiona * b*c can be, in principle,
understoodeither as
*( a, *(b,c) )

rt

.L-

or as

*(*(a,b),c)

,'M{q\

The general rule is that the operator with the highest precedehceis the n'x, /
*
v
principal functor of the term. If expressionscontaining* and are to be
a higher
to
have
has
*
then
underitoodaccordingto our normal conventions,
precedence
than *. Then the expressiona * b*c meansthe sameasa * (b*c).
if another interpretation is intended, then it has to be explicitly indicated by
- for example,(a * b)*c.
parentheses
A programmercandefinehis or her own operators.So, for example,we
can define the atomshas and supportsas infix operatorsand then write in the
program facts like:
peter has information.
floor supports table.

\

LLrp b!+rll*"-..j
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These facts are exactly equivalent
has( peter, information).
supports( floor, table).
A programmer can define new operators by inserting into the program
special kinds of clauses, sometimes called directives, which act as operator
definitions. An operator definition must appear in the program before any
expressioncontaining that operator. For our example, the operator has can be
properly defined by the directive:

op( 600, xfx, has).
This tells Prologthat we want to use'has'asan operator,whoseprecedenceis
600 and its type is 'xfx', which is a kind of infix operator. The fo.m of the
specifier'xfx' suggeststhat the operator, denotedby 'f', is betweenthe two
argumentsdenotedby 'x'.
Notice that operator definitions do not specifyany operationor action. In
principle, no operation on data is associatedwith an operator (except in very
specialcases).operators are normally used, as functors, onry to combine
objectsinto structuresand not to invoke actionson data, althoughthe word
'operator'
appearsto suggestan action.
Operator names are atoms, and their precedencemust be in some range
which depends on the implementation. we will assume that the range is

between1 and 1200.
There are three groupsof operator types which are indicated by type
specifierssuchas xfx. The three groups are:
(1)

infix operatorsof three types:
xfx xfy yfx

(2)

prefix operatorsof two types:
fx fy

(3)

postfix operatorsof two types:
xf yf

The specifiersare chosenso asto reflect the structureof the expressionwhere
'f'represents
theoperatorand'x'and'y'representarguments.
An'f'appearing
betweenthe argumentsindicatesthat the operator is infix. The prefix and
postfix specifiers have only one argument, which follows or precedesthe
operatorrespectively.
There is a differencebetween 'x' and 'y'. To explain this we need to
introduce the notion of theprecedenceof argument.lf an argumentis enclosed
in parenthesesor it is an unstructuredobject then its precedenceis 0; if an
argumentis a structurethen its precedenceis equal to the precedenceof its
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Ab
U

8l

prec.0

precedence
500

precedence500

Interpretation1: (a - b) - c

Interpretation2: a - (b - c)

'-' has
Figure 3.7 Two interpretations of the e x p r e s s i o n a - b - c assuming that
'-' is of type yfx, then interpretation2 is invalid because the
precedence 500. ff
of'-'.
precedence of b - c is not less than the precedence

mustbe strictly
principalfunctor.'x'representsan argumentwhoseprecedence
'y' representsan argumentwhoseprecedence
the
operator.
than
that
of
lower
is lower or equal to that of the operator.
with severaloperatorsof
Theserules help to disambiguateexpressions
the sameprecedence.For example,the expression
a-b-c
is normally understood as (a - b) - c, and not as a - (b - c). To achievethe
normal interpretation the operator '-' has to be defined as yfx. Figure 3.7
showswhy the secondinterpretationis then ruled out.
As anotherbxampleconsiderthe prefix operatornot. If not is definedas
fy then the expression
not not p
is legal; but if not is defined as fx then this expressionis illegal becausethe
asnot itself.In
argumentto the first not is not p, whichhasthe sameprecedence
this casethe expressionhasto be written with parentheses:
not ( not p)
For convenience,someoperatorsare predefinedin the Prologsystemso
that they canbe readilyusedand no definitionis neededfor them. What these
operatorsare and what their precedences
are dependson the implementation
of Prolog.We will assumethat this setof 'standard'operatorsis asif definedby
the clausesin Figure 3.8. As Figure 3.8 alsoshows,severaloperatorscan be
declaredby oneclauseif they all havethe sameprecedence
andif they areall of
the sametype. In this casethe operators'namesare written asa list.
The useof operatorscangreatlyimprovethe readabilityof programs.As
an examplelet us assumethat we are writing a program for manipulating
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:- op( 1200,xfx, ':-').
:- op( 12(X),fx, [ :-, ?-] ).
'- op( 1100,xfy, ';').
:- op( 1000,xfy, ',').
'- op( 700,xfx, -, is,
t
:- op( 500, yfx, [ + , -J ).
:- op( 500, fx, [ * , -, not] ).
'- op( 400,yfx, *, /,
div] ).
[
'- op( 300, xfx, mod).

Figure3.8 A setof predefinedoperators.

Booleanexpressions.In sucha programwe may want to state,for example,
one of de Morgan's equivalencetheorems,which can in mathematicsbe
written as:
-(A & B)

qi:=:)

-A v -B

One way to statethis in Prologis by the clause:
equivalence(not( and( A, B)), or( not( A), not( B) ) ).
However, it is in generala good programmingpracticeto try to retain asmuch
resemblanceas possiblebetweenthe original problem notation and the notation usedin the program. In our example,this can be achievedalmostcompletelyby usingoperators.A suitableset of operatorsfor our purposecanbe
definedas:
::::.

op( 800,xfx, (:::)).
op( 700, xfy, v).
op( 600, xfy, &).
op( 500, fy, -).

Now the de Morgan'stheoremcan be written as the fact:
-(A & B) <::=;'

-A v -B.

According to our specificationof operators above, this term is understoodas
shownin Figure 3.9.
To summarize:
o

The readability of programscan be often improved by usingthe operator
notation. Operators can be infix, prefix or postfix.
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Figure3.9 Interpretationof the term -(A & B)

In principle, tro operation on data is associatedwith an operator except in
special cases. Operator definitions do not define any action, they only
introduce new notation. Operators, ?Sfunctors, only hold together components of structures.
A programmer can define his or her own operators. Each operator is
defined by its name, precedenceand type.
The precedenceis an integer within some range, say between 1 and 1200.
The operator with the highest precedence in the expressionis the principal functor of the expression. Operators with lowest precedence bind
strongest.
The type of the operator depends on two things: (1) the position of the
operator with respect to the arguments, and (2) the precedenceof the
arguments compired to the precede'nce of the operator itself. In a
specifier like xfy, x indicates an argument whose precedenceis strictly
lower than that of the operator; y indicates an argument whose precedence is less than or equal to that of the operator.

Exercises
theoperatordefinitions
3.12 Assuming
'- op( 300, xfx, plays).
'- op( 200, xfy, and).
then the followitrg two terms are syntactically legal objects:
Terml - jimmy plays football and squash
Term2 : susan plays tennis and basketball and volleyball
How are these terms understood by Prolog? What are their principal
functors and what is their structure?
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3.13 Suggestan appropriatedefinition of operators(.was', .of,, ,the,) to be
able to write clauseslike
diana was the secretaryof the department.
and then ask Prolog:
?- Who was the secretaryof the department.
Who = diana
?- diana was What.
What = the secretaryof the department
3.14 Considerthe program:

t( 0+1,1+0).
t( x+0+1,x+1+0).
t(x*t*|, z) :_
t( x+1,x1),
t(xt+|, z).
How will this program answerthe foilowing questionsif .+' is an infix
operatorof type yfx (asusual):
(a) ?- t( 0+1, A).
(b) ?- ( 0+1+1, B).
(c) ?- t( 1+0+1+1+1, C).
(d) ?- ( D, 1+1+1+0).
3.15 In the previoussection,relationsinvolvinglistswere written as:
member(Element, List),
conc( Listl, List2, List3),
del( EJement,List, Newlist), ...
Supposethat we would prefer to write theserelationsas:
Elementin List,
concatenatingListl and List2 givesList3,
deletingElementfrom List givesNewlist, ...
Define 'in', 'concatenating','and', etc. as operators to make this
possible.Also, redefinethe correspondingprocedures.

3.4 Arithmetic
Prolog is mainly a languagefor symboliccomputationwhere the need for
numericalcalculationis comparativelymodest.Accordingly, the meansfor
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doing arithmetic in Prolog are also rather simple. Some of the predefined
operatorscan be usedfor basicarithmeticoperations'Theseare:

+

addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
modulo, the remainder of integer division

*
I
mod

Notice that this is an exceptionalcasein which an operator may in fact invoke
an operation. But even in such casesan additional indication to perform the
actionwill be necessary.Prolog knowshow to carry out the calculationdenoted
by these operators, but this is not entirely sufficient for direct use. The
following question is a naive attempt to requestarithmetic computation:

?- [:
Prolog will

t+2.
'quietly' answer

X:l*2
and not X : 3 aswe might possiblyexpect.The reasonis simple:the expression
1 * 2 merely denotesa Prolog term where * is the functor and 1 and 2 are its
arguments. There is nothing in the above goal to force Prolog to actually
activatethe addition operation. A specialpredefinedoperator, is, is provided
to circumventthis problem.The is operatorwill force evaluation.So the right
wav to invoke arithmetic is:
?- Xisl +2.
Now the answerwill be:
X:3
The addition here wascarried out by a specialprocedurethat is associatedwith
the operator *. We call suchproceduresbuilt-in procedures.
There is no generally agreed notational convention for arithmetic in
Prolog, so different implementationsof Prolog may use somewhatdifferent
notations.For example,the'l' operator may denoteintegerdivisionor real
division,dependingon the implementation.In thisbook,we will assumethat'/'
denotesreal division, and that the div operator denotesinteger division.
Accordingly, the question
X is 312,
Yis3div2.
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is answered bv

xY-

1.5
1

The left argumentof the is operator is a simple object. The right argument is an arithmeticexpressioncomposedof arithmeticoperators,numbers
andvariables.Sincethe is operatorwill forcethe evaluation,all the variablesin
the expressionmustalreadybe instantiatedto numbersat the time of execution
gfthis goal. The precedenceof the predefinedarithmeticoperators(seeFigure
3.8) is suchthat the associativityof argumentswith operatorsis the sameas
normallyin mathematics.Parentheses
canbe usedto indicatedifferentassociations. Note that +, -, *, land div are defined as yfx, which meansthat
evaluationis carriedout from left to right. For example,
Xis 5-2-l
is interpretedas
Xis(5 -2\-r
Arithmetic is also involved when comparing numericalvalues.We can,
for example,testwhetherthe productof277 and37is greaterthan 10000by the
goal:

277*37>10000.
yes
Note that, similarlyto is, the ')' operatoralsoforcesthe evaluation.
Supposethat we have in the program a relation born that relates the
namesof people with their birth years.Then we can retrieve the namesof
peopleborn between1950and 1960inclusivewith the following question:
?- born( Name, Year),
Year ):
1950,
Year :(
1960.
The comparisonoperatorsare as follows:
X
X
X}:
X:(
X :::
X :\:

X is greater than Y
X is less than Y
Y
X is greater than or equal to Y
Y
X is less than or equal to Y
Y the values of X and Y are equal
Y the values of X and Y are not equal
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for
Notice the differencebetweenthe matchingoperators':'and'-;=';
:::
the
matching
:
will
cause
goal
first
The
Y.
X
example,in the goalsX Y and
of the objectsX and Y, and will, if X and Y match,possiblyinstantiatesome
variablesin X and Y. Therewill be no evaluation.on the other hand,X::: Y
causesthe arithmetic evaluation and cannot causeany instantiation of variables. Thesedifferencesare illustrated by the following examples:

1.

?- 1+/-i:2+
yes
?- 1+2-2+

1.

no

?- 1+A:B+2.
A:2
S:1
Let us further illustrate the use of arithmetic operationsby two simple
examples.The first involves computing the greatestcommon divisor; the
second,countingthe items in a list.
Given two positiveintegers,X and Y, their greatestcommondivisor,D,
can be found accordingto three cases:
(1)
(2)
(3)

If X and Y are equalthen D is equalto X.
If X < Y then D is equal to the greatestcommondivisor of X and the
difference Y - X.
If Y < X then do the sameas in case(2) with X and Y interchanged.

It can be easily shown by an examplethat thesethree rules actuallywork.
Choosing,for example,X:20 andY :25,the aboveruleswouldgiveD = 5
after a sequenceof subtractions.
Theserules can be formulated into a Prolog program by defining a threeargumentrelation, say
gcd( X, Y, D)
The three rules are then expressedas three clauses,as follows:
gcd( X, X, X).
gcd( X, Y, D) :-

x<Y,
YlisY-X,
gcd(X, Yl, D).
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gcd( X, Y, D) :Y<X,
gcd( Y, X, D).
of course,the lastgoalin the third clausecouldbe equivalentlyreplacedby the
two goals:
XlisX-Y,
gcd( X1, Y, D)
our next example involves counting, which usually requires some
arithmetic.An exampleof sucha taskis to establishthe lengthof a list; that is,
we have to count the items in the list. Let us define the procedure
length( List, N)
which will count the elementsin a list List and instantiateN to their number. As
wasthe casewith our previousrelationsinvolvinglists,it is usefulto consider
two cases:
(1)

If the list is empty then its lengthis 0.

(2)

If the list is not empty then List : [Head I Tait]; then its length is equalto
1 plus the length of the tail Tait.

Thesetwo casescorrespondto the following program:
length( [, 0).
length( [- | TaiU, N) :length( Tail, N1),
Nisl*Nl.
An application of length can be:
?- length([a,b,[c,d],e1,N).
N=4
Note that in the secondclauseof length, the two goalsof the body cannot be
swapped.The reasonfor this is that Nl has to be instantiatedbefore the goal
Nisl*Nl
canbe processed.with the built-in procedureis, a relation hasbeenintroduced
that is sensitive to the order of processingand therefore the procedural
considerations
have becomevital.
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It is interestingto see what happens if we try to program the length
relationwithout the useof is. Suchan atternpt can be:
Iengthl( [, 0).
lengthl( t- I TailJ, N) :
lengthl( Tail, N1),
|r[:1+N1.
Now the goal
?- lengthl( [a,b,[c,dl,e],N).
will producethe answer:
N = 1*(1*(1+(1+0))).
The addition was never explicitly forced and was therefore not carried out at
all. But in lengthl we can,unlike in length,swapthe goalsin the secondclause:
lengthl( [- [ TaiU, N) :N=1+Nl,
lengthl( Tail, N1).
This versionof lengthl will producethe sameresultasthe originalversion.It
can also be written shorter,as follows,
Iengthl( [- I TaiU, 1 * N) :lengthl( Tail, N).
still producing the same result. We can, however, use lengthl to find the
number of etementsin a list as follows:
?- Iengthl( [a,b,cJ, N), Length is N.

N - 1+(1+(1+0))
Length- 3
To summarize:
o

Built-in procedures can be used for doing arithmetic.

o

Arithmetic operations have to be explicitly requested by the built-in
procedure is. There are built-in procedures associated with the predefined operators +, -, *, /, div and mod.
At the tirne that evaluation is carried out, all argumentsmust be already
instantiatedto numbers.
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The values of arithmetic expressionscan be compared by operators
such
as <, :(, etc. These operators force the evaluation of their
arguments.

Exercises
3.16 Define the relation
max( X, Y, Max)
so that Max is the greater of two numbers X and y.
3.17 Define the predicate
maxlist( List, Max)
so that Max is the greatest number in the list of numbers List.

3.18 Define the predicate
sumlist( List, Sum)
so that Sum is the sum of a givenlist of numbersList.
3.19 Define the predicate
ordered( List)
which is true if List is an ordered list of numbers. For example,
ordered(11,5,6,6,9,121
).
3.20 Define the predicate
subsum(Set, Sum, SubSe$
so that Setis a list of numbers,SubSetis a subsetof thesenumbers,and
the sum of the numbersin SubSetis Sum. For example:
?- subsum(11,2,5,3,21,5,Sub).
Sub : Il,2,2l;
5,16: [2,3];
Sub: [5];

3.21 Define the procedure
between(Nl, N2, X)
which,for two givenintegersNl andN2, generates
throughbacktracking
all the integersX that satisfythe constraintN1 S X S N2.
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3.22 Definethe operators'if"'then"'else' and'::'
becomesa legalterm:

9I

so that the following

if X > Y then Z z= X elseZ :: Y
'if' will be the principal functor. Then
choose the precedencesso that
'if' as a small interpreter for a kind of if-then-else'
define the relation
statementof the form
if Vall > Val2 then Var :: Val3 elseVar::

Val4

instantiated
where Vall, Val2, Val3 and Val4 are numbers(or variables
'if relation should
the
of
to numbers)and var is a variable. The meaning
be: if the value of vall is greater than the value of val2 then var is
instantiatedto Val3, otherwiseto Val4. Here is an exampleof the useof
this interpreter:
?- )(: 2,Y: 3,
Yal2 is 2*X,
Val4 is 4*X,
if Y > Yal} then Z :: Y elseZ :: Val4,
if Z > 5 then W :: 1 elseW :: Q.

x -/
Y:3
Z:$
\l/:1

Summary
o

r
o

o
o
o

The list is a frequently used structure. It is either empty or consistsof a
headandatailwhichis a list aswell. Prologprovidesa specialnotationfor
lists.
Commonoperationson lists,programmedin this chapter,are: list membership,concatenation,addingan item, deletingan item, sublist'
The operator notation allows the programmer to tailor the syntax of
programs toward particular needs. Using operators the readability of
programscan be greatly improved.
New operators are defined by the directive op, stating the name of an
operator,its type and precedence'
In principle, there is no operation associatedwith an operator; operators
are merely a syntacticdevice providing an alternative syntaxfor terms.
Arithmetic is done by built-in procedures.Evaluation of an arithmetic
expressionis forced by the procedureis and by the comparisonpredicates
<, =<, etc'
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Concepts introduced in this chapter are:
list, head of list, tail of list
list notation
operators, operator notation
infix, prefix and suffix operators
precedenceof an operator
arithmetic built-in procedures

UsingStructures:
Programs
Example
Data structures,with matching, backtrackingand arithmetic, are a powerful
programmingtool. tn this chapter we will develop the skill of using this tool
inrJugn programming examples: retrieving structured information from a
simulatinginon-deterministic automaton,travel planning and eight
datab-ase,
queenson the chesJboard.We will also seehow the principle of data abstraction can be carriedout in Prolog.

4.1 Retrievingstructured informationfrom a database
This exercisedevelopsthe skill of representingand manipulatingstructured
data objects.It alsoillustratesProlog as a naturaldatabasequery language.
A databasecan be naturallyrepresentedin Prolog as a set of facts.For
example,a databaseabout familiescan be representedso that eachfamily is
describedby one clause.Figure 4.1 showshow the information about each
family can be structured.Each family has three components:husband,wife
and children. As the number of children varies from family to family the
anynumber
by a list that is capableof accommodating
childrenarerepresented
compoof
four
structure
by
a
represented
in
turn,
of items. Each personis,
job
job.
is'unemployed',
information
The
date
of
birth,
nents:name,surname,
family

person

person

/l
,4\

tom fox

date

/lFt-

works

ann fox date unemPloYed

/\

7 may 1950 bbc 15200

/l\

9 may l95l

person

/t\

,/\

pat fox Oateuneiployed

/t\

5 may 1973

person

/lF.-

jim fox date unemPloYed

/t\

5 may 1973

Figure 4.1

tI

Structuring information about the family.
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or it specifiesthe working organizationand salary.The family
of Figure 4.1 can
be storedin the databaseby the clause:
family(
person(tom, fox, date(7,may,1950),works(bbc,15200)
),
person(ann, fox, dat{9,may, 1951), unemployed),
I person(pat, fox, date(5,may,1973),unemployed),
person(jim, fox, date(S,may,1973),unemployed)
I ).
our databasewould then be comprisedof a sequenceof factslike
this describing all familiesthat are of interestto our program.
Prolog is, in fact, a very suitable languagefor retrieving the desired
information from sucha database.one niceitririg auout prolog is that
we can
referto objectswithout actuallyspecifyingall theiomponent, oith"r"
objects.
we can merely indicate the structureof objects that we are interestedin,
and
leavethe particular componentsin the struttures unspecifiedor only partially
refer to all Armstrong
lpecified' Figure4.2 showssomeexamples.So *e
"an
familiesby:
family( person( _, armstrong, _, _), _, _)

(a)

(b)

,/
,/
person

/)

a l\

family

IN
(c)

/

\
\
/

\
/

family

/l person
./ l'-

Name Surnam.\

\'

/

\
/

\
/\

Figure4.2 Specifyingobjectsby their structuralproperties:(a) any Armstrong family;
(b) any family with exactly three children; (c) any fimity wiitr at ieastthree children.
Structure(c) makesprovisionfor retrievingthe wife's namethrough the instantiationof
the variablesName and Surname.
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The underscorecharactersdenote different anonymqusvariables;we do not
careabouttheir values.Further.we canrefer to all familieswith threechildren
bv the term:

-,-l)
To find all married women that have at least three children we can pose the
question:
family( -, person( Name, Surnam€, -, -), [-, -, - | -] ).

The point of these examplesis that we can specify objects of interest not by
their content,but by their structure.We only indicatetheir structureand leave
their argumentsas unspecifiedslots.
We can provide a set of proceduresthat can serveasa utility to make the
interaction with the databasemore comfortable.Suchutility procedurescould
be part of the user interface. Someuseful utility proceduresfor our database
are:
husband(X) 'family( X, -, -).
wife( X) '-

VoXisahusband
VoXisawife

family( -, X, - ).
child( X) :family( -, -, Childr€n),
member(X, Children).

VoXisachild

memhr( X, [X I Ll ).
memhr( X, tY I Ll ) .memhr( X, L).
exists(Person) 'husband(Person);
wife( Person);
child( Person).

Vo Any person in the database

dateofbirth( person(-, _, Date, _), Date).
salary( person(-, -, -, work{ -, S) ), S).

VoSalwyofworking person

salary( person(j -, -, unemployed),0).

VoSalaryof unemployed

we can use these utilities, for example, in the following queries to the
database:
Find the narnesof all the people in the database:
?- exists( person( Name, Surnam€, _, _) ).
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Find all childrenborn in 1981:

?'
;:H!*h(
o

x, date(
-, -,1e8r)).

Find all employed wives:
?- wife( person( Name, Surnam€, _, works( _, _) ) ).

o

Find the names of unemployed people who were born before 1963:

?- exists(person(Name, Surname,dat{ -, -, Year), unemployed)),
Year < 1963.
e

Find peopleborn before 1950whosesalaryis lessthan 8000:
?- exists(Person),
dateofbirth( Person,date( _) _, Year) ),
Year( 1950,
salary( Person,Salary),
Salary ( 8000.

o

Find the namesof familieswith at leastthreechildren:
?- family( person(-, Name, -, -), -, [-, -, - | -] ).

To calculatethe total incomeof a family it is usefulto definethe sum of
salariesof a list of peopleas a two-argumentrelation:
total( Lislof-people, Surn-of-their-salaries)
This relationcan be programmedas:
total( [], 0).

Vo Empty list of people

total( [PersonI List], Sum) 'salary(Person,S),
total( List, Rest),
SumisS*Rest.

Vo S: salary of first person
Vo Rest: sum of salaries of others

The total incomeof familiescan then be found by the question:
?- family( Husband,Wife, Children),
total( [Husband,Wife I Children], Income).
Let the lengthrelation count the number of elementsof a list, as definedin
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Section 3.4. Then we can sPecifYall families that have an income per family
mernberof lessthan 2000bY:
?- family( Husband,Wife, Children),
total( [Husbard, Wife I Childrenl, Income),
length( [Husband,Wife I Childrenl, N),
Income/N < 2000.

Vo N: size of farnily

Exercises
4.1 Write queriesto find the following from the family database:
(a) namesof familieswithout children;
(b) all employedchildren;
(c) namesof familieswith employedwivesand unemployedhusbands;
(d) all the children whoseparentsdiffer in age by at least 15 years.
4.2 Define the relation
twins( Childl, Chitd2)
to find twins in the familv database.

4.2 Doing data abstraction
Data abstraction can be viewed as a processof organizing various piecesof
information into natural units (possibly hierarchically), thus structuring the
information into someconceptuallymeaningfulform. Each suchunit of inforin the program. Ideally, all the detailsof
mation should be easilyaccessible
implementingsucha structureshouldbe invisible to the userof the structurethe programmercan then just concentrateon objectsand relationsbetween
them. The point of the processis to make the use of information possible
without the programmerhavingto think aboutthe detailsof how the information is actuallyrepresented.
Let us discussone way of carrying out this principle in Prolog. Consider
our family exampleof the previoussectionagain.Eachfamily is a collectionof
piecesof information.Thesepiecesare all clusteredinto naturalunitssuchasa
personor a family, so they canbe treatedassingleobjects.Assumeagainthat
the family informationis structuredasin Figure4.1. Let us now definesome
relationsthroughwhich the usercan accessparticularcomponentsof a family
without knowingthe detailsof Figure4.1. Suchrelationscanbe calledselectors
asthey selectparticularcomponents.The nameof sucha selectorrelationwill
be the name of the componentto be selected.The relation will have two
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arguments:first, the object that containsthe component,and second,the
componentitself:
selector-relation( Object, Component_selected)
Here are someselectorsfor the family structure:
husband( family( Husband, _, _), Husband).
wife( family( -, Wife, _), Wife).
children( family( _, _, Childlist), Childlist).
We can also define selectorsfor particular children:
firstchild( Family, First) :children( Family, [First | _] ).
secondchild(Family, Second) :children( Family, [_, Second| _] ).

We can generalizethis to selectingthe Nth child:
nthchild( N, Family, Child) :children( Family, ChildUst),
nttLmember(N, Childlist, Child).

Vo Nth element of a list

Another interestingobject is a person.Somerelated selectorsaccording
to Figure4.1arel.
firstnam{ person( Narne, _, _, _), Name).
surname( person( _, Surnarne,_, _), Surname).
born( person( _, _, Date, _), Date).
How can we benefit from selectorrelations?Having definedthem, we
can now forget about the particular way that structuredinformation is represented.To createand manipulatethis information,we just haveto know the
namesof the selectorrelationsand usethesein the rest of the program. In the
caseof complicatedrepresentations,this is easierthan alwaysreferring to the
representation
explicitly.In our family examplein particular,the userdoesnot
have to know that the children are representedas a list. For example,assume
that we want to saythat Tom Fox and Jim Fox belong to the samefamily and
that Jim is the secondchild of rom. Usingthe selectorrelationsabove,we can
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define two persons, call them Personl and Person2,and the family. The
following list of goalsdoesthis:
firstname( Personl, tom), surname( Personl, fox), Vo Personl is Tom Fox
firstname( Person2, jim), surname( Person2, fox), Vo Personzis Jim Fox
husband( Family, Personl),
secondchild( Family, Person2)

The use of selectorrelations also makes programseasierto modify.
Imaginethat we would like to improvethe efficiencyof a programby changing
the representationof data. All we haveto do is to changethe definitions of the
selectorrelations,and the rest of the programwill work unchangedwith the
new representation.

Exercise
4.3 Completethe definition of nthchild by definingthe relation
nth-member( N, List, X)
which is true if X is the Nth memberof List.

4.3 Simulatinga non-deterministic
automaton
This exerciseshowshow an abstractmathematicalconstructcan be translated
into Prolog. In addition, our resultingprogramwill be much more flexible than
initially intended.
Anon-deterministicfinite automatonis an abstractmachinethat readsas
input a string of symbolsand decideswhether to acceptor to rejectthe input
string. An automatonhasa number of statesandit is alwaysin one of the states.
It can changeits state by moving from the current state to another state. The
internal structure of the automaton can be representedby a transition graph
suchas that in Figure4.3. In this examplel$1,s2,s, and snare the statesof the
automaton. Starting from the initial state (s, in our example), the automaton
movesfrom stateto statewhile readingthe input string. Transitionsdependon
the current input symbol, asindicatedby the arc labelsin the transition graph.
A transition occurseach time an input symbol is read. Note that transitionscanbe non-deterministic.
In Figure4.3, if the automatonis in states, and
the current input symbol is a then it can transit into s, or sr. Some arcs are
labelled null denoting the 'null symbol'. These arcs correspond to 'silent
moves'of the automaton.Such a move is said to be silentbecauseit occurs
without any reading of input, and the observer, viewing the automaton as a
black box, will not be able to notice that any transitionhasoccurred.
The state s, is double circled, which indicatesthat it is a final state.The

1OO
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Figure4.3 An exampleof a non-deterministic
finite automaton.

automatonis saidto acceptthe input stringif there is a transitionpath in the
graph such that
(1)
(2)
(3)

it startswith the initial state,
it endswith a final state,and
the arc labelsalongthe path correspondto the completeinput string.

It is entirelyup to the automatonto decidewhichof the possiblemovesto
executeat anytime. In particular,the automatonmay chooseto makeor not to
make a silent move, if it is availablein the current state.But abstractnondeterministicmachinesof this kind havea magicproperty:if there is a choice
then they alwayschoosea 'right' move; that is, a move that leads to the
acceptance
of the input string,if sucha moveexists.The automatonin Figure
4.3 will, for example,acceptthe stringsab andaabaab,but it will reject the
stringsabb andabba.It is easyto seethat thisautomatonacceptsanystringthat
terminateswith ab, and rejectsall others.
In Prolog, an automatoncan be specifiedby three relations:
(1)

A unary relationfinal which definesthe final statesof the automaton;

(2)

A three-argumentrelation trans which definesthe state transitionsso
that
trans(S1, X, 52)
meansthat a transitionfrom a state51 to s2 is possiblewhenthe current
input symbol X is read.

(3)

A binary relation
silent(51, 52)
meaningthat a silentmoveis possiblefrom 51 to 52.
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(a)

stnng
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Figure 4.4 Accepting a string: (a) by readingits first symbolX; (b) by making a silent
move.

For the automatonin Fieure4.3 thesethree relationsare:
final( s3).
trans(sl, a, s1).
trans( sl, a, s2).
trans(s1, b, s1).
trans( s2, b, s3).
trans( s3, b, s4).
silent( s2, s4).
silen( s3, s1).
We will representinput stringsas Prolog lists. So the stringaab willbe
representedby [a,a,b]. Given the descriptionof the automaton,the simulator
will processa given input string and decidewhether the string is acceptedor
rejected.By definition, the non-deterministicautomatonacceptsa givenstring
if (starting from an initial state), after having read the whole input string, the
automatoncan (possibly)be in its final state.The simulatoris prograrnmedasa
binary relation, accepts,which definesthe acceptanceof a string from a given
state.So
accept{ State, String)
is true if the automaton,starting from the stateStateasinitial state,acceptsthe
string String. The acceptsrelation can be defined by three clauses.They
correspondto the following three cases:
(1)
(2)

The empty string, [], is acceptedfrom a stateS if S is a final state.
A non-emptystring is acceptedfrom a stateS if readingthe first symbolin
the stringcanbring the automatoninto somestate51, and the rest of the
stringis acceptedfrom 51. Figurea.a@)illustrates.
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(3)

A string is acceptedfrom a state s if the automaton can make a silent
move from S to 51 and then acceptthe (whole) input string from s1.
Figure 4.4(b) illustrates.

Theserules can be translatedinto prolog as:
accepts(S, tl ) .final( S).
accepts(S, [X I Restl )
trans( S, X, S1),
accepts(51, Rest).
accepts(s, String) .silent(S, Sl),
accepts(51, String).

Vo Accept empty string

Vo Accept by reading first symbol

Vo Accept by making silent move

The program can be asked, for example, about the acceptanceof the string
aaab by:
?- accepts(sl, [a,a,a,b]).
yes
As we have already seen,prolog programsare often able to solve more
generalproblemsthan problemsfor which they were originallydeveloped.In
our case,we can also ask the simulatorwhich stateour automatoncan be in
initially so that it will acceptthe stringab:
?- accepts(S, [a,b] ).
S:sl;
S=s3
Amusingly, we can also ask: what are all the strings of length 3 that are
acceptedfrom states,?
?- accepts(
sl, [XI,X2,X3] ).
Xl:a
X2: a
X3:b;

xl -b
X2: a
X3:b;
no
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If we prefer the acceptableinput strings to be typed out as lists then we can
formulate the question as:
?- String : [-, -, -J, accepts(sl, String).
String : [a,a,b];
String : [b,a,b];
no
We canmakefurther experimentsaskingevenmoregeneralquestions,suchas:
From what stateswill the automaton acceptinput stringsof length 7?
Further experimentationcould involve modificationsin the structure of
the automatonby changingthe relationsfinal, trans and silent.The automaton
in Figure4.3 doesnot containany cyclic'silentpath' (a path that consistsonly
of silent moves).If in Figure 4.3 a new transition
silent(sl, s3)
is addedthen a 'silent cycle' is created.But our simulatormay now get into
trouble. For example,the question
?- accepts(s1, [a] ).
would induce the simulator to cyclein states, indefinitely, all the time hoping
to find somewav to the final state.
Exercises
4.4 Why could cyclingnot occurin the simulationof the originalautomaton
in Figure 4.3, when there was no 'silent cycle'in the transitiongraph?
4.5 Cycling in the executionof acceptscan be prevented,for example,by
countingthe numberof movesmadesofar. The simulatorwould then be
requestedto searchonly.for pathsof somelimited length. Modify the
acceptsrelation this way. Hint: Add a third argument: the maximum
number of movesallowed:
accepts( State, String, Marmoves)

4.4 Travelplanning
In this sectionwe will construct a program that gives advice on planning air
travel. The programwill be a rather simpleadvisor,yet it will be ableto answer
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someuseful questions,such as:
o
o
r

what daysof the weekis therea directflight from London to Ljubljana?
How can I get from Ljubljana to Edinburgh on Thursday?
I have to visit Milan, Ljubljana and Zurich, startingfrom London on
Tuesdayand returning to London on Friday. In what sequenceshould I
visit thesecities so that I have no more than one flieht each dav of the
tour?

The program will be centredaround a databaseholding the flight information.
This will be representedas a three-argumentrelation
timetable( Placel, Place2, LislofJlights)
where Lislof-flights is a list of structured items of the form:
Departure-time / Arrivaltime / Flighlnumber / Lisloldays
Lislof-days is either a list of weekdaysor the atom 'alldays'. one clauseof the
timetablerelation can be, for example:
timetabl{ london, edinburgh,
[ 9:40/ 10:50lba4733/ alldays,
19:40I 2O:50lba4833/ [mo,tu,we,th,fr,su]I ).
The times are representedas structured objects with two components,hours
and minutes,combinedby the operator':'.
The main problem is to find exact routes betweentwo given cities on a
given day of the week. This will be programmedas a four-argumentrelation:
route( Placel, Place2,Day, Route)
Here Route is a sequenceof flights that satisfiesthe following criteria:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

the start point of the route is Placel;
the end point is Place2;
all the flights are on the sameday of the week, Day;
all the flights in Route are in the timetablerelation;
there is enoughtime for transfer betweenflights.

The route is representedas a list of structuredoblects of the form:
From - To: Flight_number:Departure_time
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We will also usethe following auxiliarypredicates:
(1)

flight( Placel, Place2,Day, Flight-num, Dep-time, Arr-time)
This saysthat there is a flight, Flight-num, betweenPlacel and Place2on
the day of the week Day with the specifieddepartureand arrival times.

(2)

deptime(Route, Time)
Departure time of Route is Time.

(3)

transfer( Timel, Time2)
Thereis at least40 minutesbetweenTimel and Time2,which shouldbe
sufficient for transfer betweentwo flights.

The problem of finding a route is reminiscentof the simulation of the
non-deterministicautomaton of the previoussection. The similarities of both
problemsare as follows:
o

The states of the automaton correspond to the cities.

o

A transition between two states corresponds to a flight between two
cities.
The transition relation of the automaton corresponds to the timetable
relation.
The automaton simulator finds a path in the transition graph between the
initial state and a final state; the travel planner finds a route between the
start city and the end city of the tour.

Not surprisingly, therefore, the route relation can be defined similarlY to the
'silent moves'. We
acceptsrelation, with the exception that here we have no
have two cases:

( 1 ) Direct flight connection:if there is a direct flight betweenplacesPlacel
and Place2then the route consistsof this flight only:
route( Placel, Place}, D"y, [Placel-Place2: Fnum : Dep] ) :flight( Placel, Place2,Duy, Fnum, D.p, Arr).

(2) Indirectflight connection:the routebetweenplacesPl andP2 consistsof
the first flight, from Pt to some intermediateplace P3, followed by a
route betweenP3 toP2. In addition,theremustbe enoughtime between
the arrival of the first flight and the departureof the secondflight for
transfer.
route(Pl, P2, Duy, [P1-P3: Fnuml : Depl I Routel ) 'route( P3, P2, Duy, Route),
flight( P1, P3, Duy, Fnuml, Depl, Arrl),
deptime(Route, Dep2),
transfer(Arrl, Dep2).
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The auxiliary relationsflight, transferand deptimeare easilyprogrammed
and
are included in the compretetraver pranningprogram in hidre
4.5. Also
includedis an exampletimetabledatabase.
ogr route planner_isextremerysimple and may examinepaths that
. .
obviouslyleadnowhere.yet it will suificeii the flight databaseis not large.
A
really large databasewould require more intelligen-tplanning to cope
with the
Iargenumber of potential candidatepaths.
Someexamplequestionsto the programare as follows:
What daysof the weekis therea directflight from Londonto Ljubljana?
?- flight( london, ljubUana,Duy, _, _, _).
Day - fr;
DaY : su;
no

VoA FLIGHT ROUTE PLANNER
:- op( 50, xfy, l).
flight( Placel, Place2, Day, Fnum, Deptime, Arrtime) :timetable( Placel , Place2, Flightlist),
member( Deptime / Arrtime / Fnum t Daylist , Flightlist),
flyday( Day, Daylist).

member(X, tX I LJ ).
member(X, [Y I L] ) :member(X, L).
flyday( Day, Daylist) .member(Day, Daylist).
flyday( Day, alldays) :member(Day, [mo,tu,w€,th,fr,sa,suJ
).
route(Pl, P2, Day [P1-p2: Fnum : Deptimel :
)
fligh( Pl, P2,D^y, Fnum, Deptime,_).

Vo Direct flight

route(Pl, P2, Duy, [P1-p3: Fnuml : Depl I Routel :- Vo Indirect connection
)
route(P3, P2, Duy, Route),
flight( Pl, p3, Duy, Fnuml, Depl, Arrl),
deptime(Route, Depz),
transfer(Arr1, Dep2).
deptime([P1-P2: Fnum : Dep | _1,Dep).
transfer(Hoursl :Minsl, Hours2:Mins2) .60 * (Hours2- Hoursl) + Mins2 - Minsl >: 40.
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VoA FLIGHT DATABASE
timetable(edinburgh, london,
[ 9:40/ 10:50lba4733/ alldEyS,
13:40| 14:50| ba4773lalldays,
19:40| 20:50lba4833| [mo,tu,we,th,fr,su]I ).
timetable(london, edinburgh,
[ 9:40/ 10:50lba4732lalldays,
11:40| 12:50lba4752| alldays,
18:40/ 19:50lba4822| [mo,tu,we,th,frlI ).
timetable(london, ljubljaro,
[ 13:20| 16:20/ ju201 / [fr],
13:20| 16:20| ju2l3 llsul I ).
timetable(london, zurich,
[ 9:10I 11:45lba6l4 / alldays,
14:45| 17:20/ sr805| alldaysI ).
timetable(london, milan,
[ 8:30| ll:20 | ba5l0 I alldays,
11:00| 13:50/ a2459/ alldaysJ ).
timetable(ljubljatrE,zurich,
[ 11:30| 12:40| ju322/ [tu,thl ] ).
timetable(ljubljars, london,
[ 11:10| 12:20/ yu200/ [frJ,
11:25| 12:20I yu212/ [sul I ).
timetable(milan, london,
[ 9:I0 | 10:00| a2458/ alldays,
12:20| 13:10/ ba5lI I alldaysI ).
timetable(milar, zurich,
| 9:25| l0:I5 | sr621/ alldays,
12:45| 13:35I sr623/ alldaysI ).
timetable(zurich, ljubljara,
[ 13:30/ 14:4AI yu323/ [tu,th] I ).
timetable(zurich, london,
[ 9:ffi | 9:40| ba6l3 / [mo,tu,we,th,fr,sa],
16:10l16:55/sr806/[mo,tu,we,th,fr,sul
] ).
timetable(zurich, milan,
[ 7:55| 8:45| sr620| alldaysI ).

Figure 4.5

A flight route planner and an example flight timetable.
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How can I get from Ljubljana to Edinburghon Thursday?
?- route( ljubljano, edinburgh,th, R).
R - fljubljana-zurich:yu
322:11:30, zurich-london:sr806:
16:10,
london-edinburgh
:ba4822:18:40I
How can I visit Milan, Ljubljana and Zurich, startingfrom London on
Tuesdayandreturningto Londonon Friday,with no morethanone flight
each day of the tour? This question is somewhattrickier. It can be
formulatedby usingthe permutationrelation,programmedin Chapter3.
We areaskingfor a permutationof the citiesMilan, Ljubljana and Zurich
suchthat the correspondingflights are possibleon successive
days:
?- permutation([milan, Uubfana, zurich], [Cityl , City2, City3] ),
flight( london,Cityl, tu, FNl, Dep1,Arrl),
flight( Cityl , Cityl, w€, FN2, Dep2, Arr2),
flight( City2, City3, th, FN3, Dep3,Arr3),
flight( City3, london, fr, FN4, Dep4, Arr4).
Cityl : milan
Cityz: zurich
City3 - ljubljana
FNl : ba510
Depl : 8:30
Arrl : 11:20
FN2 : sr62I
Dep2:9:25
Arr2 : 10:15
FN3 : yu323
Dep3: 13:30
Arr3 : 14:40
FN4 : yu200
Dep4: 11:10
Arr4 : 12:20

4.5 The eight queensproblem
The problemhere is to placeeight queenson the emptychessboardin sucha
way that no queenattacksany other queen.The solutionwill be programmed
as a unary predicate
solution( Pos)
which is true if and only if Posrepresentsa positionwith eight queensthat do
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not attack each other. It will be interestingto comparevarious ideas for
programmingthisproblem.Thereforewe will presentthreeprogramsbasedon
of the problem.
somewhatdifferent representations
4.5.1 Program 1
First we have to choosea representationof the board position. One natural
choice is to representthe position by a list of eight items, each of them
correspondingto one queen.Each item in the list will specifya squareof the
queenis sitting.Further,eachsquarecanbe
boardon whichthe corresponding
specifiedby a pair of coordinates(X and Y) on the board, where each
coordinateis an integer between 1 and 8. In the program we can write sucha
pair as
X/Y
'/' operator is not meant to indicate division, but simply
where, of course, the
combines both coordinates together into a square. Figure 4.6 showsone
solution of the eight queens problem and its list representation.

Having chosenthis representation,the problem is to find sucha list of the
form
form

Ix1/Y1, X2N2, X3/Y3, ..., X8/Y8l
which satisfiesthe no-attackrequirement. Our proceduresolutionwill haveto
searchfor a properinstantiationof thevariablesXl, Y l, Xz,Y 2, . .., X8, Y8. As
we know that all the queenswill have to be in different columnsto prevent
vertical attacks, we can immediately constrain the choice and so make the
searchtask easier.We can thus fix the X-coordinatesso that the solutionlist
will fit the following, more specifictemplate:
[ 1 / Y 1, 2 N 2 , 3 N 3 , . . . , 8 / Y 8 l

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
I

8

Figure 4.6 A solution to the eight queens problem. This positioncan be specifiedby
the list Ul4, 212, 317, 413,516,6lg, 7 1 5 , 9 / g l .
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We are interested in the solution on a board of size 8 by 8. However, in

programming,in general,the key to the solutionis often in consideringa more
generalproblem. Paradoxically,it is often the casethat the solutionfor the
more general problem is easierto formulate than that for the more specific,
original problem; then the original problem is simply solvedasa specialcaseof
the more generalproblem.
The creativepart of the problem is to find the correct generalizationof
the originalproblem.In our case,a good idea is to generalizethe numberof
queens(the number of columnsin the list) from 8 to any number,including
zero.The solutionrelation can then be formulated by consideringtwo cases:
case I

The list of queensis empty: the empty list is certainly a solution
becausethere is no attack.

Case2

The list of queensis non-empty:then it lookslike this:
t X/Y I Othersl

In case2, the first queen is at some square)vy and the other queensare at
squaresspecifiedby the list others. If this is to be a solution then ihe following
conditionsmust hold:
(1)
(2)
(3)

There must be no attack betweenthe queensin the list others; that is,
Othersitself must alsobe a solution.
X and Y must be integersbetween1 and g.
A queen at square X/y must not attack any of the queensin the l,st
Others.

To program the first condition we can simply use the solution relation itself.
The secondcondition canbe specifiedasfollows: y will haveto be a memberof
the list of integersbetweenI and 8 - that is, 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,g1.
On the other
hand, we do not haveto worry about X sincethe solution list will haveto match
the template in which the X-coordinates are already specified. So X will be
guaranteedto have a proper value betweenI and s. *e can implement
the
third condition as another relation, noaffack. All this can then be written in
Prolog as follows:
solution( pUY I Othersl ) :solution( Others),
member(Y, 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,91
),
mattacK )UY, Others).
It now remains to define the noattack relation:
noattack( Q, Qlist)
Again, this can be broken down into two cases:
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(1)

If the list Qlist is emptythen the relationis certainlytrue becausethereis
no queento be attacked.

(2)

If Qlistis not emptythen it hasthe form I Ql I Qlistl] and two conditions
must be satisfied:
(a) the queenat Q must not attackthe queenat Q1.,and
(b) the queenat Q must not attackany of the queensin Qlistl.

To specifythat a queenat somesquaredoesnot attackanothersquareis easy:
the two squaresmust not be in the samerow, the samecolumn or the same
diagonal.our solution template guaranteesthat all the queensare in different
columns,so it only remainsto specifyexplicitlythat:
o

the Y-coordinates of the queens are different, and

o

they are not in the same.diagonal,either upward or downward; that is,
the distancebetween the squaresin the X-direction must not be equal to
that in the Y-direction.

Figure4.7 showsthe completeprogram.To alleviateits usea templatelist has

solution([] ).
solution( [X/Y I Others] ) 'Vo First queenat X/Y, other queensat Others
solution( Others),
member(Y, f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8J
),
noattack( X/Y, Others).
Vo First queen does not attack others
noattack(-, [J ).

% Nothing to attack

noattack(>(N, [Xl/Yl I Othersl ) : f :\- Yl,
Vo Different
Yl-Y : \: Xl-X,
7o Different
Y1-Y - \: X-Xl,
noattack( X/Y, Others).

Y-coordinates
diagonals

member(X, [X I Ll ).
member(X,[YtLl):member(X, L).
Vo A solution template

template([INI,2N2,3/Y3 ,4N4,5/Y5,6N6,7N7,8/Y8J).
Figure 4.7

Program 1 for the eight queens problem.
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beenadded.This list canbe retrievedin a questionfor generatingsolutions.So
we can now ask
?- template(S), solution(S).
and the programwill generatesolutionsasfollows:

s:t

U4, 212,317,413,516,6lg,715,g/1];

:t
S :t

U5, 212,314,417,513,6lg,716,9/11;

S

ll3, a5, 312,4lg, 516,614,717,g/11;

Exercise
4.6 when searchingfor a solution, the program of Figure 4.7 explores
alternativevaluesfor the Y-coordinatesof the queens.At whichplacein
the program is the order of alternativesdefined?How can we easily
modify the program to changethe order? Experiment with different
orders with the view of studying the executionalefficiency of the
program.
4.5.2 Prognm 2
In the board representationof program 1, eachsolutionhad the form
[ 1/Y1,2N2,3N3,..., g/Ygl
becausethe queenswere simplyplacedin consecutivecolumns.No information is lost if the X-coordinateswere omitted. So a more economical
representation
of the boardpositioncanbe used,retainingonly the y-coordinatesof the queens:
l Y l , Y 2 , Y 3 , . . . ,Y g l
To preventthe horizontalattacks,no two queenscanbe in the samerow. This
imposesa constrainton the Y-coordinates.The queenshaveto occupyall the
rowsL,2, ...,8. The choicethat remainsistheorderof theseeightnumbers.
Each solutionis thereforerepresentedby a permutationof the list
fL,2,3,4,5,6,7,91
Sucha permutation,S, is a solutionif all the queensare safe.Sowe canwrite:
solution( S) :permutation(ft,2,3,4,5,6,7,81,S),
safe(S).
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(b)

H

x-dist= I

x-dist= 3

Figure 4.8 (a) X-distance between Queen and Othersis 1. (b) X-distancebetween
Queen and Others is 3.

We have alreadyprogrammedthe permutationrelationin Chapter3, but the
saferelationremainsto be specified.We cansplit its definitioninto two cases:
(1)
(2)

S is the empty list: this is certainlysafeasthereis nothingto be attacked.
S is a non-empty list of the form I QueenI Others].This is safe if the list
Othersis safe,and Queendoesnot attack any queenin the list Others.

ln Prolog,this is:
safe( [] ).
saf{ [Queen I Others] ) :safe( Others),
noattack( Queen,Others).
The noattackrelationhere is slightlytrickier. The difficulty is that the queens'
positionsare only definedby their Y-coordinates,and the X-coordinatesare
not explicitlypresent.This problemcanbe circumventedby a smallgeneralization of the noattackrelation, as illustratedin Figure4.8. The goal
noattack( Queen,Others)
is meant to ensure that Queendoes not attack Others when the X-distance
betweenQueenandOthersis equalto 1. What is neededis the generalization
of
the X-distancebetweenQueenand Others.Sowe add this distanceasthe third
argumentof the noattack relation:
noattack( Queen,Others, Xdist)
Accordingly,the noattackgoal in the saferelation hasto be modifiedto
noattack( Queen,Others, 1)
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solution( Queens) :permutation(11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8],
Queens),
safe(Queens).
permutation([], [] ).
permutation( [Head I TaiU, Permlist) :permutation(Tail, PermTail),
del( Head, Permlist, PermTail).

Vo Insert Head in permutedTail

del( A, [A I List], List).
del( A, [B I List], [B I Listl] ) :del( A, List, Listl).
safe([ ).
safe([QueenI Othersl ) :safe(Others),
noattack( Queen,Others, 1).
noattack(-, [, -).
noattack(Y, [Yl I YlistJ, Xdist) :Yl-Y - \: Xdist,
Y-Yl : \: Xdist,
Distl is Xdist + 1,
noattack(Y, Ylist, Distl).

Figure4.9 Programzfor the eightqueensproblem.

The noattack relation can now be formulated accordingto two cases,depending on the list Others:if Othersis empty then there is no target and certainly no
attack; if Others is non-empty then Queenmust not attack the first queen in
Others (which is Xdist columns from Queen) and also the tail of Others at
Xdist * 1. This leadsto the programshownin Figure4.9.

4.5.3 Program 3
Our third programfor the eightqueensproblemwill be basedon the following
reasoning.Each queenhas to be placedon somesquare;that is, into some
column,somerow, someupwarddiagonaland somedownwarddiagonal.To
makesurethat all the queensare safe,eachqueenmust be placedin a different
column, a different row, a different upward and a different downward diago-
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u=x-y
+7

v
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

v=x+y
Figure 4.10 The relation betweencolumns,rows, upward and downward diagonals.
The indicatedsquarehascoordinates:x : 2,y = 4, u : 2 - 4 : -2, v : 2 + 4 : 6.

nal. It is thus natural to considera richer representationsystemwith four
coordinates:
x

v
u
v

columns
rows
upward diagonals
downward diagonals

The coordinatesare not independent:given x andy, u and v are determined
(Figure4.10illustrates).For example,as
u=x_l
v=x+y
The domainsfor all four dimensionsare:
Dx : [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,81
Dy = f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,81
Pu : [-7,-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
|
Dv : f2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,
12,13,14.
I 5,161
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The eight queens problem can now be stated as foilows: select eight
4-tuples(X,Y,U,V) from the domains(X from Dx, y from Dy, etc.), neier
usingthe sameelementtwice from any of the domains.of cour.", on." X and
Y are chosen, u and v are determined. The solution can then be, roughly
speaking, as follows: given all four domains, select the position of ttre iirJt
queen,deletethe correspondingitemsfrom the four domains,and then usethe
rest of the domainsfor placingthe rest of the queens.A program basedon this
ide.ais shownin Figure4.11.The boardpositionis, again,re-presented
by a list
of Y-coordinates.The key relation in this program is
sol( Ylist, Dx, Dy, Du, Dv)
which instantiatesthe Y-coordinates (in ylist) of the queens,assumingthat
they are placedin consecutivecolumnstaken from ox. Att y-coordinates and
the correspondingU and V-coordinatesare taken from the lists Dv. Du and
Dv. The top procedure, solution, can be invoked by the question
?- solution( S).
This will causethe invocation of solwith the completedomainsthat correspond
to the problem spaceof eight queens.

solution(Ylist) :sol( Ylist,
I1,2,3,4,5,6,7
,gl,
11,2,3,4,5,6,',|,91,
-5,-4,-3,-2,1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,71,
[-7,-6,
g,
10,
16J).
12,3,4,5,6,7,9, 11,12,13,14,15,

Vo Y-coordinates of queens
Vo Domain for Y-coordinates
Vo Domain for X-coordinates
Vo Upward diagonals
% Downward diagonals

sol([, [, Dy, Du, Dv).
sol( [Y I Ylist], [X I Dxl], Dy, Du, Dv) :o/oChoose a Y-coordinate
del( Y, Dy, Dyl),
U is X-Y,
VoCorresponding upward diagonal
del( U, Du, Dul),
% Remove it
V is X+Y,
VoCorresponding downward diagonal
del( V, Dv, Dv1),
% Remove it
sol(Ylist, Dx1, Dyl, Dul, Dvl).
VoUse remaining values
del( A, tA I Listl, List).
del( A, [B I List], [B I Listl] ) :del( A, List, Listl).

Figure 4.ll

Program 3 for the eight queens problem.
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The solprocedureis generalin the sensethat it canbe usedfor solvingthe
N-queensproblem (on a chessboardof sizeN by N). It is only necessaryto
properly set up the domainsDx, Dy, etc.
It is practicalto mechanizethe generationof the domains.For that we
need a procedure
gen( Nl, N2, List)
which will, for two given integers Nl and N2 produce the list

L i s t : I N 1 , N l + 1 , N 1 + 2 , . . . , N 2 - T, N2]
Sucha procedureis:
gen(N, N, [Nl ).
gen(Nl, N2, [Nl I List] )
Nl < N2,
MisNl+1,
gen(M, N2, List).
The top level relation,solution,has to be accordingly generalizedto
solution(N, S)
where N is the sizeof the board and S is a solution representedas a list of
Y-coordinatesof N queens.The generalizedsolutionrelationis:
solution(N, S) :gen( 1.,N, D*y),
Nul is1-N,Nu2isN-1,
gen(Nul, Nu2, Du),
Nv2isN+N,
gen(2, Nv2, Dv),
sol( S, D*y, Dty, Du, Dv).
For example, a solution to the I}-queens problem would be generated by:

?- solution(12,S).
S : [ 1,3,5,8,10,12,6,11,2,7,9,41
4.5.4 Concludingremarks
The threesolutionsto the eightqueensproblemshowhowthe sameproblem
canbeapproached
in differentways.we alsovariedtherepresentation
of data.
Sometimes the representation was more economical, sometimes it was more
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explicitand partiallyredundant.The drawbackof the more economicalrepresentationis that some information alwayshas to be recomputedwhen it is
required.
At severalpoints, the key step toward the solution wasto generalizethe
problem. Paradoxically,by consideringa more generalproblem, the solution
becameeasierto formulate. This generalizationprinciple is a kind of standard
techniquethat can often be applied.
Of the three programs,the third one illustratesbest how to approach
generalproblemsof constructingunder constraintsa structurefrom a given set
of elements.
A naturalquestionis: Which of the three programsis most efficient?In
this respect,program2 is far inferior while the other two programsare similar.
The reasonis that permutation-basedprogram2 constructscompletepermutations while the other two programs are able to recognizeand reject unsafe
permutationswhen they are only partiallyconstructed.Program3 is the most
efficient. It avoids some of the arithmetic computation that is essentially
capturedin the redundant board representationthis program uses.

Exercise
4.7 Let the squares of the chessboardbe represented by pairs of their
coordinatesof the form X/Y, where both X and Y are between 1 and 8.
(a) Define the relationjump( Squarel, Square2)accordingto the knight
jump on the chessboard.Assumethat Squarel is alwaysinstantiated
to a squarewhile Square2canbe uninstantiated.For example:
?- jump( 1/1, S).
S : 3/2;
S = 2/3;
no
(b) Define the relation knightpath( Path) where Path is a list of squares
that represent a legal path of a knight on the empty chessboard.

(.) Using this knightpath relation, write a question to find any knight's
path of length 4 moves from square 2lI to the opposite edge of the
board (Y : 8) that goes through square 514after the second move.

Summary
The examplesof this chapterillustratesomestrongpoints and characteristic
featuresof Prologprogramming:
A databasecan be naturally representedas a set of Prolog facts.
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Prolog's mechanisms of querying and matching can be flexibly used for
retrievirg structured information from a database. In addition, utility
procedures can be easily defined to further alleviate the interaction with a
particular database.
Data abstraction can be viewed as a programming technique that makes
the use of complex data structureseasier, and contributesto the clarity of
programs. It is easy in Prolog to carry out the essentialprinciples of data
abstraction.
Abstract mathematicalconstructs,such as automata, can often be readily
translated into executable Prolog definitions.
As in the case of eight queens, the same problem can be approached in
different ways by varying the representation of the problem. Often,
introducing redundancy into the representationsavescomputation. This
entails trading space for time.
Often, the key step toward a solution is to generalize the problem.
Paradoxically, bi considering a more general problem the solution may
become easier to formulate.

Controlling
Backtracking
We have already seen that a programmercan control the executionof a
programthroughthe orderingof clausesandgoals.In thischapterwe will look
at anothercontrol facility, called'cut', for preventingbacktracking.

5.1 Preventingbacktracking
Prolog will automaticallybacktrackif this is necessaryfor satisfyinga goal.
Automatic backtrackingis a usefulprogrammingconceptbecauseit relieves
the programmerof the burdenof programmingbacktrackingexplicitly.On the
other hand, uncontrolledbacktrackingmay causeinefficiencyin a program.
Thereforewe sometimeswant to control, or to prevent,backtracking.We can
do this in Prologby usingthe'cut'facility.

Figure5.1 A double-step
function.
Let us first study the behaviourof a simple exampleprogram whose
executioninvolvessome unnecessarybacktracking.We will identify those
pointsat which the backtrackingis uselessand leadsto inefficiency.
Considerthe double-stepfunction shown in Figure 5.L. The relation
betweenX and Y can be specifiedby three rules:
if X < 3 then Y : 0
R u l e 2 : i f 3 S X a n d X < 6 t h e nY : 2
Rule3: if6<XthenY:4
Rulel:
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This can be written in Prolog as a binary relation

f( x, Y)
as follows:

f(x,0):

%oRule 1

f(x,2) :

Vo Rule 2

f(x,4) :

% Rule 3

This program, of course,assumesthat before f( X, Y) is executedX is already
instantiatedto a number, as this is required by the comparisonoperators.
We will make two experimentswith this program.Eachexperimentwill
reveal some source of inefficiency in the program, and we will remove each
sourcein turn by usingthe cut mechanism.

1
5.1.1 Experiment
is posed:
whenthefollowingquestion
whathappens
Let us analyze
f( 1, Y),

2 <Y.

When executittg the first goal, f( 1, Y), Y becomes instantiated to 0. So the
second goal becomes

2<0
which fails, and so doesthe whole goal list. This is straightforward,but before
admittingthat the goallist is not satisfiable,Prologtries,throughbacktracking,
two uselessalternatives.The detailedtrace is shownin Figure5.2.
The three rules about the f relation are mutually exclusiveso that one of
them at mostwill succeed.Thereforewe, not Prolog,know that assoonasone
rule succeedsthere is no point in trying to usethe others, asthey are bound to
fail. In the exampleof Figure5.2, rule t hasbecomeknown to succeedat the
point indicatedby 'CUT'. In order to preventfutile backtrackingat this point
we haveto tell Prologexplicitlynot to backtrack.We can do this by usingthe
cut mechanism.The 'cut' is written as ! and is insertedbetweengoalsasa kind
of pseudo-goal.Our program, rewritten with cuts,is:
f(X,0):-

X(3,!.

f(X,2):-

3:(X,X<6,!.

f(X,4):-

6=(X.

The ! symbolwill now preventbacktrackingat the pointsthat it appearsin the
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rule1
Y=0

5.2 At the point marked 'cuT
fisurg
boundto fail.

we already know that the rules 2 and 3 are

program. If we now ask

?- f(1,Y),2<Y.
Prologwill producethe sameleft-handbranchasin Figure5.2. This branchwill
fail at the goal2 < 0. Now Prologwill try to backtrack,but not beyondthepoint
marked ! in the program.The alternativebranchesthat correspbndto .rule 2'
and'rule 3'will not be generated.
The new program,equippedwith cuts,ig in generalmore efficientthan
the originalversionwithout cuts.when the execuiionfails, the new program
will in generalrecognizethis soonerthan the originalprogram.
To conclude,we have improved the efficiencybyadding cuts. If the cuts
are now removedin this example,the program will still produce the same
resulqitwill perhapsonly spendmore time. It canbe saidthat, in our case,by
introducingthe cut we only changedthe proceduralmeaningof the program;
that is, the declarativemeaningwasnot affected.we will.ee-l"te, ttratuiing a
cut may affect the declarativemeaningas well.
5.1.2 Experiment2
Let us now perform a secondexperimentwith the secondversion of our
program.Supposewe ask:
?- f(7, Y).
Y:4
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Let us analyzewhat hashappened.All three ruleswere tried beforethe answer
wasobtained.This producedthe following sequenceof goals:
Try rule
Try rule
Try rule

7 < 3 fails, backtrackand try rule2 (cut wasnot reached)
3 S 7 succeeds,
but then 7 < 6 fails,backtrackandtry rule 3 (cut
was not reached)
6 5 7 succeeds

This trace reveals another source of inefficiency. First it is establishedthat
But we
X < 3 is not true (7 < 3 fails).The nextgoalis 3 =( X ( 3 S 7 succeeds).
know that oncethe first test hasfailed the secondtestis bound to succeedasit is
the negation of the first. Therefore the second test is redundant and the
goalcanbe omitted.The sameis true aboutthe goal6 :< X in
corresponding
rule 3. This leadsto the following, more economicalformulation of the three
rules:
ifX<3thenY:0,
otherwiseif X < 6 then Y = 2,
otherwiseY = 4.
We can now omit the conditionsin the program that are guaranteedto be true
wheneverthey are executed.This leadsto the third versionof the program:
f(X,0):-

X<3,!.

f(X,2):-

X(6,!.

f( x, 4).
This program producesthe sameresultsas our original versiofl, but is more
efficientthan both previousversions.But what happensif we now remove the
cuts?The program becomes:
f(x,0) .- x<3.
f(X,2):-

X<6.

f( x, 4).
This may produce multiple solutions some of which are not correct. For
example:
?- f( t, Y).
Y: 0;
Y :2;
Y:4;
no
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It is importantto noticethat, in contrastto the secondversionof the program,
this time the cutsdo not only affectthe proceduralbehaviour,but also
the declarativemeaningof the program.
"hung"
A more precisemeaningof the cut mechanismis as follows:
.
u* call the.'parentgoal the goal that rnatchedthe headof the
!o
clausecontaining the cut. when the cut is encounteredas a eoal it
succeedsimmediately,but it comrnitsthe systemto all choiceJrnade
, betweenthe time the 'parent goal'was invoked and tlre time the cut
yas e-qmul,"Tf; An the .rernaining alternatives berween the
parent goal and the cut are discarded.
To clarify this definition considera clauseof the form:
H : - 8 1 , 8 2 , . . . ,B m , ! , . . . ,B n .
Let us assumethat thisclausewasinvokedby a goalG that matchedH. Then
G
is the parentgoal. At the momentthat the iutls encountered,the systemhas
alreadyfound somesolutionof the goalsB1, ..., Bm. when the cut is executed,
this (current)solutionof 81, . . . , Bm becomesfrozenandall possibleremaining
alternativesare discarded.Also, the goal G now becomescommittedto this
clause: any attempt to match c wilh the head of some other crause
is
precluded.
Let us apply theserulesto the following example:
C:-

P,Q,R,!,S,T,U.

C:-V.
A:-

B,C,D.

?- A.
Here A, B, C, D, P, etc. have the syntax of terms. The cut will affect the
executionof the goal C in the following way. Backtracking will be possible
within the goal list P, Q, R; however, as soon as the cut is reached, all
alternativesolutionsof the goal list P, Q, R are suppressed.The alternative
clauseabout C.
C:-V.
will also be discarded. However, backtracking will still be possible within the
goal list S, T, U. The 'parent goal' of the clausecontainingthe cut is the goal C
in the clause
A :- B,C,D.
Therefore the cut will only affect the execution of the goal C. On the other
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.invisible'from goal A. So automaticbacktrackingwithin the
hand, it will be
of the cut within the clauseused
go^f ii.t B, C, D will remainactiveregardless
for satisfyingC.

usingcut
5.2 Examples
5.2.1 Computing maximum
The procedurefor finding the larger of two numberscan be programmedas a
relation
max( X, Y, Max)
whereMax : X if X is greaterthan or equalto Y, andMax is Y if X is lessthan
Y. This correspondsto the following two clauses:
max( X, Y, X) :' X >: Y.
max( X, Y, Y) :- X < Y.
These two rules are mutually exclusive. If the first one succeedsthen the
secondone will fail. If the first one fails then the secondmust succeed.
Thereforea more economicalformulation,with'otherwise', is possible:
IfX>YthenMax:X,
otherwiseMax : Y.
This is written in Prolog usinga cut as:
max( X, Y, X) :- X ):

Y, !.

max( X, Y, Y).

5.2.2 Single-solution membership
We havebeen usingthe relation
member(X, L)
for establishingwhetherX is in list L. The programwas:
member(X, [X I L] ).
member(X, [Y I Ll ) :- member(X, L).
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Thisis 'non-deterministic':
if X occursseveraltimesthenanyoccurrencecanbe
found. Let us now changememberinto a deterministicprocedure
which will
find only the first occurrence.The changeis simple:we only haveto prevent
backtracking as soon as X is found, totrictt ttuppenswhen the
first clause
succeeds.
The modified programis:
member(X, [X I L] ) :- !.
member(X, [Y I Ll ) :_ member(X, L).
This programwill generatejust one solution.For example:
?- member(X, [a,b,c]).
X:

a;

no
5.2.3 Adding an element to a list without duptication
often we want to add an item X to a list L so that X is addedonlv if X is not vet
in L. If X is alreadyin L then L remainsthe samebecausetn" io not wanito
haveredundantduplicatesin L. The add relationhas three arguments
add( X, L, Ll)
whereX is the item to be added,L is the list to whichX is to be
addedand Ll is
the resultingnew list. our rule for addingcan be formulatedas:
If X is a memberof list L then L1 = L.
otherwiseL1 is equalto L with X inserted.
It is easiestto insertX in front of L so that X becomesthe headof Ll.
This is
then programmedas follows:
add( X, L, L) :- member(X, L), !.

add(x, L, tx I Ll ).
The behaviourof this procedureis illustratedby the followingexample:
?- add( a, [b,cJ,L).
L - [a,b,c]
?- add( X, [b,cl, L).
L - [b,cl
X:b
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?- add( a, [b,c,X], L).
L: [b,c,a]
X=a
This exampleis instructivebecausewe cannoteasilyprogramthe'nonduplicateadding' without the useof cut or anotherconstructderived from the
cut. If we omit the cut in the foregoingprogram then the add relation will also
add duplicateitems.For example:
?- add( a, [a,b,c], L).
l:

[a,b,c];

L-

[a,a,b,c]

So the cut is necessaryhere to specify the right relation, and not only to
improve efficiency. The next examplealso illustratesthis point.
5.2.4 Glassification into categories
Assumewe havea databaseof resultsof tennisgamesplayedby membersof a
club.The pairingswerenot arrangedin anysystematicway, soeachplayerjust
playedsomeother players.The resultsare in the programrepresentedasfacts
like:
beat( tom, jim).
beat( ann, tom).
beat( pat, jim).
We want to define a relation
class(Player, Category)
that ranksthe playersinto categories.We havejust three categories:
winner: everyplayerwho won all his or her gamesis a winner
fighter: any player that won somegamesand lost some
sportsman:any playerwho lost all his or her games
For example,if all the resultsavailableare just thoseabovethen Ann and Pat
are winners,Tom is a fighter and Jim is a sportsman.
It ip easyto specifythe rule for a fighter:
X is a fighter if
thereis someY suchthat X beat Y and
thereis someZ suchthat ZbeatX.
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Now a rule for a winner:
X is a winner if
X beat someY and
X was not beatenby anybody.
This formulation contains 'not' which cannot be directly expressedwith our
present Prolog facilities. So the formulation of winner appearstrickier. The
sameproblem occurswith sportsman.The problem can be circumventedby
combining the definition of winner with that of fighter, and using the 'otherwise'connective.Sucha formulationis:
If X beat somebodyand X wasbeatenby somebody
thenXisafighter,
otherwise if X beat somebody
thenXisawinner.
otherwiseif X got beatenby somebody
thenXisasportsman.
Thisformulationcanbe readilytranslatedinto Prolog.The mutualexclusionof
the three alternativecatesoriesis indicatedbv the cuts:
class(X, fighter) :beat( X, -),
beat( -, X), !.
class(X, winner) :beat( X, -), !.
class(X, sportsman) :beat( -, X).

Exercises
5.1 Let a programbe:
p( 1).
p( 2) :- !.
p( 3).
Write all Prolog'sanswersto the followingquestions:
(a) ?- p( x).
(b) ?- p( X), p( Y).
(c) ?- p( X), !, p( Y).
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positive,zero
numbersinto threeclasses:
5.2 The followingrelationclassifies
and negative:
class( Number, positive) :- Number > 0.
class( 0, zero).
class( Number, negative) :- Number < 0.
Define this procedure in a more efficientway usingcuts.

5.3 Define the procedure
split( Numbers, Positives,Negatives)
which splitsa list of numbersinto two lists:positiveones(includingzero)
and negativeones.For example,
split( [3,-1,0,5,-2],
[3,0,5],[-1,-21)
Proposetwo versions:one with a cut and one without.

5.3 Negationas failure
'Mary likes all animalsbut snakes'.How canwe saythis in Prolog?It is easyto
expressone part of this statement:Mary likesanyX if X is an animal.This is in
Prolog:
likes( mary, X) :- animal( X).
But we have to exclude snakes.This can be done by using a different
formulation:
If X is a snakethen 'Mary likes X' is not true,
otherwiseif X is an animal then Mary likes X.
That somethingis not true can be saidin Prologby usinga specialgoal, fail,
whichalwaysfails,thusforcingthe parentgoalto fail. The aboveformulationis
translatedinto Prolog, usingfail, as follows:
likes( mary, X) :snake(X), !, fail.
likes( mary, X) :animal( X).
The first rule here will take care of snakes:if X is a snakethen the cut will
preventbacktracking(thus excludingthe secondrule) and fail will causethe
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failure. Thesetwo clausescan be written more compactlyas one clause:
likes( mary, X) :snake(X), !, fail;
animal( X).
We can use the sameidea to define the relation
different( X, Y)
which is true if X and Y are different. we haveto be more precise,however,
because'different' can be understoodin severalwavs:
.
.
o

X and Y are not literally the same;
X and Y do not match;
the valuesof arithmeticexpressions
X and y are not equal.

Let us choosehere that X and y are different if they do not match. The key to
sayingthis in Prolog is:
If X and Y match then different( X, y) fails,
otherwisedifferent( X, y) succeeds.
we again use the cut and fail combination:
different( X, X) .- !, fail.
different( X, Y).

This can also be written as one clause:
different( X, Y) :X = Y, !, fail;
true.
true is a goal that alwayssucceeds.
Theseexamplesindicatethat it would be usefulto havea unarypredicate
'not'
suchthat
not( Goal)
is true if Goal is not true. we will now define the not relation as follows:
If Goal succeedsthen not( Goal) fails,
otherwise not( Goal) succeeds.
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This definition can be written in Prolog as:
not( P) :P, !, fail;
true.
Henceforth, we will assumethat not is a birilt-in Prolog procedurethat behaves
asdefined here. We will alsoassumethat not is defined asa prefix operator, so
that we can also write the goal
not( snake(X) )

not snake( X)
Many Prolog implementationsdo in fact support this notation. If not, then we
can alwaysdefine not ourselves.
It should be noted that not defined as failure, as here, does not exactly
correspondto negationin mathematicallogic. This differencecan causeunexpectedbehaviourif not is usedwithout care. This will be discussedlater in the
chapter.
Nevertheless,not is a usefulfacility and canoften be usedadvantageously
in place of cut. Our two examplescan be rewritten with not as:
likes( mary, X) :animal( X),
not snak{ X).
different( X, Y) :not(X:Y).
This certainlylooks better than our original formulations.It is more natural
and is easierto read.
Our tennis classificationprogram of the previous section can also be
rewritten,usingnot, in a way that is closerto the initial definitionof the three
categories:
class(X, fighter)
beat(X, -),
beat(-, X).
class(X, winner)
beat(X, -),
not beat( -, X).
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class(X, sportsman) :beat(-, X),
not beat(X, _).
As another exampleof the useof not let us reconsiderprogram 1 for the
eight queensproblem of the previouschapter(Figure+.2;.'wJrpecified the
no-attack relation between a queen and other queens.This relaiion can be
formulated also as the negationof the attack rllation. Figure 5.3 showsa
programmodified accordingly.

Exercises
5.4

Given two lists, Candidates and RuledOut, write a sequence of goals
(using member and not) that will through backtracking find all the items
in Candidates that are not in RuledOut.

5.5

Define the set subtraction relation
difference( Setl, Set2, SetDifference)
where all the three sets are representedas lists. For example:
difference( [a,b,c,d], [b,d,e,{f, [a,cJ )

solution([ ).
solution( [X/Y I Othersl ) :solution( Others),
member(Y, f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]
),
not attacks(Xlt, Others).
attacks(X/Y, Others) :member(X1 N| Others),
(Yl-Y;
Yl isY+Xl -X;
Yl isY-Xl+X).
member(A, tA I Ll ).
member(A, [B I L] ) :member(A, L).
VoSolutiontemplate
template([ lN 1,2N2,3N3,4N4,5/YS,GN
6,7N7,8/y8] ).
Figure 5.3

Another eight queens program.
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5.6 Define the predicate
unifiable( Listl, Term, List2)
whereList2 is the list of all the membersof Listl that matchTerm, but are
not instantiatedby this matching.For example:
?- unifiable( [X, b, t(Y)1, t(a), List] ).
List: [X, (y)l
Note that X and Y haveto remainuninstantiatedalthoughthe matching
with t(a) doescausetheir instantiation.Hint: Usenot ( Terml : Term2).
If Terml : Term2 succeedsthen not ( Terml : Term2) fails and the
resultinginstantiationis undone!

5.4 Problemswith cut and negation
Using the cut facility we get something,but not for nothing.The advantages
of using cut were illustratedby examplesin the previous
and disadvantages
sections.Let us summarize.first the advantaqes:
(1)

With cut we canoften improvethe efficiencyof the program.The ideais
to explicitly tell Prolog: do not try other alternativesbecausethey are
bound to fail.

(2) Using cut we can specify mutually exclusiverules; so we can expressrules
of the form:
f condition P then conclusion Q.
otherwHe conclusion R
In this way, cut enhancesthe expressivepower of the language.

The reservationsagainstthe useof cut stemfrom the fact that we canlose
valuable
correspondence
betweenthe declarativeandproceduralmeaning
the
of programs.If there is no cut in the program we can changethe order of
clausesandgoals,andthiswill only affectthe efficiencyof the program,not the
declarativemeaning.On the other hand,in programswith cuts,a changein the
order of clausesmay affectthe declarativemeaning.This meansthat we canget
different results.The following exampleillustrates:
P :- a, b'
p:-c.
The declarativemeaningof this programis: p is true if and only if a and b are
both true or c is true. This can be written as a losic formula:
p
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We can changethe order of the two clauses and the declarative
meaning
remainsthe same.Let us now inserta cut:
p:-

a, !,b.

p:-c.
The declarative meaning is now:

If we swap the clauses

p:-c.
p:-

a, !,b.

then the meaningbecomes:
(-::)

cv(a&b)

The important point is that when we usethe cut facility we have pay
to
more
attentionto the proceduralaspects.Unfortunately,this additional
diiticutty
increasesthe probabilityof a programmingerror.
In our examplesin the previoussectiois we haveseenthat sometimes
the
removal of a cut from the program can changethe declarative
meaningof the
program. But there were also casesin which the cut
had no effect on the
declarative meaning. The use of cuts of the latter type is
less dericate, and
thereforecuts of this kind are sometimescalled .greencuts'.
From the point of
viewof readabilityof programs,greencutsare ,innocent'
and their useis quite
acceptable.When readinga program,greencutscan simply
be ignored.
on-t!" contrary, cuts that do affect the decraratiuemeaniig
are called
. .
'red
cuts'. Red cutsare the onesthat makeprogramshard to understand,
and
they shouldbe usedwith specialcare.
cut is often usedin combinationwith a specialgoal,fail. In particular,
we
definedthe negationof a goal (not) asthe failureofihe goar.Thi
negation,so
defined' is just a special (more restricted) way of
usirig cut. For reasonsof
clarity we will prefer to usenot insteadof ihe cut-fail coirbination (whenever
possible),becausethe.negationis a higher levei conceptand is
intuitively
clearer than the cut-fait combination.
It shouldbe noted that not may alsocauseproblems,and so shouldarso
be usedwith care. The probremis that not, as definedhere, doesnot
correspondexactlyto negationin mathematics.If we ask proloe
?- not human( mary).
Prolog will probably answer 6yes'.But this should not be understood
as Prolog
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'There is not
saying'Mary is not human'.What Prologreally meansto sayis:
enoughinformation in the program to prove that Mary is human'. This arises
becausewhen processinga not goal, Prolog does not try to prove this goal
directly. Instead,it tries to prove the opposite,and if the oppositecannotbe
proved then Prolog assumesthat the not goal succeeds.Suchreasoningis based
on the so-calledclosed world assumption. According to this assumption/fte
world is closedin the sensethat everythingthat existsis in the program or can
be derived from the program. Accordingly then, if somethingis not in the
program(or cannotbe derivedfrom it) then it is not true and consequentlyits
specialcarebecausewe do not normallyassume
negationis true. This deserves
that'the world is closed':with not explicitlyenteringthe clause
human( mary).
into our program,we do not normallymeanto imply that Mary is not human.
We will, by example,further study the specialcare that not requires:
r( a).
q( b).
p( X) :- not r( X).
If we now ask

?- q( x), p( X).
then Prolog will answer

X:b
If we ask apparentlythe samequestion
?- p( X), q( X).
then Prologwill answer:
no
The reader is invited to trace the program to understandwhy we get different
answers.The key differencebetweenboth questionsis that the variableX is, in
the first case,alreadyinstantiatedwhen p( X) is executed,whereasat that point
X is not yet instantiatedin the secondcase.
We have discussedproblemswith cut, which alsoindirectly occur in not,
care,not to
in detail.The intentionhasbeento warn usersaboutthe necessary
definitely discouragethe use of cut. Cut is usefuland often necessary.And
after all, the kind of complicationsthat areincurredby cut in Prologcommonly
occurwhen programmingin other languagesaswell.
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Summary
The cut facility prevents backtracking. It is used both to improve the
efficiency of programs and to enhance the expressive power of the
language.
Efficiency is improved by explicitly telling Prolog (with cut) not to
explore alternatives that we know are bound to fail.
Cut makes it possible to formulate mutually exclusive conclusions
through rules of the form:
if Conditron then ConclusionL otherwise Conclusion2
Cut makes it possible to introduce negation as
failure: not Goal is defined
through the failure of Goal.
Two special goals are sometimes useful: true always succeeds,fail always
fails.
There are also some reservationsagainstcut: inserting a cut may destroy
the correspondencebetween the declarativeand pror.dural meaning of a
program. Therefore, it is part of good programming style to use cut with
care and not to use it without reason.
not defined through failure does not exactly correspond to negation in
mathematical logic. Therefore, the use of not also requir"r rp".ial care.

Reference
The distinctionbetween'greencuts'and 'red cuts'wasproposedby van
Emden

(1e82).

vanEmden, M. (1982)Red and greencuts.Logic programmingNewsletter:2.

lnputand Output
In this chapterwe will investigatesomebuilt-in facilitiesfor readingdata from
computer files and for outputting data to files. Theseprocedurescan also be
usedfor formatting data objects in the program to achievea desiredexternal
representation of these objects. We will also look at facilities for reading
programsand for constructingand decomposingatoms.

6.1 Communicationwith files
The method of communicationbetweenthe userand the programthat we have
been using up to now consistsof user questionsto the program and program
answersin terms of instantiationsof variables.This method of communication
is simpleand practicaland, in spite of its simplicity, sufficesto get the information in and out. flowever, it is often not quite sufficientbecauseit is too rigid.
Extensionsto this basic communicationmethod are neededin the following
areas:
input of data in forms other than questions - for example, in the form of
English sentences
o

output of information in any format desired

o

input from and output to any computer file and not just the user terminal

Built-in predicatesaimed at theseextensionsdependon the implementationof
Prolog. We will study here a simple and handy repertoire of suchpredicates,
However,the implementation
which is part of manyPrologimplementations.
manual should be consultedfor details and specificities.
We will first considerthe questionof directing input and output to files,
and then how data can be input and output in different forms.
Figure6.1showsa generalsituationin whicha Prologprogramcommunicateswith severalfiles. The programcan, in principle,read datafrom several
input files, also calledjnpw streams,and output data to severaloutput files,
alsocalledoutputstreams.Data comingfrom the user'sterminalis treatedas
just anotheffiGFre:ffiata
outputio the terminal is, analogously,treated
as another output stream. Both of these 'pseudo-files'are referred to by the
t37
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lnput
streams

user

user

file 1
file 2

file 3
file 4

\ ou,ou,
streams
f

Figure6.1 communicationbetweena prologprogramandseveralfires.
nameuser.The namesof other files can be chosenby the programmeraccording to the rules for naming files in the computer systemused.
At any time during the executionof a prolog program,_onlytwo files are
'39!!ye':
one for input and one for output. Thesetwo files are called thecurrent

inp4tstreamand the currentoutputstreamrespectivery.
At the begin;mf
-executldn=-th-ese
two siie'amscoilIspond to tG-uGt'terminal. The current
input stream can be changed to another file, Filename, by the goal

se{ Filename)
such a goal succeeds(unless there is something wrong with Filename) and
causes,asa sideeffect, that input to be switchedfrom the previousinput stream
to Filename. So a typical example of using the seepredlcate is the following
sequenceof goals,which readssomethingfrom filel and then switchesback to
the terminal:
see(filel),
read-from_fib( Information),
see(user),

The current output streamcan be changedby a goal of the form:
tell( Filename)
A sequenceof goals to output some information to fi1e3,and then redirect
succeeding
output back to the terminal, is:

i.rf file3),
write-onJile( Information),

::lt,

user)'
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The goal
seen
closesthe current input file. The goal

told
closesthe current output file.
Filescan only be processedsequentially.In this senseall files behavein
the sameway as the terminal. Each requestto read somethingfrom an input
file will causereadingat the current position in the current input stream.After
the reading, the current position will be, of course,moved to the next unread
item. So the next request for reading will start reading at this new current
position. If a request for reading is made at the end of a file, then the
information returned by such a request is the atom end-of-.file.Once some
informationhas beenread, it is not possibleto rereadit again.
Writing is similar; eabh request to output information will append this
information at the end of the current output stream.It is not possibleto move
backward and to overwrite part of the file.
All files are 'text-files'- that is, filesof characters.Charactersare letters,
digits and special characters. Some of them are said to be non-printable
becausewhen they are output on the terminal they do not appearon the screen.
They may, however,haveother effects,suchasspacingbetweencolumnsand
lines.
There are two main waysin which files can be viewed in Prolog, depending on the form of information. One way is to considerthe characteras the
basic'elementof the file. Accordingly, one input or output requestwill causea
singlecharacterto be read or written. The built-in predicatesfor this are get,
get0 and put.
The other way of viewing a file is to considerbigger units of information
asbasicbuildingblocksof the file. Sucha naturalbiggerunit is the Prologterm.
So eachinput/output requestof this type would transfera whole term from the
current input stream or to the current output stream respectively.Predicates
for transferof terms are readand write. Of course,in this case,the information
in the file has to be in a form that is consistentwith the syntaxof terms.
What kind of file organizationis chosenwill, of course, depend on the
problem.Wheneverthe problemspecificationwill allow the informationto be
naturallysqueezedinto the syntaxof terms,we will preferto usea file of terms.
It will then be possibleto transfera whole meaningfulpieceof information with
a singlerequest.On the other hand, thereare problemswhosenaturedictates
some other organization of files. An example is the processingof natural
languagesentences,
say,to generatea dialoguein Englishbetweenthe system
and the user. In such cases,files will have to be viewed as sequencesof
charactersthat cannot be parsedinto terms.
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6.2 Processingfiles of terms
6.2.1 read and write
The built-in predicate read is used for reading terms from the current input
stream. The goal
read( X)

will causethe next term, T, to be read,and thisterm will be matchedwith x. If
X is a variablethen, as a result,X will becomeinstantiatedto T. If matching
doesnot succeedthen the goal read( X) fails. The predicatereadis deterministic, soin the caseof failuretherewill be no backtraikingto input anotherterm.
Each term in the input file must be followed by a full stop and a spaceor
carriage-return.
If read( X) is executedwhen the end of the current input file has been
reachedthen X will becomeinstantiatedto the atom end_of_file.
The built-in predicatewrite outputsa term. So the goal
write( X)
will output the term X on the currentoutput file. X will be output in the same
standardsyntacticform in which prolog normallydisplaysvaluesof variables.
A useful feature of Prolog is that the write proceduie .tnows' to display any
term no matter how complicatedit may be.
There are additional built-in predicatesfor formatting the output. They
insertspacesand new lines into the output stream.fhe go-al
tab( N)
causes
N spacesto be output. The predicatenl (whichhasno arguments)causes
the start of a new line at output.
The following exampleswill illustratethe useof theseprocedures.
Let us assumethat we have a procedurethat compuGsthe cube of a
number:
cub{ N, C) :CisN*N*N.
Supposewe wantto usethisfor calculatingthe cubesof a sequence
of numbers.
We could do this by a sequenceof questions:
cube(2, X).
X :8
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?- cube(5, Y).
Y-125
?- cube(12, Z).
z - t728
goal.Let usnow modify
For eachnumber,we had to type in the corresponding
this program so that the cube procedure will read the data itself' Now the
programwill keepreadingdata and outputting their cubesuntil the atom stopis
read:
cube :read( X),
process(X).
process(stop) :- !.
process(N) :CisN*N*N.
write( C),
cube.
This is an example of a program whose declarative meaning is awkward to
formulate. However, its proceduralmeaningis straightforward:to execute
cube,first read X and then processit; if X = stoPthen everythinghas been
done, otherwisewrite the cube of X and recursivelycall the cubeprocedureto
processfurther data. A table of the cubesof numberscan be produced using
this new procedureas follows:
?- cube.
2.
8
J.

t25
12.
1728
stop.
yes
The numbers2, 5 and 12were typed in by the useron the terminal;the other
numberswere output by the program.Note that eachnumberenteredby the
userhad to be followed by a full stop, which signalsthe end of a term.
It may appearthat the abovecubeprocedurecould be simplified' However, the following attemptto simplifyis not correct:
cube :read(stop), !.
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cube :read( N),
CisN{<N*N,
write( C),
cube.
The reasonwhy this is wrong can be seeneasily if we trace the program
with
input data 5, say. The goal read( stop) wil fail when the numbei is read,
and
thisnumberwill be lostfor ever.The nextreadgoalwill input the nextterm.
on
the other hand,it courdhappenthat the stopsignalis r"uo by the goarread(
N),
which would then causea requestto multiply non_numericdatal
The cubeprocedureconductsinteraciionbetweenthe userand the program.In suchcasesit is usuallydesirablethat the program,before
readingnew
data from the terminal, signals to the user that ii is ready to accept
the
information, and perhapsalso sayswhat kind of informationit i.
expecting.
This is usuallydone by sendinga'prompt' signarto the user before
reading.
our cubeprocedurewourd be accoidingiy modified, for example,
as follows:
cube :write( 'Next item, please:'),
read( X),
process(X).
process(stop) :- !.
process(N) :CisN*N*N
write( ,Cubeofi;, ,rrit"1 N), write( ,is ,),
write( C), nl,
cube.
A conversationwith this new versionof cubewould then
be, for example,as
follows:
?- cube.
Next item, please:5.
Cube of 5 is 125
Next item, please:12.
Cube of 12 is t72B
Next item, please:stop.
ves
Depending on the implementation, an extra request(like
ttyflush, say) after
writing the prompt might be necessary in order to force
the prompt to actually
appear on the screen before reading.
In the following sectionswe will look at some typical examples
of operations that involve reading and writing.
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6.2.2 Displaying lists
Besidesthe standardProlog format for lists, there are severalother natural
forms for displaying lists which have advantagesin some situations. The
following procedure
writelist( L)
outputsa list L so that eachelementof L is written on a separateline:
writelist( [] ).
writelist( [X I Ll ) :write( X), nl,
writelist( L).
If we havea list of lists,one naturaloutputform is to write the elementsof each
list in one line. To this end,we will definethe procedurewritelist2.An example
of its useis:
?- writelist2([ [a,b,c], [d,e,fl, [g,h,i] I ).
abc
def
ghi
A procedure that accomplishesthis is:
writelist2( [] ).
writelist2( [L I LL] ) :dolin{ L), nl,
writelist2( LL).
dolin{ [] ).
dolin{ [x I L] ) :write( X), tab( 1),
dolin{ L).
A list of integer numberscan be sometimesconvenientlyshown as a bar
graph. The following procedure,bars, will displaya list in this form, assuming
that the numbersin the list are between0 and 80. An exampleof usingbarsis:
?- bars([3,4,6,5]).
:F*{.
**

rF{.

**ts+**
*:F rl. rl. rf
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The bars procedurecan be defined as follows:
bars( [N I L] ) :stars( N), nl,
bars( L).
stars( N) :N>0,
write( *),
NlisN-1,
stars(N1).
stars(N) :N:( 0.

6.2.3 Formatting terms
Let us supposethat our program dealswith familiesthat are representedas
terms,asin chapter 4 (Figure4.1).Then,for example,if F is instantiatedto the
term shownin Figure 4.1, the goal
write( F)
will causethis term to be output in the standardform, somethinglike this:
family(person(tom,fox,
date(7,may,1950),works(bbc,
15200)),
person(ann,fox,date(9,may,
195l),unemployed),[person(pat,
fox,date(S,may,1973),unemployed),person(iim,fox,date(S,
may,1973),unemployed)l)
Thiscontainsall the information,but theform is ratherconfusingasit is hardto
follow what parts of information form semanticunits. we would therefore

parents
tom fox, born 7 may 1950,worksbbc, salary15200
ann fox, born 9 may 1951,unemployed
children
pat fox, born 5 may 1973,unemployed
jim fox, born 5 may 1973,unemployed

Figure 6.2

Improved format for family terms.
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normallyprefer to havethis displayedin a formattedmanner;for example,as
shownin Figure6.2. The procedure,shownin Figure6.3,
writefamily( F)
achievesthis format.

6.2.4 Processing a file of terms
A typical sequenceof goalsto processa whole file, F, would look something
like this:
..., see(F), processfile,
see(user),...
Here processfileis a procedure to read and processeach term in F, one after

writefamily( family( Husband, Wife, Children) ) :trI, write( parents), trI, trI,
writeperson( Husband), trI,
writeperson( Wife), rl, trI,
write( children), ill, trI,
writepersonlist( Children).
writeperson( person( Firstname, Secname, date(D,M,Y), Work) )
tab( 4), write( Firstname),
tab( 1), write( Secname),
write( ', born'),
write( D), tab( 1),
write( M), tab( 1),
write( Y), write( ','),
writework( Work).
writepersonlist( [] ).
writepersonlist( [P I L] ) :writeperson( P), trI,
writepersonlist( L).
writework( unemployed) :write( unemployed).
writework( works( Comp, Sal) ) :write( 'works'), write( Comp),
write( ', salary'), write( Sal).

Figure6.3 A programto producethe format of Figure 6.2.
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another, until the end of the file is encountered. A typical schema for
processfileis:
processfile :read( Term),
process(Term).
process(end-of-file)
process(Term) 'treat( Term),
processfile.

Vo All done

Vo Process current item
Vo Process rest of file

Here treat( Term) representswhatever is to be done with each term. An
examplewould be a procedureto display on the terminal eachterm together
with its consecutivenumber. Let us call this procedureshowfile.It hasto have
an additional argumentto count the terms read:
showfile( N) :read( Term),
show( Term, N).
show( end_olfile, _) :- !.
show( Term, N) :write( N), ta\2), writ{ Term),
NlisN*1,
showlile( N1).
Another exampleof using this schemafor processinga file is asfollows.
We have a file, named fiIe1, of terms of the form:
item( ItemNumber, Description,Price, SupplierName)
Each term describesan entry in a catalogueof items. we want to produce
another file that containsonly items supplied by a specifiedsupplier. As the
supplier,in this new file, will alwaysbe the same,his or her nameneedonly be
written at the beginning of the file, and omitted from other terms. The
procedurewill be:
makefile{ Supplier)
For example,if the originalcatalogueis storedin filel, andwe wantto produce
the specialcatalogueon file2 of everythingthat Harrison supplies,then we
would use the makefile procedureas follows:
see( filel), tell( file2), makefile( harrison), see( user), tell( user).
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The procedure makefile can be defined as follows:
makefile( Supplier) 'write( Suppli€r), write( '.' ), rl,
makerest( Supplier).
makerest( Supplier) 'read( Item),
process( Item, Supplier).
process( end-olfile, -) '- !.
process( item( Num, Desc, Price, Supplier), Supplier) :
write( item( Num, Desc, Price) ),
write( '.' ), Dl,
makerest( Supplier).
process( -, Supplier) 'makerest( Supplier).

Notice that processwrites full stops betweenterms to make future reading of
the file possibleby the read procedure.
Exercises
6.1 Let f be a file of terms. Define a procedure
findterm( Term)
that displayson the terminal the first term in f that matchesTerm.
6.2 Let f be a file of terms.Write a procedure
findallterms( Term)
that displayson the terminalall the termsin f that matchrerm. Make sure
that Term is not instantiatedin the process(whichcouldpreventits match
with terms that occur later in the file).

6.3 Manipulating
characters
A characteris written on the current output streamwith the goal
put( C)
wherec is the ASCII code(a numberbetween0 and 127)of the characterto be
output. For example,the question
put( 65), put( 66), put( 67).
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would cause the following output:
ABC

65 is the ASCII codeof 'A', 66 of ,B', 67 of ,C,.
A singlecharactercan be read from the currentinput streamby the goal
getO(C)
This causesthe current characterto be read from the input stream,and the
variable c becomesinstantiatedto the ASCII code of this character.A
variation of the predicate getOis get, which is used for reading non-blank
characters.So the goal

se( c)
will causethe skippingover of all non-printablecharacters(blanksin particular) from the currentinput positionin the input streamup to the first printable
character.This characteris then also read and c is instantiatedto its ASCII
code.
As an example of using predicatesthat transfer single characterslet us
define a procedure, squeeze,to do the following: read a sentencefrom the
current input stream, and output the same sentencereformatted so that
multipleblanksbetweenwordsarereplacedby singleblanks.For simplicitywe
will assumethat any input sentenceprocessedby squeezeendswith a full stop
and that words are separatedsimply by one or more blanks, but no other
character.An acceptableinput is then:
The

robot tried

to pour wine out

of the

bottle.

The goal squeezewould output this in the form:
The robot tried to pour wine out of the bottle.
The squeezeprocedurewill have a similar structureto the proceduresfor
processingfiles in the previous section. First it will read the first character,
output this character, and then complete the processingdepending on this
character.There are three alternativesthat correspondto the following cases:
the characteris either a full stop, a blank or a letter. The mutual exclusionof
the three alternativesis achievedin the programby cuts:
squeeze:get0(c),
put( c),
dorest(C).
dorest( 46) :

Vo 46 is ASCII for full stop, all done
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dorest(32) '- !,
get( C),
put( C),
dorest(C).
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% 32 is ASCII for blank
Vo Skip other blanks

dorest(Letter) :squeeze.

Exercise
6.3 Generalizethe squeezeprocedureto handle commasaswell. All blanks
immediatelyprecedinga commaareto be removed,andwe want to have
one blank after eachcomma.

6.4 Gonstructingand decomposingatoms
It is often desirableto have information, read as a sequenceof characters,
representedin the program as an atom. There is a built-in predicate,name,
which canbe usedto this end. namerelatesatomsand their ASCII encodinss.
Thus
name( A, L)
is true if L is the list of ASCII codesof the charactersin A. For example
1,501)
name( 2x232,I122,t20,50,5
is true. There are two typical usesof name:
(1)

given an atom, break it down into single characters;

(2)

given a list of characters,combine them into an atom.

An exampleof the first kind of applicationwould be a programthat deals
with orders,taxiesand drivers.Thesewould be, in the program,represented
by atomssuchas:
orderl, order2, driverl, driver2, taxial, taxilux
The following predicate
taxi( X)
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testswhetheran atom X representsa taxi:
taxi( X) :name(X, Xlist),
name(taxi, Tlist),
conc(Tlist, -, Xlist).

% Is word.taxi'prefixof X?

conc([J, L, L).
conc([A I LU, L2, tA I L3l ) .conc(Ll, L2, L3).
Predicatesorder and driver can be defined analogously.
The next exampleillustratesthe useof combiningcharactersinto atoms.
We will define a predicate
getsentence(Wordlist)
that reads a free-form natural languagesentenceand instantiatesWordlist to
someinternal representationof the sentence.A natural choicefor the internal
representation,
whichwould enablefurther processing
of the sentence,is this:
each word of the input sentenceis representedas a prolog atom; the whole
sentenceis representedas a list of atoms. For example, if the current input
streamis
Mary waspleasedto seethe robot fail.
then the goal getsentence(Sentence)will cause the instantiation

Sentence: [ 'Mar]', was, pleased,to, see,the, robot, fail]
For simplicity,we will assumethat eachsentenceterminateswith a full stop
and that there are no punctuationsymbolswithin the sentence.
The program is shown in Figure 6.4. The procedure getsentencefirst
readsthe current input character,char, and then suppliesthis characterto the
proceduregetrestto completethe job. getresthasto reactproperly accordingto
three cases:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Char is the full stop: then everythinghasbeenread.
Char is the blank: ignore it, getsentence
from rest of input.
Char is a letter: first read the word, Word, which beginswith Char, and
then usegetsentence
to read the rest of the sentence,producingwordlist.
The cumulative result is the list I Word I Wordlist].

The procedure that readsthe charactersof one word is
getletters( Letter, ktters, Nextchar)
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readsin a sentenceand combinesthe
Proceduregetsentence
wordsinto a list of atoms.For example
getsentence(
Wordlist)
produces
Wordlist: ['Mary', was,pleased,to, see,the, robot, failJ
if the input sentenceis:
Mary waspleasedto seethe robot fail.
*l

getsentence(
Wordlist)'get0( Char),
getrest(Char, Wordlist).
getrest(46, tl ) '- !.

'
7o End of sentence:46 = ASCII for

getrest(32, Wordlist) :- !,
getsentence(
Wordlist).

7o 32 : ASCII for blank
Vo Skip the blank

getrest(Letter, [Word I Wordlist] ) :getletters(I,etterol.etters, Nextchar),
name( Word, Letters),
getrest(NextcharnWordlist).
getletters(46, [J, 46) r- !.
getletters(32, [, 32) :- !.
getletters(Let, [Let I Lettersl, Nextchar)
getO(Char),
getletters(Char, Letters, Nextchar).

7o Read letters of current word

Vo End of word: 46 = full stop
Vo End of word: 32 : blank
a

into a list of atoms.
Figure6.4 A procedureto transforma sentence

The three argumentsare:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Letteris the current letter (alreadyread) of the word beingread.
t ettersis the list of letters (startingwith lrtter) up to the end of the word.
Nextchar is the input characterthat immediately follows the word read.
Nextchar must be a non-letter character.

We conclude this example with a comment on the possibleuse of the
procedure. [t can be used in a program to processtext in natural
getsentenCe
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language.Sentences
representedaslistsofwords are in a form that is suitable
for further processingin Prolog. A simple exampleis to look for certain
keywordsin input sentences.A much more difficult task would be to understandthe sentence;that is, to extractfrom the sentenceits meaning,represented in some chosenformalism. This is an important researcharea of
Artificial Intelligence.

Exercises
6.4 Define the relation
starts(Atom, Character)
to checkwhetherAtom startswith Character.
6.5 Define the procedureplural that will convert nouns into their plural
form. For example:
?- plural( table, X).
X : tables
6.6 Write the procedure
search( KeyWord, Sentence)
that will, each time it is called, find a sentencein the current input file that
contains the given KeyWord. Sentenceshould be in its original form,
represented as a sequence of characters or as an atom (procedure
getsentenceof this section can be accordingly modified).

6.5 Readingprograms:consult,reconsutt
We can communicateour programsto the Prolog systemby meansof two
built-in predicates:consult and reconsult.We tell Prolog to read a program
from a file F with the goal:
?- consult( F).
The effectwill be that all clausesin F are readand will be usedby Prologwhen
answeringfurther questionsfrom the user.If anotherfile is'consulted'at some
latertime duringthe samesession,clausesfrom this new file are simplyadded
at the end of the current set of clauses.
We do not have to enter our program into a file and then request
'consulting'that file. Instead
of reading a file, Prolog can also acceptour
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to the pseudo-fileuser.
programdirectlyfrom the terminal,whichcorresponds
We can achievethis by:
?- consult( user).
Now Prologis waiting for programclausesto be enteredfrom the terminal.
A shorthand notation for consulting files is available in some Prolog
systems.Filesthat are to be consultedare simplyput into a list and statedasa
goal. For example:
?- [ fi|el, fi1e2,file3].
This is exactlyequivalentto three goals:
?- consult(filel), consult(file2), consult(file3).
The built-in predicatereconsultis similar to consult. A goal
?- reconsult(F).
will havethe sameeffect asconsult(F) with one exception.If there are clauses
in F abouta relationthat hasbeenpreviouslydefined,the old definitionwill be
supersededby the new clausesabout this relation in F. The differencebetween
consult and reconsult is that consult always adds new clauseswhile reconsult
redefinespreviously defined relations. reconsult(F) will, however, not affect
any relation about which there is no clausein F.
'consulting'files dependon
It shouldbe noted, again,that the detailsof
the implementation of Prolog, as is the case with most other built-in
procedures.

Summary
Input and output (other than that associatedwith querying the program)
is done using built-in procedures. This chapter introduced a simple and
practical repertoire of such procedures that can be found in many Prolog
implementations.
Files are sequential. There is the current input streom and the current
output stream. The user terminalis treatedas a file calleduser.
Switching between streamsis done by:
see( File)
tell( File)
seen
told

File becomes the current input stream
File becomes the current output stream
close the current input stream
close the current output stream
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Files are read and written in two wavs:
as sequencesof characters
as sequencesof terms
Built-in procedures for reading and writing charactersand terms
are:
read( Term)
write( Term)

rnput next term
output Term

put( CharCode) output characterwith the givenASCII code
get0(CharCode) input next character
get( CharCode) input next .printable'character
Two procedureshelp formatting:
nl
tab( N)

output new line
output N blanks

The procedure name( Atom, Codelist) decomposes and
constructs
atoms. codelist is the list of ASCII codes of the characters
in Atom.

MoreBuilt-inProcedures
In this chapter we will examine some more built-in proceduresfor advanced
Prolog programming.Thesefeaturesenablethe programmingof operations
that are not possibleusing only the featuresintroducedso far. One set of such
proceduresmanipulatesterms:testingwhethersomevariablehasbeeninstantiated to an integer,taking termsapart,constructingnew terms,etc' Another
'database':they add new relations to
useful set of proceduresmanipulatesthe
the programor removeexistingones.
The built-in procedureslargely dependon the implementationof Prolog.
However, the procedures discussedin this chapter are provided by many
Prolog implementations. Various implementations may provide additional
features.

7.1 Testingthe tYPeof terms
7.1.1 Predicates var, nonvar, atom, lnteger, atomic
Terms may be of different types:variable,integer, atom, etc. If a term is a
variablethen it can be, at somepoint during the executionof the program,
instantiatedor uninstantiated.Further, if it is instantiated,its valuecan be an
atom, a structure, etc. It is sometimesuseful to know what is the type of this
value.For example,we may want to add the valuesof two variables,X and Y,
by
ZisX*Y
Before this goal is executed,X and Y have to be instantiatedto integers.If we
are not surethat X and Y will indeedbe instantiatedto integersthen we should
check this in the program before arithmetic is done.
To this end we can usethe built-in predicateinteger.integer(X) is true if
X is an integer or if it is a variablewhosevalue is an integer. We saythat X must
'currently stand for' an integer. The goal of adding X and Y can then be
protected by the following test on X and Y:
. .., integer(X), integer(Y), Z is X + Y, . . .
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If X and Y are not both integersthen no arithmeticwill be attempted.
So the
integergoals 'guard' the goal Z is X * y before meaningless
Built-in predicatesof this sort are: var, nonvar, atom,"""*tion.
integer, atomic.
Their meaningis as follows:
var( X)
This goal succeeds
if X is currentlyan uninstantiatedvariable.
nonvar( X)
This goal succeedsif X is a term other than a variable, or X is an
already
instantiatedvariable.
atom( X)
This is true if X currently standsfor an atom.
integer( X)
This goal is true if X currently standsfor an integer.
atomic( X)
This goal is true if X currently standsfor an integer or an atom.
. .- fh" following example questionsto prolog illustrate the use of these
built-in predicates:
?- var( Z), Z = 2.
Z=2
2- Z=2,var(Z).
no
?- integer(Z), Z = 2.
no
?- Z= 2, integer(Z),nonvar(Z).
Z:2
?- atom(22).
no
?- atomic( 22).
ves
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).

yes
?- atom( p(1) ).
no
We will illustratethe need for atom by an example.We would like to
count how many times a given atom occursin a given list of objects.To this
purposewe will definea procedure
count( A, L, N)

The first
whereA is the atom, L is the list and N is the numberof occurrences.
attemptto define countcould be:
count(-, [], 0).
count(A, [A I Ll, N) :- !,
count( A, L, N1),

7o Nl _ number of occurrencesin tail

NisNl+1.
count(A, t- | LI, N) :count(A, L, N).
Now let us try to usethis procedureon someexamples:
?- count(a, [a,b,a,a],N).
N:3
?- count(a, [a,b,X,Yl, Na).
Na:3

?- count(b, [a,b,X,Y], Nb).
Nb:3
?- L - [a, b, X, Yl, count(a, L, Na), count(b, L, Nb).
Na:3
Nb:1
X:a
!:a
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Inthe lastexample,X and y both becameinstantiatedto a and
thereforewe
only got Nb = 1; but this is not what we had in mind. we are interesied
in the
number of real occurrencesof the given atom, andnot in the number
of terms
that match this atom. According to this more precisedefinition of
the count
relation we haveto checkwhether the headof the list is an atom. The
modified
programis as follows:
count( _, [], 0).
count( A, tB I Ll, N)
atom( B), A : B, !,
count(A, L, N1),
NisNl+1;
count( A, L, N).

% B is atom A?
Vo Count in tail
Vo Otherwisejust count the tail

The following, more complex programming exercise in solving
cryptarithmetic puzzles makes use of the nonvar predicate.

7.1.2A cryptarithmetlc
puzzleusing nonyar
A popularexampleof a cryptarithmetic
puzzleis
DONALD
+ GERALD
ROBERT
Theproblemhereisto
decimaldigitsto thelettersD, O, N, etc.,sothat
?:.sign
theabovesumisvarid.Alr
rettershavetJbe assigned
differentiigiis, otherwise
trivialsolution: possible
- for exampre,
art-ietters
equalzer"o--'
Te
We will definea relation
sum( Nl, N2, N)
whereN1, N2 and N representthe three numbers of given
a
cryptarithmetic
ptrzzle.The goal sum( Nl, N2, N3) is true if there is
an assignmentof digits to
letterssuchthat N1 + N2 - N.
The_lirslstep tow_ardfinding a sorutionis to decidehow
to representthe
.
numbersNl, N2 and N in the program.one way of doing
this is to represent
eachnumber asa list of decimaloigits. ror e*ample, the nirmber
225wourd be
representedby the list [2,2,51.As thesedigits are not
known in advance,an
uninstantiatedvariabrewill standfor eachdigit. Using tnis
,epresentation,the
problem can be depictedas:

ID,O,N,A,L,DJ
+ IG,E,R,A,L,Dl
IR,O,B,E,R,T]
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= [Drr,Dtz,..., Dtt,...I
Numberl
Number}= lDzr,Dzz,..., Dzi,...I
= [Dlr,Dn,..., Dri,...I
Number3
7 Herecarry

\o
Numberl

Dri.

* Number2

Dzi '

= Number3

Dri .

0

Figure 7.1 Digit-by-digit summation.The relations at the indicatedith digit position
are:D3;= (Cl + Dri * Dzi)mod 10;g = (Cl * Dqi* Dzi)div 10.

The task is to find suchan instantiationof the variablesD, o, N, etc., for which
the sum is valid. When the sum relation has been programmed, the puzzle
can be stated to Prolog by the question:
?- sum([D,O,N,A,L,D],[G,E,R,A,L,DI,[R,O,B,E,R,T]).
To define the sum relation on lists of digits, we have to implement the
actual rules for doing summationin the decimal number system.The summation is done digit by digit, startingwith the right-mostdigits, continuingtoward
the left, always taking into account the carry digit from the right. It is also
to maintaina set of availabledigits;that is, digitsthat havenot yet
necessary
been used for instantiatingvariablesalready encountered.So, in general,
besidesthe three numbersN1, N2 and N, some additional information is
involved,as illustratedin Figure 7.1:
o

carry digit before the summation of the numbers

o

carry digit after the summation

o

set of digits available before the summation

o

remaining digits, not used in the summation

To formulate the sum relation we will use,onceagain,the principle of generalizationof the problem:we will introducean auxiliary,more generalrelation,
sum1. suml has someextra arguments,which correspondto the above additional information:
suml( N1, N2, N, Cl, C, Digitsl, Digits)
Nl. N2 and N are our three numbers,asin the sum relation,Cl is carry from
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the right (beforesummationof Nl and N2), and c is carryto the left (afterthe
summation).The following exampleillustrates:
?- suml( [H,El, [6,E], [U,S], l, l, fL,3,4,7,g,91,
Digits).
H:8
E--3
S =7
U:4
Digits : [1,9]
As Figure7.1 shows,c1 and c haveto be 0 if Nl, N2 and N are to satisfythe
sumrelation.Digitsl is the list of availabledigitsfor instantiatingthe variables
in N1, N2 andN; Digitsis the list of digitsthat werenot usedin the instantiation
of thesevariables.Sincewe allow the useof any decimaldigit in satisfyingthe
sum relation, the definition of sum in terms of suml is asfollows:
sum( Nl, N2, N) :suml( Nl, N2, N, 0, 0, 10,1,2,3,4,5,6,j,8,91,
_).
The burden of the problem has now shifted to the suml relation. This
relationis, however,generalenoughso that it can be definedrecursively.we
will assume,without loss of generality,that the three lists representingthe
three numbersare of equallength. our exampleproblem,of course,satisfies
this constraint;if not a 'shorter' numbercan be prefixedby zeros.
The definition of suml can be dividedinto two cases:
(1)

The three numbersare representedby empty lists.Then:
suml( [], [], U, 0, 0, Digs, Digs).

(2)

All three numbershavesomeleft-mostdigit and the remainingdigitson
their right. So they are of the form:
lDl I Nll,

[D2 | N2],

ID I Nl

In this casetwo conditionsmust be satisfied:
(a) The remainingdigits themselves,viewed as three numbersNl, N2
and N, haveto satisfythe suml relation,givingsomecarry digit,C2,
to the left, and leavingsomeunusedsubsetof decimaldigits,Digs2.
(b) The left-mostdigits D1, D2 and D, and the carry digit C2 have to
satisfythe relationindicatedin Figure7.I: C2, D1 and D2 areadded
givingD and a carry to the left. This conditionwill be formulatedin
our programas a relation digitsum.
Translatingthis caseinto Prologwe have:
suml( [Dl I NU, [D2 I N2], [D I N], Cl, C, Digsl, Digs) :suml( Nl, N2, N, C1, C2, Digsl, Digs2),
digitsum(Dl, D2, C2, D, C, Digs2,Digs).
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It only remains to define the digitsum relation in Prolog. There is one
subtledetailthat involvesthe useof the metalogicalpredicatenonvar.D|,D2
andD haveto be decimaldigits.If any of them is not yet instantiatedthenit has
to becomeinstantiatedto one of the digits in the list Digs2. Once it is instantiated to one of the digits, this digit has to be deleted from the set of available
digits. If Dl, D2 or D is alreadyinstantiatedthen, of course,none of the
availabledigits will be spent. This is realized in the program as a non-deterministicdeletionof an item from a list. If this item is non-variablethen nothing

Vo Solvingcryptarithmeticpuzzles
sum( Nl, N2, N)
suml( Nl, N2,

Vo Numbers represented as lists of digits

gl,
[0,1,2,3r4,5,6,7,g,

Vo Carriesfrom right and to left both 0
Vo All digitsavailable

suml( [J, [, [, 0, 0, Digits, Digits).
suml( [Dl I NU, lDz I N2l, [D I N], Cl, C, Digsl, Digs) :
suml( Nl, N2, N, Cl, C2, Digsl, Digs2),
digitsum(Dl , D2, C2, D, C, Digs2,Digs).
digitsum(Dl, D2, Cl, D, C, Digsl, Digs) 'del( D1, Digsl, Digs2),
VoSelect an available digit
del( D2, Digs2,Digs3),
VoSelect an available digit
del( D, Digs3,Digs),
VoSelect an available digit
SisDl+D2+Cl,
D is S mod 10,
C is S div 10.
del( A, L, L) :nonvar(A), !.

for D1
for D2
for D

Va A already instantiated

del( A, [A I LJ, L).
d e l ( A ,I B t L l , [ B I L U ) :
del( A, L, L1).
7o Some puzzles

puzzlel([D,O,N,A,L,Dl,
IG,E,R,A,L,DJ,
[R,O,B,E,R,TJ
).
pvzzlez(IA,S,E,N,DJ,
[0,M,o,R,EI,
[M,O,N,E,YJ).
Figure 7.2

A program for cryptarithmetic puzzles.
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is deleted (no instantiation occurs). This is programmed as:

del( Item, List, List) .nonvar( Item), !.
del( Item, [Item I List], List).
del( Item, [A I ListJ, [A I Listl] ) :
del( ftem, List, Listl).
A completeprogram for cryptarithmetic puzzlesis shown in Figure 7.2.
The program alsoincludesthe definition of two puzzles.The questionto prolog
about DONALD, GERALD and ROBERT, usingthis program,would be:
?- puzzlel( Nl, N2, N), sum( Nl, N2, N).
sometimesthis puzzle is made easier by providing part of the solution as an
additional constraint that D be equal 5. The puzile in this form could be
communicatedto Prolog using suml:

?- suml([5,O,N,A,L,5],
IG,E,R,A,L,5],
[R,O,B,E,R,T],
0, 0, [0,1,2,3,4,6,7,E,91,
_).
It is interestingthat in both casesthereis only one solution.Tirat is, thereis
only oneway of assigning
digitsto letters.

Exercises
7.1 write a procedure simplify to symbolically simplify summation expressionswith numbersand symbols(lower-caseletters). Let the procedure
rearrangethe expressionssothat all the symbolsprecedenumbers.These
are examplesof its use:
?- simplify(t*1*a,E).
E=a*2
?- simpli$( 1 * a * 4 + 2 +b * c, E).
E=a*b*c*7
?- simplify(3*x*x,E).
E=2*x*3
7.2 Define the procedure
add( Item, List)
to store a new elementinto a list. Assumethat all of the elementsthat can
be stored are atoms. List containsall the stored elementsfollowed bv a
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tail that is not instantiated and can thus accommodatenew elements.For
example, let the existing elements stored be a, b and c. Then
List:[a,b,clTail]
where Tail is a variable. The goal
add( d, List)
will cause the instantiation
Tail : Id I NewTaill

and

List : [?, b, c, d I NewTail]

Thus the structure can, in effect, grow by accepting new items. Define
also the corresponding membership relation.

7.2 Gonstructingand decomposingterms| :..s functor,
dfg, name
There are three built-in predicatesfor decomposingterms and constructing
new terms:functor,arg and :... We will first look at =.., whichis written asan
infix operator. The goal
Term =.. L
is true if L is a list that containsthe principal functor of Term, followed by its
arguments.The following examplesillustrate:
?- f( a , b ) : . . L .
[=

[f, a, b]

? - T E.. [rectangle, 3, 51.
T-

rectangle( 3, 5)

? - Z E.. [p, X, f(X,Y)l

z-

p( X, f(X,Y) )

Why would we want to decomposea term into its components- its
functor and its arguments?why constructa new term from a givenfunctor and
arguments?The following exampleillustratesthe need for this.
Let us consider a program that manipulatesgeometricfigures. Figures
are squares,rectangles,triangles,circles,etc. They can, in the program, be
representedasterms suchthat the functor indicatesthe type of figure, and the
argumentsspecifythe size of the figure, as follows:
square( Side)
triangle( Sidel, Side2,Side3)
circl{ R)
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one operationon suchfigurescanbe enlargement.we canimplementthis asa
three-argumentrelation
enlarge(Fig, Factor, Figl)
where Fig and Figl are geometricfiguresof the sametype (samefunctor), and
the parametersof Figl are thoseof Fig multiplicativelyenlargedby Factor. For
simplicity, we will assumethat all the parametersoi Fig are already known;
that is, instantiatedto numbers,and sois Factor.one way of programmingthe
enlargerelation is:
enlarge( square(A), F, square(Al) ) :Al is F*A.
enlarge(circle(R), F, circle(Rl) ) :Rl is F*Rl.
enlarge(rectangle(A,B),F, rectangle(A1,Bl)) :A1 is F*A, 81 is F*B.

This works, but it is awkward when there are many different figure types. we
haveto foreseeall typesthat may possiblyoccur.Thus, we needin extra clause
for each type although each clausesaysessentiallythe samething: take the
parametersof the original figure, multiply all the parametersby the factor, and
make a figure of the sametype with new parameters.
one (unsuccessful)attempt to handle, at least, all one-parameterfigures
with one clausecould be:
enlarg{ Typ{Par), F, Type(Parl) ) :Parl is F*Par.
However, this is normally not allowed in Prolog becausethe functor hasto be
an atom; so the variableTypewould not be acceptedsyntacticallyasa functor.
The correctmethodis to usethe predicate'=..'. Then the enlargeprocedure
can be statedcompletelygenerally,for any type of object, asfollows:
enlarge(Fig, F, Figl) :Fig:.. lType I Parametersl,
multiplylist( Parameters,F, parametersl),
Figl =.. lType I Parametersll.
multiplylist([], _, [l ).
multiplylist([X I L], F, [Xl I L1] ) :Xl is F*X, multiptylist( L, F, Ll).
Our next exampleof usingthe'=..'predicate comesfrom symbolic
manipulation of formulas where a frequent operation is to substitute some
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subexpressionby another expression.We will define the relation
substitute( Subterm, Term, Subterffil, Terml)

as follows: if all occurrencesof Subtermin Term are substitutedbv Subterml
then we get Terml. For example:
?- substitute(sin(x), 2*sin(x)*f(sin(x)),t, F).
F = lx1*q1;
By 'occurrence' of Subterm in Term we will mean somethingin Term that
matchesSubterm.We will look for occurrencesfrom top to bottom. Sothe goal
?- substitute(a*b, f( a, A*B), v, F).
will produce
F:
[:
B:

f( a, v)
a
b

F : f( a, v*v)
and not

[:a+b
B:a+b

In defining the substitute relation we have to consider the following
decisionsdependingon the case:
If Subterm= Term then Terml : Subterml;
otherwiseif Term is 'atomic' (not a structure)
then Terml : Term (nothing to be substituted),
otherwise the substitution is to be carried out on the arsumentsof
Term.
Theserulescan be convertedinto a Prologprogram,shownin Figure7.3.
Termsthat are constructedby the ' = . .' predicatecan be, of course,also
used as goals.The advantageof this is that the program itself can, during
execution,generateand executegoals of forms that were not necessarily
foreseenat the time of writing the program. A sequenceof goalsillustrating
this effectwould be somethinglike the following:
obtain( Functor),
compute(Arglist),
Goal :.. [Functor I Arglist],
Goal
Here, obtain and computeare some user-definedproceduresfor getting the
componentsof the goal to be constructed.The goal is then constructedby
':..', and invokedfor executionby simply
statingits name,Goal.
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VoRelation
Vo
Vo substitute(Subterm,Term, Subterml, Terml)
Vo
Vo is: if all occurrencesof Subtermin Terrn are substituted
Vowith Subterml when we get Term1.
Vo Case1: Substitutewhole term
substitute( Term, Term, Terml, Terml)

:- !.

VoCase2: Nothing to substitute
substitute( -, Term, -, Term) -atomic( Term), !.
Vo Case3: Do substitutionon arguments
substitute( Sub, Term, Subl, Terml)

Term E.. tF I Argsl,
substlist(Sub, Args, Subl, Argsl),
Terml 8.. tF I Argsll.

:VoGet arguments
VoPerform substitutionon them

substlist(-, [, -, [] ).
substlist(Sub, [Term I TermsJ,Subl, [Terml I TermsU )
substitute(Sub, Term, Subl, Terml),
substlist(Sub, Terms, Subl, Termsl).
Figure7.3 A procedurefor substituting
a subtermofa term by anothersubterm.
Someimplementationsof Prolog may require that all the'goals,as they
appearin the program, aresyntacticallyeither atomsor structureswith an atom
as the principal functor. Thus a variable, regardlessof its eventual instantiation, in sucha casemay not be syntacticallyacceptableasa goal. This problem
is circumventedby another built-in predicate,call, whoseargumentis the goal
to be executed.Accordingly, the examplewould be rewritten as:
Goal =.. [Functor I Arglist],
call( Goal)
Sometimeswe may want to extract from a term just its principal functor
or one of its arguments.[n sucha casewe can,of course,usethe' = . .' relation.
But it can be neater and more practical, and alsomore efficient, to useone of
the other two built-in proceduresfor manipulating terms: functor and arg.
Their meaningis as follows: a goal
functor( Term, F, N)
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is true if F is the principal functor of Term and N is the arity of F. A goal
arg( N, Term, A)
is true if A is the.Nth argument in Term, assumingthat argumentsare numbered from left to right starting with 1. The following examplesillustrate:
?- functor( ( f(D, X, t), Fun, Arity).
Fun=t
AritY = 3
?- arg( 2, f( X, t(a), tO)), Y).
Y : t(a)
?- functor( D, date, 3),
arg( 1, D,29),
arg(Z, D, june),
arg( 3, D, 1982).
D = date( 29, june, 1982)
The last exampleshowsa specialapplicationof the functor predicate.The goal
functor( D, date, 3) generatesa 'general' term whoseprincipal functor is date
with three arguments.The term is general in that the three argumentsare
uninstantiatedvariableswhosenamesare generatedby Prolog. For example:
D:

dat{ -5, -6, J)

Thesethree variablesare then instantiatedin the exampleaboveby the three
arg goals.
Related to this set of built-in predicatesis the predicate name for constructing/decomposingatoms, introduced in Chapter 6. We will repeat its
meaninghere for completeness.
name( A, L)
is true if L is the list of ASCII codes of the characters in atorn A.

Exercises
7.3 Define the predicate ground( Term) so that it is true if Term does not
containany uninstantiatedvariables.
7.4 The substituteprocedure of this sectiononly producesthe 'outer-most'
substitutionwhen there are alternatives.Modify the procedureso that all
possible alternative substitutions ari produced through backtracking.
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For example:
?' substitute(a*b, f(A+B), new, NewTerm).
A-a
B-b
NewTerm : f( new);
[:a*b
B:a*b
NewTerm : f( new*new)
Our original versiononly finds the first answer.
7.5 Define the relation
subsumes(Terml, Term2)
so that Terml is more generalthan Term2.For example:
?- subsumes(X, c).
yes
?- subsumes(g(X), g(t(y) ).
yes
?- subsumes(f(X,X), f(a,b) ).
no

7.3 Various kinds of equality
when do we considertwo termsto be equal?Until now we have introduced
threekinds of equalityin prolog. The firsi wasbasedon matching,written
as:
X:Y
This is true if X and Y match.Another type of equalitywaswritten as
XisE
This is true if X matchesthe value of the arithmetic expressionE. we alsohad:
El :::

E2

This is true if the valuesof the arithmeticexpressions
E1 and E2 are equal.In
contrast,when the valuesof two arithmetic expressionsare not equal, we write
El :\:

E2

sometimes we are interested in a stricter kind of equality: the literal
equalityof two terms.This kind of equalityis implementedasanotherbuilt-in
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predicatewritten as an infix op€rator':=':
T\::T2
This is true if termsT1 and T2 are identical; that is, they have exactlythe same
structureand all the correspondingcomponentsarethe same.In particular, the
namesof the variablesalsohaveto be the same.The complementaryrelation is
'not identical',written as:
T1 \::

T2

Here are someexamples:
?' f( a, b) ::

f( a' b).

yes
?' f( a, b) =:

f( a' X)'

no
?' f( a' X) =:

f( a' Y)'

no
?- X \::

Y.

yes
?- t( X, f(a,Y) ) --

t( X, f(a,Y) ).

yes
As an example,let us redefinethe relation
count( Term, List, N)
of the
from Section7.1. This time let N be the numberof literal occurrences
term Term in a list List:
count( -, [], 0).
count(Term, [Head I L], N) :Term =: Head, !,
count( Term, L, Nl),
NisNl*1;
count( Term, L, N).

7.4 Database
manipulation
According to the relational model of databases,a databaseis a sirecificationof
a set of relations.A Prolog program can be viewed as such a database:the
specificationof relations is partly explicit (facts) and partly implicit (rules).
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Furthermore, built-in-predicatesmake it possibleto update
this database
during the executionof the program. This is done by addin! (ourinjexecution)
new clausesto the programor by deletingexisting.i"urer. FrlaicatZs
tnat serve
thesepurposesare assert,asserta,assertzand retract.
A goal
assert( C)
alwayssucceeds
and, asits sideeffect,causesa clausec to be .asserted,
- that
is, addedto the database.A goal
retract( C)
doesthe opposite: it deletesa clausethat matchesc. The following conversation with Prolog illustrates:
crlsls.
no
assert( crisis).

yes

yes
retract(crisis).
yes

no
clausesthus assertedact exactlyas part of the 'original' program. The
following example shows the use of assirt and retract as one method of
handlingchangingsituations.Let us assumethat we have the following program about weather:
nice .sunshine,not raining.
funny 'sunshine,raining.
disgusting
raining,
raining.
fog.
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The following conversation with this program will gradually update the
database:
?- nice.
no
?- disgusting.'
yes
?- retract( fog).
yes
?- disgusting.
no
?- assert( sunshine).
yes
?- funny.
yes
?- retract( raining).
yes
?- nice.
yes
Clausesof any form can be assertedor retracted. The next example
illustrates that retract is also non-deterministic:a whole set of clausescan,
through backtracking,be removedby a singleretract goal. Let us assumethat
we have the following facts in the 'consulted'program:
fast( ann).
slow( tom).
slow( pat).
We can add a rule to this program, as follows:
?- assert(
( faster(X,Y) :fast(X), slow(Y) ) ).
yes
?- faster(A, B).
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A : ann
B : tom
?- retract( slow(X) ).

x:

tom;
:
X pat;
no
faster( ann, _).
no
Notice that when a rule is.asserted,the syntaxrequiresthat
the rule (as an
argum_e_nt
to assert)be enclosedin parentheses.
Ih"l assertinga clause,we may want to specifythe position at which the
new clauseis insertedto the database.The predilates asseriaand
assertzenable
us to control the positionof insertion.Th-egoal
asserta(C)
addsC at the beginningof the database.The eoal
assertz(C)
adds c at the end of the database.The folrowing exampleillustrates
these
effects:
?- assert(p(a) ), assertz(pO) ), asserta(p(c)
).
yes

?' p( x).
X=c;
X: a;
X=b
There is a relation betweenconsultand assertz.Consultinga file can be
definedin termsof assertzasfollows:to consulta file, readeachterm (clause)
in the file and assertit at the end of the database.
one useful applicationof assertais to store alreadycomputedanswersto
questions.For example, let there be a predicate
solve( Problem, Solution)
defined.in the program. we may now ask somequestionand requestthat the
answerbe rememberedfor future questions.
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?- solve(probleml, Solution),
asserta(solve(probleml, Solution) ).
If the first goal abovesucceedsthen the answer(Solution)is storedand used,as
any other clause,in answeringfurther questions.The advantageof such a
'memoization' of answersis that a further question that matchesthe asserted
fact will normally be answeredmuch quicker than the first one. The result now
will be simply retrieved as a fact, and not computedthrough a possiblytimeconsumingprocess.
An extensionof this ideais to useassertingfor generatingall solutionsin
the form of a table of facts.For example,we cangeneratea table of productsof
all pairsof integersbetween0 and9 asfollows:generatea pair of integersX and
Y, computeZ is X*Y, assertthe threenumbersasoneline of the producttable,
and then force the failure. The failure will cause,through backtracking,
anotherpair of integersto be found and so anotherline tabulated,etc. The
following proceduremaketableimplementsthis idea:
maketable :L - [0,1,2,3r4,516,7,9,91,
member(X, L),
member(Y, L),
Z is X*Y,
assert(product(X,Y,Z) ),
fail.

7o Choose first factor
Vo Choose second factor

The question
?- maketable.
will, of course,not succeed,but it will, asa sideeffect,add the wholeproduct
tableto the database.After that, we can askfor example,what pairsgive the
product 8:
?- product(A, B, 8).
A-1
B:8;
A:2
B-4;

A remarkon the styleof programmingshouldbe madeat this stage.The
foregoingexamplesillustratesomeobviouslyusefulapplicationsof assertand
retract.However,their userequiresspecialcare.Excessiveandcarelessuseof
thesefacilitiescannotbe recommendedasgoodprogrammingstyle.By asserting and retractingwe, in fact, modify the program.Thereforerelationsthat
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hold at somepoint will not be true at someother time. At differenttimesthe
samequestionsreceivedifferent answers.A lot of assertingand retractingmay
thus obscurethe meaningof the program and it may beco-mehard to imagine
what is true and what-is not. The risulting behaviour of the program may
becomedifficult to understand,difficult to explain and to trust.

Exercises
7.6 (a) write a Prolog questionto removethe whole product table from the
database.
(b) Modify the questionso that it only removesthoseentrieswhere the
product is 0.
7.7 Define the relation
copy( Term, Copy)
which will produce a copy of rerm so that copy is Term with all its
variables renamed. This can be easily programmedby using assertand
retract.

7.5 Control facilities
so far we have coveredmost of the extra control facilities exceptrepeat. For
completenessthe complete set is presentedhere.
t
.
.
;

cut, written as'!', preventsbacktracking.It wasintroducedin chapter
5.
fail is a goal that alwaysfails.
true is a goal that alwayssucceeds.
not( P) is a type of negation that behavesexactly as if defined as:
not( P) :- P, !, fail; true.

o
o

Someproblemswith cut and not were discussedin detail in Chapter5.
call( P) invokesa goal P. It succeeds
if p succeeds.
repeatis a goal that alwayssucceeds.
Its specialpropertyis that it is nondeterministic;therefore,eachtime it is reachedbVbackirackingit generatesanother alternativeexecutionbranch.repeatbehavesas if defined
by:
repeat.
repeat '- repeat.
A typical way of using repeatis illustratedby the following procedure
dosquares
which readsa sequenceof numbersand outputstheir squares.
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The sequenceis concludedwith the atomstopwhichservesasa signalfor
the procedureto terminate.
dosquares:repeat,
read( X),
( X : stop, ! ;
Y is X*X, write(Y), fail).

7.6 bagof, setof and findall
We cangenerate,by backtracking,all the objects,oneby one,that satisfysome
goal, Eachtime a new solution is generated,the previousone disappearsand is
not accessible
any more. However,sometimeswe would preferto haveall the
generatedobjectsavailabletogether- for exarnple,collectedinto a list. The
built-in predicatesbagof and setof servethis purpose; the predicatefindall is
sometimesprovided instead.
The goal
bagof(X, P, L)
will producethe list L of all the objectsX suchthat a goal P is satisfied.Of
course,this usuallymakessenseonly if X and P havesomecommonvariables.
For example, let us assumethat we have in the program a specificationthat
classifies(some)lettersinto vowelsand consonants:
class(a, vow).
class(b, con).
class(c, con).
class(d, con).
class(e, vow).
class(f, con).
Then we can obtain the list of all the consonantsin this specificationby the
goal:
?- bagof( Letter, class( Letter, con), Letters).
Letters : [b,c,d,fl

If, in the abovegoal, we leavethe classof a letter unspecifiedthen we get,
throughbacktracking,two listsof letters,eachof them corresponding
to each
class:
bagof( Letter, class( Letter, Class), Letters).
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Class : vow
Letters : [a,e];
Class : con
Letters : [b,c,d,{l

If there is no solution for P in the goal bagof(X, p, L) then the bagof goal
simplyfails. If the sameobject X is found repeatedlythen all its occurrences
will appearin L, which leadsto duplicateitemsin L.
The predicate setofis similar to bagof.The goal
setof(X, P, L)
will againproducea list L of objectsx that satisfyP. only this time the list L
will be orderedand duplicateitems, if there are any, will be eliminated.The
orderingof the objectsis accordingto the alphabeticalorder or to the relation
'(', if objectsin
the list are numbers.If the objectsare structuresthen the
principal functors are comparedfor the ordering. If theseare equal then the
left-most,top-mostfunctorsthat are not equalin the termscompareddecide.
Thereis no restrictionon the kind of objectsthat arecollected.Sowe can,
for example,construct a list of pairs of the form
Class/Letter
so that the consonantscomefirst ('con' is alphabeticallybefore'vow'):
?- setof( Class/l,etter, class( Letter, Class), List).
List = [con/b, con/c, con/d, con/f, voda, vow/e]
Another predicate of this family, similar to bagof,is findall.
findall( X, P, L)
produces,again,a list of objectsthat satisfyP. The differencewith respectto
bagof is that all the objects X are collected regardlessof (possibly) different
solutionsfor variablesin P that are not sharedwith x. This differenceis shown
in the following example:
?- findall( [.etter, class(Letter, Class), Letters).
Ietters = [a,b,c,d,e,fl
If there is no object X that satisfiesP then findall will succeedwith L : [].
If findall is not available as a built-in predicate in the implementation
used then it can be easily programmedas follows. All solutionsfor P are
generatedby forcedbacktracking.Eachsolutionis, whengenerated,immediately assertedinto the databaseso that it is not lost when the next solutionis
found. After all the solutionshavebeengeneratedand asserted,they haveto
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findall( X, Goal, Xlist) :call( Goal),
assertz( stack(X) ),
fail;
assertz( stack(bottom) ),
collect( Xlist).

Vo Find a solution
7o Assert it
Vo Try to find more solutions
% Mark end of solutions
Vo Collect the solutions

collect( L) :retract( stack(X) ), !,
( X :: bottom, !, L - th
L - tX I Restl, collect( Rest) ).

7o Retract next solution
Vo End of solutions?
Vo Otherwise collect the rest

t77

Figure7.4 An implementation
of the findallrelation.
be collectedinto a list and retractedfrom the database.Thiswholeprocesscan
be imaginedasall the solutionsgeneratedforming a stack.Eachnewly generatedsolutionis, by assertion,placedon top of this stack.when the solutions
arecollectedthe stackdissolves.
Note, in addition,that the bottomof thisstack
hasto be marked,for example,by the atom 'bottom' (which,of course,should
be differentfrom anysolutionthat is possiblyexpected).An implementationof
findall alongtheselines is shownas Figure7.4.
Exercises
7.8 Use bagofto define the relation powerset(Set, subsets)to compute the
set of all subsetsof a given set (all setsrepresentedas lists).
7.9 Use bagofto define the relation
copy( Term, Copy)
suchthat Copy is Term with all its variablesrenamed.

Summary
A Prolog implementation normally provides a set of built-in procedures
to accomplish several useful operations that are not possible in pure
Prolog. In this chapter, such a set of predicates,availablein many Prolog
implementations, was introduced.
The type of a term can be tested by the following predicates:

var( x)
nonvar(x)
atom( X)
integer( X)
atomic( X)

Xis
Xis
Xis
Xis
Xis

a (non-instantiated)variable
not a variable
an atom
an integer
either an atom or an integer
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Terms can be constructed or decomposed:
Term 8.. I Functor I Argumentlist]
functor( Term, Functor, Arity)
arg( N, Term, Argument)
name( Atom, CharacterCodes)
A Prolog program can be viewed as a relational database that can be
updated by the following procedures:
assert( Clause)
asserta( Clause)
assertz( Clause)
retract( Clause)

add Clause to the program
add at the beginning
add at the end
remove a clause that matches Clause

All the objects that satisfy a given condition can be collected into a list by
the predicates:
bagof( X, P, L)
setof( X, P, L)
findall( X, P, L)

L is the list of all X that satisfy condition P
L is the sorted list of all X that satisfy condition P
similar to bagof

repeat is a control facility that generatesan unlimited number of alternatives for backtracking

ProgrammingStyleand
Technique
In this chapterwe will review somegeneralprinciplesof good programming
and discussthe following questionsin particular: How to think about prolog
programs?What are elementsof good programmingstylein prolog?How to
debug Prolog programs?How to make Prolog programsmore efficient?

8.1 Generalprinciplesof good programming
A fundamentalquestion,related to good programming,is: what is a good
program?Answering this questionis not trivial asthere are severalcriteria for
judging how good a program is. Generally acceptedcriteria include the
following:
Correctness Above all, a good program should be correct. That is, it
should do what it is supposed to do. This may seem a trivial, selfexplanatory requirement. However, in the case of complex prograffiS,
correctnessis often not attained. A common mistake when writing programs is to neglect this obvious criterion and pay more attention to other
criteria, such as efficiency.
Efficiency A good program should not needlesslywaste computer time
and memory space.
Transparency, readability A good program should be easy to read and
easy to understand. It should not be more complicated than necessary.
Clever programming tricks that obscure the meaning of the program
should be avoided. The general organization of the program and its
layout help its readability.

Modifiability A good programshould be easyto modify and to extend.
Transparency and modular organization of the program help
modifiabilitv.
Robustness A good program should be robust. It should not crash
immediately when the user enters some incorrect or unexpected data.
The program should, in the case of such errors, stay 'alive' and behave
reasonably (should report errors).
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Documentation A goodprogramshouldbe properlydocumented.The
minimal documentationis the program'slistingincludingsufficientprogram comments.
The importanceof particular criteria dependson the problem and on the
circumstancesin which the program is written, and on the environment in
which it is used.There is no doubt that correctnesshasthe highestpriority. The
issues of transparency, modifiability, robustness and documentation are
usually given, at least, as much priority as the issueof efficiency.
There are some general guidelines for practically achievingthe above
criteria. one important rule is to first think aboutthe problemto be solved,and
only then to start writing the actual code in the programminglanguageused.
once we have developeda good understandingof the problem and the whole
solution is well thought through, the actual coding will be fast and easy,and
there is a good chancethat we will soon get a correct program.
A common mistake is to start writing the code even before the full
definition of the problem has been understood. A fundamental reasonwhy
early codingis bad practiceis that the thinking about the problem and the ideas
for a solution should be done in terms that are most relevant to the problem.
Theseterms are usuallyfar from the syntaxof the programminglanguageused,
and they may include natural languagestatementsand pictorial representation
of ideas.
Such a formulation of the solution will have to be transformedinto the
programming language,but this transformation processmay not be easy. A
good approachis to use the principle of stepwiserefinement.The initial formulation of the solution is referred to as the 'top-level solution', and the final
programas the'bottom-levelsolution'.
According to the principle of stepwiserefinement, the final program is
developed through a sequenceof transformations, or 'refinements', of the
solution. We start with the first, top-level solution and then proceedthrough a
sequenceof solutions; these are all equivalent, but each solution in the
sequenceis expressedin more detail. In eachrefinementstep,conceptsusedin
previousformulationsare elaboratedto greaterdetail and their representation
getscloserto the programminglanguage.It shouldbe realizedthat refinement
appliesboth to proceduredefinitionsand to datastructures.In the initial stages
we normally work with more abstract, bulky units of information whose
structure is refined later.
Such a strategy of top-down stepwise refinement has the following
advantages:
it allows for formulation of rough solutions in terms that are most
relevant to the problem;
in terms of such powerful concepts, the solution should be succint and
simple, and therefore likely to be correct;
each refinement step should be small enough so that it is intellectually
manageable; if so, the transformation of a solution into a new, more
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detailed representationis likely to be correct, and so is the resulting
solutionat the next level of detail.
In the case of Prolog we may talk about the stepwiserefinement of
thinking in algorithmicterms,
relations.If the natureof the problemsuggests
adoptingthe procedural
of
algorithms,
refinement
about
then we can alsotalk
view
Prolog.
point of
on
In order to properly refine a solution at some level of detail, and to
introduceusefulconceptsat the next lower level, we need ideas.Therefore
programming is creative, especiallyso for beginners. With experience,
programminggradually becomesless of an art and more of a craft. But,
nevertheless,
a major questionis: How do we getideas?Most ideascomefrom
experience,from similar problemswhosesolutionswe know. If we do not
know a direct programmingsolution, another similar problem could be helpful. Another sourceof ideasis everydaylife. For example,if the problemis to
write a program to sort a list of items we may get an idea from consideringthe
question: How would I myself sort a set of exam papers according to the
alphabeticalorder of students?
General principlesof good programmingoutlined in this sectionare also
known asthe ingredientsof 'structuredprogramming',and they basicallyapply
to Prolog as well. We will discusssome details with particular referenceto
Prolog in the following sections.

8.2 Howto think aboutPrologprograms
One characteristicfeatureof Prolog is that it allowsfor both the proceduraland
declarativeway of thinking about programs. The two approacheshave been
discussedin detail in Chapter 2, and illustrated by examplesthroughout the
text. which approach will be more efficient and practical dependson the
problem. Declarative solutionsare usually easierto develop, but may lead to
an inefficient program.
During the processof developing a solution we have to find ideas for
reducingproblemsto one or more easiersubproblems.An important question
is: How db we find proper subproblems?There are severalgeneralprinciples
that often work in Prolog programming.Thesewill be discussedin the following sections.

8.2.1 Use of recursion
The principle here is to split the problem into casesbelongingto two groups:
(1) trivial, or'boundary'cases;
(2\ 'general' caseswhere the solution is constructed from solutions of
(simpler) versionsof the original problem itself.
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In Prologwe usethis techniqueall the time. Let us look at one moreexample:
processinga list of items so that eachitem is transformedby the sametransformation rule. Let this procedurebe
maplist( List, F, Newlist)
whereList is an originallist, F is a transformationrule (a binary relation)and
Newlist is the list of all transformeditems. The problem of transformingList
can be split into two cases:
(1)

(2)

Boundarycase:List = [
if List : [] then Newlist : [], regardlessof F
General case:List : [X I Tail]
To transform a list of the form [X I Tail], do:
transform the list Tail obtaining NewTail, and
transform the item X by rule F obtaining NewX;
the whole transformedlist is [NewX I NewTail].

In Prolog:
maplist([], -, [ ).
maplist( [X I Tait], F, [NewX I NewTail] ) :G =.. [F, X, NewXf,
call( G),
maplist( Tail, F, NewTail).
One reason why recursion so naturally applies to defining relations in
Prolog is that data objectsthemselvesoften haverecursivestructure.Lists and
treesaresuchobjects.A list is eitherempty(boundarycase)or hasa headanda
tail that is itself a list (generalcase).A binary tree is either empty (boundary
case)or it hasa root and two subtreesthat arethemselves
binarytrees(general
case).Therefore,to processa whole non-emptytree, we must do something
with the root, and processthe subtrees.

8.2.2 Generalization
It is often a goodideato generalizethe originalproblem,sothat the solutionto
the generalized
problemcanbeformulatedrecursively.The originalproblemis
then solvedas a specialcaseof its more generalversion.Generalizationof a
relationtypicallyinvolvesthe introductionof one or more extraarguments.A
major problem,which may requiredeeperinsightinto the problem,is how to
find the right generalization.
As an examplelet us revisit the eight queensproblem. The original
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sothat theydo not attack
problemwasto placeeightqueenson the chessboard
relation
corresponding
eachother. Let us call the
eightqueens(Pos)
This is true if Posis somerepresentationof a position with eight non-attacking
queens.A good idea in this caseis to generalizethe number of queensfrom
eight to N. The number of queensnow becomesthe additional argument:
nqueens( Pos, N)

The advantageof this generalizationis that there is an immediaterecursive
formulationof the nqueensrelation:
(1) Boundarycase:N - 0
To safelyplace zeroqueensis trivial.
(2)

Generalcase:N > 0
To safely place N queens on the board, satisfy the following:
o
o

achieve a safe configuration of (N - 1) queens;and
add the remaining queen so that she does not attack anY other
queen

Once the generalizedproblem hasbeen solved,the originalproblem is easy:
eightqueens(Pos) :- nqueens(Pos, 8).

8.2.3 Using pictures
When searchingfor ideasabout a problem, it is often usefulto introduce some
graphical representationof the problem. A picture may help us to perceive
someessentialrelationsin the problem. Then we just haveto describewhat we
seein the picture in the programming language.
The use of pictorial representationsis often useful in problem solving in
general;it seems,however,that it works with Prolog particularlywell. The
following argumentsexplainwhy:
Prolog is particularly suitable for problems that involve objects and
relationsaboutobjects.Often, suchproblemscanbe naturallyillustrated
by graphsin which nodescorrespondto objectsand arcscorrespondto
relations.
(2) Structureddata objectsin Prolog are naturallypicturedas trees.
(3) The declarativemeaningof Prologfacilitatesthe translationof pictorial
into Prologbecause,in principle,the order in which the
representations
(1)
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pictureis describeddoesnot matter.We just put what we seeinto the
programin any order. (For practicalreasonsof the program'sefficiency
this order will possiblyhaveto be polishedlater.)

8.3 Programmingstyfe
The purpose of conforming to some stylistic conventions is:
o
o

to reduce the danger of programming errors; and
to produce programs that are readable and easy to understand, easy to
debug and to modify.

We will review here some ingredients of good programming style in Prolog:
some general rules of good style, tabular organization of long procedures and
commenting.

8.3.1 Some rules of good style
r
r

o
r

o

o

Programclausesshouldbe short. Their body shouldtypically contain no
more than a few goals.
Proceduresshould be short becauselong proceduresare hard to understand. However, long procedures are acceptableif they have some
uniform structure (this will be discussedlater in this section).
Mnemonic namesfor proceduresand variablesshould be used. Names
should indicate the meaningof relations and the role of data objects.
The layout of programsis important. Spacing,blank lines and indentation shouldbe consistentlyusedfor the sakeof readability. clausesabout
the sameprocedureshould be clusteredtogether; there should be blank
Iinesbetweenclauses(unless,perhaps,there are numerousfactsabout
the samerelation); eachgoal can be placedon a separateline. prolog
programs sometimesresemblepoems for the aestheticappeal of ideas
and form.
Stylistic conventionsof this kind may vary from program to program as
theydependon the problemandpersonaltaste.It is important,however,
that the sameconventionsare used consistentlythroughout the whole
program.
The cut operatorshouldbe usedwith care.cut shouldnot be usedif it can
be easilyavoided.It is better to use,wherepossible,'greencuts' rather
than'red cuts'.As discussed
in Chapter5, a cut is called.green'ifit canbe
removedwithout alteringthe declarativemeaningof the clause.The use
of'red cuts'shouldbe restrictedto clearlydefinedconstructssuchasnot
or the selectionbetweenalternatives.An exampleof the latter construct
is:
if Condition then Goal I else Goal2
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This translatesinto Prolog,usingcut' as:
Condition, !,
Goall;
Goal2

7o Conditiontrue?
% If YesthenGoall
Goal2
%oOtherwise

The not operator can also lead to surprising behaviour, &Sit is related to
cut. We hive to be well aware of how not is defined in Prolog. However, if
there is a dilemma between not and cut, the former is perhaps better than
some obscure construct with cut.
program modification by assert and retract can grossly degrade the
transparency of the program's behaviour. In particular, the same progranlwill answer the same question differently at different times. In such
Iu.6, if we want to reproduce the same behaviour we have to make sure
that the whole previous state, which was modified by assertions and
retractions, is completely restored.
The use of a semicolon rnay obscure the meaning of a clause. The
readability can sometimes be improved by splitting the clausecontaining
the semicolon into more clauses;but this will, possibly, be at the expense
of the length of the program and its efficiency.
To iltustrate some points of this section consider the relation
merge( Listl, List2, List3)
where Listl and List2 are ordered lists that merge into List3. For exarnple:

'81)
merge([2,4,71,
U,2,3,4,4,7
[1,3,4,81,
of mergein badstyle:
Thefollowingis an implementation
merge(Listl, List2, List3) :Listl : [], !, List3 : List2;
List2 : [], !, List3 : Listl;
Listl-[XIRestl],
List2:tYlRest2J,
(x(Y,!,
Z:X,
merge(Restl, List2, Rest3);
Z:Y,
merge(Listl, Rest2,Rest3)),
List3:IZ lRest3l.

Vo First list empty
7o Secondlist empty

Vo Z is head of List3

Here is a better versionwhich avoidssemicolons:
merge([, List, List).
merge(List, [], List).
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merge(tX I Restlf, ty I Rest2J,tX I Resr3J) :
X<Y,!,
merge(Restl, [y I Rest2J,Rest3).
merge(Listl, [Y I Rest2],ty I Rest3l) ._
merge(Listl, Rest2,Rest3).
8.3.2 Tabufar organization of long procedures
Long procedures are acceptableif they have some uniform structure.
Typically,sucha form is a set of factswhen a relation is effectively defined in
the tabular form. Advantages of such an org anization of a long procedure
are:

.
o
e

Its structureis easilyunderstood.
Incrementability:it can be refinedby simplyaddingnew facts.
It is easyto check and correct or modify (by simply replacingsomefact
independentlyof other facts).

8.3.3 Commenting
Programcommentsshouldexplain in the first placewhat the program is about
and how to use it, and only then the detailsof the solutionmetf,oousedand
other programmingdetails.The main purposeof commentsis to enablethe
u:er usethe program,to understandit andto possiblymodify it. comments
19
shoulddescribe,in the shortestform possible,iveryttring thai is essential
to
these ends. Undercommenting is a uiual fault, bui u piogru. can also
be
overcommented.Explanationof detailsthat are obviousfiom the program
codeifself is only a needlessburdento the program.
Long passages
ofcommentsshouldprecedethe codethey refer to, while
.
short commentsshould be intersperseawittr the code itself. Information
that
should,in general,be includedin commentscomprisesthe foilowing:
o

What the programdoes,how it is used(for example, what goal is to be
invoked and what are the expectedresults), examples of using the
program.

o

What are top-level predicates?

o

How are main concepts (objects) represented?
Execution time and memory requirements of the program.
What are the program's limitations?
Are there any special system-dependentfeatures used?

o
o
o
o

What is the meaning of the predicates in the program? What are their
arguments? Which arguments are 'input' and which are 'output',
if
known? (Input argumentshave fully speiified values,without uninstantiated variables, when the predicate is called.)
Algorithmic and implementation details.
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8.4 Debugging
when a program doesnot do what it is expectedto do the main problem is to
locate thl er-ror(s).It is easierto locate an error in a part of the program (or a
module) than in'the program as a whole. Therefore, a good principle of
debuggingis to start Uy teiting smaller units of the program, and when these
can bitrusted, to start testing bigger modulesor the whole program'
Debugging in Prolog ii facilitated by two things: first, Prolog is an
interactiveiingrrage so any part of the program can be directly invoked by a
proper questio-ntoltre froiog system;second,Prolog implementationsusually
prouia" rp""ial debuggingaios. as a result of thesetwo features,debuggingof
itrolog piogtams catt, in general, be done far more efficiently than in most
other programminglanguages.
tne basistoiOeU"gging aids is tracing.'Tracing a goal' meansthat the
information regarding the goal's satisfactionis displayed during execution'
This information includes:
Entry information: the predicate name and the values of arguments when
the goal is invoked.
Exit information: in the case of success,the values of arguments that
satisfy the goal; otherwise an indication of failure.
Re-entry information: invocation of the same goal caused by
backtracking

Betweenentry and exit, the trace information for all the subgoalsof this goal
canbe obtained.Sowe cantracethe executionof our questionall the way down
to the lowestlevel goalsuntil factsare encountered'Suchdetailedtracing may
turn out to be irnpiactical due to the excessiveamount of tracing information;
therefore, the user can specify selective tracing. There are two selection
tracinginformationbeyonda certainlevel;second,
first, suppresJ
mechanisms:
trace only some specifiedsubsetof predicates,and not all of them.
built-in prediSuci aeUuggingaids are activatedby system-dependent
is
as
follows:
predicates
cates.A typical subsetof such
trace
triggersexhaustivetracing of goalsthat follow.
notrace
stops further tracing.

spv( P)
specifiesthat a predicateP be traced.This is used when we are ParticularlY
interestedin the namedpredicateand want to avoid tracing information from
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other goals(either aboveor berowthe level of a call of p).
severarpredicates
can be simultaneouslyactivefor .spying,.
nospy( P)
stops'spying'P.
Tracing beyond a certain depth can be suppressedby special
commands
.
duringexecution.Theremay be severalother deLugging
available,
suchasreturning to a-previouspoint of execution.Altei such
"o-'-unds
a return we can,
for example,repeatthe executionat a greaterdetail of tracing.

8.5 Efficiency
There are severalaspectsof efficiency,including the most common ones,
execution-time and spacerequirementsof a program. .Another aspectis the
time neededby the programmer to develop tire
frogram.
The traditional computer architectureis not particularly suitablefor the
Prologstyle of program execution- that is, satisfyinga list of goals.Therefore,
the limitations of time andspacemay be experiencJdearlierln prolog than in
many other programminglanguages.whether this will causedifficultiesin a
practical application dependson the problem. The issueof time efficiency
is
practicallymeaninglessif a prolog programthat is run a few timesper day takes
1 secondof cPU time and a correspondingprogramin someother language,
sayFortran, takes0.1 seconds.The differenc-einlfficiency will perhapsmatter
if the two programstake 50 minutesand 5 minutesrespectively.
on the other hand, in many areas of application prolog will greatly
reduce the program developmenttime. prolog programswill, ii general, be
easierto write, to understandand to debuglhan-in traditional-languages.
Problems that gravitate toward the 'prolog lomain' involve symbolic,
nonnumericprocessing,structureddata objecti and relationsbetweenthem.
In
particular, Prolog has-beensuccessfullyapplied in areas,such as
symbolic
solvingof equations,planning,databases,
generalproblemsolving,prototyping, implementation of programming languages,discrete and quatitative
simulation,architecturaldesign,macliinelearriing,natural languageunderstanding,expertsystems,
andotherareasof artificiil intelligen."."onthe other
hand, numerical mathematicsis an area for which prolig is not a natural
candidate.
with respectto the executionefficiency,executinga compiled programis
generallymore efficientthaninterpretingtheprogram.
iherefore, ifihe prolog
systemcontainsboth an interpreterand a compiler,then the compilershould
be usedif efficiency is critical.
If a program suffers from inefficiency then it can often be radically
.
improved by improving the algorithm itseli. However, to do this, the proceduralaspectsof the program have to be studied.A simpleway of improving
the executionalefficiencyis to find a better ordering of clausesof pro"-edure.l
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methodis to
andof goalsin the bodiesof procedures.Another relativelysimple
guidanceto the Prologsystemby meansof cuts'
provide
'
a
Ideas for improving the efiiciency of a program usually come from
in
can,
deeper understandingoi the problem. A *o.e efficient algorithm
general,resultfrom improvemenhof two kinds:
o
o

Improving searchefficiency by avoiding unnecessarybacktrackingand
stoppingihe executionof uselessalternativesas soonaspossible.
program'
Using more suitabledatastructuresto representobjectsin^the
efficiently.
more
implemented
be
can
objects
on
so th-atoperations

we will studyboth kindsof improvementsby lookingat examples.Yet another
technique oi improving efficiency will be illustrated by an example. This
are
techniqueis basedon aJsertinginto the databaseintermediateresultsthat
the
repeating
likely to be neededagainin the future computation.Insteadof
facts'
known
computation,suchreiults are simplyretrievedas already
8.5.1 lmproving the efficiency of an eight queens program
As a simple exampleof improving the searchefficiencylet us revisit the eight
qu."n. problem (seeFiguie 4.7)-.In this program, the Y-coordinatesof the
trying, foieach queen,the integersbetween1
q.r""n. arefound ty s.rcc-essively
and 8. This wasprogrammedas the goal:
)
member(Y, 11,2,3,4,5,6,7'81
:2, Y : 3'
The way that memberworksis that Y : 1 is tried first, andthen Y
the
etc. As the queensare placed one after another in adjacent columns on
Theappropriate'
most
the
not
is
of
trials
order
this
board, it is obvious thai
if
reasonfor this is that the queensin adjacentcolumnswill attack eachother
Accorddirection'
vertical
in
the
apart
squares
two
at
least
placed
they are not
ing to this observation, a simple attempt to improve the efficiency is to
,"irrutg" the candidatecoordinatevalues.For example:
member(Y, 11,5,2,6,3,1
,4,8f )
This minor changewill reduce the time neededto find the first solution by a
factor of 3 or 4.
ln the next example,a similarlysimpleidea of reorderingwill converta
time complexityinto a trivial one'
practicallyunacceptable
8.5.2 lmproving the efficiency in a map colouring program
The mapcolouringproblemis to assigneachcountryin a givenmapone of four
with
givencoloursin sucira waythat no t*b neighbouringcountriesare-painted
is
always
this
ih" ,u-" colour. There is a theorem which guaranteesthat
possible.
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Let us assumethat a map is specifiedby the neighbour relation
ngb( Country, Neighbours)
where Neighboursis the list of countriesbordering on country. So
the map of
Europe, with 20 countries,wourd be specified(in-arphabetical
oroer; as:
ngb( albania, [greece,yugostavia]).
ngb( andorra, [france, spain] ).
ngb( austria, [czechoslovakia,hungary, italy, liechtenstein,
switzerland,westgermany,yugoslavia]).
Let a solution be representedas a list of pairs of the form
Country/Colour
which specifiesa colourfor e-achcountry in a givenmap. For the givenmap,
the
namesof countriesare fixed in advance,and the problem is to iind the values
for the colours.Thus,for Europe,the problemis io find a properinstantiation
of variablesC'1.,C2,C3 , etc. in the liit:
I albanialcl, andorralCZ, austria/C3,
Now let us define the predicate
colours( Country_colourJist)
which is true if the country-colourlist satisfiesthe map colouring constraint
with respectto a givenngb relation. Let the four colouisbe yelloi, blue, red
and green. The condition that no two neighbouringcountriesare of the same
colour can be formulatedin prolog as follows:
colours([ ).
colours([Country/Colour I Restf
colours(Rest),
member(Colour, [yellow, blue, red, green]),
not( member(countryr/corour, Rest),neighbour(country, countryl)
).
neighbour(Country, Countryl) :ngb( Country, Neighbours),
member(Countryl, Neighbours).
Here, membe( x,L) is, as usual,the list membershiprelation.This will work
well for slmp,lemaps, with a small number of countries. Europe might be
problematic, however. Assumingthat the built-in predicatesetofis available,
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one attempt to colour Europe could be as follows. First, let us define an
auxiliary relation
country( C) :- ngb( C, -).
Then the question for colouring Europe can be formulated as:

setof( CntrylColour, country( Cntry), CountryColourlist),
colours(CountryColourlist).
The setofgoal will constructa templatecountry/colourlist for Europe in which
uninstantiatedvariablesstandfor colours.Then the coloursgoalis supposedto
instantiate the colours. However, this attempt will probably fail becauseof
inefficiency.
A detailedstudy of the way Prolog tries to satisfythe coloursgoal reveals
the sourceof inefficiency. Countriesin the country/colourlist are arrangedin
alphabeticalorder, and this hasnothing to do with their geographicalarrangement. The order in which the countriesare assignedcolourscorrespondsto the
order in the list (startingat the end), which is in our caseindependentof the ngb
relation.so the colouringprocessstartsat someend of the map, continuesat
someother end, etc., movingaroundmore or lessrandomly.This may easily
lead to a situation in which a country that is to be coloured is surroundedby
many other countries,alreadypainted with all four availablecolours.Then
backtrackingis necessarywhich leadsto inefficiency.
It is clear, then, that the efficiency dependson the order in which the
countries are coloured. Intuition suggestsa simple colouring strategy that
should be better than random: start with some country that has many
neighbours,and then proceedto the neighbours,then to the neighboursof
neighbours,etc. For Europe, then, West Germany(havingmost neighbours,
9) is a good candidateto start with. of course, when the template country/
colour list is constructed,west Germanyhasto be put at the end of the list and
other countries have to be added at the front of the list. In this way the
colouring algorithm, which starts at the rear end, will commencewith west
Germany and proceed from there from neighbour to neighbour.
Sucha country/colourtemplatedramaticallyimprovesthe efficiencywith
respectto the original, alphabeticalorder, and possiblecolouringsfor the map
of Europe will be now produced without difficulty.
we canconstructa properly ordered list of countriesmanually,but we do
not have to. The following procedure,makelist,doesit. It startsthe construction with somespecifiedcountry (west Germany in our case)and collectsthe
countries into a list called Closed.Each country is first put into another list,
called open, before it is transferred to closed. Each time that a country is
transferredfrom Open to Closed,its neighboursare addedto Open.
makelist( List) :collect( [westgermany],[], List).
collect( [], Closed,Closed).
7oNo morecandidates
for Closed
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collect(tX I Openl, Closed,List)
member(X, Closed),!,
collect(Open, Closed,List).

% X hasalreadybeencollected?
% DiscardX

collect(tX I Openl, Closed,List)
ngb( X, Ngbs),
conc(Ngbs,Open,Openl),
collect(Openl, [X I Closed],List).

Vo Find X's neighbours
% Put them to Openl
% Collectthe Rest

The concrelation is, as usual,the list concatenationrelation.
8.5.3 lmproving the efficiency of a list concatenation by a better data
structure
In our programsso far, the concatenationof lists has been programmedas:
conc([], L, L).
conc( [X I Lll, L2, [X I L3l ) :conc( Ll, W, L3).
This is inefficient when the first list is long. The following example explains
why:
?- conc([a,b,c], [d,e], L).
This produces the following sequenceof goals:

conc([a,b,c],[d,el, L)
conc([b,cJ,[d,el, L')
conc([c], [d,el, L")
conc([, [d,eJ, L"')
true

whereL:[alL,l
whereL' : [b I L,,l
whereL" : [c I L, , ,l
where Lttt :

[dreJ

From this it is clear that the program in effect scansall of the first list, until the
empty list is encountered.
But could we not simply skip the whole of the first list in a singlestep and
appendthe secondlist, insteadof graduallyworking down the first list?To do
this, we need to know where the end of a list is; that is, we need another
representation
of lists.one solutionis to representa list by a pair of lists.For
example,the list
Ia,b,c]
can be representedby the two lists:
Ll : [a,b,c,d,e]
L2 : [d,e]
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Such a pair of lists, which we will for brevity choose to write as Ll-12,
representsthe 'difference'betweenLl and L2. This of courseonly works under
the condition that L2 is a suffix of L1. Note that the samelist canbe represented
by several'differencepairs'. So the list [a,b,cl can be representedby
[a,b,c]-[]
or
Ia,b,c,d,e]-[d,e]
or
[a,b,c,d,eI T]-[d,eI T]
or
[a,b,cI Tl-T
where T is any list, etc. The empty list is representedby any pair L-L.
As the secondmemberof the pair indicatesthe end of the list, the end is
directly accessible.This can be used for an efficient implementation of concatenation.The method is illustratedin Figure 8.1. The correspondingconcatenationrelation translatesinto Prolog as the fact:
concat(Al-Zl, Zl-22, Al-22).
AI

I

Z2

L2

I

Figuret.l concatenationoflists representedby differencepairs. Ll is representedby
Al-Zl, L2 by A2-22, and the resultL3 bv Al-22 whenZl : A2 mustbe true.

Let us use concat to concatenatethe lists [a,b,c], representedby the pair
[a,b,c I T1]-T1, and the list [d,e], representedby [d,e lT2l-T2:
?- concat([a,b,c I TU-TI, [d,e I T2]-T2, L).
The concatenation
is done just by matching this goal with the clause about
giving:
concat,
T1 : [d,e lT2l
L : [a,b,c,d,€lT21-T2

8.5.4 lmprovingthe efficiencyby assertingderivedfacts
Sometimes
duringcomputationthe samegoalhasto be satisfiedagainand
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again' As Prolog has no specialmechanismto discoversuch situationswhole
computationsequencesare repeated.
As an exampleconsidera programto computethe Nth Fibonaccinumber
for a given N. The Fibonaccisequenceis
1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 9 , 1 3 ,. . .
Each number in the sequence,except for the first two, is the sum of the
previoustwo numbers.We will define a predicate
fib( N, F)
to compute, for a given N, the Nth Fibonaccinumber, F. we count the
numbersin-the sequencestarting with N : 1. The following fib program deals
first with the first two Fibonacci numbers as two speciil
and then
"ui".,
specifiesthe generalrule about the Fibonaccisequenci:
fib( t, 1).

Vo1st Fibonaccinumber

fib( 2, 1).

Vo2nd Fibonaccinumber

fib( N, F) .N>2,
Nl is N-1, fib( Nl, F1),
N2 is N-2, fib( N2, F2),
FisFl+F2.

% Nth Fib. number,N > 2

% Nth number is the sum of
Vo its two predecessors

This programtendsto redo parts of the computation.This is easilvseenif we
tracethe executionof the followinggoal:
?- fib( 6, F).
Figure 8.2 illustratesthe essenceof this computationalprocess.For example,
the third Fibonaccinumber, f(3), is neededin three placesand the same
computationis repeatedeachtime.
This can be easily avoided by remembering each newly computed
Fibonaccinumber. The idea is to use the built-in procedureassertand tb add
these (intermediate)results as facts to the datibase. These facts have to
precedeother clausesabout fib to prevent the useof the generalrule in cases
where the result is already known. The modified proceduie, fib2, differs from
fib only in this assertion:
fib2( t, 1).

Vo 1st Fibonacci number

fibz( 2, 1).

Vo Znd Fibonacci number

fib2( N, F)
N>2,

Vo Nth Fib. number, N > 2
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Figure 8.2

Computation of the 6th Fibonacci number by procedure fib.

N1 is N-1, fib2(N1, F1),
N2 is N-2, fib2( N2, FZ),
FisFl+F2,
asserta(fib2( N, F) ).

7o RememberNth number

This program will try to answer any fib2 goal by first looking at stored facts
aboutthis relation,andonly then resortto the generalrule. As a result,whena
goalfib2( N, F) is executedall Fibonaccinumbers,up to the Nth number,will
get tabulated. Figure 8.3 illustratesthe computationof the 6th Fibonacci
numberby fib2. A comparisonwith Figure 8.2 showsthe savingin the computational complexity. For greater N, the savingswould be much more
substantial.
Assertingintermediateresultsis a standardtechniquefor avoidingrepeated computations.It should be noted, however,that in the caseof Fibonacci
numberswe can alsoavoidrepeatedcomputationby usinganotheralgorithm,
ratherthanby assertingintermediateresults.This otheralgorithmwill leadto a
programthat is moredifficult to understand,but moreefficientto execute.The
ideathis time is not to definethe Nth Fibonaccinumbersimplyasthe sumof its
and leavethe recursivecallsto unfoldthe wholecomputation
two predecessors
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Figure
-8.3 computation of the 6th Fibonacci number by procedure fib2, which
rememberspreviousresults.This savessome computation in comparison
with fib, see
Figure8.2.

'downwards'
to the two initial Fibonacci numbers. Instead. we can work
'upwards',
startingwith the initial two numbers,and computethe numbersin
the sequenceone by one in the forward direction. we have to stop when we
havecomputedthe Nth number. Most of the work in sucha programis done by
the procedure:
forwardfib( M, N, Fl, F2, F)
Here, FL and F2 are the (M - l)st and Mth Fibonaccinumbers,andF is the Nth
Fibonacci number. Figure 8.4 helps to understand the forwardfib relation.
According to this figure, forwardfib finds a sequenceof transformationsto
r_each
a final configuration(when M : N) from a given starting configuration.
when forwardfib is invoked, all the argumentsexceptFhave to-beinstintiated,
and M hasto be lessor equalto N. The programis:
fib3( N, F) :forwardfib( 2, N, l, l, F).

VoThe first two Fib. numbersare 1

forwardfib( M, N, Fl, F2, F2) :
M):N.

% Nth Fibonacci number reached
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NextF2
Next M

..r.----a>

Starting
configuration,
hereM:2

Transitionfrom
configurationM
toM+t

Final
configuration,
hereM=N

Figure 8.4 Relations in the Fibonacci sequence.A'configuration' , depictedby a large
circle, is defined by three things: an index M and two consecutive Fibonaccinumbers
- 1) and
f(M).
f(M

forwardfib(M, N, Fl, F2, F) :M<N,
NextMisM*1,
NextF2is Fl + F2,
forwardfib(NextM, N , F2, NextF2, F)'

7o Nth number not Yet reached

Exercises
g.1 Proceduressubl, sub2and sub3,shownbelow, all implementthe sublist
relation. subl is a more proceduraldefinition whereassub2and sub3are
written in a more declarativestyle.Studythe behaviour,with reference
to efficiency, of these three procedureson some sample lists' Two of
them behavenearly equivalentlyand havesimilar efficiency.Which two?
Why is the remainingone lessefficient?
subl( List, Sublist) :prefix( List, Sublist).
subl( t- | Taill, Sublist) :subl( Tail, Sublist).
prefix( -, [l ).
prefix( [X I Listl], [X I List2l ) :
prefix( Listl, List2).
sub2(List, Sublist) :conc(Listl, List2, List),
conc(List3, Sublist,Listl).
sub3(List, Sublist) :conc(Listl, List2, List),
conc(Sublist,-, List2).

7oSublistis sublistof Tail
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8.2 Define the relation
add alend( List, Item, Newlist)
to add Item at the end of List producing Newlist. Let both lists be
representedby differencepairs.
8.2 Define the relation
reverse(List, Reversedlist)
where both lists are representedby differencepairs.
8.4 Rewrite the collect procedure of Section g.5.2 using difference pair
representationfor lists so that the concatenationcan be done more
efficiently.

Summary
There are several criteria for evaluating programs:
correctness
efficiency
transparency, readability
modifiability
robustness
documentation

The principle of stepwiserefinementis a good way of organi zing the
programdevelopmentprocess.Stepwiserefinement appliesto relations,
algorithmsand data structures.
In Prolog, the following techniquesoften help to find ideas for
refinements:
Using recursion: identify bound ary and general cases of a recursive
definition.
Generalization:

consider a more general problem that may be easierto
solve than the original one.

Using pictures:

graphical representation may help to identify important relations.

It is useful to conform to some stylistic conventionsto reduce the danger
of programming errors, make programs easier to read, debug and

modify.
Prologsystemsusuallyprovide program debugging aids. Trace facilities
are most useful.
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There are many ways of improving the efficiency of a program. Simple
techniques include:
reordering of goals and clauses
controlling backtracking by inserting cuts
remembering (bV assert)solutions that would otherwise be computed
again
More sophisticated and radical techniques aim at better algorithms
(improving search efficiency in particular) and better data structures.

PARTTWO

PROLOGIN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

on
Operations
DataStructures
One fundamentalquestionin programmingis how to representcomplex data
objects,suchassets,and efficientlyimplementoperationson suchobjects.In
general, we talk about selectinga proper data structure. The theme of this
chapter is some frequently used data structures that belong to three big
families:lists, trees and graphs.We will examinewaysof representingthese
structures in Prolog, and develop programs for some operations on these
structures, such as sorting a list, representingdata sets by tree structures,
storing data in treesand retrieving data from trees,path finding in graphs,etc.
We will studyseveralexamplesbecausetheseoperationsare extremelyinstructive for programmingin Prolog.

9.1 Representingand sorting fists
9.1.1 Remarks on alternative representations of lists
The specialProlog notation for lists was introduced in Chapter 3 and is used
throughoutthe text. This notationis, of course,only one way for representing
lists.A /isf is, in general,definedas a structurethat is either
o

empty, of

o

it consistsof a head and a tail; the tail itself has to be a list too.

Therefore,to representa list in general,we only need two things: a special
symbolto representthe empty list, and a functor to combinea head and a tail.
Thus one way to representlists could be to choose
donothing
as the symbol that denotesthe empty list, and the atom
then
as an infix operator to construct a list from a given head and tail. We can
203
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declarethis operator,for example,as:
:- op( 500, xfy, then).
The list
I enter, sit, eat]
can then be written in this notation as:
enter then sit then eat then donothing

It is importantto noticethat the specialprolog notationfor listsand the
alternative representationsamount essentiallyto the samerepresentationif
properlyabstracted.Typical operationson lists, suchas
member( X, L)
conc(Ll, L2,L3)
del( X, LL, L2\
that-havebeen programmedfor the speciallist notation,can be straightforwardly rewritten into other, user-chosenrepresentations.
For exampie,the
conc relation translatesinto the 'then-donothing, notation as follows. The
definition that we have been usins is:

conc(il, L, L).
conc([x I Lu, L2, tX I L3l )
conc( Ll, L2, L3).

In our'then-donothing' notationthis becomes:
conc(donothing, L, L).
conc(X then Ll, L2, X then L3) :_
conc(Ll, L2,L3\.
This exampleillustrateshow our definitionsof relationsregardinglists
-type.
are easily generalizedto the whole classof structuresof this
what
notation for lists will be actually used in the program should be decided
accordingto the meaningof the lists.If , for example,i list simplymeansa setof
items, then the Prolog list notation is most convenientai it immediately
indicateswhat the programmerhad in mind. on the other hand,certainkinds
of expressions
canalsobe viewedaslists.For example,to representa conjunc-
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would
tion expressionin propositionallogic, a suitablelist-likerepresentation
be:
a

to the emptylist
true corresponds

o

& is the operator to combine the head and the tail, defined for example
AS:

:- op( 300, xfy, &)
by:
Then the conjunctionof &, b and c would be represented
a&b&c&true
All theseexamplesof differentnotationsfor listsare essentiallybasedon
the samestructurefor lists. On the other hand, in Chapter 8 we discussed
another,essentiallydifferent representationof lists, which affectscomputation
on lists. The trick there was to representthe list by a pair of lists. The list
representedby sucha pair of lists is the differencebetweenthe two lists. It was
shown that the difference-pairrepresentationfacilitates very efficient implementationof list concatenation.
The discussionin this section also further illuminates the difference
betweenoperatorsin mathematicsand the operator notation in Prolog. In
mathematics, actions are associatedwith operators whereas in Prolog the
operator notation is simply usedfor representingstructures.

Exercises
9.1 Define the predicate
list( Object)
to recognrzewhetherObjectis a standardProloglist.
9.2 Define the list membershiprelation for lists representedin the 'thendonothing'notation of this section.
9.3 Define the relation
convert( Standardlist, List)
for convertingbetweenlists,written in the standardlist notationand the
'then-donothing'notation. For example:
convert( [a,b], a then b then donothing)
9.4 Generalizethe above convertrelation to generalrepresentationof lists.
The specific representation desired is then specified by a symbol to
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denote the empty list, and a functor to combine the head and the tail. To
this end convert needs two additional arguments:
convert( Standardlist, Newlist, Functor, Emptylist)
Examples of using this relation are:
?- convert( [a,bJ, L, then, donothirrg)
L - a then b then donothing
?- convert( [a,b,cl, L, +, 0).

L - a*(b*(c+0) )
9.1.2 Sorting tists

sorting is a frequent operation.A list can be sorted if there is an ordering
relationbetweenthe itemsin the list. we will for the purposeof thisdiscussion
assumethat there is an orderingrelation
gt( X, 'L)
meaningthat X is greaterthany, whatever'greaterthan' means.If our items
are numbersthen the gt relation will perhapsbe defined as:
gt(X,Y):- X>y.
If the itemsare atomsthen the gt relation can correspond to the alphabetical
order.
Let
sotr( List, Sorted)
denotea relation whereList is a list of itemsand Sortedis a list of the same
items
sorted in the ascendingorder according to the gt relation. we will develop
three definitionsof this relation in prolog, basedon different ideasfor sorting
a
list. The first idea is asfollows:

fo soit a,',list,
ili$:

:

The purposeof swappingtwo

X and Y,

11:

i

.:::

r

occur out of order, is
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that after the swappingthe new list is closerto a sorted list. After a sufficient
amount of swappingwe should end up with all the elementsin order' This
principle of sorting is known as bubblesorf. The correspondingProlog procedurewill be therefore called bubblesort:
bubblesort(List, Sorted) :swap(List, Listl), !,
sort( Listl, Sorted).

VoA usefulswapin List?

bubblesort(Sorted, Sorted).

% Otherwiselist is alreadysorted

swap([X, Y I Rest], [Y, X I Rest]) :- 7o Swapfirst two elements
gt( x, Y).
7o Swapelementsin tail

swap([Z I Rest], IZ I RestU ) :swap(Rest,Restl).

Another simple sorting algorithm is insertionsort, which is basedon the
following idea.
\

X = 5
[| deleteX,

V

:.:':::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::;:;:;:;:;l;:;:;:;:.:;:;:::::::::::::.:::':'.';:.'.:.:.:.i:'iiiiiii:.:

I 3 r 7, 8 , 1 , 4 r 7, 6 1

:::

split
all<5

all>5

sort [l

v

concatenate

"

"

".i:

[ 1 , 3 ,4 1 5 , 6 , 7 , 7 , 8 1 : : : :

Figure9.1 Sortinga list by quicksort.
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(?)

lnsOrtthe head,X,, of:L into the sorted,tiitrat sueh,a;po$ition
- : 'fhat
the resultl*g Iist is sorted,.The ies,u,ttis the *il",f.L:is

This translates into Prolog as the following insertsort procedure:
insertsort( [], [] ).

insertsort([X I TaiU, Sorted) .insertsort(Tail, SortedTail),
insert( X, SortedTail,Sorted).

Vo Sort the tail
VoInsert X at proper place

insert( X, [Y I Sortedl, [Y I Sortedll ) :
gt( X, Y), !,
insert(X, Sorted,Sortedl).
insert( X, Sorted,[X I Sorted]).
The sorting proceduresbubblesortand insertsortare simple, but inefficient.of the two procedures,insertionsortis the moreefficientone.However,
the averagetime that insertsortrequires for sorting a list of length n grows
proportionally to n2.For long lists, therefore, a much better sorting algorithm
is quicksort. This is basedon the following idea, which is illustrated in Figure
9.1:
To so,rt & il,o,It-e'rnpt'ylisto:,.:,*,,i:

X,run:lL,,andlspiitqher,bst
{1) DeletesomeelenrleUt,
:of.'L'into,two

lists,called,:S$lall
a,fldBig,asfotlsws:all e,lements
in;Lthat,;Etre

'

greater than X b=el-*,-flg
to Big,,and,all othcrs to Srnatt, .
SortSmallobtaini*g,
,:,,
Sorted$ryall.
,
.(2.}
(3,} sort Big obtainingsorredBig. j i
, i,,
. ,,. i
{a) The whole sorted list is the concatenetlonof So*eOS*aIl and
If the list to be sortedis empty then the result of sortingis alsothe empty list. A
Prolog implementationof quicksort is shownin Figure 9.2. Aparticular detail
of this implementationis that the element,X, that is deletedfrom L is always
simply the headof L. The splitting is programmedasa four-argumentrelation:
split( X, L, Small, Big)
The time complexityof this algorithm dependson how lucky we are when
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quicksort([, [] ).
quicksort([X I TaiU, Sorted) :split( X, Tail, Small, Big),
quicksort(Small, SortedSmall),
quicksort(Big, SortedBig),
conc(SortedSmall,[X I SortedBig]nSorted).
split(X, [, [, [J ).
split( X, [Y I Taill, [Y I Small], Big) :$( x, Y), !,
split( X, Tail, Small, Big).
split( X, tY I Taill, Small, [Y I BiSl ) :split( X, Tail, Small,Big).
conc([], L, L).
conc([X I LU, L2, [X I L3] ) :conc(Ll, L2, L3).

Figure9.2 Quicksort.

splitting the list to be sorted. If the list is split into two lists of approximately
equal lengthsthen the time complexity of this sorting procedureis of the order
nlogn wheren is the lengthof the list to be sorted.If, on the contrary,splitting
alwaysresultsin one list far biggerthan the other, thenthe complexityis in the
order of n2.Analysiswould showthat the averageperformanceof quicksort is,
fortunately, closer to the best casethan to the worst case.
The programin Figure 9.2 canbe further improved by a better implementation of the concatenationoperation. Using the difference-pairrepresentation
of lists, introduced in Chapter 8, concatenationis reducedto triviality. To use
this ideain our sortingprocedure,the listsin the programof Figure9.2 canbe
representedby pairsof lists of the form A-Z as follows:
Sl is representedby A1-ZI
52 is representedby A2-22
Then the concatenationof the lists S1 and [X I 52] correspondsto the concatenationof pairs
AI-ZI

and lx I A2l-22

The resultingconcatenatedlist is representedby
111,-22 where 71 : lX I A2l

2IO
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quicksort(List, Sorted) 'quicksort2(List, Sorted-fl).
quicksort2([], Z-Z).
quicksort2([X I Tail], Al-22) :split( X, Tail, Small, Big),
quicksort2(Small, Al-[X ] A2l ),
quicksort}( Big, A2-22).

Figure 9.3 A more efficient implementationof quicksortusingdifference-pairrepresentationfor lists. Relation split( X, List, Small, Big) is as defined in Figure 9.2.

The empty list is representedby any pair Z-2. Introducing these changes
systematically
into the programof Figure9.2we geta moreefficientimplementation of quicksort,programmedas quicksort2in Figure 9.3. The procedure
quicksortstill usesthe usual representationof lists, but the actualsortingis
done by the more efficient quicksort2,which usesthe difference-pairrepresentation. The relation betweenthe two proceduresis:
quicksort( L, S) :quicksort2(L, S-[] ).

Exercises
9.5 Write a procedureto mergetwo sortedlists producinga third list. For
example:
?- merge(I2,5,6,6,81,
[1,3,5,9],L).
:
L
[1,2,3,5,5,6,6,8,9]
9.6 The differencebetweenthe sortingprogramsof Figures9.2 and9.3 is in
the representationof lists.The former usesplain listswhereasthe latter
usesdifference-pairrepresentation.Transformationbetweenthesetwo
representations
is straightforwardand could be mechanized.Carry out
the correspondingchangessystematically
in the programof Figure9.2 to
transformit into the programof Figure9.3.
9.7 Our quicksort program performs badly when the list to be sorted is
alreadvsortedor almostsorted.Analvzewhv.
9.8 Another good idea for sorting a list that avoidsthe weaknessof quicksort
is basedon dividing the list, then sortingsmallerlists,and then merging
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thesesortedsmallerlists.Accordingly,to sort a list L:
o
o

divide L into two lists,L1 and L2, of.approximatelyequallength;
sort L1 and L2 giving S1 and 52;

.

mergeS1 and 52 givingL sorted.

Implement this sorting principle and compare its efficiency with the
quicksortprogram.

9.2 Representingsets by binary trees
One usualapplicationof listsis to representsetsof objects.A disadvantage
of
using the list for representinga set is that the set membershiptesting is
relatively inefficient. The predicate member(X, L) to test whether X is a
memberof a list L is usuallyprogrammedas:
member(X, [X I Ll ).
member(X, [Y I L l ) : member(X, L).
To find X in a list L, this procedurescansthe list elementby elementuntil X is
found or the end of the list is encountered.This is very inefficient in the caseof
long lists.
For representing sets, there are various tree structures that facilitate
more efficient implementationof the set membershiprelation. We will here
considerbinary trees.
A binary tree is either empty or it consistsof three things:
o

a root

o

a left subtree

o

a right subtree

The root canbe anything,but the subtreeshaveto be binarytreesagain.Figure
9.4showsan example.This tree representsthe set {a, b, c, d}. The elementsof
the setarestoredasnodesof the tree. In Figure9.4, the emptysubtreesarenot
pictured;for example,the node b hastwo subtreesthat are both empty.
There are many waysto representa binary tree by a Prolog term. One
simplepossibilityis to makethe root of a binary tree the principal functor of the
term, and the subtreesits arguments.Accordingly,the exampletree of Figure
9.4 would be representedby:
a( b, c(d) )
Among other disadvantages,
this representationrequiresanotherfunctor for
I

II
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root

rightsubtree

left subtree

Figure9.4 A binarytree.
each node of the tree. This can lead to troubles if nodes themselvesare
structuredobjects.
A better and more usual way to representbinary trees is as follows: we
need a specialsymbol to representthe empty tree, and we need a functor to
construct a non-empty tree from its three components(the root and the two
subtrees).We will make the following choice regarding the functor and the
specialsymbol:
.

Let the atom nil representthe empty tree.

o

Let the functor be t so the tree that has a root X, a left subtreeL and a
right subtreeR is representedby the term t( L, X, R) (seeFigure9.5).

In this representation,the example tree of Figure 9.4 is representedby the
term:
t( t( nil, b, nil), a, t( t( nil, d, nil), c, nil) )
Let us now considerthe set membershiprelation, here namedin. A goal
in( X, T)
is true if X is a node in a tree T. The in relation canbe defined by the following
rules:

Theserules directly translateinto Prolog:
in( X, t( -, X, -) ).
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t (L , X , R )

Figure9.5 A representationof binary trees.

in( X, t( L, -, -) )
in( X, L).
in( X, t( -, -, R) )
in( X, R).
Obviously,the goal
in( X, nil)
will fail for any X.
I-et us investigatethe behaviour of this procedure.In the following
examples,T is the tree of Figure 9.4' The goal

in( X, T)
find all the datain the setin thefollowingorder:
will, throughbacktracking,
X:a;

X:b;

X=c;

X:d

Now let us consider efficiency. The goal
in( a, T)
succeeds immediately by the first clause of the procedure in. On the other
hand. the goal
in( d, T)

will causeseveralrecursivecallsof in befored is eventuallyfound. Similarly,
the goal
in( e, T)
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will fail only after the wholetreehasbeensearchedby recursivecallsof inonall
the subtreesof T.
This is, then, asinefficientassimplyrepresentinga set by a list. A major
improvement can, however, be achievedif there is an ordering relation
betweenthe datain the set.Thenthe datain the treecanbe orderedfrom left to
right accordingto this relation. We saythat a non-emptytree t( I€ft, X, Right)
is ordered from left to rieht if:
(1)

all the nodes in the left subtree, Left, are less than X; and

(2)

all the nodes in the right subtree, Right, are greater than X; and

(3)

both subtrees are also ordered.

Such a binary tree will be called a binary dictionary.Figure 9.6 showsan
example.
The advantageof ordering is that, to searchfor an object in a binary
dictionary,it is alwayssufficientto searchat mostone subtree.The key to this
economizationwhen searchingfor X is that we can by comparingX and the
root immediatelydiscardat least one of the subtrees.For example,let us
searchfor the item 6 in the treeof Figure9.6.We startat the root, 5, compare6
and5, andestablish6 > 5. As all the datain the left subtreemustbe lessthan 5,
the only remainingpossibilityto find 6 is the right subtree.So we continuethe
searchin the right subtree,moving to node 8, etc.
The generalmethodfor searchingin the binary dictionaryis:

'
if. X...isthe
th.en. h.an...be,en.found,,,,..ot-herwise
.r*odt.,of,.'D .X
..1 if X is lessthan,the:rootof .D then searchfor ,
.'
..''..X
,in'the[ef,tsubtreesf ,:D,otheryvise
..'..
sqerchfor X in fhe right subtreeof D;
:
,ll
I
if D is empty the se&rchfails.
,o
',i

Figure 9.6 A binary dictionary.Item 6 is reachedby following the indicatedpath
5 -+ 8 ---+6.
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in( X, t( -, X, -) ).
in( X, t( Left, Root, Right) )
gt( Root, X),
in( X, Left).

Vo Root greater than X
7o Search left subtree

in( X, t( Left, Root, Right) )
gt( X, Root),
in( X, Right).

Vo X greater than Root
Vo Search right subtree

Figure9.7 Findingan itemX in a binarydictionary.

Theserules are programmedas the procedurein in Figure 9.7. The relation
gt( X, Y) means:X is greaterthan Y. If the itemsstoredin the treearenumbers
then this relation is simplyX > Y.
In a way, the in procedureitself can be alsousedfor constructinga binary
dictionary. For example, the following sequenceof goals will constructa
dictionarvD that containsthe elements5. 3. 8:
?- in( 5, D), in( 3, D), in( 8, D).
P _ ( ( Dl, 3, D2),5, t( D3, 8, D4) ).
The variablesD1, D2, D3 and D4 are in fact four unspecifiedsubtrees.They
can be anything and D will still contain the given items 3, 5 and 8. The
dictionarythat is constructeddependson the order of goalsin the question
(Figure9.8).

D3

D4

Figure 9.8 (a) Tree D that results from the sequenceof goals; in( 5, D), in ( 3, D),
in( 8, D). (b) Tree resulting from: in( 3, D), in( 5, D), in( 8, D).
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A comment is in order here on the searchefficiencyin dictionaries.
Generallyspeaking,the searchfor an item in a dictionaryis moreefficientthan
searchingin a list. What is the improvement?Let nbe the numberof itemsin
our data set. If the setis representedby a list then the expectedsearchtime will
be proportional to its length n. On average,we have to scanthe list up to
somethinglike half-way through it. If the set is representedby a binary
dictionary,the searchtime will be roughly proportionalto the height of the
tree. The heightof a tree is the lengthof a longestpath betweenthe root and a
leaf in the tree. The height, however,dependson the shapeof the tree.
We say that a tree is (approximately) balancedif., for each node in the
tree, its two subtreesaccommodateapproximatelyequalnumberof items.If a
dictionarywith n nodesis nicely balancedthen its height is proportionalto
logn. We say that a balanced tree has the logarithmic complexity. The
differencebetweenn and log n is the improvementof a balanceddictionary
over a list. This holds, unfortunately, only when a tree is approximately
balanced.If the tree gets out of balanceits performancewill degrade.In
extremecasesof totally unbalancedtrees,a tree is in effectreducedto a list. In
sucha casethe tree'sheightis n, and the tree'sperformanceis equallypoor as
that of a list. Therefore we are alwaysinterestedin balanceddictionaries.
Methodsof achievingthis objectivewill be discussed
in Chapter 10.

Exercises
9,9 Define the predicates
binarytree( Object)
dictionary( Object)
to recognizewhether Object is a binary tree or a binary dictionary
respectively,written in the notation of this section:
9.10 Define the procedure
height( BinaryTree, Height)
to computethe height of a binary tree. Assumethat the height of the
empty tree is 0, and that of a one-elementtree is L.
9.11 Define the relation
linearize(Tree, List)
to collect all the nodesin Tree into a list.
9.12 Define the relation
maxelement(D, Item)
so that Item is the largestelementstoredin the binary dictionaryD.
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9.13 Modify the Procedure
in( Item, BinarYDictionary)
by adding the third argument,Path, so that Path is the path betweenthe
root of the dictionarv and ltem.

9.3 lnsertionanddeletionin binarydictionary
When maintaining a dynamicset of data we may want to insert new items into
the set and alsodeletesomeold items from the set' So one commonrepertoire
of operationson a set of data, S, is:
in( X, S)
add( S, X, 51)
del( S, X, 51)

X is a memberof S
Add X to S giving51
Delete X from S giving 51

Let us now define the add relation. It is easiestto insert new data at the
bottom level of the tree, so that a new item becomesa leaf of the tree at sucha
positionthat the orderingof the tree is preserved.Figure 9.9 showschangesin a
iree during a sequenceof insertions.Let us call this kind of insertion
addleaf(D, X, Dl)

D4

5

8

3

.u) (u,
7

Figure 9.9 Insertion into a binary dictionary at the leaf level. The treescorrespondto
Dl,6,D2\,add( D2,7,D3),add(D3,4,D4).
thefollowingsequenceof
insertions:add(
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addleaf(nil, X, t( nil, X, nil) ).
addleaf(t( Left, X, Right), X, t( Left, X, Right) ).
addleaf(t( Left, Root, Right), X, t( Leftl, Root, Right) )
gt( Root, X),
addleaf(Left, X, Leftl).
addleaf(t( Left, Root, Right), X, t( Left, Root, Rightl) )
gt( X, Root),
addleaf(Right, X, Rightl).

Figure9.10 Insertingan item asa leafinto the binarydictionary.

Rulesfor addingat the leaf level are:
r
.
r

The resultof addingX to the empty tree is the tree t( nil, X, nil).
If X is the root of D then Dl = D (no duplicateitem getsinserted).
If the root of D is greaterthanX then insertX into the left subtreeof D; if
the root of D is lessthan X then insertX into the right subtree.

Figure9.10showsa correspondingprogram.
Let us now considerthe deleteoperation.It is easyto deletea leaf, but
deletingan internalnodeis more complicated.The deletionof a leaf canbe in
fact definedas the inverseoperationof insertingat the leaf level:
delleaf( Dl, X, D2\ addleaf(D2, X, D1).

:
deleteX
,_-J\\

7.2

I

n

(n)

//\\.//

A

Left

Right

t\

Left

\

A

Right

Figure9.ll DeletingX from a binarydictionary.The problemis how to patchup the
tree after X is removed.
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transferY
-------f-->
---_----1,,.

Left

Right

Left

Left

Rightl

Figure9.12 Fillingthegapafterremovalof X'
Unfortunately,if X is an internalnodethen this doesnot work becauseof the
problemillustratedin Figure9.11.X hastwo subtrees,Left andRight. After X
is removed, we have a hole in the tree and Left and Right are no longer
connectedto the restof the tree. They cannotboth be directlyconnectedto the
father of X. A. becauseA can accommodateonly one of them'
If one of the subtreesLeft and Right is emptythen the solutionis simple:
the non-emptysubtreeis connectedto A. If they are both non-emptythen one
ideais ,ho*n in Figure9.12.The left-mostnode of Right, Y, is transferred
from its".current position upwardsto fill the gapafterX. After this transfer,the
tree remainsordered.Of course,the sameideaworkssymmetrically,with the
transfer of the right-most node of Left.
the operationto deletean item from
Accordingto theseconsiderations,
Figure
9.13.The transferof the leftin
programmed
is
the binary dictionary
by the relation
accomplished
is
subtree
of
the
right
most node
delmin( Tree, Y, Treel)

del( t( nil, X, Right), X, Right).
del( t( Left, X, nil), x, Ifft).
'del( t( Left, X, Right)o X, t( Left, Y, Rightl) )
delmin( Right, Y, Rightl).
del( t( Left, Root, Right), X, t( Leftl, Root, Right) ) :gt( Root, X),
del( Left, X, Leftl).
det( t( Left, Root, Right), X, t( Leftn Root, Rightl) ) :gt( X, Root),
del( Right, X, Rightl).
delmin( t( nil, Y, R), Y, R).
delmin( ( Left, Root, Right), Y, t( Leftl, Root, Right) )
delmin( Left, Y, Leftl).

Figure 9.13

Deleting from the binary dictionary.
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X<YX:::"'
D1

Figure9.14 InsertingX at the root of a binarydictionary.
where Y is the minimal (that is, the left-most) node of rree, and rreel is Tree
with Y deleted.
Thereis anotherelegantsolutionto add anddelete.Theaddrelationcan
be definednon-deterministically
so that a new item is insertedat anv level of
the tree, not just at the leaf level. The rulesare:

: I,
; 't6*drxH$Heirydidfunfti{F
btner:
.

.

-

,'

:

""

i,,

."'l,rt

';-,

:

. : M
rb&rX *eomcs th9 new root), or
F"*inC lqot
'E "qb 1fo
if the df of i$sreaq'$ran X then insert X into the left
srihree of"D, oftrer*ise tasert X i*l,mrne right subtrei of D.

il

The difficult part of this is the insertionat the root of D. Let us formulatethis
operationas a relation
addroot(D, X, Dl)
where X is the item to be insertedat the root of D and Dl is the resulting
dictionarywith X asits root. Figure9.14illustratesthe relationsbetweenX, D
and Dl. The remainingquestionis now: what are the subtreesL1 and L2 in
Figure9.14(or R1 and R2 alternatively)?The answercanbe derivedfrom the
followingconstraints
:
o

Ll andL2 must be binarv dictionaries:
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the set of nodes in L1 and L2is equal to the set of nodes in L;
than
all the nodes in L1 are lessthan X, and all the nodes inL} are greater
X.

The relation that imposes all these constraints is just our addroot relation.
Namely, if X were added as the root into L, then the subtrees of the resulting
goal
tree would be just L1 and L2.In Prolog: L1 and L2 must satisfy the

addroot( L, X, t( Ll, X, L2) )
The sameconstraintsapply to RL and R2:
addroot( R, X, t( R1, X, R2) )
'non-deterministic'insertion
Figure 9.15 showsa completeprogram for the
into the binary dictionarY.
The nicething aboutthisinsertionprocedureis that thereis no restriction
on the level of inseition. Therefore add canbe usedin the inversedirection in
order to deletean item from the dictionary. For example,the following goallist

add( D, x, D1) :addroot(D, X, D1).

Vo Add X as new root

add( t( L, Y, R), X, t( L1, Y, R) ) :gt( Y, X),
add( L, x, L1).

% Insert X into left subtree

add( t( L, Y, R), X, t( L, Y, Rl) ) :gt( x, Y),
add( R, x, R1).

% Insert X into right subtree

addroot(nil, X, t( nil, X, nil) ).

Vo Insert into emptY tree

addroot(t( L, X, R), X, t( L, X, R) ).

% X already in tree

addroot(t( L, Y, R), X, t( L1, X, t(LL, Y, R) ) )
gt( Y, X),
addroot(L, X, t( Ll, X, LZ) )-

addroot(t( L, Y, R), X, t( t( L, Y, R1), X, R2) ) :
gt( x, Y),
addroot(R, X, t( R1, x, R2) ).
Figure 9.lS

Insertion into the binary dictionary at any level of the tree.
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constructsa dictionaryD containingthe items 3, 5, 1, 6, and then deletes5
yieldinga dictionaryDD:
add( nil, 3, D1), add( Dl, 5, D2), add( D2, 1, D3),
add( D3, 6, D), add( DD, 5, D)

9.4 Displayingtrees
Like all data objectsin Prolog,a binary tree, T, can be directlyoutput by the
built-in procedurewrite. However, the goal
writ{ T)
will only output all the information,but will not graphicallyindicatethe actual
tree structure. It can be rather tiring to imaginethe actualtree structurefrom a
Prolog term that representsthat tree. Therefore it is often desirableto have a
tree typed out in a way that graphicallyindicatesits structure.
There is a relativelysimplemethodfor displayingtreesin sucha form.
The trick is to display a tree growing from left to right, and not from top to
bottom as trees are usually pictured. The tree is rotated to the left so that the
root becomesthe left-most element,and the leavesare moved to the rieht.
Figure9.16 illustrates.
Let us define a procedure
show( T)
rightsubtree
(b)

?
,9
8

I

\

\
7

\

l

6

)
5

4

\
3

1

T
leftsubtree
Figure 9.16 (a) A tree as normally pictured. (b) The sametree as typed out by the
procedureshow (arcs are added for clarity).
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show( T) :show2( T, 0).
show2( nil, -).
show2( t( L, X, R), Indent) :Ind2 is Indent * 2,
show2( R, Ind2),
tab( Indent), write( X), nl,
show2( L, Ind2).

Figure9.17 Displayinga binarytree.

to display a tree T in the form indicated in Figure 9.L6. The principle is:

The indentationdistanceH, which can be appropriatelychosen,is an addi
tional parameterfor displayingtrees.IntroducingH we havethe procedure
show2(T, H)
to displayT indented H spacesfrom the left margin. The relation betweenthe
proceduresshow and show2is:
show( T) :- show2(T, 0).
The completeprogram, which indents by 2, is shown in Figure 9.17. The
principle of achievingsuchan output format can be easilyadoptedfor displaying other typesof trees.

Exercise
9.14 our procedurefor displayingtreesshowsa treein an unusualorientation,
so that the root is on the left and the leavesof the tree are on the right.
Write a (more difficult) procedureto display a tree in the usual orientation with the root at the top and the leavesat the bottom.

zz4
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9.5 Graphs
9.5.1 Representing graphs
Graphstructuresareusedin manyapplications,suchasrepresentingrelations,
situationsor problems. A graph is defined by a set of nodesand a set of edges,
whereeachedgeis a pair of nodes.When the edgesare directedthey are also
called crcs. Arcs are representedby orderedpairs. Sucha graph is a directed
graph.The edgescanbe attachedcosts,names,or any kind of labels,depending on the application.Figure9.18 showsexamples.
Graphscan be representedin Prologin severalways.One methodis to
representeachedgeor arc separatelyasone clause.The graphsin Figure9.18
can be thus representedby setsof clauses,for example:
connected(a, b).
connected(b, c).
arc( s, t, 3).
arc( t, v, 1).
arc( u, t, 2).

Another method is to representa whole graph as one data object. A
graphcan be thus representedasa pair of two sets:nodesand edges.Eachset
can be representedas a list; eachedge is a pair of nodes.Let us choosethe
functor graph to combineboth setsinto a pair, and the functor e for edges.
Then one way to representthe (undirected)graphin Figure9.18is:
61 : graph([a,b,c,d], [e(a,b),e(b,d),e(b,c),e(c,d)])
To representa directed graph we can choosethe functors digraph and a (for
arcs).The directedgraph of Figure 9.18is then:
G2 = digraph([s,t,u,v], [a(s,t,3),a(t,v,1),a(t,u,5), a(u,t,2), a(v,u,2)])

Figure 9.18

(a) A graph. (b) A directed graph with costs attached to the arcs.
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If eachnode is connectedto at leastone other node then we canomit the list of
nodesfrom the representationasthe set of nodesis then implicitly specifiedby
the list of edges.
Yet another method is to associatewith eachnode a list of nodesthat are
adjacentto that node.Then a graphis a list of pairsconsistingof a nodeplusits
adjacencylist. Our examplegraphscan then, for example,be representedby:
Gl : I a -> [bl, b -> [a,c,d],c -) [b,d], d -> [b,c] ]
G2 : I s -> tt/31,t -) [r/5, vlll, u -> tilzl, y -) fulzl I
The symbols'-)' and 'l' aboveare, of course,infix operators.
What will be the most suitablerepresentationwill dependon the application and on operationsto be performedon graphs.Two typical operationsare:
find a path between two given nodes;

o

find a subgraph,with somespecifiedproperties,of a graph.
t
Finding{ spanningtree of a graph is an example of the latter operation. In the
followinEsectionswe will look at some simple programs for finding a path and
for findihg a spanningtree.

9.5.2 Finding a path
Let G be a graph,and A and Ztwo nodesin G. Let us definea relation
path( A, z, G, P)
whereP is an acyclicpath betweenA and Z in G. P is representedas a list of
nodeson the path. If G is the graphin the left-handsideof Figure9.18then:
path( a, d, G, [a,b,dl)
path( a, d, G, [ a r b r c , d ] )

Sincea path mustnot containany cycle,a nodecanappearin the path at most
once.One methodto find a path is:

This formulation implies another relation: find a path under the restriction of
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Path
Figure 9.19 The pathl relation: Path is a path between A and Z; the last part of Path
overlaps with Pathl.

avoiding some subsetof nodes (Pl above). We will, accordingly,define
anotherprocedure:
pathl( A, Pl, G, P)
As illustratedin Figure9.19, the argumentsare:
o

Aisanode,

o

Gisagraph,

.

PL is a path in G,

o

P is an acyclicpath in G that goesfrom A to the beginningof P1 and
continuesalongP1 up to its end.

The relation betweenpath and pathl is:
path(A, Z,G,P) :- pathl( A,IZI, G, P).
Figure9.19suggests
a recursivedefinitionofpathl. The boundarycasearises
whenthe startnodeof P1 (Y in Figure9.19)coincideswith the startnodeof P,
A. If the start nodesdo not coincidethen theremust be a node.X. suchthat:
(1)
(2)

Y is adjacentto X, and
X is not in P1, and

(3)

P must satisfythe relation pathl( A, [X I PU, G, P)

A completeprogramis shownin Figure9.20.In thisprogram,memberis the list
membershiprelation.The relation
adjacent(X, Y, G)
meansthat thereis an arcfrom X to Y in graphG. The definitionof thisrelation
dependson the representationof graphs.If G is representedas a pair of sets
(nodesand edges),
Q : graph( Nodes, Edges)
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path( A, Z, Graph, Path) :pathl( A, [Zl, Graph, Path).
pathl( [A I Pathl], -, [A I Pathl] ).
pathl( A, [Y I Pathl], Graph, Path) :adjacent(X, Y, Graph),
not member(X, Pathl),
pathl( A, [X, Y I Pathl], Graph, Path).

Figure 9.20

% No-cycle condition

Finding an acyclic path, Path, from A to Zin Graph.

then:

adjacent(X, Y, graph( Nodes,Edges))
member(e(X,Y), Edges);
member(e(Y,X), Edges).
A classicalproblem on graphsis to find a Hamiltonianpath; that is, an
acyclicpath comprisingall the nodesin the graph.Usingpath this canbe done
as follows:
hamiltonian( Graph, Path) :path( -, -, Graph, Path),
covers(Path, Graph).
covers(Path, Graph) :not ( node( N, Graph), not member(N, Path) ).
Here, node( N, Graph) means:N is a node in Graph.
We can attachcoststo paths.The costof a path is the sumof the costsof
the arcsin the path. If there are no costsattachedto the arcsthen we can talk
about the length instead,counting L for eacharc in the path. Our path and
pathl relationscan be modified to handlecostsby introducingan additional
argument,the cost,for eachpath:
path( A, z, G, P, C)
pathl( A, P1, Cl, G, P, C)
Here, C is the costof P and Cl is the costof P1.The relationadjacentnow also
has an extra argument,the cost of an arc. Figure 9.21 showsa path-finding
programthat computesa path and its cost.
This procedurecanbe usedfor finding a minimumcostpath. We canfind
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path( A, Z, Graph, Path, Cost) .pathl( A, lzl,0, Graph, Path, Cost).
pathl( A, [A I PathlJ, Costl, Graph, [A I Pathll, Costl).
pathl( A, [Y I Pathl], Costl, Graph, Path, Cost) .adjacent(X, Y, CostXY, Graph),
not member(X, Pathl),
Cost2is Costl * CostXY,
pathl( A, [X, Y I Pathll, Cost2,Graph, Path, Cost).
Figure9.21 Path-findingin a graph: Path is an acyclicpath with costCostfrom A to Z
in Graph.

such a path between two nodes, nodel and node2, in some graph G by the
goals:
path( nodel, node2, Graph, MinPath, MinCost),
not ( path( nodel, node2,Graph, -, Cost), Cost ( MinCost) )
We can alsofind a maximum costpath betweenany pair of nodesin a graph G
by the goals:
path( -, -, Graph, MaxPath, MaxCost),
not ( path( -, -, Graph, -, Cost), Cost > MaxCost))
It should be noted that this is a very inefficient way for finding minimal or
maximal paths. This method unselectivelyinvestigatespossiblepaths and is
completelyunsuitablefor largegraphsbecauseof its high time complexity.The
path-findingproblem frequently arisesin Artificial Intelligence.We will study
more sophisticatedmethodsfor finding optimal paths in Chaptersll and t2.
9.5.3 Finding a spanning tree of a graph
A graph is said to be connectedif there is a path from any node to any other
node. Let G : (V, E) be a connectedgraph with the set of nodesV and the set
of edgesE. A spanningtreeof G is a connectedgraphT : (V, E') whereE' is a
subsetof E suchthat:
(1) T is connected,and
(2) there is no cyclein T.
Thesetwo conditionsguaranteethat T is a tree. For the left-handsidegraphof
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Figure9.18,there are three spanningtrees,which correspondto three listsof
edses:
Treel : [a-b, b-c, c-d]
Tree2 : [a-b, b-d, d-c]
Tree3 : [a-b, b-d, b-c]
Here eachterm of the form X-Y denotesan edgebetweennodesx and Y. we
can pick any node in such a list as the root of a tree. Spanningtrees are of
interest,for example,in communicationproblemsbecausethey provide,with
the minimum number of communicationlines, a path betweenany pair of
nodes.
We will define a procedure
stree(T, G)
whereT is a spanningtree of G. We will assumethat G is connected.We can
imagineconstructinga spanningtree algorithmicallyasfollows:Startwith the
emptysetof edgesandgraduallyaddnewedgesfrom G, takingcarethat a cycle
is never created,until no more edgecan be addedbecauseit would createa
cycle.The resultingsetof edgesdefinesa spanningtree.The no-cyclecondition
cin be maintainedby a simple rule: an edgecan be addedonly if one of its
nodesis alreadyin the growingtree, andthe othernodeis not yet in the tree. A
programthat implementsthis idea is shownin Figure9.22.Thekey relationin
this program is
spread(Treel, Tree, G)
All the three argumentsare setsof edges.G is a connectedgraph;Treel and
Treeare subsetsof G suchthat they both representtrees.Treeis a spanningtree
of G obtainedby addingzero or more edgesof G to Treel. We can say that
'Treel getsspreadto Tree'.
It is interestingthat we can alsodevelopa working programfor constructing a spanningtree in another,completelydeclarativeway, by simply stating
mathematicaldefinitions. We will assumethat both graphs and trees are
representedby lists of their edges,as in the program of Figure 9.22. The
definitionswe need are:
(1) T is a spanningtree of G if:
o
o
o

T is a subsetof G, and
T is a tree, and
T 'covers'G; that is,,eachnodeof G is alsoin T.
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Vo Finding a spanning tree of a graph
Vo
Vo Trees and graphs are represented by lists of their
Vo edges. For example:
%
Graph - [u-b, b-c, b-d, c-d]

stree( Graph, Tree) :member( Edge, Graph),
spread( [Edge], Tree, Graph).

Vo Tree is a spanning tree of Graph

spread( Treel, Tree, Graph) :addedge( Treel , Tree2, Graph),
spread( Tree2, Tree, Graph).
spread( Tree, Tree, Graph) .not addedge( Tree, _, Graph).
addedge( Tree, [A-B I Tree], Graph)
adjacent( A, B, Graph),
node( A, Tree),
not node( B, Tree).

% No edge can be added
Vo without creating a cycle
Vo Nodes A and B adjacent in Graph
Vo A in Tree
Vo A-B doesn't create a cvcle in Tree

adjacent( A, B, Graph) :member( A-B, Graph);
member( B-A, Graph).
node( A, Graph) 'adjacent( A, -, Graph).

Vo A is a node in Graph if
7o A is adjacent to anything in Graph

Figure9.22 Findinga spanningtree of a graph: an 'algorithmic' program. The
programassumes
that the graphis connected.

(2) A set of edgesT is a tree if:
o
o

T is connected,
and
T hasno cycle.

Usingour path programof the previoussection,thesedefinitionscanbe stated
in Prolog as shown in Figure 9.23. It should be noted, however, that this
program is, in this form, of little practical interest becauseof its inefficiency.
Exercise
9.15 Considerspanningtreesof graphsthat havecostsattachedto edges.Let
the coJtof a spanningtree be definedas the sum of the costsof all the
edgesin the tree. Write a programto find a minimum-costspanningtree
of a given graph.
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% Finding a spanning tree
% Graphs and trees are representedas lists of edges.

stree( Graph, Tree) :subset( Graph, Tree),
tree( Tree),
covers( Tree, Graph).
tree( Tree) :connected( Tree),
not hasacycle( Tree).
connected( Tree) :not ( node( A, Tree), node( B, Tree), not path( A, B, Tree, _) ).
hasacycle( Tree) :adjacent( A, B, Tree),
path( A, B, Tree, [A, X, Y I -] ).

VoA path of length > 1

covers( Tree, Graph) :not ( node( A, Graph), not node( A, Tree) ).

subset(
[], [] ).
subset(
tX I Ll, S)
subset(
L, Ll),
(S:LI;S-[X

lLu).

Figure 9.23 Finding a spanningtree of a graph: a 'declarative'program.Relations
nodeand adjacentare as in Figure 9.22.

Summary
In this chapterwe studiedProlog implementationsof somefrequentlyused
data structuresand associated
operationson them. Theseinclude:
Lists:
variationsin representing
lists
sortinglists:
bubble sort
insertionsort
quicksort
efficiencyof theseprocedures
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Representing
setsas binarytreesand binarydictionaries:
searchingfor an item in a tree
addingan item
deletingan item
addingas a leaf, addingas the root
the balanceof treesand its relationto the efficiencyof theseoperations
displayingtrees
Graphs:
representinggraphs
finding a path in a graph
finding a spanningtree of a graph
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AdvancedTree
Representations

In this chapter we look at advancedtechniquesfor representingdata setsby
trees.The key idea is to keep the tree balanced,or approximatelybalanced,in
order to prevent the tree from degeneratingtoward a list. Suchtree-balancing
schemesguaranteerelatively fast, logarithmic-time data-accesseven in the
worst case. Two such schemesare presentedin this chapter: 2-3 trees and
AVl-trees. (The knowledgeof this chapter is not a prerequisiteto any other
chapter.)

10.1The2-3dictionary
A binary tree is said to be well balancedif both its subtreesare of approximately equal height (or size) and they are also balanced. The height of a
balancedtree is approximatelylog n wheren is the numberof nodesin the tree.
The time neededto evaluatethe relationsin, add and deleteon binary dictionaries grows proportionally with the height of the tree. On balanceddictionaries,then, all theseoperationscanbe done in time that is in the order of log n.
The logarithmic growth of the complexity of the set membershiptesting is a
definite improvementover the list representationof sets,wherethe complexity
growslinearly with the sizeof the dataset. However, poor balanceof a tree will
degrade the performance of the dictionary. In extreme cases,the binary
dictionary degeneratesinto a list, as shown in Figure 10.1. The form of the

Figure l0.l
of a list.

A totally unbalancedbinary dictionary. Its performanceis reducedto that
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dictionarydependson the sequencein which the data is inserted.In the best
casewe get a good balancewith performancein the order log n, and in the
worst casethe performanceis in the order n. Analysis showsthat on average,
assumingthat any sequenceof data is equally likely, the complexity of in, add
and deleteis still in the order log n. Sothe averageperformanceis, fortunately,
closer to the best casethan to the worst case. There are, however, several
rather simple schemesfor keeping good balanceof the tree regardlessof the
data sequence.Suchschemesguaranteethe worstcaseperformanceof in, add
anddeletein the order log n. One of them is the 2-3tree; anotherschemeis the
AVL-tree.
The 2-3 tree is defined as follows: it is either empty, or it consistsof a
singlenode, or it is a tree that satisfiesthe following conditions:
o

each internal node has two or three children, and

o

all the leaves are at the same level.

A 2-3 dictionaryis a2-3 treein which the data items are storedin the leaves,
orderedfrom left to right. Figure 10.2showsan example.The internal nodes
contain labelsthat specifythe minimal elementsof the subtreesas follows:
if an internal node has two subtrees, this internal node contains the
minimal element of the second subtree;
if an internal node has three subtreesthen this node contains the minimal
elements of the second and of the third subtree.

To searchfor an item, X, in a 2-3 dictionary we start at the root and move
toward the bottom level accordingto the labelsin the internal nodes.Let the
root containthe labelsML and M2. Then:
if X < M1 then continuethe searchin the left subtree,otherwise

Figure 10.2 A 2-3dictionary. The indicatedpath correspondsto searchingfor the item
10.
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then continue the searchin the middle subtree, otherwise

o

if X <M2

o

continue the search in the right subtree.

If the root only containsone label,M, thenproceedto the left subtreeif X < M,
and to the right subtreeotherwise.This is repeateduntil the leaf level is
reached,and at this point X is either successfullyfound or the searchfails.
As all the leavesare at the samelevel, the2-3 tree is perfectlybalanced
with respectto the heightsof the subtrees.All searchpathsfrom the root to a
leaf are of the samelengthwhichis of the order log n, wheren is the numberof
itemsstoredin the tree.

Ksns
db 66b
-,

n

nn

Figure10.3 Insertinginto a2-3 dictionary.
Thetreefirstgrowsin breadthandthen
upwards.

When insertingnew data,the 2-3tree canalsogrow in breadth,not only
in depth. Each internal node that has two children can accommodatean
growth.If, on the otherhand,
additionalchild whichresultsin the breadth-wise
a node with three children acceptsanotherchild then this node is split into two
nodes,eachof them takingover two of the total of four children.The so-generatednew internalnodegetsincorporatedfurther up in the tree. Ifthis happens
at the top level then the tree is forced to grow upwards.Fjgure 10.3illustrates
theseprinciples.
Insertioninto the 2-3 dictionarywill be programmedas a relation
add23(Tree, X, NewTree)
where NewTree is obtained by inserting X into Tree. The main burden of
insertionwill be transferredto two auxiliaryrelations,both calledins.The first
one hasthree arguments:
ins( Tree, X, NewTree)

where NewTreeis the result of inserting X into Tree. Tree and NewTreehave
the sameheight.But, of course,it is not alwayspossibleto preservethe same
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Tree

n
NTa

Mb
6

NTb

n
60
.D

Figure10.4 Theobjectsin thefiguresatisfytherelationins(Tree,6, NTa, Mb, NTb).

height after insertion. Therefore we have another ins relation, with five arguments.to cater for this case:
ins( Tree, X, NTa, Mb, NTb)
Here, when inserting X into Tree, Tree is split into two trees: NTa and NTb.
Both NTa and NTb havethe sameheight asTree. Mb is the minimal elementof
NTb. Figure 10.4showsan example.
In the program,a2-3 tree will be represented,dependingon its form, as
follows:
.
.
o
.

nil representsthe empty tree
l(X) representsa single node tree, a leaf with item X
n2( T1, M, T2) representsa tree with two subtrees,T1 and T2; M is the
minimal elementof T2
n3( T1, M2, T2, M3, T3) representsa tree with three subtrees,T1.,T2
andT3; M2 is the minimalelementof T2, and M3 is the minimalelement
of T3

Tl,T2 and T3 are all2-3 trees.
The relation betweenadd23and ins is: if after insertion the tree doesnot
grow upwardsthen simply
add23( Tree, X, NewTree) :ins( Tree, X, NewTree).
If, however, the height after insertion increases,then ins determinesthe two
subtrees,T1 and T2, which are then combinedinto a biggertree:
add23(Tree, X, n2( T1, M, T2) ) :ins( Tree, X, T1, M, T2).
The ins relation is more complicatedbecauseit has to deal with many cases:
inserting into the empty tree, a single node tree, a tree of type n2 or n3.
Additional subcasesarisefrom insertion into the first. secondor third subtree.
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Accordingly, ins will be defined by a set of rules so that eachclauseabout ins
will deal with one of the cases.Figure 10.5illustratessomeof thesecases.The
casesin this figure translateinto Prolog as follows:
Casea
ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n2( NTl, M, T2) ) :gt( M, X),
ins( T1, X, NT1).

VoM gteaterthanX

Caseb
ins( n2( T1, M, T2),X, n3( NTla, Mb, NTlb, M, T2) ) :gt( M, X),
ins( T1, X, NTla, Mb, NTlb).
Casec
ins( n3( T1, M2, T2, is-[3,T3), X,
n2( NT1a, Mb, NTlb), M2, n2( T2, M3, T3) ) :gt( M2, X),
ins( T1, X, NT1a, Mb, NTlb).

(u)
M>X
ins(Tl,X,NTI)
\
---../

(b)

M>x
/P
in{rt,x'Jiitl,rrt,nrtr)AAX

P,

AA
(c)-fl
A

M2>x
,\

qM25Q

,\insltt,x,tttla,rrft,Nrtr)A

/rr\ /rz\ ,/ r' r

n

^

6A d11\ &\

A

/q\

Figure 10.5 Somecasesof the ins relation.
(a) ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n2( NTl, M, T2) );
(b) ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n3( NTla, Mb, NTlb, M, T2) );
(c) ins( n3( T1, M2, T2, M3, T3), X, n2( NTla, Mb, NTlb), M2, n2,(T2, M3, T3) ).
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Vo Insertionand deletionin the 2-3 dictionarv
J

add23(Tree, X, Treel) :- l
I
ins( Tree, X, Treel).

% Add X to Tree giving Treel
Vo Tree grows in breadth

add23(Tree, X, n2(T1, M2, T2) ) :ins( Tree, X, T1, i&'{2,T2).

% Tree grows upwards

del23(Tree, X, Treel) :add23(Treel, X, Tree).

Vo Delete X from Tree giving Treel

ins( nil, X, l(X) ).
ins( l(A), X, l(A), X, l(X) ) :gt( X, A).
ins( l(A), X, l(X), A, l(A) ) :gt( A, X).
ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n2( NTl, M, TZ) ) :
gt( M, X),
ins( T1, X, NTl).
ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n3( NTla, Mb, NTlb, M, T2) ) :gt( M, X),
ins(T1, X, NTla, Mb, NTlb).
ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n2(T1, M, NT2) ) :gt( X, M),
ins( T2, X, NT2).
ins( n2( T1, M, T2), X, n3( T1, M, NT2a, Mb, NT2b) ) :gt( X, M),
ins( T2, X, NT2a, Mb, NT2b).
ins( n3( T1, i[.{2,T2, M3, T3), X, n3( NTl, M2, T2, M3, T3) ) :gt( M2, X),
ins(T1, X, NT1).
ins( n3( T1, M^2,T2, M3, T3), X,
n2( NTla, Mb, NTlb), M2, n2(T2, M3, T3) ) :gt( M2, X),
ins(T1, X, NTla, Mb, NTlb).
ins( n3( T1, N.f'z,
T2, M3, T3), X, n3( T1, M2, NT2, M3, T3) ) :
gt( X, M2), gt( M3, X),
ins( T2, X, NT2).
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ins( n3( T1, M2, T2, M3, T3), X,
n2( T1, M2, NT2a), Mb, n2( NT2b, M3, T3) ) 'gt( X, M2), gt( M3, X),
ins( T2, X, NT2a, Mb, NT2b).
ins( n3( T1, Ifu{z,T2, M3, T3), X, n3( T1, M.2,T2, M3, NT3) ) :gt( x, M3),
ins( T3, X, NT3).
ins( n3( T1, M2, T2, M3, T3), X,
n2( T1, M2, T2), M3, n2( NT3a, Mb, NT3b) ) :gt( x, M3),
ins( T3, X, NT3a, Mb, NT3b).

Figure 10.6 Inserting and deleting in the 2-3 dictionary. In this program, an attempt
to insert a duplicate item will fail.

Figure 10.6 showsthe complete program for inserting into and deleting
from the 2-3 dictionary. The add23 procedure can be used in the reverse
direction for deleting by:
del23(T, X, T1) :- add23(T1, X, T).
Figure 10.7 showsa program for displaying2-3 trees.
Our program occasionallydoes some unnecessarybacktracking. If the
three-argumentins fails then the five-argumentins is called, which redoespart
of the work. This source of inefficiency can easily be eliminated by, for
example, redefining ins as:
ins2( Tree, X, NewTrees)
NewTreesis a list of length 1 or 3, asfollows:
NewTrees: I NewTree] if ins( Tree, X, NewTree)
NewTrees- [ NTa, Mb, NTb] if ins( Tree, X, NTa, Mb, NTb)
The add23relation would be, accordingly,redefined as:
add23(T, X, T1) :ins2( T, X, Trees),
combin{ Trees,T1).
The combinerelation has to produce a singletree, T1, from the list Trees.
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Vo Displaying2-3 dictionary

show(T) :show(T, 0).
show(nil, -).

....lli..l':..li.,,i...,.'.li...
...
....:.,..:.llS
,,.,,,,,,,,,,',,3*,,,.,,,,,i,,:1.,,:,,.,,i.,.,,,.,i.
.!t:r'

r '::

i:i:ii::iiii::'i:i]ii::
: ::]l::]i]:::].ii:',:,:,:::,::

show(l(A), H) :tab( H), write( A), nl.
show( n2( T1, M, T2), H) :Hl isH+5,
show(T2, H1),
tab( H), write( --), nl,
tab( H), write( M), nl,
tab( H), write( --), trI,
show(T1, H1).
show(n3( T1, M2, T2, M3, T3), H) :HlisH+5,
show(T3, H1),
tab( H), write( --), nl,
tab( H), write( M3), nl,
show(T2, H1),
tab( H), write( M2), nl,
tab( H), write( --), nl,
(it)
show(T1, H1).

(b)

Figure 10.7 (a) A program to display a 2-3 dictionary. (b) The dictionary of Figure
10.2 as displayedby this program.

Exercises
10.1 Definethe relation
in( Item, Tree)
to searchfor Item in a2-3 dictionarvTree.
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10.2 Modify the program of Figure 10.6 to avoid backtracking(define relations ins2 and combine).

10.2 AVL-tree:an approximatelybalancedtree
AVL-tree is a binary tree that has the following properties:
(1)

Its left subtree and right subtree differ in height by 1 at the most.

(2)

Both subtreesthemselvesare also AVl-trees.

This definition allowsfor treesthat are slightly out of balance.It can be shown
that the height of an AVL-tree is always, even in the worst case, roughly
proportional to log n where n is the number of nodes in the tree. This
guaranteesthe logarithmic performancefor the operationsin, add and del.
Operationson the AVl-dictionary are essentiallythe sameas on binary
dictionaries,with someadditionsto maintain approximatebalanceof the tree.
If the tree gets out of approximatebalanceafter an insertion or deletion then
someadditional mechanismwill get it backinto the requireddegreeof balance.
To implementthis mechanismefficiently, we haveto maintain someadditional
information about the balance of the tree. Essentially we only need the
differencebetweenthe heightsof its subtrees,which is either-L, 0 or * 1. For
the sake of simplicity of the operationsinvolved we will, however, prefer to
maintain the completeheights of trees and not only the differences.
We will define the insertion relation as
addavl( Tree, X, NewTree)
where both Tree and NewTreeare AVl-dictionaries suchthat NewTreeis Tree
with X inserted. AVl-trees will be representedby terms of the form:
t( I€ft, A, Right/Ileight
where A is the root, lrft and Right are the subtrees,and Height is the height of
the tree. The empty tree is representedby niuO. Now let us consider the
insertion of X into a non-empty AVl-dictionary
Tree : t( L, A, R/II
we will start our discussionby only consideringthe casethat X is greaterthan
A. Then X is to be inserted into R and we have the following relation:
addavl( R, X, t( Rl, B, R2yI{b)
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I t '- 1

Hb:

.l h
lh +1
Ih +2

R,X,t(Rl, B,R2)/Hb)
addavl(

(c)

A@A@ A
h-2
h-1
h
h+1

h-2
h-1
h
h+1

X, X > A;
Figure10.8 Theproblemof AVL insertion:(a)AVL-treebeforeinserti.ng
(b) AVL-treeafterinsertingX into R; (c) ingredients
fromwhichthe newtreeis to be
constructed.
Figure 10.8 illustratesthe following ingredientsfrom which NewTreeis to be
constructed:
L, A, Rl, B, R2
What can be the heightsof L, R, R1 and R2? L and R canonly differ in height
by L at the most. Figure 10.8showswhat the heightsof R1 and R2 can be. As
only one item, X, hasbeen insertedinto R, at most one of the subtreesR1 and
R2 can have the height h + l.
In the casethat X is lessthan A then the situation is analogouswith left
and right subtreesinterchanged.Therefore, in any case,we have to construct
NewTreefrom three trees (let us call them Treel, Tree2and Tree3), and two
singleitems, A and B. Let us now considerthe question:How canwe combine
thesefive ingredientsto makeNewTreesothat NewTreeis an AVl-dictionary?
The order from left to right in NewTreehas to be:
Treel, A, Tree2,B, Tree3
We haveto considerthree cases:
(1) The middle tree,Tree2, is taller than both other trees.
(2) Treel is at least as tall as Tree2and Tree3.
(3) Tree3is at least as tall as Tree2 andTreel.
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Rulel:H2 > Hl andH2 > H3

@

A

hA

nE+
/\
/ 13\
H3

HI

/\

Rule2:Hl >H}and Hl > H3

)€)

A AA
H2

HI

-=>
H3

RuleS;H3 >H2and H3 > Hl

@

@

AA
HI

H2

A

-=>

/rl\
H3

Figure10.9 Threecombinationrulesfor AVl_trees.
Figure 10.9showshow NewTreecan be constructed
in eachof thesecases.In
case1' the middle tree Tree2has to be decomposed
and its parts incorporated
into NewTree'The three rulesof Figure 10.9are easily
tran.Lt"d into prolog as
a relation:
combine(Treel, A,Tre2,

B, Tree3, NewTree)

The last argument, NewTree, is an AVL-tree
constructedfrom five ingredients,the first five arguments.Rule 1, for example,
becomes:
combine(
TllHl, A, t(T21,8,T22yH2,C, T3/tI3,
t( t(TllHl,A,T2l\Ha, B, t(Tz2,c,T3/H3/Hc/tIb
H2> Hl, H2> Hl,
HaisHl + l,
HcisH3+1,
HbisHa*1.

%Fiveingredients
) r voTheircombination

VoMiddletree is tallest
VoHeightof left subtree
VoHeightof right subtree
VoHeightof the whole tree
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7o Insertioninto Avl-dictionary
addavl( niy0, X, t( niV0, X, niU0/1).

Vo AddX to emptytree

addavl( t( L, Y, R/tIy, X, NewTree) :g( Y, X),
addavl( L, X, t( Ll, Z, Lzy-),
combine(L!, Z, 12, Y , R' NewTree).

Vo AddX to non-emptytree
Vo Addinto left subtree
VoCombineingredientsof NewTree

addavl( t( L, Y, R/Hy, X, NewTree) :-

gt(x, Y),
addavl( R, X, t( Rl, Z, R2y- ),
combine(L, Y, Rl, Z, R2, NewTree).

Vo Add into right subtree

combine{T1/H1, A, t(T2t, B, T22YH2,C, T3/H3,
t( I(T1/H1,A,T2llHa, B, I(T22,C,T3/H3/HcVHb) :H2 > H1, H2 > H3,
VoMiiddlesubtreetallest
HaisHl*1,
HcisH3*1,
HbisHa* 1.
combine(TllHl, A,T2lH2, C, T3/H3,
t( TllHl, A, t(T2^fin,C,T3/H3[Ic/Ha) :Hl ): Hz,Hl >: H3,
VoTall left subtree
maxl( H2, H3, Hc),
maxl( Hl, Hc, Ha).
combin{ TllHl, A,T2llI2, C, T3/H3,
( I(T1/H1,A,T2lH2lHa, C, T3lH3/Hc) :H3 >: H2,H3 >: Hl,
,vo Tall right subtree
""
maxl( ]Hl, H2,H"),
maxl( Ha, H3, Hc).
maxl( U, V, M) :U>V,!,MisU*1;
MisV*1.

VoV_isl. + max.of U andV

Figurql0.l0 AVl-dictionaryinsertion.In thisprogram,anattemptto inserta duplicatewill fail. SeeFigure10.9for combine.

A completeaddavl program, which also computesthe heightsof the tree and
the subtrees,is shownasFigure 1.0.10.
Our program works with the heightsof trees. A more economicalrepresentationis, as said earlier, possible.In fact, we only need the balance,which
of sucheconomizationwould be,
can only be -1, 0 or *1. The disadvantage
however, somewhatmore complicatedcombination rules.
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Exercise
10.3 Define the relation
avl( Tree)
to test whether a binary tree Tree is an AVL-tree; that is, all the sibling
subtreesmay differ in their heightsby 1 at the most. Let binary trees be
representedby terms of the form t( Left, Root, Right) or nil.

Summary
2-3 trees and AvL-trees, implementedin this chapter, are types of
balancedtrees.
Balanced,or approximatelybalanced,treesguaranteeefficient execution of the threebasicoperationson trees:lookingfor an item, addingor
deletingan item. All theseoperationscanbe donein time proportionalto
log /r, wheren is the numberof nodesin the tree.
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BasicProblem-Solving
Strategies

11

This chapteris centred around a generalscheme,calledstatespace,for representingproblems.A statespaceis a graphwhosenodescorrespondto problem
situations,and a given problem is reducedto finding a path in this graph. We
will study examplesof formulating problems using the state-spaceapproach,
and discussgeneralmethodsfor solving problemsrepresentedin this formalism. Problem-solvinginvolvesgraph searchingand typically leadsto the problem of dealing with alternatives. Two basic strategies for exploring
alternatives, presented in this chapter, are the depth-first search and the
breadth-first search.

conceptsandexamples
11.1Introductory
Let us considerthe examplein Figure LL.1.The problemis to find a plan for
rearranginga stack of blocks as shown in the figure. We are only allowed to
move one block at a time. A block can be graspedonly when its top is clear. A
block can be put on the table or on someother block. To find a requiredplan,
we haveto find a sequenceof movesthat accomplishthe given transformation.
We can think of this problem as a problem of exploring amongpossible
alternatives.In the initial problem situation we are only allowed one alternative: put block C on the table.After C hasbeenput on the table,we havethree
alternatives:
o
o
o

put A on table,or
put A on C, or
putConA

F-l

+

*____1,/
,l

|;]

H

MI

IIIHI

Figure ll.l

A blocks rearrangementproblem.
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Figure 11.2 A graphical representation of the block manipulation problem. The
indicatedpath is a solutionto the problemin Figure 11.1.

We will not seriouslyconsiderputting C on the table asthis clearlyhasno effect
on the situation.
As this exampleillustrates,we have, in such a problem, two types of
concept:
( 1 ) Problem situations.
(2)

Legal moves, or actions, that transform problem situations into other
situations.

Problem situations and possiblemoves form a directed graph, called a state
space.A state spacefor our exampleproblem is shownin Figure 11.2.The
nodesof the graph correspondto problem situations,and the arcscorrespond
to legal transitions between states.The problem of finding a solution plan is
equivalentto finding a path betweenthe given initial situation (the start node)
and somespecifiedfinal situation, also called a goal node.
Figure 11.3 shows another example problem: an eight puzzle and its
representationas a path-finding problem. The puzzleconsistsof eight sliding
tiles, numberedby tiigits from 1 to 8, and arrangedin a 3 by 3 array of nine cells.
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,_f\
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ffi ffi ffi ffi
Figure 11.3 An eight puzzleand a correspondinggraphicalrepresentation.

One of the cells is alwaysempty, and any adjacenttile can be moved into the
empty cell. We can saythat the empty cell is allowedto movearound, swapping
its place with any of the adjacent tiles. The final situation is some special
arrangementof tiles, as shownfor examplein Figure 11.3.
It is easy to construct similar graph representationsfor other popular
puzzles. Straightforward examplesare the Tower of Hanoi, or getting fox,
gooseand grain acrossthe river. In the latter problem, the boat can only hold
the farmer and one other object, and the farmer hasto protect the goosefrom
the fox, and the grain from the goose.Many practical problemsalso naturally
fit this paradigm. Among them is the travelling salesmanproblem which is the
formal model of manypracticaloptimization problems.The problem is defined
by a map with n citiesand road distancesbetweenthe cities.The task is to find a
shortestroute from some starting city, visiting all the cities and ending in the
startingcity. No city, with the exceptionof the starting one, may appearin the
tour twice.
Let us summarizethe conceptsintroduced by theseexamples.The state
spaceof a given problem specifiesthe 'rules of the game': nodesin the state
space correspond to situations, and arcs correspond to 'legal moves', or
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actions,or solutionsteps.A particularproblemis definedby:
o

a state space,

o

a start node,

o

a goal condition (a condition to be reached);
that satisfy this condition.

'goal nodes' are those nodes

We can attach costs to legal moves or actions. For example, costs
attachedto moving blocks in the block manipulation problem would indicate
that some blocks are harder to move than others. In the travelling salesman
problem, movescorrespondto direct city-to-city journeys.NaturSlly, the costs
of such movesare the distancesbetweenthe cities.
In caseswhere costsare attachedto moves,we are normally interestedin
minimum costsolutions.The costof a solution is the sumof the costsof the arcs
alongthe solution path. Even if no costsare givenwe may havean optimization
problem:we may be interestedin shortestsolutions.
Before presentingsomeprogramsthat implementclassicalalgorithmsfor
searchingstatespaces,let us first discusshow a statespacecan be represented
in a Prolog program.
We will representa state spaceby a relation
s( X, Y)
which is true if there is a legal move in the statespacefrom a node X to a node
Y. We will say that Y is a successorof X. If there are costsassociatedwith
movesthen we will add a third argument, the cost of the move:
s( X, Y, Cost)
This relation can be representedin the program explicitly by a set of facts.For
typical state spacesof any significant complexity this would be, however,
impractical or impossible. Therefore the successorrelation, s, is usually
definedimplicitly by statingthe rules for computingsuccessornodesof a given
node.
Another question of general importance is, how to representproblem
situations,that is nodesthemselves.The representationshouldbe compact,
but it.shouldalsoenableefficient executionof operationsrequired; in particular, the evaluationof the successorrelation, and possiblythe associatedcosts.
As an example,let us considerthe block manipulationproblem of Figure
11.1.We will considera more generalcase,so that there are altogetherany
number of blocks that are arrangedin one or more stacks.The number of
stackswill be limited to some given maximum to make the problem more
interesting.This may alsobe a realisticconstraintbecausea robot that manipulates blocks may be only given a limited working spaceon the table.
A problem situation can be representedasa list of stacks.Each stackcan
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be, in turn, representedby a list ofblocks in that stackorderedso that the top
blockin the stackis the headof the list. Empty stacksarerepresented
by empty
lists.The initial situationof the problemin Figure11.1 canbe thusrepresented
by:
[ [c,a,b],[, I] I
A goal situationis any arrangementwith the orderedstackof all the blocks.
There are three suchsituations:
[ [a,b,c],[], Il l
[ [], [a,b,c],[] l
[ [, [, [a,b,c]l
The successorrelation can be programmed accordingto the following
rule: Situation2is a successorof Situationl if there are two stacks,Stackl and
Stack2,in Situationl, and the top block of Stackl can be moved to Stack2.As
all situationsare representedaslists of stacks,this is translatedinto Prolog as:
s( Stacks, [Stackl, [Topl I Stack2] | OtherStacksl) - %iMoveTopl to Stack2
del( [Topl I Stackl], Stacks,Stacksl),
VoFindfirst stack
del( Stack2, Stacksl, OtherStacks).
VoEindsecond
stack
del( X, [X I Ll, L).
del( X, [Y I Ll, [
del( X, L, L1).

| Ll] ) :-

The goal condition for our example problem is:

goal( Situation) :member([a,b,c], Situation).
We will programsearchalgorithmsas a relation
solve(Start, Solution)
where Start is the start node in the statespace,and Solutionis a path between
Startand any goalnode.For our block manipulationproblemthe correspondine call can be:
?- solve([ [c,a,b], [], [] ], Solution).
As the result of a successfulsearch,solution is instantiatedto a list of block
arrangements.This list representsa plan for transformingthe initial stateinto a
statein which all the three blocksare in one stackarrangedas [a,b,c].
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11.2Depth-firstsearchstrategy
Given a state-spaceformulation of a problem, there are many approachesto
finding a solution path. Two basicsearchstrategiesare:.depth-firstsearchand
breadth-firstsearch.In this sectionwe will implement the first of them.
We will start the developmentof this algorithm and its variationswith a
simpleidea:

:r
::::]:
.l

This translatesinto Prolog as:
solve(N, [N] ) :goal( N).
solve(N, [N1 | Solll ) :s( N, Nl),
solve(Nl, Soll).
This programis in fact an implementationof the depth-firststrategy.It is called
'depth-first' becauseof the order in which the alternativesin the statespaceare
explored. Whenever the depth-first algorithm is given a choiceof continuing
the searchfrom severalnodes it alwaysdecidesto choosea deepestone. A
'deepest'node is one that is farthestfrom the start node. Figure L1.4illustrates

Figure 11.4 A simplestatespace:a is the start node,/and j are goal nodes.The order
a,b,d,h,e,i,i.The
inwhichthedepth-firststrategyvisitsthenodeisinthisstatespaceis:
solutionfound is: [a,b,ejl. On backtracking,the other solutionis discovered:[a,c,fl.
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the order in which the nodesare visited. This order correspondsto tracing the
way that Prolog answersthe question:
?- solve(a, Sol).
The depth-firstsearchis most amenableto the recursivestyleof programming in Prolog. The reasonfor this is that prolog itself, when executinggoals,
exploresalternativesin the depth-first fashion.
The depth-first searchis simple and easyto program, and may work well
in certain cases.The eight queens programs of Chapter 4 weie, in fact,
examplesof depth-first search.A state-spaceformulation of the eight queens
problem that could be used by the solveprocedureabove can be ui foliows,
nodes are board positions with zero or more queensplaced in consecutive
files of the board;
a successornode is obtained by placing another queen into the next file so
that she does not attack any of the existing queens;
o
o

the start node is the empty board represented by the empty list;
a goal node is any position with eight queens (the successorrule guarantees that the queens do not attack each other).

Representingthe board position as a list of y-coordinates of the queens,this
can be programmedas:
s( Queens,[QueenI eueensl ) .member(Queen,11,2,3,4,5,6,7,9J
),
noattack( Queen,Queens).
goal( [_, _, _) _, _) _, _, _J).

Vo Place Queen into anv row

Vo Positionwith 8 queens

The noattackrelation requiresthat eueen doesnot attack any of the
eueens;it
can be easilyprogrammedas in Chapter 4. The question
?- solve([], Solution).
will producea list of board positionswith increasingnumberof queens.The list
will end with a safeconfiguration of eight queens.It will also find alternative
solutionsthrough backtracking.
The depth-first searchoften works well, asin this example,but there are
many waysin which our simple solveprocedurecan run into trouble. whether
this will actually happen or not dependson the state space.To embarassour
solveprocedure with the problem of Figure l!.4, a slight modification of this
problemis sufficient:addan arcfrom ft to d, thuscreatinga cycle(Figure11.5).
The searchwould in this caseproceedas follows: startit a and'descendto /r
following the left-most branch of the graph. At this point, in contrast with
Figure 11.4, h has a successor,d. Therefore the execuiion will not backtrack
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endsin cyclingbetweend andh: a, b, d,
Figure11.5 Startingat4, thedepth-firstsearch
h , d , h , d . . ..
of d, h, will be found, etc.,
from ft, but proceedtod instead.Then the successor
resulting in cycling betweend and h.
An obvious improvement of our depth-first program is to add a cycledetectionmechanism.Accordingly,any node that is alreadyin the path from
the start node to the current node should not be consideredagain. We can
formulate this as a relation
depthfirst( Path, Node, Solution)
As illustratedin FigureL1.6,Nodeis the statefrom whicha pathto a goalstate
is to be found; Path is a path (a list of nodes)betweenthe start node and Node;
Solution is Path extendedvia Node to a goal node.
For the sake of ease of programming, paths will be in our program
representedby listsin theinverseorder.The argumentPath canbe usedfor two
purposes:
(1)

of Nodethat
to preventthe algorithmfrom consideringthosesuccessors
havealreadybeenencountered(cycledetection);

goalnode

Figure 11.6

Relation depthfirst( P, N, Solution).
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solve( Node, Solution) 'depthfirst( [], Node, Solution).
depthfirst( Path. Node, [Node I path] ) :
goal( Node).
depthfirst( Path, Node, Sol) 's( Node, Nodel),
not member( Nodel, Path),
depthfirst( [Node I Path], Nodel, Sol).

Vo Prevent a cvcle

Figure11.7 A depth-firstsearchprogramthat avoidscycling.

(2)

to construct a solution path Solution.

A correspondingdepth-first searchprogram is shown in Figure 11.7.
Let us outline a variation of this program. Two argumentsof this procedure;Path and Node, can be combinedinto a list I Node I path]. So, insiead
of a candidatenode Node, which aspiresto be on a path to a goal, we have a
candidatepathP : I Node I Path], which aspiresto be extendableup to a goal
node. The programming of the correspondingpredicate
depthfirstl( P, Solution)
is left as an exercisefor the reader.
With the cycle-detectionmechanism,our depth-first procedurewill find
solutionpathsin statespacessuchasthat in Figure 11.5.There are, however,
statespacesin which this programwill still easilyget lost. Many statespacesare
infinite. In such a space, the depth-first algorithm may miss a goal node,
proceeding along an infinite branch of the graph. The program may then
indefinitely explore this infinite part of the spacenevergettingcloserto a goal.
The eight queens state space, as defined in this section, may seem to be
susceptibleto this kind of trap. However, this spaceis, incidentally,finite,
becauseby the limited choice of Y-coordinateseight queensat most can be
placedsafely.
To avoid aimless infinite (non-cyclic) branches, we can add another
refinement to the basic depth-first searchprocedure: limiting the depth of
search. we then have the following arguments for the depth-first search
procedure:
depthfirst2( Node, Solution, Maxdepth)
The searchis not allowedto go in depth beyondMaxdepth.This constraintcan
be programmedby decreasingthe depth limit at eachrecursivecall, and not
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depthfirst2(Node, [Node], -) :goal( Node).
depthfirst2(Node, [Node I SoU,Maxdepth) :
Maxdepth) 0,
s( Node, Nodel),
Maxl is Maxdepth- I,
depthfirst2(Nodel, Sol, Maxl).

Figure 11.8 A depth-limited,depth-firstsearchprogram.

allowing this limit to become negative. The resulting program is shown in
Figure 1.L.8.

Exercises
11.1 Write a depth-first searchprocedure (with cycle detection)
depthfirstl( CandidatePath,Solution)
to find a solution path Solution as an extensionof CandidatePath.Let
both pathsbe representedaslistsofnodes in the inverseorder, sothat the
goal node is the head of Solution.
11.2 Write a depth-firstprocedurethat combinesboth the cycle-detectionand
the depth-limiting mechanismsof the proceduresin Figures 1L.7 and
11.8.
11.3 Experiment with the depth-first programsof this section in the blocks
world planningproblem of Figure L1.1.
11.4 Write a procedure
show( Situation)
to displaya problem state,Situation,in the blocksworld. Let Situationbe
a list of stacks,and a stackin turn a list of blocks.The goal
show([ [al, [e,d], [c,b] ] )
shoulddisplaythe corresponding
situation;for example,as:
ec
adb
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Figure11.9 A simplestatespace:a is the startnode,/and7 aregoalnodes.The order
inwhichthebreadth-firststrategyvisitsthenodesinthisstatespaceis:
a,b,c,d,e,f.The
shorter solution [a,c,fl is found before the longer one [a,b,ej].

11.3 Breadth-firstsearch strategy
In contrastto the depth-first searchstrategy,the breadth-firstsearchstrategy
choosesto first visit thosenodesthat are closestto the start node.This resultsin
a searchprocessthat tends to develop more into breadth than into depth, as
illustratedby Figure 11.9.
The breadth-first search is not so easy to program as the depth-first
search. The reason for this difficulty is that we have to maintain a set of
alternative candidatenodes, not just one as in depth-first search.This set of
candidates
is the wholegrowingbottomedgeof the searchtree.However,even
this set of nodesis not sufficient if we alsowant to extract a solution path from
the searchprocess.Therefore,insteadof maintaininga setof candidatenodes,
we maintaina set of candidatepaths.Then,
breadthfirst( Paths, Solution)
is true if some path from a candidate set Paths can be extended to a goal node.
Solution is such an extended path.

11.3.1 Representing the candidate set as a list
In our first irnplementationof thisideawe will usethe followingrepresentation
for the setof candidatepaths.The setwill be represented
asa list of paths,and
eachpathwill be a list of nodesin the inverseorder;that is, the headwill be the
most recentlygeneratednode, and the lastelementof the list will be the start
nodeof the search.The searchis initiatedwith a sinsleelementcandidateset:
[ [StartNode]l
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An outline for breadth-first search is:

For our example problem of Figure 1I.9, this processdev6lops as follows:

(1)

Startwith the initial candidateset:

tlall
(2)

Generateextensionsof [aJ:
[ [b,al, [c,al I
(Note that all pathsare representedin the inverse order.)

(3)

Removethe first candidatepath, [b,a],from the set and generate extensionsof this path:
[ [d,b,a],[e,b,a]l
Add the list of extensionsto the end of the candidateset:
[ [c,a], [d,b,a],[e,b,a]l

(4)

Remove [c,a] and add its extensionsto the end of the candidateset,
producing:
[ [d,b,a], [e,b,a],[f,c,al, [g,c,a] l

In further steps,[d,b,a]and [e,b,a]areextendedandthe modifiedcandidateset
becomes:
[ [f,c,a],[g,c,a],[h,d,b,a],[i,e,b,a],[,e,b,al ]
Now the search processencounters [f,c,al which contains a goal node, f.
Therefore this path is returned as a solution.
A programthat carriesout this processis shownin Figure 11.10.In this
program all one-stepextensionsare generatedby using the built-in procedure
bagof.A test to preventthe generationof cyclicpathsis alsomade.Note that in
the casethat no extensionis possible,bagoffails and therefore an alternative
call to breadthfirstis provided. memberand concare the list membershipand
list concatenationrelations respectively.
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solve( Start, Solution) :breadthlirst( [ [Start] I, Solution).
breadthfirst([ [Node I Path] | -1, [Node I Path] ) :- ;goa( Node).
breadthfirst( [ [N I Path] | Pathsl, Solution) :bagof([M,NlPath],
( s( N, M), not member(M, [N I Pathl ) ),
NewPaths),
of [N I Path]
7oNewPaths= acyclicextensions
conc(Paths, NewPaths,Pathsl), !,
breadthfirs( Pathsl, Solution);
breadthfirst(Paths, Solution). Vo CasethatN hasno successor
Figure11.10 An implementation
of breadth-first
search.
A drawbackof this programis the inefficiencyof the concoperation.This
can be rectified by using the difference-pairrepresentationof lists introduced
in Chapter8. The set of candidatepathswould then be representedby a pair of
lists, Paths andZ, written as:
Paths - Z
Introducingthis representationinto the program of Figure 1L.10,it can be
systematicallytransformedinto the program shown in Figure 11.11.This
transformationis left as an exercisefor the reader.

solve(Start, Solution) :bfirst( [ [Start] | Zl-2, Solution).
bfirst([ [NodelPath] l-l--, [NodelPath] )
goal( Node).
bfirst( t tN I Pathl I Pathsl-Z, Solution) :bagof([M, N I Path], ( s( N, M), not member(M, tN I Pathl ) ), New),
conc(New, ZZ, Z), !,
bfirst( Paths-ZZ, Solution);
Paths \ -: Z,
Vo Set of candidate paths non-empty
bfirst( Paths-Z, Solution).

A more efficient program than that of Figure 11.10for the breadth-first
Figure ll.ll
search.The improvementis basedon usingthe difference-pairrepresentationfor the list
of candidatepaths.
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11.3.2 Usingtree representation
for the candidateset
Let us now consideranother modification of our breadth-firstprogram. In our
implementation so far, the set of candidatepaths was representedas a list of
paths. This is wasteful becauseinitial parts of the paths are shared among
severalpaths.Thusthesesharedpartsarestoredrepeatedlyin severalpaths.A
more compactrepresentationof the set of candidatepaths should avoid such
redundancy.such a more compactrepresentationis a tree in which common
partsof the pathsare stored,without duplication,in the upper partsof the tree.
we will usethe following representationof sucha tree in the program. we have
two cases:
caseI : The treeonly consistsof a singlenode,N ; thenit is represented
by the
term l(N); the functor l is intendedto indicatethat N is a leaf node in
the tree.

Cas
e2:

and a set
:Tffi'T?:I5:f
i'ff:,l?,* by a termof its subtrees51, 52,
t( N, Subs)
whereSubsis a list of subtrees:
S u b s: I 5 1 , 5 2 , . . . 1

As an example,let us considerthe situationwhen three levelsof the tree in
FigureLL.9havebeengenerated.In the list representation,
the setofcandidate
pathsis at this point:
[ [d,b,al,[e,b,a],[f,c,al, [g,c,a]I
In the tree representationthis set of candidatepathsis representedby:
t( a, I t(b,[(d),1(e)]),t(c,[(f),1(g)DI )
This may appeareven more wastefulthan the list representation,but this is
only the surfaceappearancedue to the compactProlog notation for lists.
In the list representation
of the candidateset,the breadth-firsteffectwas
achievedby movingthe lastexpandedpathsto the endof the candidatelist. we
cannot usethe sametrick with the tree representation,therefore the program
will be somewhatmore complicated.The key relationhere will be:
expand(Path, Tree, Treel, Solved,Solution)
Figure11.12illustratesthe relationbetweenthe argumentsof expand.whenever the expandprocedureis called,Path and rree will be alreadyinstantiated.
Treeis a subtreeofthe searchtree andrepresentsthe setofcandidatepathsto a
goal in this subtree.Path is the path betweenthe start node and the root of
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Figure 11.12 Relationexpand(Path,Tree,Treel, Solved,Solution):s is the start
nodeof the searchandg is a goalnode.Solutionis Pathextendedto g. Treel is Tree
grownby oneleveldownwards.

Tree.The generalideaof expandis to produceTreel asa one-levelextensionof
Tree. If, however, during the expansionof Tree a goal node is encountered,
expandwill produce the correspondingsolution path.
Thus, expandwill producetwo kinds of results.The kind of result will be
indicated by the value of Solvedas follows:
(1) Solved: yes.
Solution : solution path; that is, Path extendedto a goal.
Treel : uninstantiated.
Of course,resultsof this kind are only producedwhen there is a goal node
in Tree. In addition, sucha goal node has to be a leaf in Tree.
(2)

Solved: no.
Treel = Tree expandedby one level at its bottom edge.Treel doesnot
contain any 'dead' branchesin Tree; that is, branchesthat
cannotbe further extendedbecausethev have no successoror a
cyclewould be created.
Solution : uninstantiated.

If there is no goal node in Tree, and Tree cannot be expanded,then expand
fails.
The top-level, breadth-first procedure
breadthfirst( Tree, Solution)
finds Solutionin the candidateset Tree or in its extension.Figure 11.13shows
the complete program. An auxiliary procedure in this program is expandall
which is similar to expand.It expandsa list of.trees and collectsthe resulting
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% BREADTH-FIRSTSEARCH
VoCandidate
setis represented
asa tree
solve(Start, Solution) :breadthfirst( l(Start), Solution).
breadthfirst( Tree, Solution) :expand([], Tree, Treel, Solved,Solution),
( Solved: yes;
Solved: no, breadthfirst(Treel, Solution) ).
expand(P, l(N), -, /eS, tN I Pl ) :goal( N).
expand(P, l(N), t( N, Subs),no, -) :bagof( (M), ( s(N,M), not member(M,P)), Subs).
expand(P, t( N, Subs),t( N, Subsl), Solved,Sot) :expandall([N I P], Subs, [], Subsl, Solved,Sol).
expandall(-,[], [T lTs], [T lTs], no, -). VoAtleastonerreemusthavegrown
expandall(P, [T I Ts], Ts1, Subsl, Solved,Sol) :expand(P, T, T1, Solvedl, Sol),
( Solvedl : yes, Solved: yes;
Solvedl : no, !,
expandall(P, Ts, [T1 I Tsll, Subsl, Solved,Sol) );
expandal( P, Ts, Tsl, Subsl, Solved,Sol).
Figure11.13 An implementation
of breadth-first
searchusingthetreerepresentation
of the setof candidatepaths.

expandedtrees,throwingawayall 'deadtrees'.It alsoproduces,by backtracking, all solutionsfound in this list of trees.There is an additional detail: at least
one of the trees must have grown. If not, then expandallwill not succeedin
producingany expandedtreesbecauseall treesin the list are 'dead'.
We have developedthis more sophisticatedimplementationof breadthfirst searchnot only becauseit is more economicalthan our previousversion,
but alsobecausethis solution is a good start for developingmore sophisticated,
heuristicallyguided searchprograms,such as best-first searchof Chapter 12.

Exercises
11.5 Rewrite the breadth-first program of Figure 11. 10 using the differencepair representation for the list of candidate paths, and show that the
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resultcan be the programin Figure 11.11. In Figure 1"L. l,1,
, what is the
purposeof the goal:
Paths\--

I

Testwhathappensif thisgoalis omittedon the statespaceof Figure1L9.
The differenceshouldonly showwhentrying to find moresolutionswhen
there are none left.
11.6 How can the searchprogramsof this sectionbe usedfor searchingfrom a
startingset of nodesinsteadof a singlestart node?
ll.7 How can the searchprograms of this chapter be used to searchin the
backward direction; that is, starting from a goal node and progressing
towardthe startnode (or a startnodein the caseof multiplestartnodes).
Hint: Redefine the s relation. In what situations would the backward
searchbe advantageousover the forward search?
ll.8

Sometimesit is beneficialto searchbidirectionally;that is, to work from
both ends,the start and the goal. The searchendswhen both endscome
together. Define the searchspace(relation s) and the goal relation for a
given graph so that our search procedures would in effect perform
bidirectional search.

11.9 Experiment with various searchtechniquesin the blocks world planning
problem.

11.4Commentson searchinggraphs,on optimality,and
on searchcomplexity
At this point it is appropriateto make somecommentson our searchprograms
so far: first, on searchinggraphs; second,on the optimality of solutions
produced;and third, on the complexityof search.
Examplesso far might havemadethe wrong impressionthat our breadthfirst programsonly work for statespacesthat are treesand not generalgraphs.
The fact that the set of candidatepathswasin one versionrepresentedasa tree
does not mean that the state spaceitself had to be a tree. When a graph is
searchedit, in effect, unfolds into a tree so that somepathsare possiblycopied
in other parts of the tree. Figure 1.L.14illustrates.
Our breadth-first search programs generate solution paths, one after
another,orderedaccordingto their lengths:shortestsolutionscomefirst. This
is important if optimality (with respectto length) is a concern.The breadth-first
strategyis guaranteedto producea shortestsolution first. This is, of course,not
true for the depth-first strategy.
Our programs do not, however, take into accountany costsassociated
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non-cyclic
Figurell.l4 (a)A statespace:a isthestartnode.(b)Thetreeof all possible
pathsfrom a, asdeveloped
by the breadth-first
searchprogramof Figure11.13.

with the arcsin the state space.If the minimal cost of the solution path is the
optimization criterion (and not its length) then the breadth-first searchis not
sufficient. The best-first searchof Chapter 12 will aspireto optimize the cost.
Another typical problem associatedwith searchingproblem spacesis that
of the combinatorialcomplexity.For non-trivial problem domainsthe number
of alternativesto be explored is so high that the problem of complexity often
becomescritical. It is easyto understandwhy this happens:If eachnode in the
then the number of pathsof length / from the start
statespacehasb successors
nodeis b'(we assumeno cycles).Thusthe setof candidatesolutionpathsgrows
exponentiallywith their length, which leadsto what is called the combinatorial
explosion. The depth-first and breadth-first strategiesdo not do anything
clever against this complexity: they non-selectivelytreat all candidatesas
equallypromising.
A more sophisticatedsearchprocedureshouldusesomeproblem-specific
information to decidewhat is the most promisingway to proceedat eachstage
of the search.This shouldhave the effect of drawingthe searchprocesstoward
a goal node, avoiding aimlesspaths. Problem-specificinformation that can be
thus usedfor guiding the searchis calledheuristic.Algorithms that useheuristics are said to be heuristicallyguided: they perform heuristicsearch.The next
chapterpresentssucha searchmethod.

Summary
o

Statespace is a formalism for representing problems.

o

State space is a directed graph whose nodes correspond to problem
situations and arcs to possible moves. A particular problem is defined by
a start node and a goal condition. A solution of the problem then corresponds to a path in the graph. Thus problem solving is reducecl to
searchingfor a path in a graph.
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Optimization problems can be modelled by attaching coststo the arcsof a
state space.
Two basic search strategies that systematically explore a state space are
depth first and breadth first.
The depth-first search is easiestto program, but is susceptibleto cyclitrg.
Two simple methods to prevent cycling are: limit the depth of search;test
for repeated nodes.
Implementation of the breadth-first strategy is more complicated as it
requires maintaining the set of candidates. This can be most easily
represented as a list of lists, but more economically as a tree.
The breadth-first search always finds a shortest solution path first, but
this is not the case with the depth-first strategy.
In the case of large state spaces there is the danger of combinatorial
explosion Both depth-first and breadth-first strategiesare poor tools in
combatting this difficulty. Heuristic guidance is required in such cases.
Concepts introduced in this chapter are:
state space
start node, goal condition, solution path
search strategy
depth-first search, breadth-first search
heuristic search
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Best First:A Heuristic
SearchPrinciple

Graph searchingin problem solving typically leads to the problem of combinatorial complexity due to the proliferation of alternatives.Heuristic search
aspiresto fight this problem efficiently.
One way of using heuristic information about a problem is to compute
numericalheuristicestimatesfor the nodesin the statespace.Suchan estimate
of a node indicateshow promising a node is with respectto reaching a goal
node. The idea is to continue the searchalwaysfrom the most promisingnode
in the candidateset. The best-first searchprogram of this chapteris basedon
this principle.

12.1 Best-firstsearch
A best-firstsearchprogram can be derived as a refinementof the breadth-first
searchprogram of Figure 11.13.The best-firstsearchalso startsat the start
node and maintainsthe set of candidatepaths.The breadth-firstsearchalways
choosesfor expansiona shortestcandidatepath (that is, shallowesttip nodesof
the search).The best-firstsearchrefinesthis principle by computinga heuristic
estimate for each candidate and choosesfor expansionthe best candidate
accordingto this estimate.
We will from now on assumethat a costfunction is definedfor the arcsof
the statespace.Soc(n,n' ) is the costof moving from a node z to its successorn'
in the state space.
Let the heuristicestimatorbe a function/, suchthat for eachnode n of the
'difficulty' of n. Accordingly, the most promising
space,f(n) estimatesthe
current candidatenode is the one that minimizes/. We will usehere a specially
constructedfunction/which leadsto the well-known A* algorithm./(n) will be
constructedso as to estimate the cost of a best solution path from the start
node,,i, to a goalnode,underthe constraintthat this path goesthroughn.I'et
us supposethat there is sucha path and that a goal node that minimizesits cost
is r. Then the estimatef(n) can be constructedas the sum of two terms, as
illustratedin Figure L2.L:
f(n)=g(n)+h(n)
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Figure 12.1 construction of a heuristic estimatef(n) of the cost of the cheapestpath
from s to t via n: f(n) = g(n) + h(n).

g(n) is an estimateof the costof an optimal path from s to n; h(n) is an estimate
of the cost of an optimal path from n to t.
When a node n is encounteredby the searchprocesswe have the following situation: a path from s to r?must have alreadybeenfound, and its costcan
be computedasthe sum of the arc costson the path. This path is not necessarily
an optimal path from s to n (there may be a better path from s to n not, yet,
found by the search),but its cost can serveas an estimateg(n) ofthe minimal
costfrom s to n. The other term, h(n),ismore problematicbecausethe 'world'
betweenn and t hasnot beenexploredby the searchuntil this point. Therefore,
h(n) is typically a real heuristic guess, based on the algorithm's general
knowledgeabout the particular problem. As ft dependson the problem domain
thereis no universalmethod for constructingft. Concreteexamplesof how such
a heuristic guesscan be made will be shown later. But let us assumefor now
that a function ft is given, and concentrateon detailsof our best-firstprogram.
We can imagine the best-first search to work as follows. The search
processconsistsof a number of competingsubprocesses,
eachof them exploring its own alternative; that is, exploring its own subtree. Subtreeshave
subtrees:theseare explored by subprocesses
of subprocesses,
etc. Among all
thesecompetingprocesses,only one is active at eachtime: the one that deals
with the currently most promising alternative; that is, the alternativewith the
lowest/-value. The remaining processeshave to wait quietly until the current
festimates changeso that some other alternative becomesmore promising.
Then the activity is switchedto this alternative. we can imaginethis activatedeactivatemechanismas functioning as follows: the processworking on the
currently top-priority alternativeis given somebudgetand the processis active
until this budgetis exhausted.During this activity, the processkeepsexpanding
its subtreeand reports a solution if a goal node was encountered.The budget
for this run is defined by the heuristic estimate of the closest competing
alternative.
Figure 12.2showsan exampleof suchbehaviour. Given a map, the task is
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goal

a
a
a

Y

f(a)-2+5=7

f ( e )- 2 * 7 = 9

4*4=8

7+4=11

6 + 4 = 10

9+2:11

9+3=12

lt+0=11

Figure 12.2 Finding the shortestroute from s to t in a map. (a) The map with links
labelled by their lengths;the numbersin the boxesare straight-linedistancesto t. (b)
The order in which the map is explored by a best-first search.Heuristic estimatesale
based on straight-line distances.The dotted line indicates the switching of activity
betweenalternativepaths.The line showsthe order in which the nodes are expanded,
not the order in which they are generated.
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to find the shortest route between the start city s and the goal city r. In
estimatingthe costof the remainingroute distancefrom a city Xto the goal we
simply use the straight-line distancedenoted by dist(X,t). So:

f(X) : s6) + h(X): s6) + dist(X,t)
In this example, we can imagine the best-first search as consistingof two
processes,each of them exploring one of the two alternativepaths: ProcessL
the path via a, Process2 the path via e. In initial stages,ProcessL is more active
because/-values along its path are lower than along the other path. At the
moment that Process1 is at c and Process2 still at e, the situation changes:

Sof(e) < f(c), and now Process2 proceedsto/and Process1 waits. Here,
however,

f(fl=7t4=rI
f(c) : to
f(c) < f(f)
Therefore Process2 is stoppedand ProcessL allowedto proceed,but only to d
whenf(d) = 12) 1.1.Process2, invoked at this point, now runs smoothlyup to
the goal r.
We will program this behaviour as a refinement of the breadth-first
searchprogram of Figure 11.13.The set of candidatepaths will be, again,
representedas a tree. This tree will be representedin the program by terms of
two forms:
( N, F/G) representsa singlenode tree (a leaf); N is a node in the state
space,G is g(N) (cost of the path found from the start node to N); F is
/(N): G + ft(N).
(2) t( N, F/G, Subs)representsa tree with non-emptysubtrees;N is the root
of the tree, Subsis a list of its subtrees;G is g(N); F is the updatedf'vabrc
of N - that is, the /-value of the most promising successorof N; the list
Subsis ordered accordingto increasingfvalues of the subtrees.

(1)

to enablethe programto recognize
The updatingofthe/-values is necessary
the most promisingsubtreeat eachlevel of the searchtree (that is, the tree that
containsthe most promising tip node). This modification of /-estimatesleads,
in fact, to a generalizationof the definition of/. The generalizationextendsthe
definition of the function/from nodesto trees.For a singlenode tree (a leaf),
n, we have the original definition:
f(n)=g(n)+h(n)
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are r?rr,m2, etc.,
For a tree, T, whoseroot is n, andn's successors
f(T) = min f(m)
i
A best-firstprogram along theselines is shown as Figure 1.2.3.Somemore
explanationof this programfollows.

Vo Best-first search

bestfirst(Start, Solution) :
Vo Big
biggest(Big),
expand([], l( Start, 0/0), Big, -, ]€S, Solution).

) any f-value

expand(P, l( N, -), -, -, yes, [N I P] ) :goal( N).
expand(P, l( N, F/G), Bound, Treel, Solved,Sol) :F :(
Bound,
( bagof(IWC, ( S(N,M,C), not rnember(M,P)), Succ), !,
succlist(G, Succ,Ts),
bestf(Ts, F1),
expand(P, t( N, F1/G,Ts), Bound, Treel, Solved,Sol);
- deadend
Solved: never).
7oNo successors
expand(P, t( N, F/G, [T I Ts] ), Bound, Treel, Solved,Sol) :F :(
Bound,
bestf(Ts, BF), min( Bound, BF, Boundl),
expand([N I P], T, Boundl, T1, Solvedl, Sol),
continue(P, t( N, F/G, [T1 I Ts] ), Bound, Treel, Solvedl, Solved,Sol).
expand(-,t(-, -, [] ), -, -, never,-) :- !. VoAdeadtreewillneverbesolved
expand(-, Tree, Bound, Tree, no, -) :f( Tree, F), F > Bound.

VoCannotgrow- boundexceeded

continue(-, -, -, -r !€s, yes, Sol).
continue(P, t( N, F/G, [T1 | Ts] ), Bound, Treel, Solvedl, Solved,Sol) :( Solvedl : no, insert( T1, Ts, NTs);
Solvedl : never, NTs : Ts),
bestf( NTs, Fl),
expand(P, t( N, Fl/G, NTs), Bound, Treel, Solved,Sol).
succlist(*, [], [] ).
succlist(G0, [N/C I NCs], Ts) :GisG0*C,
h( N, H),
FisG*H,
succlist(G0, NCs, Ts1),
insert( l( N, F/G), Tsl, Ts).

7o Heuristicterm h(N)
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Vo Insert T into list of trees Ts preserving order w.r.t. f-values

insert(T, Ts, [T I Tsl ) :f( T, F), bestf(Ts, F1),
F
insert(T, I T1 | Ts], I T1 | Tsll )
insert(T, Ts, Tsl).
VoExtract f-value
f( l( _, F/_ ), F).

Vo f-value of a leaf

f( t( _, Fl-., _ ), F).

Vo f,-valueof a tree

bestf([Tl-1,F)'f( T, F).

7o Best f-value of a list of trees

best( [J, Big) :biggest( Big).

Vo No trees: bad f-value

min( X, Y, X) :X:(
Y,!.
min( X, Y, Y).

Figure 12,3 A best-firstsearchprogram.

As in the breadth-firstsearchof Figure 11.13,the key procedureis
expand,which has six argumentsthis time:
expand(P, Tree, Bound, Treel, Solved,Solution)
It expandsa current (sub)treeas long asthe/-value of this tree remainslessor
equal to Bound. The argumentsof expand are:
P
Tree
Bound
Treel

Path between the start node and Tree.
Current search(sub)tree.
/-limit for expansionof Tree.
Tree expandedwithin Bound; consequently,the/-value of Treel is
greater than Bound (unlessa goal node has been found during the
expansion).
Solved Indicator whosevalue is'yes', 'no' or'never'.
Solution A solution path from the start node 'through Treel' to a goal node
within Bound (if such a goal node exists).
P, Tree and Bound are 'input' parametersto expand;that is, they are already
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Treel

)
/ >Bound
Figure 12.4 The expand relation: expandingTree until the /-value exceedsBound
resultsin Treel.

instantiatedwheneverexpandis called.expandproducesthree kinds of results,
which is indicated by the value of the argumentSolvedas follows:
(1) Solved: yes.
Solution = a solution path found by expandingTree within Bound.
Treel : uninstantiated.
(2)

Solved : no.
Treel : Tree expandedso that its/-value exceedsBound (Figure 12.4
illustrates).
Solution : uninstantiated.

(3)

Solved = never.
Treel and Solution = uninstantiated.

The last caseindicatesthat Tree is a 'dead' alternative and should never be
given another chanceby reactivatingits exploration. This caseariseswhen the
/-value of Tree is lessor equal to Bound, but the tree cannot grow becauseno
leaf in it has any successorat all, or such a successorwould create a cycle.
Some clausesabout expand deserveexplanation. The clausethat deals
with the most complicatedcasewhen Tree has subtrees- that is,
Tree: t( N, F/G, IT I Tsl )
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saysthe following. First, the most promisingsubtree,T, is expanded.This
expansion is not given the bound Bound, but possibly some lower value,
dependingon the /-values of the other competingsubtrees,Ts. This ensures
that the currently growing subtreeis alwaysthe most promising subtree.The
expansion process then switches between the subtrees according to their
/-values. After the best candidatehas been expanded,an auxiliary procedure
continuedecideswhat to do next; this dependson the type of result produced
by this expansion. If a solution was found then this is returned, otherwise
expansioncontinues.
The clausethat dealswith the case
Tree=(N,F/G)
generatessuccessornodesof N together with the costsof the arcsbetweenN
and successornodes. Proceduresucclistmakes a list of subtreesfrom these
successor
nodes,alsocomputingtheir g-valuesandfvalues asshownin Figure
12.5.The resultingtree is thenfurther expandedasfar asBoundpermits.If, on
the other hand, there were no successors,
then this leaf is abandonedfor ever
by instantiatingSolved= 'never'.
Other relationsare:
s( N, M, C)

M is a successornode of N in the state space; C is the cost of
the arc from N to M.

h( N, H)

H is a heuristic estimate of the cost of the best path from
node N to a goal node.

biggest(Big)

Big is some user-specifiedvalue that is known to be greater
than any possiblefvalue.

Application of this best-firstsearchprogram to someexampleproblems
will be shownin the next section.But first somegeneral,concludingcomments
on this program. It is a variation of a heuristicalgorithm known in the literature
asthe A* algorithm (seereferencesat the end of the chapter). A* hasattracted

sM)-sW)+c
f(M)-s(M)+h(M)
Figure 12.5 Relation between the g-value of nod€ N, and the f and g-values of its
childrenin the search space.
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a great deal of attention; we will mention here an important result from the
mathematicalanalvsisof A*:

tftjr
is adffiissiblei,.
This result is of greatpracticalvalue. Even if we do not know the exactvalue of
h* we just have to find a lower bound of &* and use it as lr in A*. This is
sufficient guaranteethat A* will produce an optimal solution.
There is a trivial lower bound, namely:
h(n) :0,

for all n in the statespace

This indeedguaranteesadmissibility.The disadvantage
of h :0 is, however,
that it hasno heuristicpower and doesnot provide any guidancefor the search.
A* usinglr : 0 behavessimilarly to the breadth-firstsearch.It in fact reducesto
the breadth-firstsearchin the casethat the arc-costfunction c(n,n') = L for all
arcs (n,n') in the state space. The lack of heuristic power results in high
complexity.We wouldthereforelike to haveh,which is a lowerboundof ft* (to
ensure admissibility), and which is also as close as possibleto h* (to ensure
efficiency).Ideally,if we knewh* ,we would useft* itself:A* usingft* findsan
optimal solutiondirectly,without any backtrackingat all.
Exercise
12.l Define the problem-specificrelations s, goal and h for the route-finding
problem of Figure 12.2. Inspectthe behaviourof our best-firstsearch
programon this problem.

12.2 Best-firstsearchappliedto the eight puzzle
If we want to apply the best-first search program of Figure 12.3 to some
particular problem we have to add problem-specificrelations.Theserelations
define the particularproblem ('rules of the game')and alsoconveyheuristic
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information about how to solve that problem. This heuristic information is
suppliedin the form of a heuristic function.
Problem-specificpredicatesare:
s( Node, Nodel, Cost)
This is true if there is an arc, costingCost, betweenNodeand Nodel in the state
space.
goal( Node)
is true if Node is a goal node in the state space.
h( Node, H)
H is a heuristicestimateof the costof a cheapestpath from Nodeto a goalnode.
In this and the following sectionswe will define theserelations for two
exampleproblem domains:the eight puzzle(describedin Section11.1)and the
task-schedulingproblem.
Problem-specificrelationsfor the eight puzzle are shown in Figure 12.6.
A node in the statespaceis someconfigurationof the tiles on the board. In the
program, this is representedby a list of the current positionsof the tiles. Each
position is specifiedby a pair of coordinates:)ilY. The order of itemsin the list
is as follows:
(1) the currentpositionof the empty square,
(2) the current positionof tile 1,
(3)
currentpositionof tile 2,
:*
The goal situation(seeFigure 11.3)is definedby the clause:
goal(IN2,1| 3,U3,3I 3,3| 2,3I 1,U1,1I l,ll 2l ).
An auxiliary relation is:

d( sl, s2,D)
D is the'Manhattandistance'betweensquaresSl and 52; that is, the distance
between51 and 52 in the horizontal'directionplus the distancebetween51 and
52 in the vertical direction.
We want to minimize the length of solutions.Therefore, we define the
costof all the arcsin the statespaceto equal 1. In the program of Figure 12.6,
three examplestarting positionsfrom Figure 12.7 are also defined.
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/* Problem-specificproceduresfor the eight puzzle
Current situationis representedasa list of positionsof the tiles, with first item in the list
correspondingto the empty square.
Example:
This positionis representedby:
[212,Ll3,213,313,312,3lL,zlL, LU

123
'Empty' can

move to any of its neighbourswhich meansthat 'empty' and its neighbour
interchangetheir positions.

s( [Empty I L], [T I LU, 1) :swap(Empty, T, L, L1).

7o All arc costs are L
Vo Swap Empty and T in L givingLl

swap(E, T, [T I L], [E I Ll ) .d( E, T, 1).
swap(E, T, [T1 | Ll, [T1 | LU )
swap(E, T, L, L1).
d( )vY, x1/Y1, D) :dif( X, Xl, Dx),
dif( Y, Y1, Dy),
DisDx*Dy.
dif( A, B, D) .D i s A - B ,D > : 0 , ! ;
D is B-A.

Vo D is Manh. dist. between two squares

Vo Heuristic estimate h is the sum of distances of each tile
vo from its 'home' square plus 3 times 'sequence' score

h( [Empty I L], H) :soal( [Emptyl I Gl ),,
totdist(L, G, D),
seq(L, S),
HisD+3*S.
totdist([], [, 0).
totdis( [T I L], [T1 | LU, D) .d( T, T1, D1),
totdist( L, Ll, D2),
DisDl+D2.
seq([First I L], S) :seq([First I L I, First, S).
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seq([T1, T2 | L], First, S) 'score(T1, T2, S1),
seq(IT2 | Ll, First, S2),
SisSl+52.
seq([Last], First, S) 'score(Last, First, S).
score(212,-, 1) '- !.
score(ll3, 213,0) 'score(213,3/3,0) :score(313,312,0) 'score(312,3/1, 0) :score(3ll, 2ll, 0) 'score(2ll, 1/1, 0) 'score(Ill, ll2, 0) 'score(Il2, 113,0) 'score(-, -, 2).

VoTile in centrescores1
Vo Proper successorscores0

Vo Tiles out of sequence

goal(I2l2,ll3,2l3,3I 3,3| 2,3I I,2l I,Il I,ll2l ).
Vo Starting positions for some puzzles

start1( I2l2,Il 3,312,21
3,3I 3,3| l,2l l,Il l,Ll 2l ).
start2(IA 1Jlz,ll 3,313,3
| 2,3I l,2l2,ll l,2l 3l ) .

Vo Requires4 steps

start3(I2l2,21
3,ll 3,3| l,ll 2,21
1,3I 3,ll 1,3| 2l ).

Vo 18 steps

Vo 5 steps

VoDisplaya solutionpathasa list of boardpositions
showsol([] ).
showsol([P I L] ) :showsol(L),
nl, writq'---';,
showpo{ P).
VoDisplaya boardposition
showpos([50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58]
) :member(Y, [3,2,1] ),
VoOrderof Y-coordinates
nl, member(X, [1,2,31),
VoOrderof X-coordinates
member(Tile-)ffY, ["-S0,1-S.1,2-S2,3-S3,4-S4,5-S5,6-56,7-57,8-58]
),
write( Tile),
fail.

Vo Backtrackto next square

showpos( -).

Figure 12.6 Problem-specificproceduresfor the eightpuzzle, to be usedin best-first
searchof Figure 12.3.
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(c)

Figure 12.7 Three starting positionsfor the eight puzzle: (a) requiresfour steps;(b)
requiresfive steps;(c) requires 18 steps.

The heuristic function, lr, is programmed as:
h( Pos, H)

Posis a board position;H is a combinationof two measures:
(1)

(2)

'home
totdist: the 'total distance' of the eight tiles in Pos from their
squares'. For example, in the starting position of the pvzzle in Figure
L2.7(a), totdist : 4.

seq:the 'sequencescore' that measuresthe degreeto which the tiles are
alreadyordered in the current position with respectto the order required
in the goal configuration. seqis computedas the sum of scoresfor each
tile accordingto the following rules:
o
o

a tile in the centrescoresL;
a tile on a non-centralsquarescores0 if the tile in the clockwise
directiotr,followed by its proper successor;
sucha tile scores2 it it is not followedby its proper successor.

For example, for the starting position of the puzzle in Figure I2.7(a),
seq: 6.
The heuristicestimate,H, is computedas:
H=totdist+3*seq
This heuristicfunction works well in the sensethat it very efficiently directsthe
search toward the goal. For example, when solving the puzzles of Figure
12.7(a)and (b), no node outside the shortestsolution path is ever expanded
before the first solution is found. This meansthat the shortestsolutions are
found directly in these caseswithout any backtracking. Even.the difficult
puzzleof Figure I2.7(c) is solvedalmost directly. A drawbackof this heuristic
is, however, that it is not admissible:it does not guaranteethat the shortest
solution path will alwaysbe found before any longer solution. The h function
useddoesnot satisfythe admissibilitycondition: h 5 h* for all the nodes.For
example,for the initial position in Figure 12.7(a'y,
h=4*3*6:22.

h*=4
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On the other hand, the 'total distance' measureitself is admissible:for all
positions
totdist 5 /r*
This relation can be easilyproved by the following argument:if we relaxedthe
problem by allowing the tiles to climb on top of eachother, then eachtile could
travel to its home squarealonga trajectory whoselengthis exactlythe Manhattan distance between the tile's initial square and its home square. So the
optimal solution in the relaxedpuzzlewould be exactlyof length totdist. In the
original problem, however, there is interaction betweenthe tiles and they are
in eachother's way. This can prevent the tiles from moving alongthe shortest
trajectories, which ensuesour optimal solution's length be equal or greater
than totdist.

Exerclse
12.2 Modify the best-firstsearchproglam of Figure 72.3to count the number
of nodes generatedin the search.one easyway is to keep the current
number of nodes assertedas a fact, and update it by retract and assert
whenever new nodes are generated.Experiment with various heuristic
functionsfor the eight puzzlewith respectto their heuristicpower, which
is reflected in the number of nodesgenerated.

12.3Best-firstsearchappliedto scheduling
Let us considerthe following task-schedulingproblem. We are given a collection of tasks,t1,12,..., with their executiontimesD 1, Dz, ... respectively.The
tasks are to be executedon a set of rz identicalprocessors.Any task can be
executedon any processor,but eachprocessorcan only executeone task at a
time. There is a precedencerelation betweentaskswhich tells what tasks, if
any, haveto be completedbefore someother task canbe started.The scheduling problem is to assigntasksto processorsso that the precedencerelation is
not violated and that all the tasks together are processedin the shortest
possibletime. The time that the lasttask in a scheduleis completedis calledthe
all
iin*tttngtime of theschedule.We want to minimize the finishing time over
permissibleschedules.
Figure 12.8 showssuch a task-schedulingproblem and two.permissible
an interestingproperty
schedulis,one of which is optimal. This exampleshows
'idle time'for processors'
include
namely,that they may
of optimalschedules;
In the optimal scheduleof Figure 12.8,processor1 after havingexecutedtask r,
waits for two time units although it could start executingtask t7.
One way to constructa scheduleis roughly asfollows. We start with the
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Figure 12.8 A task-schedulingproblem with seventasksand three processors.The top
part of the diagram showsthe task precedencerelation and the duration of the tasks.
task 6, for example,requires20 time units, and its executioncan only start after three
other tasks, t1,t2 ar1d\, havebeencompleted.Two permissibleschedulesare shown;an
optimal one with the finishing time24,and a suboptimalone with the finishing time 33.
fn this problem any optimal schedulehas to include idle time. Coffman/Denning,
Operatiig SystemsTheory, @) 1973,p. 86. Adapted by permissionof Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.

empty schedule (with void time slots for each processor) and gradually insert
turir-on" by one into the schedule until all the tasks have been inserted.
Usually there are alternatives at any such insertion step because there are
several candidate tasks waiting to be processed. Therefore, the scheduling
problem is one of search. Accordingly, we can formulate the scheduling
problem as a state-space search problem as follows:
o
o

O
a
o

statesare partial schedules;
stateof somepartial scheduleis obtainedby addinga not yet
a successor
scheduledtaskto this schedule;anotherpossibilityis to leavea processor
that has completedits current task idle;
the start stateis the empty schedule;
any schedulethat includesall the tasksin the problemis a goal state;
the costof a solution (which is to be minimized)is the finishingtime of a
goal schedule;
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accordingly,the cost of a transition betweentwo (partial) schedules
whosefinishingtimes are {, and F, respectivelyis the differenceFr- F,.
some refinementsare neededto this rough scenario.First, we decideto fill the
schedule according to increasingtimes so that tasks are inserted into the
schedulefrom left to right. Also, each time a task is added, the precedence
constrainthas to be checked.Further, there is no point in leavinga processor
idle indefinitely if there are still somecandidatetaskswaiting. So we decideto
leavea processoridle only until someother processorfinishesits current task,
and then consideragain assigninga task to it.
Now let us decideon the representationof problemsituations- that
partial schedules.we needthe following informaiion:
(1) list of waiting tasksand their executiontimes,
(2) current engagements
of the processors;
We will also add for convenience:
(3) the finishingtime of the (partial)schedule;that
the current engagements
of the processors.

the latest end-time of

The list of waiting tasksand their executiontimeswill be representedin the
programas a list of the form:
I Taskl/Dl, Task2[D2,...J
The current engagementsof the processorswill be representedby a list of tasks
currently being processed;that is, pairs of the form:
TasktrinishingTime
There are rn suchpairs in the list, one for eachprocessor.we will alwaysadd
a
new task to a schedule at the moment that the first current execution is
completed.To this end, the list of current engagements
will be kept ordered
according to increasingfinishing times. The thlee compon"nt. of a partial
schedule(waiting tasks,current engagementsand finishing time) will bi combined in the program into a singleexpressionof the forml
Waitinglist * ActiveTasks * FinishingTime
In addition to this information we havethe precedenceconstraintwhich will be
specifiedin the program as a relation
prec( TaskX, TaskY)
Now let us considera heuristicestimate.we will usea rather straightfor-
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ward heuristicfunction, which will not provide a very efficient guidanceto the
searchalgorithm. The function will be admissibleand will henceguaranteean
optimal schedule.It should be noted, however, that a much more powerful
heuristic would be neededfor large schedulingproblems.
Our heuristicfunction will be an optimistic estimateof the finishing time
of a partial schedulecompletedwith all currently waiting tasks.This optimistic
estimatewill be computed under the assumptionthat two constraintson the
actual schedulebe relaxed:
(1)
(2)

remove the precedenceconstraint;
allow (unrealistically)that a task can be executedin a distributedfashion
on severalprocessors,and that the sum ofthe executiontimesofthis task
over all theseprocessorsis equalto the originally specifiedexecutiontime
of this task on a single processor.

Let the executiontimes of the currentlywaiting tasksbe D1, D2,..., and the
finishing times of the current processorsengagementsbe Fr, Fr, ... . Such an
optimistically estimated finishing time, Finall, to complete all the currently
active and all the waiting tasks,is:
Finalt:(ID;+
i

)',)tm
l

where m is the number of processors.Let the finishing time of the current
partial schedulebe:
Fin = max({)

i
Then the heuristic estimateH (an extra time neededto completethe partial
schedulewith the waiting tasks)is:
if.Finatl ) Fin then H : Finall - Frn else H = 0
A complete program that defines the state-spacerelations for task
schedulingasoutlined aboveis shownin Figure 129.T\e figure alsoincludesa
specificationof the particular schedulingproblem of Figure 12.8.Thesedefinitions can now be usedby the best-firstsearchprogram of Figure 12.3. One of
the optimal solutionsproduced by best-firstsearchin the thus specifiedproblem spaceis an optimal scheduleof Figure 12.8.
PrQect
In general,schedulingproblemsare known to be combinatoriallydifficult. Our
simple heuristic function does not provide very powerful guidance.Propose
other functions and experimentwith them.
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/* Problem-specific
relationsfor taskscheduling
Nodesin the statespacearepartialschedules
specifiedby:
*
*
I Taskl/D1,Task2[D2,...] [ Taskl/Fl,Task2lF2,...] FinTime
Thefirst list specifies
the waitingtasksandtheirdurations;the secondlist specifies
the currentlyexecuted
tasksandtheir finishingtimes,orderedsothat F\ = F2, F2 =
F3 ... . FinTimeis the latestcompletiontime of currentengagements
of the
processors.
s( Tasksl * [-/F I Activel] * Fin1, Tasks2* Active2 * Fin2, Cost) :VoPick a waitingtask
del( Task/D, Tasksl, Tasks2),
VoCheckprecedence
not ( member( T/-, Tasks2), before( T, Task) ),
(
not membe( T1/F1, Activel), F < Fl, befor{ T1, Task) \, VoActivetaskstoo
Time is F + D,
7oFinishingtime of activatedtask
insert( Task/Time, Activel, Active2, Finl, Fin2),
Cost is Fin2 - Finl.
( Tasks * [-/F I Activell * Fin, Tasks * Active2 * Fin, 0) :insertidle(F, Activel, Active2). VoLeaveprocessor
idle
before(T1, T2) :prec( T1, T2).
before(T1, T2) 'prec( T, T2),
before(T1, T).

VoTaskTl beforeT2 accordingto precedence

insert( S/A, [T/B I Ll, [S/A, T/B I LJ, F, F) .[:(
B, !.

VoTask lists are ordered

insert(S/A, [T/B I Ll, [T/B t LU, Fl , F2) :insert( S/A, L, Ll, Fl , F2).
insert(S/A, [, [YAI, -, A).
insertidle(A, [TlB I L], [idle/B, TIB I L] ) .A(8,!.

Vo Leave processoridle
Vo until first greater
Vo finishing time

insertidle(A, [T/B I Ll, [TlB I LU ) .insertidle(A, L, Ll).
del( A, [A I Ll, L).

VoDelete item from list

del( A, lB I LI, IB I LU ) 'de( A, L, L1).
goat([l*_*_).

Vo Goal state: no task waiting
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is basedon an
% Heuristicestimateof a partialschedule
7ooptimisticestimateof the final finishingtime of this
extendedby all the remainingwaitingtasks.
Vopartialschedule
h( Tasks * hocessors * Fin, H) :totaltime( Tasks, Tottime),
sumnum( Processors,Ftime, N),

VoTotal durationof waiting tasks
VoFtime is sumof finishingtimes
N is their number
7oof processors,

Finall is ( Tottime * FtimeF.{,
( Finall > Fin, !, H is Finall - Fin; H : 0).
totaltime( [, 0).
totaltim{ [-/D I Tasksl, T) :totaltime( Tasks, T1),
TisTl*D.
sumnum( [], 0, 0).
sumnum( [-/T I Procsl, FT, N) :sumnum(Procs, FTl, N1),
NisNl*1,
FT is FT1 * T.
gaPh
VoA task-precedence
prec( tl, t4). prec( tl, t5). prec( t2, t4). prec( O, t5).
prec( t3, t5). prec( t3, t6). prec( t3, t7).
7oA startnode
start( [t1l4, Ol2, t3n, t4l20, t5120,t6lll, tTllll * [idle/0, idldO, idle/0] * g;.
Figure 12.9 Problem-specificrelationsfor the task-schedulingproblem. The particular schedulingproblem of Figure 12.8 is also defined by its precedencegraph and an
initial (empty) scheduleas a start node for search.

Summary
o

.

Heuristic information can be used to estimatehow far a node is from a
nearestgoal node in the state space.This chapter considerednumerical
heuristic estimates.
T\e best-firsrheuristicprinciple guidesthe searchprocessso asto always
expand the node that is currently the most promising, accordingto the
heuristic estimates.
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The search algorithm, known as A*, that uses this principle, was
programmedin this chapter.
To use A* for solvinga concreteprobleffi,? statespaceand a heuristic
functionhaveto be definedto be usedby A*. For complexproblems,the
difficult part is to find a good heuristicfunction.
The admissibilitytheoremhelpsto establishwhetherA*, usinga partisuIar heuristicfunction, will alwaysfind an optimal solution.
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ProblemReduction
andAND/ORGraphs

AND/OR graphs are a suitable representation for problems that can be
naturally decomposedinto mutually independentsubproblems.Examplesof
such problems include route finding, symbolic integration, game playing,
theorem proving, etc. In this chapter we will developprogramsfor searching
AND/OR graphs,including a heuristicallyguided best-firstAND/OR search.

13.1 AND/ORgraph representationof problems
In Chapters 11 and 12, problem solving was'centredaround the state-space
representationof problems. Accordingly, problem solving was reduced to
finding a path in a state-spacegraph. Another representation,the AND/OR
graphrepresentation,more naturally suitscertaincategoriesof problerns.This
representationrelies on the decompositionof problems into subproblems.

Figure l3.l Findinga route from a to z in a road map. The river hasto be crossedat for
g. An AND/OR representationof this problem is shownin Figure 13.2.
286
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Decomposition into subproblems is advantageousif the subproblems are
mutually independent, and can therefore be solved independently of each
other.
Let us illustrate this with an example.Considerthe problem of finding a
route in a road map betweentwo given cities, asshownin Figure 13.1.We will
disregard path lengths for the moment. The problem could, of course, be
formulated as path finding in a state space.The correspondingstate space
would look just like the map: the nodesin the statespacecorrespondto cities,
the arcscorrespondto direct connectionsbetweencities, arc costscorrespond
to distancesbetweencities. However, let us constructanother representation
of this problem, basedon a natural decompositionof the problem.
In the map of Figure 13.1, there is also a river. Let us assumethat there
are only two bridgesat which the river can be crossed,one bridge at city/and
the other at city g. Obviously, our route will haveto includeone of the bridges;
so it will have to go through / or through g. We have, then, two major
alternatives:
To find a path betweena and z, {tnd either
(1) a path from c to z via f, or
(2) a path from c to zviag.
Each of thesetwo alternative problems can now be decomposedas follows:
(1) To find a path from a to z via f:
1.1 find a path from a to f, and
I.2 find a path from f to z .
(2) To find a path from a to z via g:
2.'1.find a path from a to 8' and
2.2 find a path from g to z.
To summarize,vtehavetwo main alternativesfor solvingthe original problem:
(1) via/or (2) viag. Further,eachof thesealternativescanbe decomposedinto
two subproblems(1.1 and 1.2,or 2.1 and 2.2 respectively).What is important
here is that (in both alternatives) each of the subproblemscan be solved
independently of the other. Such a decomposition can be pictured as an
ANDIOR grapft (Figure 13.2).Notice the curvedarcswhich indicatethe AND
relationshipbetweensubproblems.Of course,the graph in Figure 13.2is on$
the top part of a coresponding ANDIOR tree. Further decompositionof
subproblemscould be basedon the introduction of additional intermediate
cities.
What are goal nodesin suchan AND/OR graph?Goal nodescorrespond
to subproblems that are trivial or 'primitive'. In our example, such a
subproblemwould be'find a route from a to c', for there is a direct connection
betweencities a and c in the road map.
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a-z viaf

a-zvn 8

Figure13.2 An AND/OR representation
problemof Figure13.1.
of theroute-finding
Nodescorrespond
to problemsor subproblems,
andcurvedarcsindicatethatall (both)
subproblems
haveto be solved.

Some important conceptshave been introduced in this example. An
AND/OR graph is a directed graph in which nodescorrespondto problems,
and arcsindicate relations betweenproblems.There are also relationsamong
arcsthemselves.Theserelationsare AND and OR, dependingon whether we
haveto solvejust oneof the successor
problemsor several(seeFigure13.3).In
principle,a node can issueboth AND-related arcsand OR-relatedarcs.We
will, however, assumethat eachnode haseither only AND successors
or only
OR successors.Each AND/OR graph can be transformed into this form by
introducingauxiliary OR nodesif necessary.Then, a node that only issues
AND arcsis called an AND node; a node that only issuesOR arcsis called an
OR node.
ln the state-spacerepresentation,a solution to the problem wasa path in
the statespace.What is a solution in the AND/OR representation?A solution,
of course,has to includeall the subproblemsof an AND node. Therefore,a

Figure 13.3
Qr....

(a) To Solve P solve any of Pr or P2or..

(b) To solve Q solve all Ql and
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solution is not a path any more, but it is a tree. Such a solution tree, T,
defined as follows:

IS

o

the originalproblem,P, is the root nodeof T;

o

if P is an OR node then exactlyone of its successors
(in the AND/OR
graph),togetherwith its own solutiontree, is in T;
if P is an AND node then all of its successors
(in the AND/OR graph),
togetherwith their solutiontrees, arein T.

Figure 13.4illustratesthis definition. In this figure, there are costsattachedto
arcs. Using costs we can formulate an optimization criterion. we can, for
example,define the costof a solution graph asthe sumof all the arc costsin the
graph' Aswe are normallyinterestedin the minimumcost,the solutiongraph
in Figure 13.a(c)will be preferred.

Figure 13.4 (a) An AND/OR graph: d, g and ft are goal nodes;a is the problem to be
solved.(b) and (c) Two solution treeswhosecostsare 9 and 8 respectively.The costof a
solution tree is here defined as the sum of all the arc costsin the solution tree.
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But we do not haveto baseour optimization measureon the costsof arcs.
Sometimesit is more natural to associatecostswith nodesrather than arcs.or
with both arcs and nodes.
To summarize:
AND/OR representationis basedon the philosophyof reducinga problem to subproblems.
Nodes in an AND/OR graph correspondto problems;links between
nodesindicaterelationsbetweenproblems.
A nodethat issuesOR links is an OR node.To solvean OR node,one of
its successor
nodeshasto be solved.
A nodethat issuesAND links is an AND node.To solvean AND node,
all of its successors
haveto be solved.
For a given AND/OR graph, a particularproblem is specifiedby two
things:
a start node, and
a goal conditionfor recognizinggoal nodes.
Goal nodes(ot 'terminal' nodes)correspondto trivial (or 'primitive')
problems.
A solutionis representedby a solutiongraph,?subgraphof the AND/OR
graph.
The state-spacerepresentationcan be viewed as a specialcaseof the
AND/OR representationin which all the nodesare OR nodes.
To benefit from the AND/OR representation,AND-related nodes
should representsubproblemsthat can be solvedindependentlyof each
other. The independencycriterioncanbe somewhatrelaxed,asfollows:
there must exist an ordering of AND subproblemsso that solutionsof
subproblemsthat come earlier in this ordering are not destroyedwhen
solving later subproblems.
Costscan be attachedto arcsor nodesor both in order to formulate an
optimizationcriterion.

13.2 Examplesof AND/ORrepresentatlon
13.2.1 AND/ORrepresentationof route flndlng
For the shortestrouteproblemof Figure13.1,anANDiOR graphincludinga
costfunctioncanbe definedasfollows:
OR nodesareof the form X-2, meaning:find a shortestpathfrom XtoZ.
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AND nodesare of the form
X-Z via Y
meaning:find a shortestpath from X to Z underthe constraintthat the
path goesthroughY.
A nodeX-Z is a goal node (primitive problem) if X and Z are directly
connectedin the map.
The costof eachgoalnodeX-Z is the givenroad distancebetweenX and
Z.
The costsof all other (non-terminal)nodesare 0.
The cost of a solution graph is the sum of the costsof all the nodes in the
solution graph (in our case,this is just the sum over the terminal nodes). For
the problemof Figure 13.L,the start node is a-2. Figure13.5showsa solution
tree of cost 9. This tree correspondsto the path [a,b,d,f,i,z]. This path can be

a-f viad

f-zviai

Figure 13.5 The cheapestsolution tree for the route problem of Figure 13.1 formulated as an AND/OR graph.
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reconstructedfrom the solution tree bv visitine all the leavesin this tree in the
left-to-right order.
13.2.2 The Tower of Hanoi problem
The Tower of Hanoi problem, shown in Figure 13.6, is another, classical
exampleof effective applicationof the ANDIOR decompositionscheme.For
simplicity, we will considera simple version of this problem, containingthree
disks only:
Thereare threepegs,1, 2 and3, and threedisks,a, b andc (a being
the smallest and c being the biggest). Initially, all the disks are
stackedon peg 1. The problem is to transferthem all on to peg 3.
Only one disk can be moved at a time, and no disk can ever be
placed on top of a smaller disk.
This problem can be viewed asthe problem of achievingthe following set
goals:
of
(1) Disk a on peg3.
(2) Disk b on peg 3.
(3) Disk c on peg 3.
These goals are, unfortunately, not independent. For example, disk a can
immediately be placed on peg 3, satisfyingthe first goal. This will, however,
prevent the fulfilment of the other two goals (unlesswe undo the first goal
again). Fortunately, there is a convenient ordering of these goals so that a
solutioncaneasilybe derivedfrom this ordering. The orderingcanbe found by
the following reasoning:goal3 (disk c on peg 3) is the hardestbecausemoving
disk c is subject to most constraints.A good idea that often works in such
situationsis: try to achievethe hardestgoalfirst. The logic behindthis principle
is: as other goals are easier (not as constrained as the hardest) they can
hopefully be achievedwithout the necessityof undoing this hardestgoal.
The problem-solvingstrategythat resultsfrom this principle in our task
is:
First satisfythe goal 'disk c on peg 3"
then satisfythe remaininggoals,

,--F\

-/

,l

Figure 13.6 The Tower of Hanoi problem.
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Butthefirst goal cannot immediatelybe achieved:diskc cannot move in
the initial situation. Therefore, we first have to prepare this move and our
strategyis refined to:
(1) Enablemovingdisk c from 1 to 3.
(2) Move disk c from 1 to 3.
(3) Achieveremaininggoals:a on 3, andb o n 3 .
Disk c canonly movefrom 1 to 3 if both a andb are stackedon peg2. Then, our
initial problem of moving a, b and c from peg I to peg 3 is reducedto three
subproblems:
To move a, b and c from 1 to 3:
(1) move a and b from 1 to 2, and
(2) move c from 1 to 3, and
(3) move a and b from 2 to 3.

Problem2 is trivial (one-stepsolution). The other two subproblemscan be
solved independently of problem 2 becausedisks a and b can be moved
regardlessof the position of disk c. To solve problems 1 and 3, the same
decomposition principle can be applied (disk b is the hardest this time).
Accordingly, problem 1 is reducedto three trivial subproblems:
To move a and b from I to 2:
(1) move a from 1 to 3, and
(2) move b from L to 2, and
(3) move a from 3 to 2.

13.2.3 AND/OR formulation of game-playing
Gameslike chessand checkerscan naturally be viewed as problems, represented by AND/OR graphs. Such games are called two-person, perfectinformation games,and we will assumehere that there are only two possible
outcomes:WIN or LOSS.(We canthink of gameswith threeoutcomes- WIN,
LOSSandDRAW- asalsohavingjust two outcomes:WIN andNO-WIN.) As
the two playersmovein turn we havetwo kinds of positions,dependingon who
is to move. Let us call the two players'us' and'them', so the two kinds of
positionsare:'us-to-move'positionsand'them-to-move'positions.Assume
that the gamestartsin an us-to-moveposition P. Each alternativeus-movein
this positionleadsto one of them-to-movepositionsQ,, Qr,... (Figure 13.7).
Further, each alternative them-move in Q, leadsto one of the positions R11,
R,r, ... . In the AND/OR tree of Figure 13.7,nodescorrespondto positions,
andarcscorrespondto possiblemoves.Us-to-movelevelsalternatewith themto-movelevels.To win in the initial position,P, we haveto find a movefrom P
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us-to-moveposltlon

positions
them-to-move

us-to-move

game;theplayersare'us'and
Figure13.7 An AND/OR formulationof a two-person
'them'.

to Q,, for somer, so that the position Q, is won. Thus, P is won if Q, or Q, or . . .
is won. Therefore position P is an OR node. For all i, position Q, is a themto-move position, so if it is to be won for us it has to be won after eachthemmove.Thus Q, is won if all R,, and Rrrand ... are won. Accordingly,all themto-movepositionsare AND nodes.Goal nodesare thosepositionsthat are won
by the rules of the game; for example,their king checkmatedin chess.Those
positions that are lost by the rules of the game correspond to unsolvable
problems.To solvethe gamewe haveto find a solution tree that guaranteesour
victory regardlessof the opponent's replies. Such a solution tree, then, is a
completestrategyfor winning the game:for eachpossiblecontinuationthat can
be chosenby the opponent, there is a move in sucha strategytree that forcesa
win.

13.3BasicAND/ORsearchprocedures
In this section we will only be interested in finding soze solution of the
problem, regardlessof its cost. Sofor the purposesof this sectionwe canignore
the costsof links or nodesin an AND/OR graph.
The simplest way of searching AND/OR graphs in Prolog is to use
Prolog's own searchmechanism.This happensto be trivial as Prolog's procedural meaning itself is nothing but a procedure for searchingAND/OR
graphs. For example, the AND/OR graph of Figure L3.4 (ignoring the arc
costs)can be specifiedby the following clauses:
A'-b.

Vo a is an OR node with two successors,b and c

Ao-C.

b :- dr€.

Vo b is an AND node with two successors,d and e
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e:-h.
c'-

frg.

h, i.
g.

d.

h.

Vo d, g and h are goal nodes

To ask whether problem a can be solved we can simply ask:
-!-

a.

Now Prolog will effectively searchthe tree of Figure 13.4 in the depth-first
fashion and answer'yes', after having visited that part of the searchgraph
correspondingto the solutiontree in Figure 13.4(b).
The advantageof this approachto programmingAND/OR searchis its
simplicity. There are disadvantages,however:
'yes' or 'no', not a solution tree as well. We could
We only get an answer
reconstruct the solution tree from the program's trace, but this can be
awkward and insufficient if we want a solution tree explicitly accessibleas
an object in the program.
o

This program is hard to extend so as to be able to handle costs as well.

o

If our AND/OR graph were a general graph, containing cycles, then
Prolog with its depth-first strategy could enter an indefinite recursive
loop.

Let us rectify thesedeficienciesgradually. We will first define our own depthfirst searchprocedurefor AND/OR graphs.
To beginwith, we haveto changethe representationof AND/OR graphs
in the program. For that we will introduce a binary relation representedin the
infix notation with the operator
will be representedby the clause:
OR successors
a ---> or : [b,c].
The symbols'--->' and':'are both infix operatorsthat can be definedby:
op( 6(X),xfx, --->).
op( 500, xfx, :).
The completeAND/OR graph of Figure 13.4is thus specifiedby the clauses:
a
b
c
e

--->
-->
--->
--->

or: [b,c].
and : [d,e].
and: [f,gl.
or: [hl.
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f
goal( d).

goal( g).

goal( h).

The depth-first AND/OR procedure can be constructed from the follow-

A corresponding program can be as follows:
solve( Node) :goal( Node).
solve( Node) :Node
member( Nodel, Nodes),
solve( Nodel).
solve( Node) :Node ---) and : Nodes,
solveall( Nodes).

Vo Node is an OR node
Vo Select a successorNodel of Node

% Node is an AND node
%oSolve all Node's successors

solveall( [ ).
solveall( [Node I Nodes] ) :
solve( Node),
solveall( Nodes).

memberis the usuallist membershiprelation.
This program still has the following disadvantages:
o
o

it does not produce a solution tree, and
it is susceptible to infinite loops, depending on the properties of the
AND/OR graph (cycles).

The program can easily be modified to produce a solution tree. we have to
modify the solverelation so that it has two arsuments:
solve( Node, SolutionTree)
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Let us representa solutiontree asfollows.We havethreecases:
( 1 ) If Node is a goal node then the corresponding solution tree is Node itself.
(2) If Node is an OR node then its solution tree has the form:
Node

of Node.
where Subtreeis a solution tree for one of the successors
(3) If Nodeis an AND node then its solutiontree hasthe form:
Node --)

and : Subtrecs

of Node.
where Subtreesis the list of solution treesof all of the successors
For example,in the ANDiOR graphof Figure13.4,the first solutionof the top
node a is representedby:
a --> b --> and : [d, e ---> h]
The three forms of a solution tree correspondto the three clausesabout
our solve relation. so our initial solve program can be altered by simply
modifying eachof the three clauses;that is, by just addingsolution tree asthe
secondargumentto solve.The resultingprogramis shownasFigure 13.8.An
additional procedurein this program is showfor displayingsolution trees. For
example,the solution tree of Figure 13.4is displayedby showin the following
form:
a ---> b ---> d
e-->h
The programof Figure13.8is still proneto infinite loops.one simpleway
infinite loops is to keep trace of the current depth of the searchand
prevent
to
prevent the program from searchingbeyond somedepth limit. We can do this
by simply introducing another argumentto the solverelation:
solv{ Node, SolutionTree, MaxDepth)
As before, Node representsa problem to be solved, and -SolutionTreeis a
solution not deeperthan MaxDepth. MaxDepth is the allowed depth of search
in the graph. In the casethat MaxDepth = 0 no further expansionis allowed;
are
otherwise,if MaxDepth ) 0 then Node can be expandedand its successors
attemptedwith a lower depth limit MaxDepth- 1. This can easilybe incorporated into the programof Figure 13.8.For example,the secondclauseabout
solve becomes:
solve( Node, Node
MaxDepth ) 0,
Node
member( Nodel, Nodes),
Depthl is MaxDepth - L,
solve( Nodel, Tree, Depthl).

7o Selecta successorNodel of Node
% New depth limit
with lower limit
Vo Solvesuccessor
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This depth-limited, depth-first procedurecan alsobe usedfor simulating
the breadth-first search.The idea is to do the depth-first searchrepetitively,
each time with a greater depth limit, until a solution is found. That is, try to

Vo Depth-first AND/OR search
VoProceduresolve( Node, SolutionTree)finds a solutiontree
Vo for a node in an AND/OR graph
solve( Node, Node) :goal( Node).

Vo Solution tree of goal node is Node itself

solve( Node, Node
Node ---) or : Nodes,
member( Nodel, Nodes),
solve( Nodel, Tree).

% Node is an OR node
Vo Select a successorNodel of Node

solve( Node, Node
Node
solveall( Nodes, Trees).

Trees) :% Node is an AND node
Vo Solve all Node's successors

solveal( Il, [ ).
solveall([Node I Nodes], [Tree I Treesl) 'solve(Node, Tree),
solveall(Nodes, Trees).
show( Tree) :show(Tree, 0), !.
show(Node ---) Tree, H) .write( Node), write( ' ---;> '),
Hl isH+7,
show(Tree, H1), !.

VoDisplaysolutiontree
Vo Indented by 0
Vo Display solution tree indented by H

show(and : [TJ, H) :show(T, H).

VoDisplayAND list of solutiontrees

show(and : [T I TsJ, H) :show(T, H),
tab( H),
show(and : Ts, H), !.
show(Node, H) .write( Node), rl.

VoDisplay AND list of solution trees

Figure 13.8 Depth-first searchfor AND/OR graphs. This program does not avoid
infinite cycling.Proceduresolvefinds a solutiontieeind procedurJshowdisplayssucha
tree. show assumesthat eachnode only takesone characteron output.
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solve the problem with depth limit 0, then with 1, then with 2, etc. Such a
program is:
simulated-breadttLfirst(Node, SolTree)
trydepths(Node, SolTree,0).
trydepths( Node, SolTree,Depth) 'solve(Node, SolTree,Depth);
Depthl is Depth * 1,
trydepths(Node, SolTree,Depthl).

VoTry searchwith increasing
Vo depth limit, start with 0

% Get new depth limit
VoTry higher depth limit

A disadvantageof this breadth-first simulation is that the program researches
top parts of the searchspaceeachtime that the depth limit is increased.

Exercises
13.1 Complete the depthJimited, depth-first AND/OR search program
accordingto the procedure outlined in this section.
13.2 Define in Prolog an AND/OR spacefor the Tower of Hanoi problem and
use this definition with the searchproceduresof this section.
13.3 Consider some simple two-person, perfect-information game without
chance and define its AND/OR representation. Use a depth-first
AND/OR search program to find winning strategiesin the form of
AND/OR trees.

13.4 Best-firstAND/ORsearch
13.4.1 Heuristlc estimates and the search algorithm
The basicsearchproceduresof the previous sectionsearchAND/OR graphs
systematicallyand exhaustively,without any heuristic guidance.For complex
problems such proceduresare too inefficient due to the combinatorial cor.nplexity of the searchspace.Heuristic guidancethat aimsto reducethe complexity by avoidinguselessalternativesbecomesnecessary.The heuristicguidance
introducedin this sectionwill be basedon numericalheuristicestimatesof the
difficulty of problems in the AND/OR graph. The program that we shall
developcan be viewed as a generalizationof the best-firstsearchprogram for
the state-spacerepresentationof Chapter 12.
Irt us begin by introducing an optimization criterion basedon the costs
of arcsin the.AND/OR graph. First, we extendour representationof AND/OR
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graphsto include arc costs.For example,the AND/OR graph of Figure 13.4
can be representedby the following clauses:

f

lb/l , d3l.
: [d/1, eltl.
: Iflz, gll.
lh/61.
Ihlz, il3l.

goal( d).

goal( g).

a

---)

Of :

---)

Of :

b
c
e

goal( h).

We shall define the cost of a solution tree asthe sum of all the arc costsin the
tree. The optimization objective is to find a minimum-costsolution-tree.For
illustration,seeFigure 13.4again.
It is usefulto definethe costof a nodein the AND/OR graphasthe costof
the node'soptimal solution tree. So defined, the costof a node correspondsto
the difficulty of the node.
We shall now assumethat we can estimatethe costsof nodes (without
knowing their solution trees) in the AND/OR graph with some heuristic
function /r. Such estimateswill be used for guiding the search.our heuristic
searchprogram will begin the searchwith the start node and, by expanding
already visited nodes, gradually grow a searchtree. This processwill grow a
tree evenin casesthat the AND/OR graph itself is not a tree; in sucha casethe
graph unfolds into a tree by duplicating parts of the graph.
The searchprocesswill at any time of the searchselectthe 'most promising'candidatesolutiontree for the next expansion.Now, how is the functionft
usedto estimatehow promisinga candidatesolutiontree is?or, how promising
a node (the root of a candidatesolution tree) is?
For a node Nin the searchtree, H(N) will denoteits estimateddifficulty.
For a tip node N of the current searchtree, H(N) is simply h(N) . onthe other
hand, for an interior node of the searchtree we do not have to usefunction ft
directly becausewe already have some additional information about such a
node;that is, we alreadyknow its successors.
Therefore,asFigure13.9shows,
for an interior OR node N we approximateits difficulty as:
H(N) : min( cosr(N,N) + H(N) )
i
where cost(N,N;) is the cost of the arc from N to N,. The minimization rule in
this formula is justified by the fact that, to solveN, we just haveto solveone of
its successors.
The difficulty of an AND node N is approximatedby:
H(N)-

I

i

( cost(N,N,) + H(N)

)

We say that the H-value of an interior node is a 'backed-up' estimate.
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OR node

cost(N,N1)

H(N) = min(cost(N,N, + H(Ni) )
i

AND node

H(N) _ 2 (cost(N,N'/ + H(Ni) )
i
cost(N, Nl)

o a a

Figure 13.9 Estimatingthe difficulty, H, of problemsin the AND/OR graph.

In our searchprogram, it will be more practical to use (instead of the
H-values)another measure,F, defined in terms of 11,asfollows. Let a node M
be the predecessorof N in the searchtree, and the costof the arc from M to N
be cost(M,N), then we define:
F(N)=cost(M,N)+H(N)
Accordingly,if Mis the parentnodeof N, andN, ,Nr, ... areN's children,then:
F(N) : cost(M,l'l) * min r(Nr),

if N is an OR node

I

F(N) : cost(M,ll) + I r(N,),

if N is an AND node

T

The start node S of the searchhasno predecessoi,but let us choosethe cost of
its (virtual) incoming arc as 0. Now, if /r for all goal nodes in the AND/OR
graph is 0, and an optimal solution tree has been found, then F(S) is just the
cost of this solution tree (that is, the sum of all the costsof its arcs).
At any stageof the search,eachsuccessorof an OR node representsan
alternativecandidatesolution subtree.The searchprocesswill alwaysdecideto
continue the exploration at that successorwhose F-value is minimal. Let us
return to Figure 13.4againand trace sucha searchprocesswhen searchingthe
AND/OR graph of this figure. Initially, the searchtree is just the start node a,
andthen the tree growsuntil a solutiontree is found. Figure13.10showssome
snapshotstaken during the growth of the searchtree. We shall assumefor
simplicity that h = 0 for all the nodes. Numbers attachedto nodes in Figure
13.10are the F-valuesof the nodes(of course,thesechangeduringthe search
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as more information is accumulated).Here are someexplanatoryremarks to
Figure13.10.
Expandingthe initial searchtree (snapshotA) producestree B. Node a is
an OR node, so we now have two candidate solution trees: b and c. As

(A)

@o
candidate1

candidate2

candidate2

candidate
2

candidateI

candidate1

Figure 13.10 A traceof a best-firstAND/OR search(usingi : 0) solvingthe problem
of Figure 13.4.
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F(b) : 1.( 3 : F(c), alternativeb is selectedfor expansion.Now, how far can
alternative b be expanded?The expansioncan proceeduntil either:
(1)
(2)

the F-valueof node b hasbecomegreaterthan that of its competitor c, or
it hasbecomeclear that a solutiontree hasbeenfound.

So candidateb startsto grow with the upper bound for F(b): F(b) S 3 = F(c).
First, b's successors
d ande are generated(snapshotC) and the F-valueof b is
increasedto 3. As this doesnot exceedthe upper bound, the candidatetree
rooted in b continuesto expand. Node d is found to be a goal node, and then
node e is expandedresulting in snapshotD. At this point F(b) = 9 > 3 which
stopsthe expansionof alternative b. This preventsthe processfrom realizing
that ft is also a goal node and that a solution tree has alreadybeen generated.
Instead,the activity now switchesto the competingalternativec. The bound on
F(c) for expanding this alternative is set to 9, since at this poirrt F(b) : 9.
Within this bound the candidatetree rooted in c is expandeduntil the situation
of snapshotE is reached.Now the processrealizesthat a solution tree (which
includesgoal nodesh andg) hasbeenfound, and the whole processterminates.
Notice that the cheaper of the two possible solution trees was reported a
solutionby this process- that is, the solutiontree in Figure 13.a(c).

13.4.2 Search program
A program that implementsthe ideasof the previoussectionis given in Figure
13.12. Before explaining some details of this program, let us consider the
representationof the searchtree that this program uses.
There are severalcases,asshownin Figure 13.11.The different forms of
the searchtree arisefrom combiningthe following possibilitieswith respectto
the tree's sizeand'solution status':
Size:
(1) the tree is either a singlenode tree (a leaf), or
(2) it has a root and (non-empty)subtrees.
Solution status:
(1) the tree has already been discovered to be solved (the tree is a
solution tree), or

(2) it is still just a candidatesolutiontree.
The principal functor used to represent the tree indicates a combination of
thesepossibilities.This can be one of the following:
leaf

solvedleaf

tree

solvedtree

Further, the representationcomprisessomeor all of the following information:
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Case/: Searchleaf

tt
.D
-F-c+h(N)

leaf(N,F, C)

treewithOR subtrees
2; Search
Case

C*minF
i"

t r e e ( N , F , C , oIrT: l ' T 2 , . . . ] )

Case3: Searchtree with AND subtrees

tree(N,F,C,and: I Tl,T2r...J)

Case4: Solvedleaf
t('

Y"
6)
\i=/

(N,F)
solvedleaf
F=C

Case5: Solutiontree rooted at OR node

c+Fl
N, F, T)
solvedtree(

Case6; Solutiontree rootedat AND node

N, F, and:ITl' T2, ,..])
solvedtree(

Figure 13.11 Representation of the search tree.
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o
o
o
o
o

root node of the tree,
F-valueof the tree,
the cost C of the arc in the AND/OR graphpointing to the tree,
list of subtrees,
relationamongsubtrees(AND or OR).

The list of subtreesis always ordered according to increasingF-values. A
subtreecan alreadybe solved.Suchsubtreesare accommodatedat the end of
the list.
Now to the programof Figure 13.12.The topJevelrelationis
andor( Node, SolutionTree)
where Node is the start node of the search.The program producesa solution
tree (if one exists) with the aspiration that this will be an optimal solution.
Whether it will really be a cheapestsolution dependson the heuristicfunction /r
usedby the algorithm. There is a theorem that talks about this dependanceon
h. The theorem is similar to the admissibilitytheorem about the state-space,
best-first searchof Chapter 12. Let COST@) denote the cost of a cheapest
solution tree of a node N. If for each node N in the AND/OR graph the
heuristic estimate h(N) S COST(N) then andor is guaranteedto find an
optimal solution. If ft does not satisfy this condition then the solution found
may be suboptimal. A trivial heuristic function that satisfiesthe admissibility
condition is ft : 0 for all the nodes. The disadvantageof this function is, of
course,lack of heuristicpower.
The key relation in the program of Figure I3.L2 is
expand(Tree, Bound, Treel, Solved)
Tree and Bound are 'input' arguments, and Treel and Solved are 'output'
arguments.Their meaningis:
Tree is a searchtree that is to be expanded.
Bound is a limit for the F-value within which Tree is allowed to expand.
Solvedis an indicator whosevalue indicatesone of the following three cases:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Solved : yes: Tree can be expandedwithin bound so as to comprise a
solutiontree Treel;
Solved: no: Tree can be expandedto Treel so that the F-valueof Treel
exceedsBound, and there was no solution subtree before the F-value
oversteppedBound;
Solved: never:Tree is unsolvable.

Treel is, dependingon the casesabove,either a solutiontree, an extensionof
Tree just beyond Bound, or uninstantiatedin the caseSolved: never.
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/* BEST-FIRST AND/OR SEARCH
This programonly generatesone solution.This solutionis guaranteedto be a
cheapestone if the heuristicfunction usedis a lower bound of the actualcostsof
solutiontrees.
Searchtree is either:
tree( Node, F, C, SubTrees)

tree of candidate solutions

leaf( Node, F, C)

leaf of a search tree

solvedtree( Node, F, SubTrees)

solution tree

solvedleaf( Node, F)

leaf of solution tree

C is the cost of the arc pointing to Node
F = C + H, where H is the heuristicestimateof an optimal solution subtreerooted in
Node
SubTreesare alwaysordered so that:
(1) all solved subtreesare at the end of a list;
(2) other (unsolvedsubtrees)are ordered accordingto ascendingF-values.

'- op( 500, xfx, :).
'- op( 600, Xft, --->).
andor( Node, SolutionTree) 'expand(leaf( Node, 0, 0), 9999,SolutionTree,yes). Vo Assuming9999< any
Vo F-value
Vo Procedure expand( Tree, Bound, NewTree, Solved)
Vo expands Tree with Bound producing NewTree whose
'solution-status' is
Vo
Solved
Vo Case 1: bound exceeded

expand(Tree, Bound, Tree, no) '( Tree, F), F > Bound, !.

Vo Bound exceeded

VoIn all remainingcasesF S Bound
Vo Case2: goalencountered
expand( leaf( Node, F, C), -, solvedleaf( Node, F), yes) :
goal( Node), !.
Vo Case3: expandinga leaf
expand( leaf( Node, F, C), Bound, NewTree, Solved) :-Irr,
expandnode( Node, C, Treel), !,
I ,rt rs tr?ardts-I^".yf *tfrt./t.
N^l AeVa6al]r,
expand( Treel, Bound, NewTree, Solved); f r"t "^ '+ c[e""tn,&?
Solved : never, !.
Vo No successors,dead end
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VoCase4: expanding
a tree
expand(tree( Node, F, C, SubTre€s),Bound, NewTree,Solved) :Boundl is-Bound- C,
expandlist(SubTrees,Boundl, NewSubs,Solvedl),
continue(Solvedl, Node, C, NewSubs,Bound, NewTree, Solved).
7o expandlist(Trees,Bound,NewTrees,Solved)
Voexpands
treelist Treeswith Boundproducing
7oNewTrees
whose'solved-status'is
Solved
expandlist(Trees, Bound, NewTrees,Solved) :selecttree(Trees, Tree, OtherTrees,Bound, Boundl),
expand(Tree, Boundl, NewTree, Solvedl),
combine(OtherTrees,NewTree, Solvedl, NewTrees,Solved).
Vo'continue'decideshowto continueafterexpanding
a treelist
continue(yes, Node, C, SubTrees,-, solvedtree(Node, F, SubTrees),yes) :backup( SubTrees,H), F is C + H, !.
continue(never, -, -, -, -, -, never) :- !.
continu{ no, Node, C, SubTrees,Bound, NewTree, Solved) :backup( SubTrees,H), F is C + H, !,
expand(tree( Node, F, C, SubTrees),Bound, NewTree,Solved).
resultsof expanding
Vo'combine'combines
a treeanda treelist
combin{ or : -, Tree, yes, Tree, yes) :- l.

VoOR list solved

combine( or : Trees, Tree, no, or : NewTrees, no) :insert( Tree, Trees, NewTrees),!.
VoOR list still unsolved
combin{ or : [], -, never, -, never) :- !.

7oNo morecandidates

combine(or : Trees,-, neyer, or : Trees,no) :- !. VoTherearemorecandidates.
combine(and : Trees, Tree, yes, and : lTree I Trees], yes) :allsolved(Trees), !.
VoAND list solved
combin{ and : -, -, never, -, never) :- !.

% AND list unsolvable

combin{ and : Trees, Tree, YesNo, and : NewTrees, no) :insert( Tree, Trees, NewTrees),l.
VoAND list still unsolved
Vo'expandnode'
makesa treeof a nodeandits successors
expandnod{ Node, C, tree( Node, F, C, Op : SubTrees)) :Node --) Op : Successors,
evaluat( Successors,SubTrees),
backup( Op : SubTrees,H), F is C * H.
evaluat{ [, [] ).
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evaluate([Node/C I NodesCosts],Trees) 'h( Node, H), F is C + H,
evaluate(NodesCosts,Treesl),
insert( leaf( Node, F, C), Treesl, Trees).
Vo

'allsolved' checks whether all trees in a tree list are solved

allsolved([] ).
allsolved([Tree I Treesl ) 'solved(Tree),
allsolved(Trees).
solved(solvedtree(-, -, -) ).
solved(solvedleaf(-, -) ).
f( Tree, F) 'arg( 2, Tree, F), !.

7o Extract F-value of a tree
VoF is the Znd argumentin Tree

Vo insert(Tree, Trees, NewTrees)insertsTree into
Vo tree list TreesproducingNewTrees
insert( T, [, tT] ) '- !.
insert( T, [T1 | Ts], [T, T1 | Ts] ) rsolved( Tl), !.

insert(T, [T1 | Ts], [T1 I Tsll ) 'solved(T),
insert(T, Ts, Tsl), !.
insert(T, [T1 I Tsl, [T, T1 I Ts ] ) :f( T, F), f( T1, F1), P :< F1, !.
insert(T, [Tl I Ts], [T1 | Tsl] ) :insert(T, Ts, Ts1).
F-valueof AND/OR treelist
Vo'backup'findsthe backed-up

backup(or : [TreeI -1, F) 'f( Tree, F), !.
backup( and : [, 0) '- ! .
backup( and : [Treel I Trees],F)
f( Treel, F1),
backup( and : Trees, F2),
FisFl+F2,!.
backup( Tree, F) 'f( Tree, F).

VoFirst tree in OR list is best
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7o Relationselecttree(
Trees,BestTree,OtherTrees,Bound,Boundl):
VoOtherTrees
is an AND/OR list Treeswithoutits bestmember
VoBes{lree;Boundis expansion
boundfor Trees,Boundl is
Voexpansionboundfor BestTree
selecttre{ Op : [Tree], Tree, Op : [], Bound, Bound) :- !. VoThe only candidate
selecttre{ Op : [Tree I Trees], Tree, Op : Trees,Bound, Boundl) :backup( Op : Trees, F),
( Op : or, !, min( Bound, F, Boundl);
Op : and, Boundl is Bound - F).
min( A, B, A) :- A < B, !.
min( A, B, B).

Figure13.12 Best-firstAND/OR searchprogram.

Procedure
expandlist(Tr@s, Bound, Treesl, Solved)
is similar to expand.As in expand,Bound is a limit of the expansionof a tree,
and Solvedis an indicator of what happenedduring the expansion('yes', 'no' or
'never'). The first argumentis, however, /l,st
a
of trees (an AND list or an OR
list):
Trees: or : [T1, T2, ...] or Trees: and : [T1, T2, ...]
expandlistselectsthe most promising tree T (accordingto F-values)in Trees.
Due to the ordering of the subtreesthis is alwaysthe first tree in Trees.This
most promising subtree is expanded with a new bound Boundl. Boundl
dependson Bound and also on the other trees in Trees.If Treesis an OR list
then Boundl is the lower of Bound and the F-value of the next best tree in
Trees. If Trees is an AND list then Boundl is Bound minus the sum of the
F-valuesof the remainingtreesin Trees.Treesl dependson the caseindicated
by Solved. In the case Solved : no, Treesl is the list Trees with the most
promisingtree in Treesexpandedwith Boundl. In the caseSolved= yes,Treesl
is a solution of the list Trees(found within Bound). If Solved: never,Treesl is
uninstantiated.
The procedure continue, which is called after expanding a tree list,
decideswhat to do next, depending on the results of expandlist. It either
constructsa solution tree, or updatesthe searchtree and continuesits expansion, or signals'never' in the casethat the tree list was found unsolvable.
Another procedure,
combine( OtherTrees, NewTree, Solvedl, NewTrees, Solved)
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relatesseveralobjectsdealt with in expandlist.NewTreeis the expandedtree in
the tree list of expandlist,OtherTreesare the remaining,unchangedtreesin the
tree list. and Solvedl indicates the 'solution-status' of NewTree. combine
handlesseveralcases,dependingon Solvedl and on whether the tree list is an
AND list or an OR list. For example, the clause
combine(or : -, Tree, yes, Tree, yes).
says:in casethat the tree list is an OR list, and the just expandedtree was
solved. and its solution tree is Tree, then the whole list has also been solved,
and its solution is Treeitself. Other casesare bestunderstoodfrom the codeof
combineitself.
For displayinga solution tree, a proceduresimilar to showof Figure 13.8
can be defined. This procedureis left as an exercisefor the reader.

13.4.3 Example of problem'defining relations: route findlng
Let us now formulate the route-finding problem asan AND/OR searchso that
this formulation can be directly usedby our andor procedureof Figure 13.L2.
We shall assumethat the road map is representedby a relation
s( Cityl, Cityz, D)
meaningthat there is a direct connectionbetweenCityl and City2 of distance
D. Further, we shall assumethere is a relation
key( Cityl - City2, City3)
meaning:to find a route from Cityl to City? we shouldconsiderpathsthat go
through City3 (City3 is a 'key point' betweenCityl and City2). For example,in
the map of Figure 13.1,/ and g are key pointsbetweena and z:
key( ?-2, D.

key( a-2, g).

We shall implement the following principles of route finding:
To find a route betweentwo cities X and Z:
(1) if there are key pointsYI,y2,... betweenX and Zthen find either
.
route from A to Z via Y1, or
.
routefrom A to ZviaY2" or
(2) if there is no key point between X and Z then simply find some
neighbourcity Y of X suchthat there is a route from Y to Z.
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We have,then, two kindsof problemsthat will be represented
as:
(1)

X-Z

(2)

X-ZviaY

find a route from X to Z
find a route from X to Z through Y

Here 'via' is an infix operator with precedencehigher than that of '-' and lower
than that of '--->'. The correspondingAND/OR graphcan now be implicitly
defined by the following piece of program:
:' op( 560, xfx, via).
7oExpansionrule for problemX-Z when
Votherearekey pointsbetweenX andZ,
Eocostsof all arcsareequal0
X-Z --> or : Problemlist
key( X-2,Y,
:- bagof((X-ZiaY/O,

Problemlist), !.

7oExpansionrule for problemX-Z with no keypoints
X-Z --> or : Problemlist
:- bagof( (Y-Z!D, s( X, Y, D), Problemlist).
subproblems
7oReducea 'viaproblem'totwo AND-related
X-Zvia Y --> and : [( X-YYO,(Y-ZYOI.
goal( X-X).

VoTo go from X to X is trivial

The function /r could be defined, for example, as the air distancebetween
cities.

Exercise
13.4 Write a procedure
show2( SolutionTree)
to displaya solution tree found by the andorprogramof Figure 13.I2. Let
the displayformat be similar to that of the showprocedureof Figure L3.8,
so that show2can be written as a modification of show,using a different
tree representation.Another usefulmodification would be to replacethe
goal write( Node) in show by a user-definedprocedure
writenode( Node, H)
which outputs Node in some suitable form, and instantiatesH to the
numberof charactersthat Nodetakesif output in this form. H is then used
for proper indentationof subtrees.
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Summary
AND/OR graph is a formalismfor representingproblems.It naturally
suits problemsthat are decomposableinto independentsubproblems.
Game playingis an exampleof suchproblems.
Nodes of an AND/OR graph are of two types: AND nodes and OR
nodes.
A concreteproblem is definedby a start node and a goal condit'ion.A
solutionof a problem is representedby a solutiongraph.
Costsof arcs and nodescan be introducedinto an AND/OR graph to
model optimizationproblems.
Solvinga problem, representedby an AND/OR graph,involvessearching the graph.The depth-firststrategysearches
the graphsystematically
and is easyto program.However,it may sufferfrom inefficiencydue to
combinatorialexplosion.
Heuristicestimatescan be introducedto estimatethe difficulty of problems,andthe best-firstheuristicprinciplecanbe usedto guidethe search.
Implementingthis strategyis more difficult.
Prolog programsfor depth-firstsearchand best-firstsearchof AND/OR
graphswere developedin this chapter.
Conceptsintroducedin this chapterare:
AND/OR graphs
AND arcs,OR arcs
AND nodes,OR nodes
solutiongraph, solutiontree
arc costs,node costs
heuristicestimatesin AND/OR graphs,backed-upestimates
depth-firstsearchin AND/OR graphs
best-firstsearchin AND/OR graphs
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ExpertSystems

An expert systemis a program that behaveslike an expert for someproblem
domain. It should be capableof explaining its decisionsand the underlying
reasoning. Often an expert system is expected to be able to deal with
uncertain and incomplete information.
To build an expert systemwe have to develop the following functions:
problem-solvingfunction, user-interactionfunction, and dealingwith uncertainty. In this chapterwe will developand implementa framework of basic
ideasfor building expertsystems.

14.1 Functionsof an expert sys_lem
An expert systemis a program t\4/6ehaves like an expert in some, usually
narrow, domain of applicatiot': Typical applications include tasks such as
medicaldiagnosis,locatingdfailure in certainkind of equipment,or interpreting measurementdata. Eipert systemshaveto be capableof solvingproblems
that requireexpertknowledgein a particulardomain.Theyshouldpossess
that
knowledge in some form. Therefore they are also cfled knowledge-based
systems.However, not every knowledge-based
systemcan be consideredan
expert system.An expert systemalso has to bg'tapable, in some way, of
explainingits behaviourand its decisionsto the user, as human expertsdo.
in uncertaindomains(such
Suchan explanationfeature is especiallyneggssary
asmedicaldiagnosis)in order to enhance,flfe
user'sconfidencein the system's
advice,or to enablethe userto detectary'ossible
flaw in the system'sreasoning.
Therefore, expert systemshave to $ve a friendly user-interactioncapability
that will make the system'sreasofrngtransparentto the user.
/
An additionalfeature thgd'isoften requiredof an expertplstem is the
ability to deal with uncerta!{ty and incompleteness.Inforffion
about the
problem to be solved canp6 incompleteor unreliable;relatfrns in the problem
domain can be approxi{ate. For example,we may notb,V"quitesurethat some
symptomis presentin.thepatient,or that somemeasy6mentdatais absolutely
correct; some drug rnay causesome problem, pf usual/y does not. All this
requiresprobabilisticreasoning.
314
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To build an expert systemwe.have,in general,to developthe following
functions:
/'
o problem-solvingt{nction capableof using domain-specifieknowledgethis may requife dealing with uncertainty

,r.r'

of the system's
user-interaction function, which includes exffiation
process.
t(problem-solving
during
and
after
decisions
and
intentions

Each of these functions can be very cryfiticated, and can depend on the
domain of applicationand practicalffiirements. Various intricate problems
may arisein the design andimp.lgdentation. In this chapterwefill develop a
framework of basicideasthat€an be further refined.

14.2Mainstructureof an expertsystem
lt is convenientto divide the developmentof an expert systeminto three main
modules,as illustratedin Figure 14.1:
(1)
(2)
(3)

a knowledgebase,
an inferenceengine,
a user interface.

A knowledge-base
comprisesthe knowledgethat is specificto the domain
of application,includingsuchthings'assimplefactsabout the domain, rules
that describe relations or phenomenain the domain, and possibly also
methods,heuristics.and ideasfor solvingproblemsin this domain. An inference
engineknows how to actively use the knowledgein the base.A userinterface
caters for smooth communicationbetween the user and the system,also
providing the userwith an insight into the problem-solvingprocesscarried out
by the inferenceengine. It is convenientto view the inferenceengineand the
interfaceasone module, usuallycalled an expertsystemshell, ot simply a shell
for brevitv.

I
L__

Figure l4.l

Shell

Structure of expert systems.

I
_____l
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The foregoing schemeseparatesknowledgefrom algorithmsthat usethe
knowledge.This division is suitablefor the following reasons:the knowledge
baseclearly dependson the application.on the other hand, the shell is, in
principle at least, domain independent. Thus a rational way of developing
expertsystemsfor severalapplicationsconsistsofdeveloping a shellthat canbe
useduniversally, and then to plug in a new knowledgebasefor each application. of course, all the knowledge baseswill have to conform to the same
formalism that is 'understood' by the shell. According to practical experience
in complex expert systemsthe scenariowith one shell and many knowledge
baseswill not work quite so smoothly unless the application domains are
indeed very similar. Nevertheless,even if modificationsof the shell from one
domain to another are necessary,at leastthe rnain principlescan be retained.
In this chapter we are going to develop a comparativelysimple expert
systemshell which will, despiteits simplicity, illustrate fundamentalideasand
techniquesof this field. Our developmentplan will be as follows:
(1) Selecta formalismfor representingknowledge.
(2) Designan inferencemechanismthat correspondsto this formalism.
(3) Add user-interactionfacilities.
(4) Add a facility for handlinguncertainty.

14.3 lf-thenrulesfor representing
knowledge
In principle, any consistentformalism in which we can expressknowledge
about some problem domain can be consideredfor use in an expert system.
However, the languageof.if-then rules, also calledproduction rules, is by far
the most popular formalism for representingknowledgeand will be usedhere.
In general, such rules are conditional statements,but they can have various
interpretations. Examplesare:
o

if preconditionP then conclusionC

o

f situationS then actionA
f conditionsCl and C2 hold thenconditionC doesnot hold

o

If-then rules usually turn out to be a natural form of expressing
knowledge, and have the following additional desirablefeatures:
Modularity: each rule defines a small, relatively independent piece of
knowledge.
Incrementability: newrulescanbe addedto the knowledgebaserelatively
independently of other rules
Modifiability (as a consequenceof modularity): old rules can be changed
relatively independently of other rules.
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.
Support system'stransparency
This last property is an important and distinguishingfeature of expert systems.
By transparencyof the system we mean the system'sability to explain its
decisionsand solutions. If-then rules facilitate answeringthe following basic
typesof user'squestions:
(1)

'How' questions:How did you reachthis conclusion?

(2)

'Why' questions:Why are you interestedin this information?

Mechanisms,based on if-then rules, for answeringsuch questionswill be
discussedlater.
If-then rules often define logical relationsbetweenconceptsof the problem domain. Purely logical relations can be characterizedas belongingto
'categorical knowledge', 'categorical' becausethey are always meant to be
'soft'or
absolutelytrue. However,in somedomains,suchasmedicaldiagnosis,
'soft'
in the sense that empirical
probabilistic knowledge prevails. It is
regularitiesare usuallyonly valid to a certain degree(often but not always).In
suchcasesif-then rules are modified by adding a probabilistic qualification to
their logicalinterpretation.For example:
f condition A then conclusionB follows with certaintyF
and 14.4give an ideaof the varietyof waysof expressFigures14.2,1.4.3
ing knowledgeby if-then rules. They show examplerules from three different
systems:MYCIN for medicalconsultation,ALIX for diagknowledge-based
nosingequipmentfailuresand AL3 for problem solvingin chess.
In general, if you want to develop a serious expert system for some
chosendomain then you have to consult actual experts for that domain and
learn a great deal about it yourself. Extracting some understandingof the
domain from expertsand literature, and mouldingthis understandinginto a
chosen knowledge-representationformalism is called the art of knowledge

if
1 the infection is primary bacteremia, and
2 the site of the culture is one of the sterilesites,and
3 the suspectedportal of entry of the organism is the gastrointestinal
tract
then
there is suggestiveevidence (0.7) that the identity of the organism is
bacteroides.

Figure 14.2 An if-then rule from the MYCIN system for medical consultation
(Shortliffe 1976).The parameter 0.7 saysto what degree the rule can be trusted.
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engineering.This is, asa rule, a complexeffort that we cannotafford here. But
we do needsomedomain and someknowledgebaseasmaterial to experiment
with. For practical reasonssome toy knowledgebasewill have to do. Figure
14.5showspart of sucha knowledgebase.It consistsof simple rules that help
identify animalsfrom their basiccharacteristics,assumingthat the identification problem is limited just to a small number of animals.
Rules in this knowledgebaseare of the form:
RuleName : if Condition then Conclusion.

tf
the pressurein V-01 reachedrelief valve lift pressure
then
the relief valveon V-01 haslifted [N:0.005, 5=400]
tf
NOT the pressurein V-01 reachedrelief valve lift pressure,and the relief
valve on V-01 has lifted
then
the V-01reliefvalveopenedearly(thesetpressurehasdrifted) [N:0.@1,

S:20001

Figure 14.3 Two rules from an AL/X demonstrationknowledgebasefor fault diagnosis(Reiter 1980).N and S are the 'necessity'and'sufficiency'measuresdescribedin
detail in Section14.7.S estimatesto what degreethe conditionpart of a rule impliesthe
conclusionpart. N estimatesto what degreethe truth of the condition part is necessary
for the conclusionto be true.

f

then

1 there is a hypothesis
and
, H, that a plan P succeeds,
2 there are two hypotheses,
Hr, that a plan R, refutesplan P, and
Hr, that a plan R, refutesplan P, and
3 there are facts: H, is false, and H, b false
1 generate the hypothesis,,Hr, that the combined plan 'R, or Rr'refutes
plan P, and

2 generate the fact: H, implies not(H)

Figure 14.4 A rule for plan refinementin chessproblem solvingfrom the AL3 system
(Bratko 1982).
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VoA small knowledgebasefor identifying animals
'does not', eats, lays, isa]
op( 100, xfx, [has, gives,
).
op( 100, xf, [swims, flies] ).
rulel : if
Animal has hair
or
Animal gives milk
then
Animal isa mammal.
rule2 : if
Animal has feathers
or
Animal flies and
Animal lays eggs

then
Animal isa bird.

rule3 : if
Animal isa mammal and
( Animal eats meat
or
Animal has pointed teeth and
Animal has claws and
Animal has 'forward pointing eyes')
then
Animal isa carnivore.
rule4 : if
Animal isa carnivore and
Animal has 'tawny colour' and
Animal has 'dark spots'

then
Animal isa cheetah.

rule5 : if
Animal isa carnivore and
Animal has 'tawny colour' and
Animal has 'black stripes'
then
Animal isa tiger.
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rule6 : if
Animal isa bird and
Animal 'does not' fly and
Animal swims
then
Animal isa penguin.
rule7 : if
Animal isa bird and
Animal isa 'good flyer'
then
Animal isa albatross.
fact : X isa animal :member( X, [cheetah, tiger, penguin, albatrossl ).
askable( - gives -, 'Animal' gives 'What').
askable( - flies, 'Animal' flies).
askable( - lays eggs, 'Animal' lays eggs).
askable( - eats -, 'Animal' eats 'What').
askable( - has -, 'Animal' has 'Something').
askable( - 'does not' -, 'Animal' 'does not' 'DoSomething').
askable( - swims, 'Animal' swims).
askable( - isa 'good flier', 'Animal' isa 'good flier').
Figure 14.5 A simpleknowledgebasefor identifying animals.Adapted from winston
(1984).The relation 'askable' definesthose things that can be askedof the user. The
operators:, if, then, and, or are declaredas in Figure 14.10.

where conclusion is a simple assertion, and condition is a set of simple
assertionscombined by the operatorsand and or. we will also allow for ihe
operator not to be used in the condition part of rules, although with some
reservations.By an appropriateprolog definition of operatorslas in Figure
14.5)theserulesaresyntacticallylegalprologclauses.Tite op"."tor and binds
strongerthan or, which is the normal convention.
Let us consideranothersmall knowledgebasewhich can help locating
failures in a simple electric network that consistsof someelectric devicesand
fuses.Sucha network is shownin Figure 14.6.One rule can be:
tf
lightl is on and
lightl is not working and
fuseLis proved intact
then
lightl is provedbroken.
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Figure 14.6 Connections between fuses and devices in a simple electric network.

Another rule can be:
tf
heater is working
then
fusel. is proved intact.
Thesetwo rules already rely on the facts (about our particular network) that
lightl is connectedto fusel , and that lightl andheatersharethe samefuse. For
another hetwork we would need another set of rules. Therefore it is better to
staterules more generally,usingProlog variables,so that they can be usedfor
any network, and then add someextra information about a particular network.
Thus one useful rule may be: if a device is on and not working and its fuse is
intact then the deviceis broken. This translatesinto our rule formalism as:
brokeHrule : if

Device is on and
not ( Device is workint) and
Device is connected to Fuse and
Fuse is proved intrct

then
Device is proved brohen.

A knowledgebaseof this sort is shownin Figure 14.7.
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Vo A small knowledge base for locating faults in an electric network
Vo If a device is on and not working and its fuse is intact
Vo then the device is broken

broken-rule :
if
on( Device) and
device( Device) and
not working( Device) and
connected( Device, Fuse) and
proved( intact( Fuse) )
then
proved( broken( Device) ).
VoIf a unit is working then its fuseis OK
fuse-ok-rule :
if
connected( Device, Fuse) and
working( Device)
then
proved( intact( Fuse) ).
VoIf two different devicesare connectedto a fuse and
Vo areboth on and not working then the fusehasfailed
% NOTE: This assumes
that at most one deviceis broken!
fused-rule :
if
connected( Devicel, Fuse) and
on( Devicel) and
not working( Devicel) and
samefuse(Device2, Devicel) and
on( Device2) and
not working( Device2)
then
proved( failed( Fuse) ).
same-fuse-rule :
if
connected( Devicel, Fuse) and
connected( Device2, Fuse) and
different( Devicel, Device2)
then
samefuse( Devicel, Deviee2).
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fact : different( X, Y) :- not ( X - Y;.
fact
fact
fact
fact
fact

device( heater).
device( lightl).
device( light2).
device( light3).
device( light4).

fact
fact
fact
fact
fact

connected( lightl, fusel).
connected( light2, fusel).
connected( heater, fusel).
connected( light3, fuse2).
connected( light4, fuse2).

'Device')
askable( on( D), on(
).
'Device')
askable( working( D), working(
).
Figure 14.7 A knowledge base for locating a fault in a network such as the one in
Figure 14.6.

Exercises
to 14.4and translatethem into
14.1 Considerthe if-then rules of Figures'J..4.2
our rule notation. Proposeextensionsto the notation to handlecertainty
measureswhen needed.
14.2 Think of somedecisionproblem and try to formulate the corresponding
knowledge in the form of if-then rules. You may consider choice of
holiday, weather prediction, simple medical diagnosisand treatment,
etc.

14.4 Developingthe shell
Looking at the rulesof our smallknowledgebasesof Figures14'5and 14.'7,we
canimmediatelyseethat they are,in their meaning,equivalentto Prolog'sown
rules. Syntactically,however,as they stand, they are merely factsfrom the
Prologpoint of view. To get theserulesto work, one simpleideawould be to
rewrite them as actualProlog rules.For example:
Animal isa mammal :Animal has hair;
Animal gives milk.
Animal isa carnivore :Animal isa mammal,
Animal eats meat.
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Now a tiger called Peter can be confirmed a tiger by adding, as prolog facts,
someof Peter'sproperties:
peter has hair.
peter is lazy.
peter is big.
peter has'tawny colour'.
peter has 'black stripes'.
peter eats meat.
Then we can ask:
?- peter isa tiger.
yes
?- peter isa cheetah.
no
Although Prolog does answerquestionsusing our knowledgebase,this
cannot quite qualify as expert behaviour for at least two reasons:
( 1 ) We cannotnow askfor explanation;for example,how wasit established
that Peteris a tiger and why Peteris not a cheetah.
(2) All relevantinformationhad to be input into the system(asPrologfacts)
before any questionwas asked.This way the user may input (as in our
example)some irrelevantinformation, or may leave out some crucial
information.In the first casethe userwill do someunnecessary
work, in
the latter casethe systemwill producewrong answers.
To rectify thesetwo drawbackswe need a better interaction betweenthe user
and the systemduring and after the reasoningprocess.Let us set as our goal
that the systembe capableof interactingwith the userasthe following example
conversationillustrates(user'sresponsesare in boldfaceand Prolog'soutput is
in italics):
Question,please:
peter isa tiger.
Is it true: peter has hair?
yes.
Is it true: peter eatsmeat?
no.
Is it true: peter haspointed teeth?
yes.
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Is it true: peter has claws?
why.
To investigate, by rule3, peter isa carnivore
To investigate, by rule5, peter isa tiger
This was your question
Is it true: peter has claws?
yes.
Is it true: peter has forward pointing eyes?
yes.
Is it true: peter has tawnY colour?
yes.
Is it true: peter has black striPes?
yes.
(peter isa tiger) is true
Would you like to see how?
yes.
peter isa tiger
was derived by rule| from
peter isa carnivore
was derived by rule3 from
peter isa mammal
was derived by rulel from
peter has hair
was told
and
peter has pointed teeth
was told
and
peter has claws
was told
and
peter has forward pointing eyes
was told
and
peter has tawny colour
was told
and
peter has black stripes
was told
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As this conversationshows,the systemasksquestionsof the user about
'primitive' information,
suchas:
Is it true: peter eatsmeat?
Suchinformation cannotbe found in the knowledgebaseor derivedfrom other
information. The user can respondto suchqueriesin two ways:
(1)
(2)

by supplyingthe relevant information as an answerto the query, or
ask the systemwhy this information is needed.

The latter option is useful in order to enable the user to get insight into the
system'scurrent intentions. The user will ask 'why' in casesthat the system's
query appearsirrelevant, or in casesthat answeringthe query would require
additionaleffort on the part of the user. From the system'sexplanationthe user
will judge whether the information the systemis askingfor is worth the extra
effort of obtainingthat information. Suppose,for example,the systemis asking
'Does the animal
eat meat?'.Then the user,not yet knowingthe answerand
not seeingthe animal eating anythingmay decidethat it is not worth waiting to
actually catch the animal at eating meat.
We might use Prolog's trace facility in order to obtain someinsight into
the system'sreasoningprocess.But sucha trace facility would normally prove
to be too rigid for our purpose. So, insteadof usingProlog's own interpreting
mechanism,which falls short of this type of user interaction, we will build a
specialinterpreter facility on top of Prolog. This new interpreter will include a
user-interactionfacilitv.

14.4.1 Outline of the reasoning process
The interpreter will accepta question and find an answer.Our rule language
allowsfor AND and OR combinationsof conditions.An input questioncanbe
such a combination of subquestions.Exploring questionswill therefore be
similar to searchingAND/OR graphs,discussedin Chapter 1"3.
An answerto a given questioncan be found in severalways, accordingto
the following principles:
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Questionsof the form
not Q
are more problematic and will be discussedlater.
14.4.2 Answerlng'why' questlons
A'why' question occurswhen the systemasksthe user for someinformation
and the user wants to know wfty this information is needed.Supposethat the
systemhas asked:
Is a true?
The user may reply:
why?
An appropriateexplanationcan be alongthe following line:
Because:
I can usea to investigateb by rule Ro, and
I can useb to investigatec by rule RU,and
I can usec to investigated by rule R., and
I can usey ta investigatez by rule Ru, and
z was your original question.
The explanationconsistsof showingthe purposeof the information askedof
the user. The purpose is shown in terms of a chain of rules and goals that
connectthis pieceof information with the user'soriginal question.We will call
sucha chaina trace. We canvisualizea traceasa chainof rulesthat connectsthe
currently explored goal and the top goal in an AND/OR tree of questions.
Figure 14.8illustrates. So, the answeringof 'why' queriesis accomplishedby
moving from the current goal upwardsin the searchspacetoward the top goal.
To be able to do that we have to maintain the trace explicitly during the
reasoningprocess.
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topgoal(user's
question)

currentgoal

Figure l4.E The 'why' explanation. The question 'why are you interested in the
current goal' is explainedby the chain of rules and goalsbetweenthe current goal and
the user'soriginal question at the top. This chain is called a trace.

14.4.3 Answering'how' questions
Once the systemhas come up with an answerto the user'squestion, the user
may like to seehow this conclusionwas reached.A proper way of answering
sucha 'how' questionis to displaythe evidence:that is, rulesand subgoalsfrom
which the conclusion was reached. For our rule language, such evidence
consistsof an AND/OR solution tree. Thereforeour inferenceenginewill have
to produce as an answeran AND/OR solution tree comprisedof rule names
and subgoals.Just answeringthe top goal would not be sufficient. Sucha tree
can then be displayedas a'how'explanation. A suitabledisplayform can be
achievedby properly indenting subtrees.For example:
peter isa carnivore
was derived by rule3 from
peter isa mammal
was derived by rulel from
peter has hair
was told
and
peter eatsmeat
was told
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14.5 lmplementation
We will now implement our shell along the ideas developedin the previous
section.Figure 14.9illustratesthe main objectsmanipulatedby the shell. Goal
is a question to be investigated;Trace is a chain of ancestorgoals and rules
betwlen Goal and the topJevel question;Answeris an AND/OR-type solution
tree for Goal.
The main proceduresof the shell will be:
explor{ Goal, Trace, Answer)
which finds an answerAnswerto a questionGoal;
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer)
generatessolutions for an
answers'why'questions;

'askable' Goal by asking the user about Goal and

present( Answer)
displaysthe result and answers'how'questions.Theseproceduresare properly
'driver' procedure expert.
put into executionby the
14.5.1 Procedure exPlore
The heart of the shell is the procedure
explor{ Goal, Trace, Answer)

Figure 14.9 The relation explor{ Goal, Trace, Answer).Answeris an AND/OR solution tree for Goal.
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which will find an answer Answer to a given question Goal by using the
principlesoutlined in Sectionr4.4.r: either find Goal asa fact in the knowledge
base,or apply a rule in the knowledgebase,or askthe user, or treat Goal asan
AND or OR combination of subgoals.
The meaningand the structure of the argumentsare as follows:
Goal

is a questionto be investigated,representedas an AND/OR combinationof simpleassertions.
For example:
X has feathers or X flies and X lays eggs

Trace

is a chain of ancestorgoalsand rules betweenGoal and the original,
top goal, representedas a list of items of the form
Goal by Rule
This meansthat Goal is being investigatedby meansof rule Rule.
For example,let the top goal be 'peter isa tiger', and the currently
investigatedgoal be 'peter eats meat'. The correspondingtrace,
accordingto the knowledgebaseof Figure L4.5,is:
[ (peter isa carnivore) by ru1e3,(peter isa tiger) by ruleS ]
This intends to say the following:
I can use 'peter eatsmeat' in order
to investigate,by rule3, 'peter isa carnivore'.
Further, I can use 'peter isa carnivore' in order
to investigate,by rule5, 'peter isa tiger'.

Answer

is an AND/OR solution tree for the question Goal. The general
form for Answer is:
Conclusion was Found
where Found representsa justification for Conclusion.The following three example answersillustrate different possibilities:
(1) ( connected(heater, fusel) ) was 'found as a fact'
(2) ( peter eats meat ) was told
(3) ( peter isa carnivore ) was ( 'derived by' rule3 from
( peter isa mammal ) was ('derived by'rulel from
( peter has hair ) was told ) and
( peter eats meat ) was told )

Figure 14.10showsthe Prolog codefor explore.This codeimplementsthe
principlesof Section 14.4.1,using the data structuresspecifiedabove.
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Vo Procedure
Vo
Vo explore( Goal, Trace, Answer)
Vo
Vo finds Answer to a given Goal. Trace is a chain of ancestor
'explore' tends to find a positive answer
Vo goa\s and rules.
'false' only when all the
Vo to a question. Answer is
Vo possibilities have been investigated and they all resulted
'false'.
Vo in

op( 900, xfx, :).
op( 800, xfx, was).
op( 870, fx, i0.
op( 880, xfx, then).
op( 550, xff, or).
op( 540, xfy, and).
op( 300, fx, 'derivedby').
op( 600, xfx, from).
op( 600, xfx, by).
'found as a fact') 'explore( Goal, Trace, Goal is true was
fact : Goal.
Vo Assumeonly one rule about eachtype of goal
explore( Goal, Trace,
'derived by' Rule from Answer) :Goal is TruthValue was
Vo Rule relevant to Goal
Rule : if Condition then Goal,
explore( Condition, [Goal by Rule I Trace], Answer),
truth( Answer, TruthValue).
'- !,
explore( Goall and Goal2, Trace, Answer)
explore( Goall, Trace, Answerl),
continue( Answerl, Goall and Goal2, Trace, Answer).
explore( Goall or Goal2, Trace, Answer) :VoPositiveanswerto Goall
exploreyes( Goall, Trace, Answer);
Vo Positive answerto Goal2
exploreyes( Goal2, Trace, Answer).
explore( Goall or Goal2, Trace, Answerl and Answer2) :- !,
not exploreyes( Goall, Trac€, -),
VoNo positiveanswer
not exploreyes( Goal2, Trace, -),
VoAnswerLmust be negative
explore( Goall, Trace, Answerl),
VoAnswer2must be negative
explore( Goal2, Trace, Answer2).
explore( Goal, Trace, Goal is Answer was told) :VoUser-suppliedanswer
useranswer( Goal, Trace, Answer).
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exploreyes(Goal, Trace, Answer) .explore(Goal, Trace, Answer),
positive(Answer).
continue(Answerl, Goall and Goal2, Trace, Answer) :positive(Answerl),
explore(Goal2, Trace, Answer}),
( positive(Answerz), Answer : Answerl and Answer2;
negative(Answer2),Answer : Answerz).
continue(Answerl, Goall and Goal2, -, Answerl) :negative(Answerl).
truth( Questionis TruthValue was Found, TruthValue) :
truth( Answerl and Answer2, TruthValue) .truth( Answerl, true),
truth( Answer2, true), !,
TruthValue : true;
TruthValue : false.
positive(Answer) 'truth( Answer, true).
negative(Answer) 'truth( Answer, false).

Figure 14.10 The core procedureof an expert systemshell.

14.5,2 Procedure useranswer
Before developinguseranswerlet us considera useful auxiliary procedure
getreply( Reply)

w
14o
"^L*t
{ la,t
'kn**

?

During conversation,the user is often expectedto reply with 'yes', 'no' or
'why'. The purposeof getreply
is to extractsuchan answerfrom the userand to
alsounderstandit properly if the userabbreviates('y' or 'n') or makesa typing
error. If the user'sreply is unintelligible then getreplywill requestanotherreply
from the user.
getreply(Reply) 'read( Answer),
means(Answer,Meaning), !,

Vo Answer means something?

Reply:Meanirg;
nl, write( 'Answer unknowr, try again please'), nl,
getreply( Reply).

%yes
Vo No
Vo Try again
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means(yes, Yes).
means(Y, Yes).
meand no, no).
means(n, no).
means(whY, whY).
means(w, why).
Note that getreplyshouldbe usedwith carebecauseit involvesinteractionwith
the user. For example, the following is a bad attempt to interpret the user's
reply:
getreply(yes), interPretYe( .'.);
getreply(no), interPretno( .'.);

For example,if the usertypes
Thereforea better waYis:

'no' the programwill want this answerrepeated'

getreply(RePIY),
( Reply = y€S,interPretYes(...);
Reply : no, interpretno( ...);
. . .)
The procedure
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer)
asksthe user about Goal. Answeris the result of this inquiry. Traceis usedfor
'why'.
explanationin the casethat the user asks
useranswershould first checkwhether Goal is a kind of information that
canbe askedof the user.In our shell,suchkindsof goalwill be called'askable',
defined for irow by a relation
askable( Goal)
'askable'then Goal is displayedand the user
This will be refined later. If Goalis
will specifywhether it is true or false.In the casethat the userasks'why', Trace
will be displayed.If Goal is true then the user will also specifythe values of
variables in Goal (if there are any).
This can be programmed as a first attempt as follows:
useranswer( Goal, Trace, Answer) :askable( Goal),
ask( Goal, Trace, Answer).

VoCan Goal be asked of the user?
VoAsk user about Goal
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ask( Goal, Trace, Answer) :introduce( Goal),
getreply( Reply),
process( Reply, Goal, Trace, Answer).
process( why, Goal, Trace, Answer) :showtrace( Trace),

ask( Goal, Trace, Answer).
process(yes, Goal, Trace, Answer)
Answer : true,
askvars(Goal);
ask( Goal, Trace, Answer).
process(no, Goal, Trace, false).
introduce( Goal) 'trI, write( 'Is it true: '),
write( Goal), write( ?), nl.

Vo Showquestionto user
7o Read user'sreply
Vo Processthe reply
Vo User is asking'why'
Vo Show why
Vo Ask again
VoUser saysGoal is true
7o Ask about variables
VoAsk for more solutions
VoUser saysGoal is false

The call askvars(Goal)will askthe userto specifythe value of eachvariablein
Goal:
askvars(Term) .var( Term), !,
trl, write( Term), write( ' : '),
read( Term).

Vo Read variable'svalue

askvars(Term) .Term E.. [Functor I Args],
askarglist(Args).

Vo Get argumentsof a structure
Vo Ask about variablesin arguments

VoA variable?

askarglist([ ).
askarglist([Term I Terms] ) .askvars(Term),
askarglist(Terms).
Let us make a few experimentswith this useranswerprocedure. For
example,let the binary relation eatsbe declaredas 'askable':
askable(X eatsY).
(I1the following dialoguebetweenProlog and the user, the user-typedtext is
in boldface and Prolog's output is in italics.)
?- useranswer(peter eatsmeat, [], Answer).
Is it true: peter eatsmeat?
yes.
Answer - true

Vo Questionto user
Vo LJser'sreply
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A more interestingexamplethat involvr:svariablesmay look like this:
useranswer( Who eats What, [], Answer).

Is it true: J7 eatsJ8?
yes.
J7 : peter.
J8 : meat.
Answer : true
Who : peter
What - meat;

Vo Prolog gives internal names to variables
Vo Asking about variables

Vo Backtrack for more solutions

Is it true: J7 eatsJ8?
yes.
J7:
J8:
Answer - yes
Who : susan
What : bananas;
Is it
no.

J7 eatsJ8?

Answer : no

14.5.3Relininguseranswer
one drawbackof our useranswerprocedurethat showsin the foregoingconversation is the awkward appearanceof Prolog-generatedvariable names in
Prolog's output. Symbols like -17 should be replaced by some meaningful
words when displayedto the user.
Another, more serious,defect of this versionof useransweris the following. If we subsequentlyuseuseransweron the samegoal, the userwill have to
repeat all the solutions. If our expert system would, during its reasoning
process,come to explore the same'askable' goal twice it would bore the user
with exactly the same conversationagain, instead of using the information
previously supplied by the user.
Let us now rectify these two defects. First, an improvement of the
external appearanceof queriesto the user can be basedon introducing some
standardformat for each'askable'goal. To this end, the relation askablecanbe
added a second argument which will specify this format, as shown by the
following example:
askabl{ X eats Y, 'Animal'eats'Something').
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In querying the user, eachvariable in the questionshouldthen be replacedby
keywordsin the questionformat. For example:
?- useranswer(X eatsY, [], Answer).
Is it true: Animal eatsSomething?
yes.
Animal = peter.
Something: meat.
Answer : true
X: peter
Y: meat
In an improvedversionof useranswer,shownin Figure 14.L1,this formatting of
queriesis done by the procedure:
format( Goal, ExternFormat, Question, Vars0, Variables)

Vo Procedure
Vo
70 useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer)
Vo
Eo Eenerates,through backtracking,user-suppliedsolutionsto Goal.
VoTrac,eis a chain of ancestorgoalsand rules usedfor 'why'
Vo explanation.
useranswer( Goal, Trace, Answer) :askable( Goal, -),
freshcopy( Goal, Copy),
useranswer( Goal, Copy, Trace, Answer, 1).

VoMay be askedof the user
Vo Variables in Goal renamed

VoDo not ask againabout an instantiatedgoal
useranswer( Goal, -, -, -, N) r
N > 1,
instantiated( Goal), !,
fail.

Vo Repeatedquestion?
VoDo not ask again

Vols Goal implied true or falsefor all instantiations?
useranswer( Goal, copy, -, Answer, -) :wastold( Copy, Answer, -),
instance-of( Copy, Goal), !.

7a Answer to Goal implied

VoRetrieve known solutions,indexedfrom N on, for Goal
useranswer( Goal, -, -, true, N) :wastold( Goal, true, M),
M>:N.
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Vo }{as everything already been said about Goal?

useranswer(Goal, Copy, -, Answer,-) 'end-answers(Copy),
instance-of(Copy, Goal), !,
VoEverythingwas alreadysaid about Goal
fail.
VoAskthe userfor (more)solutions
useranswer(Goal, -, Trace, Answer, N) :askuser(Goal, Trace, Answer, N).
askuser(Goal, Trace, Answer, N) :askabl{ Goal, ExternFormat),
format( Goal, ExternFormat, Question, [], Variables), VoGetquestionformat
ask( Goal, Question,Variables,Trace, Answer, N).
ask( Goal, Question, Variables, Trace, Answer, N) :trl,
( Variables: [], !,
Vo Introduce question
write( 'Is it true: ');
write( 'Any (more) solutionto: ') ),
write( Question),write( '? '),
getreply(Reply), !,
7o Reply - yes/no/why
process(Reply, Goal, Questior, Variables,Trace, Answer, N).
process(why, Goal, Question,Variables,Trace, Answer,N) :showtrace( Trace),
ask( Goal, Questiott, Variables, Trace, Answer,N).
process( yes, Goal, -, Variables, Trace, true, N) :nextindex( Next),
Vo Get new free index for 'wastold'
Nextl is Next + l,
( askvars( Variables),
assertz( wastold( Goal, true, Next) );
Vo Record solution
freshcopy( Goal, Copy),
Vo Copy of Goal
useranswer( Goal, Copy, Trace, Answer, Nextl) ). Vo More answers?
process(no, Goal, -) -, -, false, N) :freshcopy( Goal, Copy),
wastold( Copy, true, -), !,
assertz( end-answers( Goal) ),
fail;
nextindex( Next),
assertz( wastold( Goal, false, Next) ).
format( Var, Name, Name, Vars, [Var/t{ame
var( Var), !.
format( Atom, Name, Atom, Vars, Vars) .atomic( Atom), !,
atomic( Name).

7o

'no'

means: no more solutions
Vo Mark end of answers
Vo Next free index for 'wastold'
'no'
Vo
means: no solution

I Varsl) :-
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format( Goal, Form, Question,Vars0, Vars) 'Goal E.. [Functor I Argsl],
Form 3.. [Functor I Forms],
formatall( Argsl, Forms, Args2, Vars0, Vars),
Question:.. [Functor I Args2].
formatall([], [], [], Vars, Vars).
formatall( [X I XLl, [F I FLl, tQ I QLl, Vars0, Vars)
formatall( XL, FL, QL; Vars0, Varsl),
format( X, F, Q, Varsl, Vars).
askvars([ ).
askvars([Variable/t'{ameI Variables]) 'nl, write( Name),write( ) :'),
read( Variable),
askvars(Variables).
showtrace(t] ) :nl, write( 'This was your question'),nl.
showtrace([Goal by Rule I Trace] ) :trI, write( 'To investigate,by '),
write( Rule), write( ', '),
write( Goal),
showtrace(Trace).

Vo instance-of( TL, TZ) means instance of T1 is T2; that is,
Vo term T1 is more general than T2 or equally general as T2
'instance-of( Term, Terml)
freshcopy( Terml, Term2),

numbervars(Term2, 0, -), !,
Term : Term2.

Vo Instance of Term is Terml
Vo Copy of Terml with fresh set of variables

7o This succeedsif Terml is instanceof Term

freshcopy(Term, FreshTerm) : VoMake a copy of Term with variablesrenamed
asserta(copy( Term) ),
retract( copy( FreshTerm)), !.
lastindex(0).
nextindex(Next) :retract( lastindex(Last) ), !,
Next is Last * 1,
assert(lastindex(Next) ).

VoIndex for 'wastold' at start
'wastold'
7o Next free index for

Figure 14.11 Expert systemshell: Querying the user and answering'why' questions.
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Goal is a goal to be formatted. ExternFormatspecifiesthe externalformat for
Goal, defined by:
askable(Goal, ExternForma$
Questionis Goal formatted accordingto ExternFormat. Variablesis a list of
variablesthat appear in Goal accompaniedby their correspondingkeywords
(as specifiedin ExternFormat), added on a list Vars0. For example:
?- format( X gives documentsto Y,
'Who' gives'What' to 'Whom',
Question,[], Variables).
'Who'gives documentsto ''Whom',
Question=
Variables [)V'Who', Y/'Whom'].
The other refinement, to avoid repeated questionsto the user, will be
more difficult. First, all user'sanswersshouldbe rememberedso that they can
be retrieved at somelater point. This can be accomplishedby assertinguser's
answersas elementsof a relation. For example:
assert( wastold( mary gives documentsto friends, true) ).
In a situation where there are severaluser-suppliedsolutionsto the samegoal
there will be severalfactsassertedabout that goal. Here a complicationarises.
Supposethat variants of a goal (the goal with variablesrenamed) appear at
severalplaces.For example:
(X has Y) and

Vo First occurrence - Goall

(Xl has Y1) and

7o Second occurrence - Goal2

Further supposethat the userwill be asked(through backtracking)for several
solutionsto Goall. After that the reasoningprocesswill advanceto GoaI2.As
we already have some solutionsfor Goall we want the systemto apply them
automatically to Goal2 as well (since they obviously satisfy Goal2). Now
supposethat the system tries these solutions for Goal2, but none of them
satisfiessomefurther goal. So the systemwill backtrack to God2 and should
ask the user for more solutions. If the user does supply more solutiongthen
thesewill have to be rememberedas well. In the casethat the systemlater
backtracksto Goall these new solutions will also have to be automatically
applied to Goall.
In order to properly usethe information suppliedby the userat different
placeswe will index this information. So the assertedfactswill have the form
wastold( Goal, TruthValue, Index)
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where Index is a counter of user-suppliedanswers.The procedure
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer)
will have to keep track of the number of solutionsalready produced through
backtracking. This can be accomplishedby means of another procedure,
useranswerwith four arguments,
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer, N)
where N is an integer. This call has to produce solutionsto Goal indexedN or
higher. A call
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer)
is meant to produce a// solutionsto Goal. Solutionswill be indexedfrom 1.on,
so we have the following relation:
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer) :useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer, 1).
An outline of
useranswer(Goal, Trace, Answer, N)
is: generatesolutionsto Goal by first retrieving known solutionsindexedfrom
N onwards.When theseare exhaustedthen start queryingthe userabout Goal
and assertthe thus obtained new solutions properly indexed by consecutive
numbers.When the user saysthere are no more solutions, assert
end-answers(Goal)
If the user saysin the first place that there are no solutionsat all then assert
wastold( Goal, false, Indcx)
When retrieving solutions, useranswerwill have to properly interpret such
information.
However, there is a further complication. The user may also specify
generalsolutions,leavingsomevariablesuninstantiated.If a positive solution
is retrieved which is more generalthan or as generalas Goal, then there is of
courseno point in further asking about Goal sincewe already have the most
generalsolution. If
wastold( Goal, false, -)
then an analogousdecisionis to be made.
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The useranswerprogram in Figure 14.11 takes all this into account.
Another argument, Copy (a copy of Goal), is added and used in several
matchingsin placeof Goal so that the variablesof Goal are not destroyed.The
program also usestwo auxiliary relations. One is
instantiated( Term)
which is true if Term containsno variables.The other is
instance-of( Term, Terml)
where Terml is an instance of Term; that is, Term is at least as general as
Terml. For example:
instance-of( X gives information to Y, mary gives informationto Z)
Thesetwo proceduresboth rely on another procedure:
numbervars( Term, N, M)
This procedure 'numbers' the variablesin Term by replacingeachvariable in
Term by some newly generatedterm so that these 'numbering' terms correspondto integersbetweenN and M- 1. For example,let theseterms be of the
form
var/0, var/l, varl2, ...
Then
?- Term : f( X, t( a, Y, X) ), numbervars(Term, 5, M).
will result in:
Term : f( varlS, t{ a, varl6, var/S))
M:7
Such a numbervarsprocedure is often supplied as a built-in predicate in a
Prolog system.If not, it can be programmedas follows:
numbervars(Term, N, Nplusl) :var( Term), !,
Term : var/l.,{,
NpluslisN*1.
numbervars(Term, N, M) 'Term 8.. [Functor I Args],
numberargs(Args, N, M).

Vo Variable?

Vo Structureor atomic
% Number variablesin arguments
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'how' explanation
Vo Displaying the conclusion of a consultation and

present( Answer) 'trI, showconclusion( Answer),
nl, write( 'Would you like to see how? '),
getreply( Reply),
( Reply : yes, !, show( Answer);
true ).

% Show solution tree

showconclusion( Answerl and Answer2) :- !,
showconclusion( Answerl), write( 'and '),
showconclusion( Answer2).
showconclusion( Conclusion was Found) :write( Conclusion).
Vo 'show' displaysa completesolutiontree
show( Solution) 'rl, show( Solution, 0), !.

Vo Indent by 0

show( Answerl and Answer2, H) :- !,
show( Answerl, H),
tab( H), write( and), trI,
show( Answer2, H).

Vo Indent by H

show( Answer was Found, H) :tab( H), writeans( Answer),
trl, tab( H),
write( ' was '),
showl( Found, H).

Vo Indent by H

showl( Derived from Answer, H) '- !,
write( Derived), write( 'from'),
trI,Hl isH+4,
show( Answer, H1).
showl( Found, -) :write( Found), rl.
writeans( Goal is true) :- !,
write( Goal).
writeans( Answer) :write( Answer).

Vo Show conclusion

Vo Show evidence

Vo Show rule name
Vo Show antecedent
'told'
'found
or
Vo Fovnd :
as fact'

Vo Omit

'is true' on output

Vo This is negative answer

Figure 14.12 Expert systemshell:Displayingfinal resultand 'how' explanation.
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numberargs([], N, N) :- !,
numberargs([X I L], N, M)
numbervars(X, N, N1),
numberargs(L, Nl, M).

14.5.4 Procedure present
The procedure
present(Answer)
in Figure 14.12displaysthe final result of a consultationsessionand generates
the'how'explanation.Answerincludesboth an answerto the user'squestion,
and a derivation tree showing how this conclusionwas reached. Procedure
presentfirst presentsthe conclusion. If the user then wants to see how the
conclusionwasreached,then the derivation tree is displayedin a suitableform
which constitutesa'how' explanation.This form wasillustratedby an example
in Section1,4.4.3.

14.5.5 Top-level driver
Finally, for a handy accessto the shell from the Prolog interpreter we need a
'driver' procedurewhich may look like the procedureexpertin Figure 14.13.
expertstartsthe executionand coordinatesthe three main modulesof the shell
shownin Figures14.10to t4.12. For example:
?- expert.
Question,please:
X isa animal and goliath isa X.

VoPromPtthe user
VoUset'squestion

,:..Urruc goliath has hair?

14.5.6 A comment on the shell program
Our shellprogramat someplacesappearsto lack the declarativeclaritythat is
typical of Prolog programs.The reasonfor this is that in sucha shell we haveto
impose a rather strict control over the executionbecausean expert systemis
expectednot only to find an answer,but also to find it in a way that appears
sensibleto the userwho keepsinteractingwith the system.Therefore, we have
to implement a particular problem-solvingbehaviour and not just an inputoutput relation.Thus a resultingprogramis in fact more procedurallybiased
than usual.This is one examplewhen we cannotrely on Prolog'sown proceduralengine,but haveto specifythe proceduralbehaviourin detail.
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VoTop-leveldrivingprocedure
expert 'getquestion(Question),
( answeryes(Question);
answerno(Question)).
answeryes(Question) :markstatus(negative),
explore(Question,[], Answer),
positive(Answer),
markstatus(positive),
present(Answer), nl,
write( 'More solutions?'),
getreply(Reply),
RePIY: no.
answern{ Question) :retract( no-positive-answer_yet),
!,
explore(Question,[], Answer),
negative(Answer),
present(Answer), nl,
write( 'More negativesolutions?'),
getreply(Reply),
RePly: ro.
markstatus(negative) .assert(no-positive_answer_yet).

Vo Input user's question
Vo Try to find positive answer
Vo If. no positive answer then find negative
Vo Look for positive answers to Question
Vo No positive answer yet
Vo Trace is empty
Vo Look for positive answers
Vo Positive answer found

Vo Read user's reply
Vo Otherwise backtrack to 'explore'
Vo Look for negative answer to question
Vo Has there been no positive answer?

Vo Otherwise backtrack to 'explore'

markstatus(positive) .retract( no-positive_answer_yet),
!; true.
getquestion(Question) :trI, write( 'Question,please'),trI,
read( Question).
Figure14.13 Expert systemshell:a'driver'. The shellis calledfrom prolog through
the procedureexpert.

14.5.7 Negated goals
It seemsnaturalto allow for negationin the left-handsidesof rulesand hence
alsoin questionsthat are investigatedby explore.A straightforwardattempt to
dealwith negatedquestionsis as follows:
explore( not Goal, Trace, Answer) .- !,
explore( Goal, Trace, Answerl),
invert( Answerl, Answer).

% Invert truth value
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invert( Goal is true was Found, ( not Goal) is falsewas Found).
invert( Goal is false was Found, ( not Goal) is true was Found).
This is fine if Goal is instantiated. If it is not, problems arise. Consider, for
example:
?- expert.
Question,please:
not(Xeatsmeat).
Is it true: Somebodyeatsrneat?
yes.
SomebodY: tiger.
Now the systemwill come up with the answer:
not ( tiger eatsmeat) is false
This is not satisfying.The problem stemsfrom what we mean by a question
suchas:
not(Xeatsmeat)
We in fact want to ask:Is there an X suchthat X doesnot eat meat?But the way
this question is interpreted by explore(as defined) is as follows:
(1)
(2)

Is there an X suchthat X eatsmeat?
Yes, tiger eatsmeat.

Thus
(3)

not ( tiger eats meat) is false.

In short, the interpretation is: Is it true that no X eatsmeat? So we will get a
positive answer only in the case that n&ody eats meat. Said another way'
explorewill answerthe question as if X wasuniversal/yquantified:
for all X: not ( X eats meat)?
and not as if it was existentiallyquantified, which was our intention:
for someX: not ( X eatsmeat)?
If the question explored is instantiated then this problem disappears.
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otherwise, proper treatment is more complicated.some decisionscan be as
follows:
To explore not Goal, explore Goal and now:
o

if Goal is false then ( not Goal) is true;

o

if Goal' is a solution of.Goal

and Goal' is as generalas Goal
then ( not Goal) is false;
if Goal' is a solution of.Goal and
Goal' is more specificthan Goal
then we cannotsayanythingdefinite about Goal.
we can avoid thesecomplicationsby only allowing instantiatednegatedgoals.
This canoften be achievedby proper statementof rulesin the knowledgebase.
In Figure 14.7we achievedthis in 'broken_rule,:
brokenrule: if
on( Device) and
device( Device) and
not working( Device) and
connected( Device, Fuse) and
intact( Fuse)

Vo Instantiate Device

then
broken( Device).

The condition
device( Device)
will 'protect' the subsequentcondition
not working( Device)
from being evaluateduninstantiated.

Exercise
14.3 A knowledgebasecan in principle contain cycles.For example:
rulel: if bottle-empty then john_drunk.
rule2: if john-drunk then bottle_empty.
Using such a knowledge base, our exploreprocedure may start cycling
betweensamegoals.Modify exploreto preventsuchcycling.Tracecanbe
used for this. However, some care is necessary:if the current goal
matchesa previous goal, this should not be considereda cycle if the
current goal is more generalthan the previous one.
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14.6Dealingwith uncertainty
14.6.1 Certainty measures
Our expert systemshell of the previous sectiononly dealswith questionsthat
are either true or false. Such domainsin which all answersreduce to true or
'categorical
false are calledcategorical.As data, rules were also categorical:
implications'. However, many expert domains are not categorical.Typical
expert behaviouris full of guesses(highly articulated,though) that are usually
true, but there can be exceptions.Both data about a particular problem and
implicationsin generalrulescanbe lessthan certain.We canmodel uncertainty
by assigningto assertionssomequalificationother than justtrue andfa/se.Such
qualificationcan be expressedby descriptors-for example,true,highly likely,
likely, unlikely, impossible. Alternatively, the degree of belief can be
expressedby a real number in someinterval - for example,between0 and L or
-5 and *5. Suchnumbersare calledvarious names,suchas 'certainty factor',
'measureof belief' or 'subjective certainty'. It would be natural to use actual
probabilities, but then practical problems arisefor the following reasons:
o

o

Human experts seemto have troubles thinking in terms of actual probabilities; their likelihood estimatesdo not quite correspond to probabilitiesas definedmathematically.
Mathematically correct probabilistic treatment would require either
information that is not availableor somesimplification assumptionsthat
are not really quite justified in a practical application.

Therefore evenif the likelihood measureis in the interval between0 and L, it is
more appropriateto-cautiouslycall it a'subjectivecertainty'to indicatethat it
is an expert'sestimate.Expert's estimatesdo not in generalsatisfythe requirements of the probability theory. Also, the computationswith suchlikelihood
measuresmay differ from the probability calculus.But neverthelessthey may
quite adequatelymodel the human certainty estimates.
Many schemesfor dealingwith uncertaintyhavebeendeveloped.we will
considerhere one that is usedin the systemsProspectorand ALIX, which has
been applied to mineral exporation and fault diagnosisrespectively.It should
be noted that the Prospectormodel is not perfect neither from the theoretical
nor from the practicalpoint of view. However, it hasbeenusedpractically,it is
simpleand illustrativeof the main principles,and thereforesuitableat leastasa
first exercise.On the other hand, even much more complicatedschemesare
known to be not without difficulties.
14.6.2 The Prospector model
The likelihood of eventsis modelled by real numbersbetween 0 and L. For
'probabilities', although
simplicity we will be referring to these numbers as
'subjectivecertainties'would be more accurate.Relationsbetweeneventscan
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be representeddiagrammatically
asan'inferencenetwork'.Figure14.14shows
an example. Boxes represent events and arcs represent relations between
events. Circles representlogical combinationsof events(AND, OR, NOT).
0.001

0.001

0.001

RVLTFTEARLY

RVSOLSHORT

RVSWSHORT

The reliefvalve
openedearly
(the set pressure
hasdrifted)

The reliefvalve
solenoidhas
shorted

The reliefvalve
switchhas
shortcd

(0.001,
2000)

(0.(nl, l()()())(0.(}()l
,4()())

0.005

0.005

LIFTPRESS

RELVLIFT

Reliefvalvelift
pressure(175psi)
hasbeenreached
in the separator

The reliefvalve
haslifted

(0.05,400)
(0.001,
10m0)

(0.5,200)
(0.m1,800)

0.0r
VOISDHP

VOlCCRCHART

RVNOISECOOL

RVLIFTIND

The separatorhas
shutdowndue
to highpressure

The separatorpressure
chartindicatesthat
reliefvalvelift
pressure
(175psi)
reached

Noiseor cooling
(due to gasflow)
is noticeable
nearthe
reliefvalve

The relief
valvelift
indicator
is on

Figure 14.14 An AUX inference network adapted from Reiter (1990). Numbers
attachedto boxesare prior probabilitiesof events;numbersattachedto arcsindicatethe
strengthof relations betweenevents.
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'soft implicaRelations betweenevents,pictured as arcs!mean a sort of
tion'. Let there be two events,E andH, and let the knowledgeof E affect our
'categoricalimplication' then we would
belief in 11. If this effect was that of
simplywrite:
if E then FI
ln the caseof 'soft impl.ication'this relation can be lessthan certain, so some
'strength'can be associated
with it:
if E then F/ with streneth S
The strength with which the likelihood of E influencesthe belief in H is in
Prospectormodelled by two parameters:
f/:

s:

'necessity factor'
'sufficiency factor'

In an inference network, this is pictured as:

E ---------> H
(N,S)
The two eventsin sucha relation are often called'evidence'and'hypothesis'
respectively. Supposethat we investigate a hypothesisI/. Then we collect
evidence E in order to confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis. S tells how
E is for 11.If E is true then the greater
sufficientE is for l/; N tells how necessary
S is the more likely // is. On the other hand,if E is falsethen the lower N is the
lesslikely.F/ is. In a casethat the likelihood of E is somewherebetweencertain
and impossible,the likelihood of FI is determinedby interpolation betweenthe
extreme cases.The extreme casesare:
(1)
(2)
(3)

E is known to be false
E is known to be true
nothing is known about E

There is a prior probability p(^FI) for each event Fl in the inference
network. Sopn(ll) is the (unconditional)probability of eventfl if no positiveor
negative evidence is known. If there is some evidence E known then the
probability of FI is changedfrom pn(I/) into p(HlE). The degree of change
dependson the strength of the arc between E and F1in the network. So, in
general,we start investigatinghypothesesassumingtheir prior probabilities.
During investigationmore information is accumulated,and this will reflect in
the changesof the probabilities of eventsin the network. Thesechangeswill
propagate through the network from event to event according to the links
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betweenevents.In Figure 14.14,for example,assumethat the relief-valveliftindicator is learned to be on. This information will affect our belief that the
relief valve haslifted, and this may in turn affectour belief that the set pressure
has drifted.
(a)

,=rwrpo@)
p(E)

po$I)
p(HlE)

po= priorprobability
p = posterior
probability

odds(H)-M*oddso(H)

Interpolation
rule
for multiplierM

Po@)

1
----f

p(E)
(b)

Pt El
E1and E2andE3
Pz E2
Pt E3
Pt Er
Pz E2
Pt E3

p = min(p)
i
E1 or E2 or E3

p = max(p)
i

Figure 14.15 Probability propagationrulesin prospectorand ALIX: (a) .soft implication'with strength(lf,S); (U) logicalrelations.
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Figure 14.1"5showsone way of implementing such propagationeffects.
Part of the calculationis done with odds instead of probabilities. This is not
necessaryin principle, but conrrenient.There is a simplerelation betweenodds
and probabilities:
odds : probl(l- prob)
prob:oddsl(\ +odds'S
Let E 'softly imply' H; then, according to Figure 14.15,
odds(HlE)- M*oddsn(H)

wherethe multiplier M is determinedby the prior and posteriorprobabilitiesof
E, and by the strength(N,S/ of the link betweenE andH. Prospector'srules(in
Figure 14.15)that cor,nbineprobabilitiesof logicallycombinedevents(min and
max) aresapposedappropriatelyto model the humanjudgementregardingthe
combinationsof subjectivecertaintities.
14.6.3 Outline of an implementation
Let us first extend the rule languagein order to handle uncertainty. Each rule
real numbersS
canbe addeda'strengthmodifier'definedby two non-negative
and N. A suitable format is:
RuleName: if
Condition
then
Conclusion
with
strength(N,S).
Example rules from Figure L4.I4 can be expressedin this form as follows:
rulel : if
not liftpress and
relvlift
then
rvliftearly
with
strength( 0.001, 2000).
rule4 : if
v0lsdhp
then
liftpress
with
strength( 0.05, 400).
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To extend our expert systemshell of Section 14.5 to deal with uncertainty, changesare neededin mostprocedures.Let us concentratejust on the
procedure
explore( Goal, Trace, Answer)
We will assumehere that Goal contains no variables (as in the casesof
Prospectorand AL/X). This greatly simplifiesmatters(especiallyin procedure
useranswer).So Goal can be a logical combinationof simple propositions.For
example:
not liftpress and relvlift
The chain of antecedentgoalsand rules, Trace,canbe representedin the same
way as in Section14.5.The form of Answer,however,needsmodificationin
order to introduceprobabilities.We cancombinea goaland its probability into
a term of the form:
Goal: Probability
So an exampleof Answer is:
rvliftind:lwastold
This meansthat the user has told the systemthat the event rvliftind certainly
happened.
Another modification in the representation of Answer is necessary
becauseseveralindependentlinks can bear on the same event. Then the
probability of this. event can be multiplicatively affected by the odds
multipliers,as in Figure 14.15,from all the links. In sucha case,Answerwill
contain the list of all relevant derivation branches.An example of such an
answerfrom the network of Figure I4.I4 canbe (properly arrangedfor better
readability):
liftpress : I was 'derived by'
I rule4 from vOlsdhp: 1 was told,
rule5 from vOlccrchart : 1 was told ]
Procedureexplore,which producesanswersin this form, is programmed
in Figure L4.16.explorecallsthe predicat{
implies(P0, P, Strength,Prob0, Prob)
which is the'soft implication'relation (see Figure 14.15). P0 is the prior
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probability of the evidence,E, and P is its posterior probability. Strengthis the
strength of the implication, representedas
strength(N, S)
Prob0and Prob are the prior and the posterior probability respectivelyof the
hypothesis,11.
It should be noted that this is a very simple implementation that only
catersfor the probability propagationin an inferencenetwork, and may behave
unintelligently. It paysno attention to what lines of analysisare currently most
important. In a more elaborate version, the exploration processshould be
guidedtoward the most critical piecesof evidence.It should alsoaim at asking
the user as few questionsas possible.
Finally, a few commentsabout a new useranswerprocedure.It would be
simpler than that in Figure 14.11sincenow we have no variablesin queriesto
the user. This time the user will answerby a probability (instead of 'yes' or
'no'). In the casethat the userknowsnothingaboutthe eventasked,he or she
will leave the prior probability of that event unchanged.The user may also
answer'why'and be shownTraceas a'why' explanation.In additionthe user
should be allowed to ask: What is currently the probability of my hypothesis?
The user may then, if tired of supplyinginformation (or pressedby time),
concludethe consultationsessionwith a system'sanswerthat is basedon partial
information only.

Vo Procedure
Vo
Vo explore(Goal, Trace, Answer)
Vo
% finds a likelihood measurethat Goal is true. Answer
Vo containsthis likelihood. Trace is the chain of ancestor
Vo goalsand rules,and can be usedfor'why' explanations.
explore( Goal, Trace, ( Goal : Prob) was 'derived by'
bagof( Rule : if Condition then Goal with Strength,
Rule : if Condition then Goal with Strength,
Rules),
prior( Goal, Prob0),
modify( ProbO, Rules, Trace, Prob, RulesAnswers).

RulesAnswers):-

Vo All rules about Goal
Vo Prior probability of Goal
Vo Modify prior probability

explor{ Goall and Goal2, Trace,
( Goall and Goal2 : P) was 'derived from' ( Answerl and Answer2) ) :
l,
explore(Goall, Trace, Answerl),
explor{ Goal2, Trace, Answer2),
probability( Answerl, P1),
probability( Answer2, P2),
min( Pl, P2,P).
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explor{ Goall or Goal2, Trace,
( Goall or Goal2 : P) was 'derived from' ( Answerl and Answer2) ) :!,
explor{ Goall, Trace, Answerl),
explor{ Goal2, Trace, Answer2),
probability( Answerl, Pl),
probability( Answer2, P2),
max( P1, P2,P).
explor{ not Goal, Trace, ( not Goal : Prob) was 'derived from' Answer) ) :!,
explore( Goal, Trace, Answer),
probability( Answer, P),
invert( P, Prob).
explore( Goal, Trace, ( Goal : Prob) was told) :useranswer(Goal, Tracc, Prob).

% User-suppliedanswer

7o Relation
Vo
Vomodify(Prob0,Rules,Trace,Prob,RulesAnswers)
Vo
VoThereis a goalGoalwhoseprior probabilityis Prob0;Rules
Vobearon Goal;the cumulativeeffectof theserules(through
Votheirconditionparts)modifiesProb0into Goal'sposterior
7oprobabilityProb;Traceis thelist of Goal'sancestorgoals
of the
7oandrules;RulesAnswers
arethe resultsof analvsis
Vocorlditionpartsof Rules.
modjfy( Prob0, [], Trace, Prob0, [] ).

% No rule- no effect

modify( Prob0,
[Rule : if Cond then Goal with Strength I Rules],
Trace, Prob, [Rule from Answer I RulesAnswersl)
explore(Cond, [Goal by Rule I Trace], Answer), % Conditionof first rule
prior( Cond, P0),
probabiHty( Answer, P),
implies( P0, P, Strength,Prob0, Probl),
VoA'soft implication'rule
modify( Probl, Rules, Trace, Prob, RulesAnswers).

Figure 14.16 Finding the likelihood of a hypothesisby certainty propagationin an
inferencenetwork of the Prospector-Al/X type.
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14.7 Concludingremarks
Our expert systemshellcan be elaboratedin a number of ways.Severalcritical
commentsand suggestionsfor elaboration can be made at this point.
Our programsare a straightforwardimplementationof basicideas, and
do not pay much attention to the issueof efficiency. A more efficient implementation would require more sophisticateddata structures, indexing or
hierarchy of rules, etc.
Our explore procedure is susceptible to cycling if the rules in the
knowledgebase'cyclicly'mentionthe samegoal.This canbe easilyrectifiedby
adding a cyclecheck in explore:test whether the current goal is an instanceof
another goal that is already on Trace.
Our 'how' explanationoutputs a whole proof tree. In the caseof a large
proof tree it would be better to output just the top part of the tree and then let
the user 'walk' through the rest of the tree ashe or shewishes.The userwould
then inspectthe proof tree selectivelyby usingcommandssuchas'Move down
branch1','Move down branch2', ..., 'Move up','Enough'.
In the 'how' and'why' explanations,our shelljust mentionsrulesby their
names,and doesnot show the rules explicitly. The user should be offered the
option to requestrules to be displayedexplicitly during a consultationsession.
Querying the userso that the dialoguelooks natural proved to be complicated. Our solution works to someextent, but further problemsmay appearin
severalways, for example:
Is it true: susanflies?
no.
Is it true: susanisa good flyer?
Of coursenot, if Susancannotfly at all! Another exampleis:
Any (more) solution to: Somebodyflies?
yes.
SomebodY: bird.
Is it true: albatrossf'lies?
To copewith suchdefects,additional relationsbetweenconceptsdealt with by
the expert system would have to be added. Typically, these new relations
would specifyhierarchicalrelations betweenobjects and properties
Another refinement of the user-queryingprocedure would involve the
planningof an optimal queryingstrategy.The optimization objectivewould be
to minimize the number of questionsaskedof the user before a conclusionis
reached.There would be, of course,alternative strategiesand which of them
would eventuallybe the shortestwould dependon user'sanswers.A decision
of what alternative strategy to pursue can be based on some a priori probabilities to assessprobabilistically the 'cost' of each alternative. This assessment might have to be recomputedafter eachuser'sanswer.
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There is another measure that can be optimized: the length of the
derivation of a conclusion.This would tend to produce simple 'how' explanations. We canreducethe complexityof explanationsalsoby selectivelytreating
individual rules.Thus someruleswould not be put into TraceandAnswerin the
exploreprocedure.In this casethe knowledgebasewould haveto specifywhich
rules are 'traceable', and should therefore appearin explanations,and which
should not.
An intelligent expert systemshould be probabilisticallyguided so that it
concentrateson the currently most likely hypothesisamong the competing
ones. It should query the user about the information that discriminatesbest
amongthe top hypotheses.
Our exampleexpert systemswere of classification,or 'analysis',type as
opposedto the 'synthesis'type where the task is to construclsomething.The
result can in the latter casebe a plan of actionsto accomplishsometask - for
example, a plan for a robot, a computer configuration that satisfiesa given
specification,or a forced combination in chess.Our fault diagnosisexample
can be naturally extendedto involve actions; for example, if nothing can be
inferred becausedevicesare switchedoff the systemmay suggest'Switch on
light 3'. This would entail the problem of optimal plans:minimizethe number
of actionsnecessaryto reach a conclusion.
Projects
Complete our shell that deals with uncertainties (add a corresponding
useranswerand other procedures).
Considercritical commentsand possibleextensionsto our expert systemshell,
as discussed,and designand implement correspondingimprovements.

Summary
Typical functions that are required of an expert system are:
solving problems in a given domain,
explaining the problem-solving process,
dealing with uncertainty and incomplete information.
It is convenient to view an expert system as consisting of two modules: a
shell and a knowledge base. A shell, in turn, consists of an inference
mechanism and a user interface.
Building an expert system shell involves decisions regarding the
knowledge-representation formalism, the inference mechanism, the
user-interaction facility and the treatment of uncertainty.
If-then rules, or production rules, are the most common form of representing knowledge in expert systems.
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The shell, developedand programmedin this chapter,
interprets if-then rules,
'how' and 'why' explanations, and
provides
queries the user about the information needed.
o

The inference engine of our shell was extended to handle uncertainty.

o

Concepts discussedin this chapter are:
expert systems
knowledge base, expert system shell, inference engine
if-then rules, production rules
'how' explanation,'why' explanation
categorical knowledge, uncertain knowledge
inference network, certainty propagation
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GamePlaying

In this chapter we will consider techniquesfor playing two-person, perfectinformation games,such as chess.For interestinggames'trees of possible
continuations are far too complex to be searchedexhaustively, so other
approachesare necessary.One method is based on the minimax principle,
eificiently implemented as the alpha-betaalgorithm. In addition to this standard technique,we will developin this chaptera programbasedon the Advice
Languageapproach for introducing pattern knowledge into a chess-playing
program. This rather detailed example further illustrates how well Prolog is
suited for the implementation of knowledge-basedsystems.

games
perfect-information
15.1Two-person,
The kind of gamesthat we are going to discussin this chapter are called twoperson,perfect-informationgames.Examplesof gamesof this kind are chess,
checkers and go. In such games there are two players that make moves
alternatively, and both players have the complete information of the current
situationin the game.Thus this definition excludesmost cardgames.The game
'terminal'by the rules of the
is over when a position is reachedthat qualifiesas
game for example, mate in chess.The rules also determine what is the
outcome of the gamethat has ended in this terminal position.
Sucha gamecan be representedby a gametree.The nodesin sucha tree
correspondto situations, and the arcs correspondto moves.The initial situation of the game is the root node; leavesof the tree correspondto terminal
positions.
In most gamesof this type the outcome of the gamecan be win, lossor
draw. We will now consider gameswith just two outcomes: win and /oss.
Gameswhere a draw is a possibleoutcome can be reducedto two outcomes:
'them'. 'fJs' can win in a
win, not-win The two playerswill be called 'us' and
'us-to-move'
position if there is a legal move that leadsto a won
non-terminal
is won for
position.On the other hand,a non-terminal'them-to-move'position
'us' if all the legal movesfrom this position lead to won positions.Theserules
correspondto AND/OR tree representationof problemsdiscussedin Chapter
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13. The conceptsfrom AND/OR treesand gamescorrespondas follows:
game positions
terminal won position
terminal lost position
won position
us-to-move position
them-to-move position

problems
goal node, trivially solved problem
unsolvable problem
solved problem
OR node
AND node

Clearly, many concepts from searching AND/OR trees caR be adapted for
searchinggame trees.
A simple program that finds whether an us-to-move position is won can
be defined as follows:
won( Pos) :terminalwon( Pos).

Vo A terminal won position

won( Pos) 'not terminallost( Pos),
move( Pos, Posl),
not ( move( Posl, Pos2),
not won( Pos2) ).

Vo A legal move to Posl
Vo No opponent's move leads to a
Vo not-won position

The rules of the gameare built into the predicatesmove( Pos, posl) to generate
legal moves,and terminalwon( Pos)and terminaltost(Pos)to recognizeterminal positionsthat are won or lost by the rules of the game.The last rule above
says,thlough the double useof not: there is no them-movethat leadsto a notwon position. In other words: a// them-moveslead to a won position.

I
I

TI

;l

2 pt:y

'f'

initialposition

1plv
- 30successor
positions

80plv
40

- 30x 30= 1000positions

I

J

- 100040
positions

Figure l5.l The complexityof gametreesin chess.The estimateshere are basedon an
approximationthat there are about 30 legal movesfrom eachchessposition, and that
terminal positionsoccur at a depth of 40 moves. One move is 2 plies (1 half-move by
each side).
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As with analogousprogramsfor searchingAND/OR graphs,the above
program uses the Oeptn-mJt strategy. In addition, this program does not
preient cycling between positions. This may causeproblems.asthe rules of
.oln" gur*. allow repetition of positions.However, this repetition is often only
,up"rii.iul. By rules of chess,tor example, after a three-fold repetition the
gamecan be claimed a draw.
The foregoing program showsthe basicprinciple. However, much more
powerful te"triiquis u.E n"."..uty for practically dealing with complicated
gu.", like chessor go. The combinatorial complexity of thesegamesmakes
6ur naive searchalgorithm, which only stopsat terminal positionsof the game'
completely infeasible.Figure 15.1 illustrates this point with respectto chess'
positions' It
the searchspaceof astronomicalproportions includessome 10120
at different
occur
15.1
of
Figure
tree
can be u.gu"d that equal positionJin the
is far
positions
different
of
places. Siitt, it has bien iho*tt that the number
computers'
beyond anything manageableby forseeable
Project
Write a program to play somesimplegame(like nlm) usingthe straightforward
AND/OR searchapProach.

15.2 The minimaxPrinciple
As searchinggame trees exhaustivelyis not feasible for interesting games,
other methods that rely on searchingonly part of the game tree have been
developed.Among these,a standardtechniqueusedin computergameplaying
(chessfis basedonthe minimaxprinciple. A gametree is only searchedup to a
certain depth, typically a few moves,and then the tip nodesof the searchtree
theseterminal
are evaluatedby someevaluationfunction. The idea is to assess
time. These
saving
thus
them,
beyond
searching
positions
without
search
to the
tree
according
search
propagate
up
the
then
position
estimates
terminal
minimax principle. This yields position valuesfor all the positionsin the search
tree. ThJmoue that leadsfrom the initial, root position to its most promising
successor(accordingto thesevalues) is then actually played in the game.
'gametree' and a'searchtree'. A
Notice that we distinguishbetweena
searchtree is normally a part of the gametree (upper part) - that is, the part
that is explicitly generatedby the searchprocess.Thus, terminal searchpositions do not have to be terminal positions of the game.
Much depends on the evaluation function which, in most games of
interest,hasto be a heuristicestimatorthat estimatesthe winning chancesfrom
the point of view of one of the players. The higher the value the higher the
player's chancesare to win, and the lower the value the higher the opponent's
chancesare to win. As one of the playerswill tend to achievea high position
value, and the other a low value, the two playerswill be calledMAX and MIN
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respectively.whenever MAX is to move, he or she will choosea move that
maximizesthe value; on the contrary, MIN will choosea move that minimizes
the value. Given the valuesof the bottom-levelpositionsin a searchtree, this
principle (calledminimax) will determinethe valuesof all the otherpositionsin
th-e.searchtree. Figure 15.2 illustrates. In the figure, levels of positionswith
MAX to move alternate with those with MIN to move. The bottom-levet
position valuesare determined by the evaluation function. The valuesof the
internal nodescan be computedin a bottom-up fashion,level by level, until the
root node is reached.The resulting root value in Figure 15.2i 4, and accordingly the bestmove for MAX in position ais a-b. The bestMIN's reply is b-d,
etc. This sequenceof play is alsocalledthe main variation.The main variation
definesthe 'minimax-optimal' play for both sides.Notice that the value of the
positionsalong the main variation does not vary. Accordingly, correct moves
are those that preservethe value of the game.

MAX to move

c

MIN to move

8 MAX
to move
Static
values

Figure 15.2 Static values (bottom level) and minimax backed-upvaluesin a search
tree. The indicatedmovesconstitutethe main variation- that is, the minimax optimal
play for both sides.

We distinguish between the bottom-level values and the backed-up
values.The former valuesarecalled'static'sincethey areobtainedby a 'static'
evaluation function, as opposed to backed-up values that are obtained
'dynamically' by propagation
of static valuesup the tree.
The value propagationrules can be formalized asfollows. Let us denote
the static value of a position P by
v(P)
and the backed-upvalue by
V(P)
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positionsof P. Thenthe relationbetweenstatic
Let Pr,..., P" be legalsuccessor
valuesand backed-upvaluescan be defined as:
if P is a terminalpositionin a searchtree (n - 0)
V(P) : v(P)
v(P) - max v(P) if P is a MAx-to-move position
i
V(P) min V(P)
i

it P is a MlN-to-move position

A Prolog program that computes the minimax backed-up value for a
given position is shown in Figure 15.3. The main relation in this program is
minimax( Pos, BestSucc,Val)
where Val is the minimax value of a position Pos, and BestSuccis the best
successorposition of Pos(the move to be playedto achieveVal). The relation
moves(Pos, Poslist)
correspondsto the legal-move rules of the game: Poslist is the list of legal

Vo Minimax procedure:minimax( Pos, BestSucc,Val)
VoPosis a position,Val is its minimaxvalue;bestmove
Vo from Pos leadsto position BestSucc

minimax( Pos, BestSucc,Val) :moves(Pos, Poslist), !,
best(Poslist, BestSucc,Val);
staticval(Pos, Val).
best([Pos], Pos, Val) 'minimax( Pos, -, Val), !.

7o Legal moves in Pos produce Poslist
7o Pos has no successors

best([Pos1| Poslist], BestPos,BestVal)
minimax(Posl, -, Vall),
best(Poslist, Pos2,Yal2),
betterof(Pos1,Val1, Pos2,Yal2, BestPos,BestVal).
betterof(Pos0,Val0, Posl, Val1, Pos0,Val0) :min-tonove( Pos0),Val0 ) Vall, !;
max-tornove( Pos0),Val0 ( Val1, !.
betterof(PosO,Val0, Posl, Vall, Posl, Vall).

Figure 15.3

A straightforward implementation of the minimax principle.
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successorpositions of Pos. The predicate movesis assumedto fail if pos is a
terminal searchposition (a leaf of the searchtree). The relation
best( Poslist, BestPos,BestVal)
selectsthe 'best' position BestPosfrom a list of candidatepositions poslist.
Bestval is the value of BestPos,and hence also of pos. 'Best' is here either
maximumor minimum, dependingon the sideto move.

15.3Thealpha-beta
algorithm:an efficientimptementation
of minimax
The program in Figure L5.3systematicallyvisits a// the positionsin the search
tree, up to its terminal positionsin a depth-firstfashion,and staticallyevaluates
all the terminal positionsof this tree. Usually not all this work is necessaryin
order to correctly compute the minimax value of the root position. Accordingly, the searchalgorithm canbe economized.The improvementcanbe based
on the following idea: supposethat there are two alternativemoves;onceone
of them hasbeen shownto be clearly inferior to the other, it is not necessaryto
know exactly how much inferior it is for making the correct decision. For
example,we can use this principle to reduce the searchin the tree of Figure
15.2.The searchprocesshere proceedsas follows:
(1)
(2)

Start with positiona.
Move down to b.
(3) Move down to d.
(4) Take the maximum of d's successors
yielding V(d) : 4.
(5) Backtrack to b and move down to e.
(6) Considerthe first successor
of e whosevalueis 5. At thispoint MAX (who
is to movein e) is guaranteedat leastthe valueof 5 in position e regardless
of other (possiblybetter) alternativesfrom e. This is sufficientfor MIN to
realue that, at node b, the alternative e is inferior to d, even without
knowing the exact value of e.
On thesegroundswe canneglectthe secondsuccessorof e and simply assignto
e anapproximatevalue5. This approximationwill, however,haveno effect on
the value of b and, hence,of c.
The celebratedalpha-betaalgorithm for efficient minimaxingis basedon
this idea. Figure 15.4illustratesthe action of the alpha-betaalgorithm on our
exampletree of Figure 15.2. As Figure 15.4 shows,someof the backed-up
values are approximate. However, these approximations are sufficient to
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Figure 15.4 The tree of Figure 15.2searchedby the alpha-betaalgorithm. The alphabeta searchprunesthe nodesshownby dotted lines, thus economizingthe search.As a
result, some of the backed-upvalues are inexact (nodesc, e, f; compatewith Figure
15.2). However, theseapproximationssuffice for determiningthe root value and the
main variation correctlv.

determine the root value precisely.In the exampleof Figure 15.4, the alphabeta principle reducesthe searchcomplexity from eight static evaluations(as
originally in Figure 15.2)to five static evaluations.
As saidbefore,the key idea of the alpha-betapruningis to find a'good
enough'move,not necessarilythe best,that is sufficientlygood to make the
correct decision. This idea can be formalized by introducing two bounds,
usually denoted Alpha and Beta, on the backed-upvalue of a position. The
meaningof thesebounds is: Alpha is the minimal value that MAX is already
guaranteedto achieve, and Beta is the maximal value that MAX can hope to
achieve.From MIN's point of view, Betaistheworstvaluefor MIN that MIN is
guaranteedto achieve.Thus, the actualvalue (that is to be found) lies between
Alpha and Beta.If a position has been shownthat its value lies outsidethe
Alpha-Betainterval then this is sufficientto know that this position is not in the
mainvariation,without knowingthe exactvalueof thisposition.We only have
to know the exactvalue of this position if this value is betweenA lpha andBeta.
Formally,we candefinea'good enough'backed-upvalueV(P,Alpha,Beta)of.
a position P, with respectto Alpha and,Beta, as any value that satisfiesthe
following requirements:
V(P,Alpha, Beta) S Alpha
V(P,Alpha,Beta) - V(P)
V(P,Alpha,Beta)

if
tf
tf

V(P) S AlPha
Alpha<V(P)<Beta
V(P)

Obviouslywe canalwayscomputethe exactvalueof a root position P by setting
the boundsas follows:
V(P, - infinity, + infinity) : V(P)
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Figure 1.5.5showsa Prolog implementationof the alpha-betaalgorithm.
The main relation is
alphabeta(Pos, Alpha, Beta, Goodpos,Val)
where GoodPosis a 'good enough' successorof Pos, so that its value val
satisfiesthe requirementsstated above:
Val

:

V(Pos,Alpha,Beta)

VoThe alpha-betaalgorithm
alphabeta( Pos, Alpha, Beta, GoodPos, Val) .moves( Pos, Poslist), !,
boundedbest( Poslist, Alpha, Beta, GoodPos, Val);
staticval( Pos, Val).
boundedbest( [Pos I Poslistf, Alpha, Beta, GoodPos, GoodVat) :alphabeta( Pos, Alpha, Beta, _, Val),
goodenough( Poslist, Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, GoodPos, GoodVal).
goodenough( [J, -, -, Pos, Val, Pos, Val) '- !.

VoNo other candidate

goodenough( -, Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, Pos, Val) .min-to-rnove( Pos), Val ) Beta, !;
Vo Maximizer attained upper bound

marto-mov{

Pos), Val ( Alpha, l.

VoMinimizerattainedlowerbound

goodenough(Poslist, Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, GoodPos,GoodVal) :newbounds(Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, NewAlpha, NewBeta), VoRefinebounds
boundedbes(Poslist, NewAlpha, NewBeta,Posl, Vall),
betterof(Pos, Val, Posl, Vall, GoodPos,GoodVal).
newbounds(Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, Val, Beta) :min-to-rnove(Pos), Vd > Alpha, t.
VoMaximizerincreased
lowerbound
newbounds(Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, Alpha, Vat) :marto-rnove( Pos), Val < Beta, !.
Voll'dinimizerdecreased
upperbound
newbounds(Alpha, Beta, -, -, Alpha, Beta).
betterof(Pos, Val, Posl, Val1, Pos, Val) :min-to-rnove(Pos), Vd > Vall, !;
marto:nove( Pos), Val < Vall, !.
betterof(-, -, Pos1,Val1, Posl, Vall).
Figure 15.5

An implementation of the alpha-beta algorithm.
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The procedure
boundedbest(Poslist, Alpha, Beta, GoodPos,Val)
finds a good enoughposition GoodPosin the list Poslist so that the backed-up
value Val of GoodPosis a good enough approximationwith respectto Alpha
and Beta.
The alpha-betainterval may get narrower (but never wider!) at deeper
recursivecalls of the alpha-betaprocedure.The relation
newbounds( Alpha, Beta, Pos, Val, NewAlpha, NewBeta)

definesthe new interval ( NewAlpha, NewBeta).This is alwaysnarrower than
or equalto the old interval ( Alpha, Beta).Soat deeperlevelsin the searchtree,
the Alpha-Beta bounds tend to shrink, and positions at deeper levels are
evaluatedwith tighter bounds. Narrower intervals allow for grosserapproximations, and thus more tree pruning. An interesting question is now: How
much effort the alpha-beta algorithm savescompared with the exhaustive
minimax searchprogram of Figure 15.3?
The efficiency of the alpha-betasearchdependson the order in which
positions are searched.It is advantageousto considel strong movesfor each
sidefirst. It is easyto demonstrateby examplesthat if the order is unfortunate
then the alpha-betaprocedurewill have to visit all the positionsvisited by the
exhaustiveminimax search.That meansthat in the worst casealpha-betawill
have no advantageover the exhaustiveminimax search.If the order is favourable, however, savingscan be significant. Let N be the number of terminal
searchpositions statically evaluatedby the exhaustiveminimax algorithm. It
has been proved that in the best case, when the strongestmove is always
consideredfirst, the alpha-betaalgorithm will only have to staticallyevaluate
VN positions.
On a similar note, this same result is relevant in a practical aspectin
tournamentplay. In a tournament, a chess-playingprogram is usually given a
certainamount of time for computingthe next movein the game,and the depth
to which the program can search will depend on this amount of time. The
alpha-betaalgorithm will be able, in the bestcase,to searchtwiceasdeep asthe
exhaustiveminimax search.Experienceshowsthat the sameevaluationfunction applied at a greater depth in the tree will usually produce strongerplay.
The economization effect of the alpha-beta algorithm can also be
expressedin terms of the effective branching factor (number of branches
stemmingfrom eachinternal node) of the searchtree. Assumethat the game
tree has a uniform branchingfactor b. Due to the pruning effect, alpha-beta
will only searchsomeof the branches,thus effectively reducingthe branching
factor. The reduction is, in the best case, from b to t/b. In chess-playing
programsthe effectivebranchingfactor due to the alpha-betapruning becomes
about 6 comparedto the total of about 30 legalmoves.A lessoptimisticview on
this result is that in chess,even with alpha-beta,deepeningthe searchby l ply
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(onehalph-move)increases
the numberof terminalsearchpositionsby a factor
of about 6.
Project
Considera two-persongame(for example,somenon-trivialversionof tic-tactoe). Write game-definitionrelations(legal movesand terminal gamepositions) and proposea static evaluationfunction to be usedfor playing the game
with the alpha-betaprocedure.

programs:refinementsand
15.4 Minimax-based
limitations
The minimax principle, together with the alpha-betaalgorithm, is the basisof
many successfulgame-playingprograms, most notably chessprograms. The
general schemeof such a program is: perform the alpha-betasearchon the
current position in the game,up to somefixed depth limit (dictatedby the time
constraintsimposed by tournament rules), using a game-specificevaluation
function for evaluatingthe terminal positionsof the search.Then executethe
bestmove (accordingto alpha-beta)on the play board,acceptthe opponent's
reply, and start the samecycleagain.
The two basic ingredients,then, are the alpha-betaalgorithm and a
heuristicevaluationfunction. To build a good programfor a complicatedgame
like chessmany refinementsto this basicschemeare needed.We will briefly
reviewsomestandardtechniques.
Much dependson the evaluationfunction.If we had a perfectevaluation
function we would only have to consider the immediate successorsof the
currentposition,thuspracticallyeliminatingsearch.But for gameslike chess,
any evaluation function of practically acceptablecomputational complexity
will necessarilybe just a heuristicestimate.This estimateis basedon 'static'
featuresof the position(for example,the numberof pieceson the board) and
will thereforebe more reliablein somepositionsthan in others.Considerfor
example such a material-basedevaluation function for chessand imagine a
positionin which White is a knight up. This functionwill, of course,assess
the
positionin White'sfavour.This is fine if the positionis quiescent,Blackhaving
no violent threat at his disposal.On the other hand, if Black can capturethe
White'squeenon the next move, suchan evaluationcanresultin a disastrous
blunder, asit will not be able to perceivethe position dynamically.Clearly, we
can better trust the staticevaluationin quiescentpositionsthan in turbulent
positionsin which each side has direct threatsof capturingthe opponent's
pieces.Obviously,we shouldusethe staticevaluationonly in quiescentpositions. Therefore a standardtrick is to extend the searchin turbulent positions
beyondthe depth limit until a quiescentpositionis reached.In particular,this
extensionincludessequences
of piececapturesin chess.
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Another refinement is heuristicpruning. This aimsat achievinga greater
depth limit by disregardingsomelesspromising continuations.This technique
will prune branchesin addition to those that are pruned by the alpha-beta
technique itself. Therefore this entails the risk of overlooking some good
continuation and incorrectly computing the minimax value.
Yet another techniqueis progressivedeepening.The program repeatedly
executesthe alpha-betasearch,first to someshallowdepth, and then increases
the depth limit on each iteration. The processstopswhen the time limit has
beenreached.The bestmove accordingto the deepestsearchis then played.
This techniquehas the following advantages:
enablesthe time control; when the time limit is reached there will always
be some best move found so far;
the minimax values of the previous iteration can be used for preliminary
ordering of position on the next iteratiotr, thus helping the alpha-beta
algorithm to search strong moves first.

Progressivedeepeningentails someoverhead(researchingupper parts of the
gametree), but this is relatively small comparedwith the total effort.
A known problem with programsthat belongto this generalschemeis the
'horizoneffect'.Imaginea chesspositionin
whichthe program'ssideinevitably
losesa knight. But the lossof the knight can be delayedat the costof a lesser
sacrifice,a pawn say.This intermediatesacrificemay pushthe actuallossof the
knight beyondthe searchlimit (beyondthe program's'horizon'). Not seeing
the eventuallossof the knight, the programwill then prefer this variation to the
quick death of the knight. So the program will eventuallylose both the pawn
(unnecessarily)and the knight. The extension of search up to a quiescent
position can alleviate the horizon effect.
Thereis, however,a more fundamentallimitation of the minimax-based
programswhich lies in the limited form of the domain-specificknowledgethey
use.This becomesvery conspicuouswhen we comparethe bestchessprograms
with humanchessmasters.Strongprogramsoften searchmillions(and more)
of positionsbefore decidingon the move to play. It is known from psychologi
cal studiesthat human masterstypically searchjust a few tens of positions,at
most a few hundred. Despite this apparent inferiority, chessmastersusually
beat programswithout too much effort. The masters'advantagelies in their
knowledge,whichfar exceedsthat containedin the programs.Gamesbetween
machinesand strong human playersshow that the enormousadvantagein the
calculatingpower cannot completelycompensatethe lack of knowledge.
Knowledgein minimax-basedprogramstakesthree main forms:
o

evaluation function,

o

tree-pruning heuristics,

o

quiescenceheuristics.

The evaluationfunction reducesmany aspectsof a gamesituation into a single
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number, and this reduction can have a detrimental effect. A good player's
understandingof a game position, on the contrary, spansover many dimensions. Let us consider an example from chess:an evaluation function will
evaluate a position as equal simply by stating that its value is 0. A master's
assessment
of Jhe sameposition can be much more informative and indicative
of a further courseof the game.For example,Black is a pawn up, but White has
a good attackinginitiative that compensatesthe material, sochancesare equal.
In chess,minimax-basedprogramsoften play well in sharptactical struggleswhen precisecalculationof forced variationsis decisive.Their weakness
showsin quiet positions where their play falls short of long-rangeplans that
prevail in suchslow, strategicgames.Lack of a plan makesan impressionthat
the program keepswanderingduring the gamefrom one idea to another. This
is particularly evident in chessendgames.
In the rest of this chapter we will consider another approach to game
playing, basedon introducing pattern knowledgeinto a program by meansof
'advice'.

15.5Patternknowledgeandthe mechanism
of 'advice'
15.5.1 Goals and move-constraints
The method of representinggame-specificknowledgethat we considerin this
sectionbelongsto the family of Advice Languages.In Advice Languagesthe
userspecifies,in a declarativeway, what ideasshould be tried in certain types
of situations.Ideasare formulated in termsof goalsand meansof achievingthe
goals.An Advice Languageinterpreter then finds out, through search,which
idea actuallyworks in a given situation.
The fundamentalconceptin Advice Languagesis a'piece-of-advice'.A
piece-of-advicesuggestswhat to do (or to try to do) next in a certain type of
position. Generally speaking, advice is expressedin terms of goals to be
'us' and
achieved,andmeansof achievingthesegoals.The two sidesare called
'them'; advicealwaysrefers to the 'us' point of view. Each piece-ofadvicehas
four ingredients:
o

better-goal: a goal to be achieved;

o

holding-goaL'a goal to be maintained during play toward the better-goal;
us-move-constraints.'a predicate on moves that selectsa subset of all legal
us-moves(moves that should be consideredof interest with respectto the
goals specified);
them-move-constraints:a predicate to select moves to be considered by
'them' (moves that may undermine the goals specified).

o

As a simpleexamplefrom the chessendgameking and pawn vs. king, consider
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the straightforward idea of queening the pawn by simply pushing the pawn
forward. This can be expressedin the form of advice as:
o

better-goal: pawn queened;

o

holding-goaL' pawn is not loet;

o

us-move-constraints.'pawn move;

o

them-move-constrainfs;approach the pawn with the king.

15.5.2 Satisfiability of advice
'us' can
we say that a given piece-of-adviceis satisfiablein a given position if
force the achievementof the better-goal specified in the advice under the
conditions that:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the holding-goalis neverviolated,
all the movesplayedby'us' satisfyus-move-constraints,
'them' is only allowedto make movesthat satisfythem-move-constraints.

The conceptof aforcing-lreeis associatedwith the satisfiabilityof a pieceof-advice.A forcing-treeis a detailedstrategythat guaranteesthe achievement
of the better-goal under the constraintsspecified by the piece-of-advice.A
'them'
forcing-tree thus specifiesexactly what moves 'us' has to play on any
reply. More precisely, a forcing-tree T for a given position P and a pieceof-adviceA is a subtreeof the game tree such that:
o
r
o
r
o

the root node of T is P;
all the positions in P satisfythe holding-goal;
all the terminalnodesin Zsatisfythe better-goal,and no internalnodein
T satisfiesthe better-goal;
there is exactlyone us-movefrom eachinternal us-to-moveposition in T;
and that move must satisfythe us-move-constraints
Zcontains all them-moves(that satisfythe them-move-constraints)
from
each non-terminal them-to-moveposition in T.

Eachpiece-of-advicecan be viewedasa definition of a smallspecialgame
with the following rules. Each opponentis allowed to make movesthat satisfy
his or her move-constraints;a position that doesnot satisfythe holding-goalis
won for 'them'; a positionthat satisfiesthe holding-goaland the better-goalis
won for 'us'. A non-terminal position is won for 'us' if the piece-of-adviceis
satisfiablein this position. Then 'us' will win by executing a corresponding
forcing-treein the play.
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15.5.3 Integrating pieces-of-advice into rules and advice-tables
In Advice Languages,individual pieces-of-adviceare integrated in the complete knowledge representationschemathrough the following hierarchy. A
piece-of-adviceis part of an if-then rule. A collection of if-then rules is an
advice-table.A set of advice-tablesis structured into a hierarchicalnetwork.
Each advice-tablehasthe role of a specializedexpertto dealwith somespecific
subproblemof the whole domain. An exampleof sucha specializedexpertis an
advice-tablethat knows how to mate in the king and rook vs. king ending in
chess.This table is summonedwhen such an ending occursin a game.
For simplicity, we will consider a simplified version of an Advice
Languagein which we will only allow for one advice-table.We shall call this
version Advice Language0, or ALO for short. Here is the structure of ALO
already syntacticallytailored toward an easyimplementationin Prolog.
A program in ALO is calledan advice-table.An advice-tableis an ordered
collection of if-then rules. Each rule has the form:
RuleName : if Condition then Advicelist
Condition is a logical expressionthat consistsof predicatenamesconnectedby
logical connectives and, or, not. Advicelist is a list of names of piecesof-advice.An exampleof a rule called'edge-rule',from the king and rook vs.
king ending, can be:

if theirhing-on-edge and ourldng-close
then I mate in-2, squeeze,approach, keeproom, divide].

This rule says:if in the current position their king is on the edgeand our king is
closeto their king (or more precisely,kings are lessthan four squaresapart),
then try to satisfy, in the order of preferenceas stated, the pieces-of-advice:
'matejn2','squeeze','approach','keeproom','divide'. This advice-list
specifiespieces-of-advicein the decreasingorder of ambition: first try to mate
'squeeze'the opponent'sking
in two moves, if that is not possiblethen try to
toward a corner, etc. Notice that with an appropriatedefinition of operators,
the rule above is a syntacticallycorrect Prolog clause'
Each piece-of-advicewill be specifiedby a Prolog clauseof anotherform:
advice( AdviceName,
BetterGoal :
HoldingGoal:
UsMove-Constraints :
Them-Move-Constraints).
The goalsare expressionsthat consistof predicatenamesand logical connectives and, or, not. Move-constraintsare, again, expressiOnsthat cOnsistof
predicate namesand the connectivesand and then: and has the usual logical
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meaning,then prescribesthe ordering.For example,a move-constraint
of the
form
MCl then MC2
says:first considerthose moves that satisfyMCl, and then those that satisfy

MCz,
For example, a piece-of-adviceto mate in 2 movesin the king and rook
vs. king ending,written in this syntax,is:
advice( matejnJ,
mate:
not rooklost :
(depth = 0) and legal then (depth = 2) and checkmove:
(depth = 1) and legal).
Here the better-goalis mate, the holding-goalis not rooklost(rook is not lost).
The us-move-constraintssay: at depth 0 (the current board position) try any
legal move, then at depth 2 (our secondmove) try checkingmovesonly. The
depth is measuredin plies. Them-move-constraintsare: any legal move at
depth 1.
In playing, an advice-tableis then usedby repeating,until the end of the
game,the following main cycle:build a forcing-tree,then play accordingto this
tree until the play exits the tree; build anotherforcing-tree,etc. A forcing-tree
is generatedeachtime asfollows: take the current board position Posand scan
the rules in the advice-tableone by one; for each rule, match pos with the
preconditionof the rule, and stop when a rule is found suchthat Possatisfiesits
precondition. Now consider the advice-list of this rule: process piecesof-advicein this list one by one until a piece-of-adviceis found that is satisfiable
in Pos.This resultsin a forcing-treethat is the detailedstrategyto be executed
acrossthe board.
Notice the importanceof the ordering of rules and pieces-of-advice.The
rule used is the first rule whose precondition matchesthe current position.
There must be for any possibleposition at least one rule in the advice-table
whosepreconditionwill matchthe position. Thus an advice-listis selected.The
first piece-of-advicein this list that is satisfiableis applied.
An advice-table is thus largely a non:procedural program. An ALO
interpreter acceptsa position and by executing an advice-tableproduces a
forcing-tree which determinesthe play in that position.

15.6A chessendgameprogramin AdviceLanguage0
Implementation of an Al0-based game-playingprogram can be conveniently
divided into three modules:
(1)

an ALO interpreter,
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(2)

an advice-tablein AL0,
a library of predicates(including rules of the game) used in the advicetable.

(3)

This structure correspondsto the usual structureof knowledge-basedsystems
as follows:
o

The ALO interpreteris an inferenceengine.

o

The advice-tableand the predicatelibrary constitutea knowledgebase.

15.6.1 A mlnlature ALO Interpreter
A miniature, game-independentALO interpreter is implementedin Prolog in
Figure 15.6.This program alsoperforms the userinteraction during play. The
centralfunction of the programis the useof knowledgein an ALO advice-table;
that is, interpreting an ALO advice-programfor the generationof forcing-trees
and their executionin a game. The basicforcing-tree generationalgorithm is
similar to the best-firstsearchin AND/OR graphsof Chapter 13;a forcing-tree
correspondsto an AND/OR solution tree. On the other hand, it alsoresembles
the generationof a solution tree to a user'squery in the expert systemshell of
Chapter14.
For simplicity,in the programof Figure15.6'us' is supposedto be White,
and'them'is Black. The programis startedthroughthe procedure
playgame( Pos)
where Posis a choseninitial position of a gameto be played. If it is 'them' to
move in Pos then the program reads a move from the user, otherwise the
program consultsthe advice-tablethat is attachedto the program, generatesa
forcing-tree and plays its move accordingto the tree. This continuesuntil the
end of the gameis reachedasspecifiedby the predicate'end-of- game' (mate,
for example).
A forcing-tree is a tree of moves, representedin the program by the
following structure
Move .. I Replyl .. Ftreel, Reply2 .. Ftree2,...]
where'..' is an infix operator;Moveis the first movefor 'us'; Replyl, Reply2,
etc.arethe possible'them'replies;andFtreel, Ftree2,etc. areforcing-subtrees
that correspondto each of the 'them' replies respectively.
15.6.2 An advice-program for the king and rook vs. king ending
A broad strategyfor winning with the king and rook againstthe sole oppoand
if necessary,
nent'sking is to force the king to the edge,or into a
forner
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Vo A miniature implementation of Advice Language 0
%
Vo This program plays a game from a given starting position
Vo using knowledge represented in Advice Language 0

:- op( 200, xfy, :).
o- op( 220,xfy, ..).
:- op( 185,fx, if).
:- op( 190,xfx, then).
'- op( 180,xfy, or).
:- op( 160,xfy, and).
'- op( 140,fx, not).
playgame(Pos) :playgame(Pos, nil).

Vo Play a game starting in Pos
Vo Start with empty forcing-tree

playgame(Pos, ForcingTree) 'show(Pos),
( end-olgame( Pos),
Vo End of
write( 'End of game'),trI, !;
playmove(Pos, ForcingTree,Posl, ForcingTreel),!,
playgame(Posl, ForcingTreel)).

game?

VoFlay'us' move accordingto forcing-tree
playmove( Pos, Move .. FTreel, Posl, FTreel) :VoWhite : 'us'
side( Pos, w),
legalmove( Pos, Move, Posl),
showmove( Move).
7o Read 'them' move
playmove( Pos, FTree, Posl, FTreel) 'side( Pos, b),
write( 'Your move: '),
read( Move),
( legalmove( Pos, Move, Posl),
subtree( FTree, Move, FTreel), !;
write( 'Illegal move'), trI,
playmove( Pos, FTree, Posl, FTreel) ).

7o Move down forcing-tree

VoIf current forcing-treeis empty generatea new one
playmove( Pos, nil, Posl, FTreel)

:-

side(Pos, w),
resetdepth(Pos, Pos0),
strategy(Pos0,FTree), !,
playmove(Pos0,FTree, Posl, FTreel).

Vo Pos0: Poswith depth 0
% Generatenew forcing-tree
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vo selecta forcing-subtreecorrespondingto Move
subtree( FTrees, Move, FTree) -member( Move .. FTree, FTrees), !.
subtree( -, -, nil).
strategy( Pos, ForcingTree) .Rule : if Condition then Advicelist,
holds( Condition, Pos, _), !,
member( AdviceNaffie, Advicelist),
trI, write( 'Trying'), write( AdviceName),
satisfiable( AdviceName, Pos, ForcingTree), l.
satisfiable( AdviceName, Pos, FTree) :advice( AdviceName, Advice),
sat( Advice, Pos, Pos, FTree).
ffit( Advice, Pos, RootPos, FTree) :holdinggoal( Advice, HG),
holds( HG, Pos, RootPos),
satl( Advice, Pos, RootPos, FTree).
satl( Advice, Pos, RootPos, nil) :bettergoal( Advice, BG),
holds( BG, Pos, RootPos), !.

Vo Find forcing-tree for Pos
Vo Consult advice-table
Vo Match Pos against precondition
Vo Try pieces-of-advice in turn
7o Satisfy AdviceName in Pos

Vo Retrieve piece-of-advice
'sat'
Vo
needs two positions for
% comparison predicates

Vo Holding-goal satisfied

Vo Better-goal satisfied

satl( Advice, Pos, RootPos, Move .. FTrees) .side( Pos, w), !,
Vo White : ,us'

usmoveconstr(Advice, UMC),
move(UMC, Pos,Move, Posl),
sat( Advice, Posl, RootPos,FTrees).
satl( Advice, Pos, RootPos,FTrees) :
side(Pos,b), !,
themmoveconstr(Advice, TMC),

Vo A move satisfying move-constr.

Vo Black - 'them'

bagof( Move .. Posl, move( TMC, Pos, Move, posl), Mplist),
satall( Advice, MPlist, RootPos, FTrees).
Vo Satisfiablein all successors
satall( -, [], -, [] ).
satall( Advice, [Move .. Pos I MPlist], RootPos, [Move .. FT I MFTS] ) :sat( Advice, Pos, RootPos, FT),
satall( Advice, MPlist, RootPos, MFTs).
Volnterpreting holding and better-goals:
VoA goal is an AND/OR/NOT combinationof predicatenames
holds( Goall and Goal2, Pos, RootPos) .- !,
holds( Goall, Pos, RootPos),
holds( Goal2, Pos, RootPos).
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holds( Goall or Goal2, Pos, RootPos) :' !,
( hold( Goall, Pos, RootPos);
hold( Goal2, Pos, RootPos) ).
holds( not Goal, Pos, RootPos) :- !,
not holds( Goal, Pos, RootPos).
holds( Pred, Pos, RootPos) :do not dependon RootPos
VoMostpredicates
( Cond -.. [Pred, Pos];
Cond :.. [Pred, Pos, RootPosl),
cal( Cond).
Volnterpretingmove-constraints
mov{ MCl and MC2, Pos, MoYe,Posl) :- !,
mov{ MC1, Pos, Move, Posl),
move(MC2, Pos, Move, Posl).
move(MCl then MC2, Pos, Move, Posl) :- !,
( move(MC1, Pos, Move, Posl);
move( MC2, Pos, Move, Posl) ).
for components
of piece-of-advice
7oSelectors
bettergoal( BG : -, BG).
holdinggoal(BG : HG: -, HG).
BG: HG: UMC : -, UMC).
usmoveconstr(
themmoveconst( BG : HG : UMC : TMC, TMC).
member(X, [X I L] ).
member(X,[YlLl):member( X, L).

Figure 15.6 A miniature implementationof Advice Language0.

then deliver mate in a few moves. An elaboration of this broad principle is:
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Theseprinciples are implemented in detail as an ALO advice-tablein Figure
15'7.This table can be run by the ALO interpreterof Figure 15.6.Figure 15.g
illustratesthe meaningof someof the predicatesusedin the table and the wav
the table works.
The predicatesusedin the table are:
Goal predicates
mate
stalemate
rooklost
rookexposed
newroomsmaller
rookdivides
okapproachedcsquare

lpatt
roomgt2

their king mated
their king stalemated
their king can capture our rook
their king can attack our rook before our king can
get to defend the rook
area to which their king is restricted by our rook
has shrunk
rook divides both kings either vertically or
horizontally
our king approached 'critical squate' , see Figure
15.9; here this means that the Manhattan distance
has decreased
'L-pattern'
(Figure 15.9)
the 'room' for their king is greater than two
squares

M ov e-constraints predicates
depth : \[
move occurring at depth : N in the search tree
legal
any legal move
checkmove
checking move
rookmove
a rook move
nomove
fails for any move
kingdiagfirst
a king move, with preference for diagonal king
moves

Vo King and rook vs. king in Advice Language 0

VoRules
edge-rule: if
their-king-edge and kings-close
then I matejn2, squeeze,approach,keeprooffi,
divide-in-z, dividejn-3 I.
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true
else-rule: if
then I squseze,apProach, keeProom,
dividejnJ, dividejn-3 l.
7oPieces-of-advice
advice( matejn-2,
mate:
not rooklost and theirhing-edge :
(depth : 0) and legal then (depth : 2) and checkmove:
(depth : 1) and legal).
advice( squeeze,
newroomsmallerand not rookexposedand
rookdivides and not stalemate :
not rooklost :
(depth : 0) and rookmove :
nomove).
advice( approach,
okapproachedcsquareand not rookexposedand
(rookdivides or lpatt) and (roomgt2 or not ourJringedge) :
not rooklost :
(depth = 0) and kingdiagfirst :
nomove).
advice( keeproom,
themtomove and not rookexposedand rookdivides and okorndle and
(roomgt2 or not okedge) :
not rooklost :
(depth : 0) and kingdiagfirst :
nomove).
advice( dividejnJ,
themtomove and rookdivides and not rookexposed :
not rooklost :
(depth < 3) and legal :
(depth < 2) and legal).
advice( dividejH3,
themtomove and rookdivides and not rookexposed :
not rooklost :
(depth < 5) and legal :
(depth < 4) and legal).

Figure 15.7 An ALO advice-tablefor king and rook vs. king. The table consistsof two
rules and six pieces-of-advice.
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Figure l5.E A gamefragmentplayedby the advice-tableof Figure 15.7,illustratingthe
method of squeezingtheir king toward a corner. Pieces-of-advice
usedin this sequence
are keeproom(waiting move preserving'room') and squeeze('room' hasshrunk). The
area to which their king is confined by our rook ('room') is shadowed.After the last
squeeze,'room' shrinks from eight to six squares.
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!9
'critical square' (a crucial squarein the squeezing
Figure 15.9 (a) Illustration of the
the White king approachesthe critical square by
indicated
by
a
cross);
manoeuvres,
moving as indicated. (b) The three piecesform an L-shapedpattern.

The argumentsof these predicatesare either positions (goal predicates)or
predicates).Goal predicatescan have one or two
moves (move-constraints
arguments.One argument is always the current searchnode; the second
argument(if it exists)is the root node of the searchtree. The secondargument
is neededin the so-calledcomparisonpredicates,which comparein some
respectthe root position and the current searchposition. An example is the
predicate newroomsmallerwhich tests whether the 'room' for their king has
shrunk(Figure15.8).Thesepredicates,togetherwith chessrulesfor king and
rook vs. king, and a board displayingprocedure( show(Pos) ), are programmed in FigureL5.10.
An exampleof how this advice-programplaysis shownin Figure 15.8.
The game would continue from the last position of Figure 15.8 as in the
following variation (assuming'them' moves as given in the variation). The
algebraicchessnotation is usedwhere the files of the chessboardare numbered
'a','b'
Forexample,themove'BK
,'e',etc, andranksarenumbered'1.,,2,3,etc.
b7'means:move the Black king to the squarein file'b' and rank 7.

wK
WK
WR
wR
wK
WK
WK
WR
WR

d5
c5
c6
b6
b5
c6
c7
c6
a6

BK b7
BK c7
BK b7
BK a7
BK a8
BK a7
BK a8
BK a7
BK a8
mate

Somequestionscannow be asked.First, is this advice-program
correctin
the sensethat it matesagainstany defenceif the gamestartsfrom any king and
rook vs. king position?It is shownin Bratko (1978)by meansof a formal proof
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that an advice-table,effectivelythe sameasthe one in Figure 15.7,is correctin
this sense.
Another questioncanbe: Is this adviceprogramoptimalinthe sensethat
it alwaysdeliversmate in the smallestnumber of moves?It caneasilybe shown
by examplesthat the program'splay is not optimal in this sense.It is known that
optimal variations(optimally playedby both sides)in this endingare at most 16
moveslong. Although our advice-tablecan be rather far from this optimum, it
was shown that the number of movesneededby this advice-tableis still very
safely under 50. This is important becauseof the 50-movesrule in chess:in
endgamessuchasking and rook vs. king the strongersidehasto matewithin 50
moves;if not, a draw can be claimed.

Vo Predicatelibrary for king and rook vs. king
Vo Positionis represented
by: Side..Wx: Wy..Rx : Ry..Bx : By..Depth
Vo Sideis sideto move ('w' or 'b')
Vo Wx, Wy are X and Y-coordinatesof White king
Vo Rx, Ry are X and Y-coordinatesof White rook
% Bx, By are coordinatesof Black king
Vo Depth is depth of position in searchtree

Vo Selectorrelations
side( Side..-, Side).

wk( _..wK.._, \ryK).
wr( _o._..wf,t.._,
wR).
bk( _.._.._..8K.._,
BK).
depth(-..-..-..-..Depth, Depth).
rgsetdepth(
S..'\ry'..R..8..D,
S,.'\ry'..R..8..0),Vo Copy of position with depth 0
Vo Some relations between squares
n( N, Nl)

:-

VoNeighbourintegers'within board'

(Nl isN*1;
Nl isN-1),
in( N1).
in( N)
N > 00,
. ,N < 9 .
a

a

d i a g n g b ( X : Y , X 1: Y l )
n( X, X1), n( Y, Y1).

Vo Diagonal neighbour squares

verngb(XrY,X:Yl):
n( Y, Y1).

Vo Y ertical neighbour squares

horngb(X:Y,Xl:Y)
n( X, X1).

Vo Horizontal neighbour squares
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ngb(s, sl) '-

Vo Nerghbour

squares, first diagonal

diagngb( S, S1);
horngb( S, S1);
verngb( S, S1).
end-of-game( Pos)
mate( Pos).

Vo Move-constraints predicates
Vo These are specialized move generators:
Vo move( MoveConstr, Pos, Move, NewPos)

move(depth < Max, Pos, Move, Posl) 'depth( PosnD),
D < Max, !.
move(depth : D, Pos, Move, Posl) 'depth( Pos, D), !.
w..W.,R..8..D,W-Wl, b..Wl..R..B..D1)
move(kingdiagfirst,
DlisD+1,
'ngb' generates diagonal moves first
Vo
ngb( W, W1),
Vo Must not move into check
not ngb( W1, B),
Vo Must not collide with rook
Wl \-: ft.
'move(rookmove,w..W..f,lx : Ry..B..D, Rx: Ry-R,b..'\ry'..R..8..D1)
Dl isD+1,
Vo lnteger between 1 and 8
coord( I),
(R:Rx:I;R:[:Ry),
Vo Move vertically or horizontally
R \::
Rx t Ry,
% Must have moved
not inway( Rx : Ry, W, R).
Vo White king not in way
move(checkmove,Pos, R-Rx : Ry, Posl) 'wr( Pos, R),
bk( Pos, Bx : By),
Vo Rook and Black king in line
(Rx : Bxi Ry : By),
move(rookmove,Pos, R-Rx : Ry, Posl).
move(legal,w..P, M, Pl) :( MC - kingdiagfirst; MC : rookmove),
move(MC, \il..P, M, P1).
B-81, \ry..W..R..81..D1)
move(legal,b..'\ry'..R.,B..D,
Dl isD+1,
ngb(B, B1),
not check(\ry..W..R..81..D1).
legalmove(Pos, Move, Posl) :move(legal, Pos, Move, Posl).
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check(-..W..Rx : Ry..Bx : By.._) .ngb( W, Bx : By);
( Rx : Bxi Ry : By),
Rx : Ry \::
Bx : By,
not inway( Rx : Ry, W, Bx : By).

ToKing'stoo close
VoNotrookcaptured

inway(S, 51, 51) :- !.
inway( Xl : Y, X2 I Y, X3 : Y) :ordered(Xl , X2, X3), !.
inway( X : Y1, X : Y2, X : Y3) .ordered(Y1, Y2, Y3).
ordered(N1, N2, N3) :Nl < N2, N2 < N3;
N3
coord(l). coord(2).coord(3).coord(4).
coord(S).coord(6).coord(7).coord(8).
VoGoalpredicates
true( Pos).
VoBlack- .them,to move

themtomove(b..-).
mate( Pos) :side(Pos, b),
check(Pos),
not legalmove(Pos,-, -).
stalemate(Pos) :side(Pos, b),
not check( Pos),
not legalmove(Pod,-, -).
newroomsmaller(Pos, RootPos) .room( Pos, Room),
room( RootPos,RootR@m),
Room < RootRoom.
rookexposed(
Side.
dist( W, R, D1),
dist( B, R, D2),
( Side: w, !, Dl
Side: b, !, Dl

.R..8..-) :-

okapproachedcsquare(
Pos, RootPos) :okcsquaremdist(
Pos, D1),
okcsquaremdist(RootPos,D2),
D1
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okcsquaremdist(Pos, Mdist) :wk( Pos, WK),
cs( Pos, CS),
manhdist(WK, CS, Mdist).

VoManh.
VoCritical

dist. between WK and critical square
square

rookdivides(
-..Wx : Wy..Rx : Ry..Bx : By..-) 'ordered(Wx, Rx, Bx), !;
ordered(Wy, Ry, By).
lpatt( -..W..R..8..-) :manhdist(W, B, 2),
manhdist(R, B, 3).

% L-pattern

okorndle(-.
.R..-, -..'W1..Rl..-) :dist( W, R, D),
dist(Wl, Rl, D1),
D -< Dl.
roomgt2(Pos) :room( Pos, Room),
Room > 2.
our-king-edge(-..X : Y..-) '(X : l,!; X : 8, !;Y : t,!; Y = 8).

VoWhite king on edge

their-king-edge(
-..W..R..X : Y..-) :(X : l,!; X : 8, !;Y : t, !;Y : 8).
kings-close(Pos) 'wk( Pos, WK), bk( Pos, BK),
dist( WK, BK, D),
D<4.

Vo Black king on edge

rooklost(-. .'\ry'.
.B. .8. .-).

Vo Rook has been captured

rooklost(b..W..R..8..-) :ngb( B, R),
not ngb( W, R).

Vo Black king attacks rook
% White king does not defend

dist( X : Y, Xl : Yl, D) :absdiff(X, Xl, Dr),
absdiff(Y, Yl, Dy),
max( Dx, Dy, D).
absdiff(A, B, D) :A>8,!,DisA-B;
D is B-A.
max( A, B, M) :A>:Br!rM-A;
M: B.

VoDistancebetweenkings < 4

Vo Distance in king moves
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% Manhattan distance
manhdist(X : Y, Xl : Y1, D) :
absdiff(X, Xl, Dx),
absdiff(Y, Yl, Dy),
DisDx*Dy.
Vo Area to which B. king is confined
room( Pos, Room) 'wr( Pos, Rx : Ry),
bk( Pos, Bx : By),
( Bx < Rx, SideXis Rx - 1; Bx ) Rx, SideXis 8 - Rx),
( By ( Ry, SideYis Ry - 1; By ) Ry, SideYis 8 - Ry),
Room is Sidex {€SideY, !;
Room is 64.
Vo Rook in line with Black king

cs(-..'\ry'..Rx
: Ry..Bx : By..-, Cx : Cy) :( Bx < Rx, !, Cx is Rx - 1; Cx is Rx * 1),
( By ( Ry, !, Cy is Ry - 1; Cy is Ry * l.).

Vo

'Critical

square'

VoDisplayprocedures
show(Pos) 'trI,
coord( Y), nl,
coord( X),
writepiece(X:Y,Pos),
fail.
show(Pos) :side(Pos, S), depth( Pos, D),
nl, write( 'Side: '), write( S),
write( 'Depth: '), write( D), nl.
writepiece(Square,Pos) :wk( Pos, Square),!, write( 'W');
wr( Pos, Square),!, write( 'R');
bk( Pos, Square),!, write( 'B');
write( '.').
showmove(Move) 'trI, write( Move), rl.

Figure 15.10 Predicate library for king and rook vs. king.

Project
Consider some other simple chessendgame,such as king and pawn vs. king,
and write an ALO program (together with the correspondingpredicatedefinitions) to play this endgame.
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Summary
Two-person games fit the formalism of AND/OR graphs. AND/OR
search procedures can be therefore used to search game trees.
The straightforward depth-first search of game trees is easy to program,
but is too inefficient for playing interesting games. In such cases, the
minimax principle, in associationwith an evaluation function and depthlimited search, offers a more feasible approach.
The alpha-beta algorithm is an efficient implementation of the minimax
principle. The efficiency of alpha-beta depends on the order in which
alternatives are searched. In the best case, alpha-beta in effect reduces
the branching factor of a game tree to its square root.
Some refinements to the basic alpha-beta algorithm include: extending
the search until a quiescent position is reached, progressive deepening
and heuristic pruning.
Numerical evaluation is a very restrictive form of applying game-specific
knowledge. A more knowledge-intensive approach to game playing
should provide for pattern-based knowledge. Advice Languages realize
such an approach, where knowledge is represented in terms of goals and
means of achieving goals.
Programs written in this chapter are: an implementation of minimax and
alpha-beta, &trinterpreter for Advice Language 0, and an advice-tablefor
playing the king and rook vs. king chessendgame.
Concepts introduced and discussedin this chapter are:
two-person, perfect-information games
game trees
evaluation function, minimax principle
static values, backed-up values
alpha-beta algorithm
progressive deepening, heuristic pruning, quiescenceheuristics
horizon effect
Advice Languages
goals, constraints, piece-of-advice, advice-table
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Pattern-directed
Programming

In this chapterwe will considerpattern-directedsystemsas a specialapproach
to programming. Prolog itself can be viewed as a pattern-directedlanguage.
We will implement a small interpreter for simple pattern-directedprograms
and illustrate the flavour of pattern-directedprogrammingwith examples.

16.1 Pattern-directed
architecture
16.1.1 Maln concepts
By pattern-directedsystemswe here refer to an architecture for program
systems.This architecture is better suited for certain types of problems than
conventionalsystemsorganization.Among problemsthat naturally fit into the
pattern-directedarchitectureare manyArtificial Intelligenceapplications- for
example,expert systems.The main difference betweenconventionalsystems
and pattern-directedsystemsis in the mechanismsof invocation of program
modules.In conventionalorganization,modulesof the systemcall eachother
according to a fixed, explicitly predefined scheme. Each program module
decideswhich module will be executednextby explicitly callingother modules.
The correspondingflow of executionis sequentialand deterministic.
In contrast to this, in pattern-directedorganizationthe modules of the
systemare not directly calledby other modules.Instead,they are 'called'by
patternsthat occur in their 'data environment'. Therefore such modules are
calledpattern-directedmodules. A pattern-directedprogram is a collection of
pattern-directedmodules. Each module is defined by:
(1)
(2)

a preconditionpattern, and
an action to be executedif the data environment matchesthe pattern.

The execution of program modules is triggered by patterns that occur in the
system'senvironment.The dataenvironmentis usuallycalledthe database.We
can imaginesucha systemas shownin Figure 16.L.
There are some notable observationsabout Figure 16.1. There is no
hierarchy among modules, and there is no explicit indication about which
module can invoke some other module. Modules communicate with the
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Data environment

system'
Figure16.1 A pattern-directed

databaserather than with other modules directly. The structure itself, in
principle, permits executionof severalmodulesin parallel, since the state of
ln" aituUise may simultaneouslysatisfy several preconditions and thus, in
principle, fire severalmodules at the sametime. Consequentlysuch an organizationcan alsoserveasa natural model of parallel computationin which each
module would be physicallyimplementedby its own processor.
Pattern-directedarchitecturehascertain advantages.One major advantage is that the design of the system does not require all the connections
between modules to be carefully planned and defined in advance. Consequently, each module can be designed and implemented relatively
autonomously.This renders a high degreeof modularity. The modularity is
manifested,for example,in that the removal of somemodule from the system
is not necessarilyfatal. After the removal, the systemwould often still be able
to solveproblems, only the way of solvingproblemsmight change.The sameis
true for the addition of new modules and for modifications of the existing
modules.If similar modificationsare carried out in systemswith conventional
organization,at leastthe callsbetweenmoduleshaveto be properly modified.
The high degree of modularity is especiallydesirable in systemswith
complex knowledge basesbecauseit is difficult to predict in advanceall the
interactionsbetweenindividual piecesof knowledgein the base.The patterndirectedarchitectureoffers a natural solution to this: eachpieceof knowledge,
representedby an if-then rule, can be regardedas a pattern-directedmodule.
Let us further elaborate the basic schemeof pattern-directedsystems
with the view on an implementation.Figure 16.1 suggeststhat the parallel
implementationwould be most natural. However, let us assumethe systemis
to be implementedon a traditional sequentialprocessor.Then in a casethat the
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Conflict
set
Module1 Condition1
Module2 Condition}

Action1
Action2

bo
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Module3 Condition3
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Module5 Condition
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F{

Action3

O

Action4
U

Action5
aaa

Database

Figure 16.2 The basiclife cycleof pattern-directed
systems.In this examplethe
database
satisfiesthe conditionpatternof modules1, 3 ind 4; module3 is chosenfor
execution.

triggering patterns of several modules simultaneouslyoccur in the database
there is a conflict: which of all thesepotentially activemoduleswill actuallybe
executed?The set of potentially active modules is called a conflict set. In an
actualimplementationof the schemeof Figure16.1on a sequentialprocessor,
we needan additional programmodule, calledthe control module. The control
module resolvesthe conflict by choosingand activatingone of the modulesin
the conflict set. one simple rule of resolving conflicts can be based on a
predefined, fixed ordering of modules.
The basic life cycle of pattern-directedsystems,then, consistsof three
steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Patternrnatchlng:find in the databaseall the occurrencesof the condition
patterns of the program modules.This resultsin a conflict set.
Conflict resolution: chooseone of the modulesin the conflict ser.
Execution: executethe module that was chosenin step 2.

This implementationalschemeis illustrated in Figure 16.2.
16.1.2 Prolog programs as pattern-dlrected systems
Prolog programs themselves can be viewed as pattern-directed systems.
without much elaboration, the correspondencebetweenProlog and pattern-
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directed systemsis along the following lines:

Each Prolog clausein the program can be viewed as a pattern-directed
module.ThL module'sconditionpart is the headof the clause,the action
part is specifiedby the clause'sbody.
The system'sdatabaseis the currentlist of goalsthat Prologis trying to
satisfy.
A clauseis fired if its headmatchesthe first goal in the database.
To executea module'saction (body of a clause)means:replacethe first
goal in the databasewith the list of goalsin the body of the clause(with
the proper instantiationof variables).
in the sensethat
The processof module invocationis non-deterministic
seueiulclauses'headsmay matchthe first goal in the database,and any
one of them can, in principle, be executed.This non-determinismis
actuallyimplementedin Prologthrough backtracking.
16.1.3 Writing pattern-directed programs: an example
Pattern-directedsystemscan also be viewed as a particular style of writing
programsand thinking about problems, calledp attern-directedprogramming.
To illustrate this, consider an elementaryprogramming exercise:computing the greatestcommon divisor D of two integer numbersA and B. The
classicalEuclid's algorithm can be written as follows:

We can define the same process by two pattern-directed modules:
Module 1
Condition

There are two numbers X and Y in the databasesuch that X >

Action

Y.
X - Y.
with the difference
ReplaceX in the database

Module 2
Condition

There is a number X in the database.

Action

Output X and stop.

Obviously, wheneverthe condition of Module I is satisfied,so is the condition
of Module 2 and we havea conflict. This will be in our caseresolvedby a simple
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control rule: Module 1 is alwayspreferred to Module 2. Initially the database
containsthe two numbersA and B.
As a pleasantsurprise,our pattern-directedprogramin fact solvesa more
generalproblem: computing the greatestcommon diuisor of any
number of
integers.If severalintegersare storedin the databasethe systemwill output
the
greatestcommondivisorof all of them. Figure16.3showsa possible
sequence
of changesin the databasebefore the risult is obtained, when the initial
databasecontainsfour numbers:25, 10, 15,30.Noticethat a module'sprecondition can be satisfiedat severalplacesin the database.
25

I
I

15

5

10

30

15

t\ I

l>
5

15

\

I
I

10

\
\

5

Figure16.3 A possibleexecutionof the pattern-directed
programfor computingthe
greatestcommondivisorof a set of numbers.In this examplethe databaie
initiatty
containsthe numbers25, r0,1.5and30. vertical arrowsconnectnumberswith
their
replacements.
Thefinalstateofthedatabase
is:5,5,5,5.

we will in this chapterimplementan interpreter for a simplelanguagefor
specifying pattern-directed systems, and illustrate the flavour of-palterndirected programming by programmingexercises.

16.2A simpleinterpreterfor pattern-directed
programs
Let us choosethe following syntaxfor specifyingpattern-directedmodules:
ConditionPart
The condition part is a list of conditions
Condl,
Condl,

C o n d 3 ,. . . I
etc. are simply Prolog goals. The precondition i S
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of actions:
satisfiedif all the goalsin the list are satisfied.The actionpart is a list
I Actionl, Action2, ...1
Each action is, again, simply a Prolog goal. To executean action list, all the
actionsin the list-haveto bi executed.-Thatis, all the correspondinggoalshave
to be satisfied.Among availableactionsthere will be actionsthat manipulate
the database;add, deleteot replaceobjects in the database'
Figure L6.4 shows our pattern-directed program for computing the
greatestcommon divisor written in this syntax.
"
The simplestway to implement this pattern-directedlanguageis to use
Prolog'sown built-in databasemechanism.Adding an objectinto the database
and dEletingan object can be accomplishedsimply by the built-in procedures:
assert(Object)

retract( Object)

Replacingan object with another object is also easy:
replac{ Objectl, Object2) :retract( Objectl), !,
assert( Object2).
The cut in this clauseis used just to prevent retract from deleting (through
backtracking)more than one object from the database.

To Productionrules for finding greatestcommondivisor ( Euclid algorithm)

op( 300, fx, number).
numberX, numberY, X > Y] --->
NewX is X - Y, replace(numberX, numberNewX) l.
number Xl
Vo An initial database

number25.
number10.
number15.
number30.
Figure 16.4 A pattern-directedprogramto find the greatestcommondivisor of a setof
numbers.
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vo A small interpreterfor pattern-directedprograms
VoThe system'sdatabaseis manipulatedthiough assert/retract
:- op( 800, Xft, --->).
run :-

Condition
test( Condition),
execute(Action).

Vo A rule
Vo Precondition satisfied?

test( [J ).

Vo Empty condition

test( [First I Rest] ) : call( First),
test( Rest).

Vo Test conjunctive condition

execute([stop] ) :

Vo Stop execution

execute(tl ) :run.

% Empty action (execution cycle completed)
Vo Continue with next execution cycle

execute(t First I Restl ) :
call( First),
execute(Rest).
replace(A, B) 'retract(A), !,
assert(B).

Vo Replace A with B in database

Figure16.5 A smallinterpreterfor pattern-directed
programs.

A small interpreter for pattern-directedprograms along these lines is
shownin Figure 16.5.This interpreter is perhapsan oversimplificationin some
respects. In particular, the conflict resolution rule in the interpreter is
extremelysimple and rigid: alwaysexecutethe/rrsf potentially activepatterndirectedmodule (in the order asthey arewritten). so the programmer'scontrol
is reducedjust to the ordering of modules.The initial stateof the databasefor
this interpreter has to be assertedas Prolog clauses.Then the execution is
triggered by the goal:
?- run.

16.3A simpletheoremprover
Let us implement a simple theorem prover as a pattern-directed system. The
prover will be based on the resolution principle, a popular method for mechani-
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cal theorem proving. We will limit our discussionto only proving theoremsin
the simple propositional logic just to illustrate the principle, although our
resolutionmechanismwill be easilyextendableto handlethe first-order predicate calculus (logic formulas that contain variables). Basic Prolog itself is a
specialcaseof such a theorem prover.
The theorem-provingtask can be defined as: given a formula, show that
the formula is a thebrem; thut i., the formula is alwaystrue regardlessof the
interpretation of the symbols that occur in the formula. For example, the
formula
pv -p
'p
read as or not p', is always true regardlessof the meaning of p.
Wa will be using the following symbols as logic operators:

&.
v
:>

negation,read as'not'
conjunction,read as'and'
'or'
disjunction, read as
implication,read as'implies'

oftheseoperatorsis suchthat'not'binds strongest,then'and',
The precedence
then'or', and then'implies'.
In the resolutionmethodwe negatethe conjecturedtheoremand then try
to showthat this negatedformula is a contradiction.If the negatedformula is in
fact a contradiction then the original formula must be a tautology. Thus the
idea is: demonstratingthat the negatedformula is a contradictionis equivalent
to proving that the original formula is a theorem (alwaysholds). The process
th;t aimJat detecting the contradiction consistsof a sequenceof resolution
steps.
Let us illustrate the principle with a simpleexample.Supposewe want to
prove that the following propositional formula is a theorem:
(a :)

b) & (b :t

c) :> (a:t

c)

This formula is read as:if b follows from a, and c follows from b, then c follows
from c.
Before the resolution processcan start we have to get our negated,
conjecturedtheorem into a form that suitsthe resolutionprocess.The suitable
form is the conjunctivenormal form, which looks like this:
( p t vp z v . . . ) & ( q , , q r v . . . ) & ( r , v r r v . . . )& . . .
Here allp's, q's and r's are simplepropositionsor their negations.This form is
alsocalledthe clauseform. Eachconjunctis calledaclause.So (p, vpr v ...) is a
clause.
We caneasilytransformanypropositionalformula into this form. For our
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exampletheorem, this transformationcan proceedasfollows. The theorem is
(a:> b) & (b =t c) =) (a =t c)
The negatedtheorem is:
-((a:>r)

&(b:>

c):)

(a:>c))

The following known equivalencerules will be useful when transforming this
formula into the normal conjunctive form:
(1) x =) !
(2) -(x v y)
(3) -(x & y)
(4) -(-r)

-x v y
-x & -y
-x v -y

is equivalentto
is equivalent to
is equivalent to
is equivalent to

x

Applying rule 1 to our formula we get:
- ( - ( (o :> b) & (b :r

")

) v (a :> c) )

By rules 2 and 4 we get:
(o => b) & (b:t

")

& -(o:t

c)

Using rule 1 at severalplaceswe get:
(-a v b) & (-b v c) & -(-a

v c)

By rule 2 we finally get the clauseform we need:
(-avb)&(-bvc)&

a&-c

This consistsof four clauses.Now the resolution processcan start.
The basic resolution step can occur any time that there are two clauses
suchthat somepropositionp occursin one of them, and -p occursin the other.
Let two such clausesbe:
pvY

and -pvZ

where p is a proposition, and Y and Z are propositional formulas. Then the
resolution step on thesetwo clausesproducesa third clause:
Yv Z
It can easily be shown that this clauselogically follows from the two initial
clauses.So by addingthe expression(Yv Z) to our formula we do not alter the
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-bv

-av b

a

,/
-AV c

,/
\

,/
\

/

,/

\/
nil

Figure16.6 Provingthetheorem(a:> b) & (b :> c) => (a :> c) bytheresolution
method.Thetop lineisthenegatedtheoremin theclauseform.Theemptyclauseat the
bottomsignalsthat the negatedtheoremis a contradiction.
validity of the formula. The resolution processthus generatesnew clauses.If
the 'empty clause' (usually denoted by 'nil') occursthen this will signalthat a
contradiction has been found. The empty clausenil is generatedfrom two
clausesof the forms:
x

and -x

which is obviously a contradiction.
Figure L6.6 shows the resolution processthat starts with our negated
conjecturedtheorem and endswith the empty clause.
Figure 1.6.7shows how this resolution processcan be formulated as a
pattern-directedprogram. This program operateson clausesassertedinto the
database.The resolution principle can be formulated as a pattern-driven
activity:
tf
there are two clausesCl and C2, suchthat P is a (disjunctive)subexpression of CI, and -P is a subexpression
of C2
then
removePfrom C/ (givingC1), remove-Pfrom C2 (givingCB), and add
into the databasea new clause:CA v CB.
Written in our pattern-directedlanguagethis becomes:
I clause(C1), delete(P, Cl, CA),
clause(C2), delete(-P, C2, CB) I --->
I assert(clause(CA v CB) ) ].
This rule needs a little elaboration to prevent repeated actions on the same
clauses,which would merely produce new copiesof already existing clauses.
The program in Figure 16.7 recordsinto the databasewhat has already been
done by asserting:
done(C1, C2, P)
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The condition parts of rules will then recognizeand prevent such repeated
actions.
The rules in Figure 16.7 also deal with some special casesthat would
otherwiserequire the explicit representationof the empty clause.Also, there
are two rules that just simplify clauseswhen possible. One of these rules
removesredundantsubexpressions.
For example,this rule would simplify the
clause
av bv a
into a v b. The other rule recognizestrue clausessuchas
avbv-a
and removes them from the databasesince they are uselessfor detecting a
contradiction.
A remaining question is how to translatea given propositional formula
into the clauseform. This is not difficult and the programof Figure 16.8doesit.
The procedure
translate( Formula)
translatesa formula into a set of clausesCl, C2, etc., and assertstheseclauses
into the databaseas:
clausd Cl).
clause(C2).

Now the pattern-directedtheoremprover can be triggeredby the goalrun. So,
to prove a conjecturedtheoremusingtheseprograms,we translatethe negated
theoreminto the clauseform and start the resolutionprocess.For our example
theorem, this is done by the question:
?- translate(-( ( a:>

b) & ( b :1 c) :> ( a:>

c) ) ), run.

The programwill respondwith 'Contradictionfound' meaningthat the original
formula is a theorem.

VoProductionrules for resolutiontheoremproving
Vo Contradictingclauses
I clause( X), clause( -X) I --->
'Contradiction found'), stop].
I write(
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7o Remove a true clause
I clausd C), in( P, C), in( -P, C) ] -->

I rgtract(C) 1..

7o Simplify a clause

clause(C), delete(P, C, C1), in( P, C1) I --->
replace(clause(C), clause(C1) ) l.
Vo Resolution step, a special case

clause(P), clause(C), delete(-P, C, C1), not done(P, C, P) I --->
assert(clause(C1) ), assert(done(P, C, P) ) J.
step,a specialcase
VoResolution
I clause(-P), clause(C), delete(P, C, C1), not done( -P, C, P) ] --->
I assert(clause(Cl) ), assert(done( -P, C, P) ) l.
step,generalcase
VoResolution
I clause(C1), delete(P, Cl, CA),
clause(C2),delete(-P,C2,CB)'notdone(C1,C2,P)]>
I assert(clause(CA v CB) ), assert(done(CI, C2, P) ) l.
VoLastrule:resolutionprocess
stuck
'Not
contradiction'),stop].
[ ---> [ write(
Vo delete( P, E, E1) means: delete a disjunctive subexpressionP from E giving El

delete(X, X v Y, Y).
delete(X, Y v X, Y).
delete(X,YvZ,YvZl)'delete(X, Z, Zl).
delete(X, Y Y Z, YI v Z) :delete(X, Y, Y1).
Voin( P, E) means:P is a disjunctive
subexpression
in E
in( X, X).
in( X, Y) 'delete(X, Y, -).

Figure 16.7

A pattern-directed program for simple resolution theorem proving.
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VoTranslatinga propositionalformula into (asserted)clauses

'- op( lffi, fy, -).
'- op( 110,xfy, &).
:- op( 120,xfy, v).
'- op( 130,xfy, ->).
translate(F & G) '- !,
translate(F),
translate(G).
translate(Formula) 'transform( Formula, NewFormula), !,
translate(NewFormula).
translate(Formula) :assert(clause(Formula) ).

Vo Negation
% Conjunction
Vo Disjunction
Vo Implication
Vo Translate conjunctive formula

Vo Transformation step on Formula

Vo No more transformation possible

formulas
rulesfor propositional
VoTransformation
transform(-( -X), X) :- !.

Vo Double negation

transform(X >: Y, -X v Y) '- !.
transform(-( X & Y), -X v -Y) :- !.
transform(-( X v Y), -X & -Y) :- !.

Vo Eliminate implication
VoDe Morgan'slaw
%oDe Morgan'slaw

X & Y v Z, (X v Z) & ( Y v Z) \'transform(

!. Vo Distribution

transform(X v Y & Z, ( X v Y) & ( X v Z) )'transform( X v Y, Xl v Y) '-

!. Vo Distribution

transform(X, X1), !.
transform(X v Y, X v Yl)'transform(Y, Y1), !.
transform(-X, -X1) 'transform(X, X1).

7o Transform subexpression
VoTr ansformsubexpression
Vo Transformsubexpression

Figure 16.E Translating a propositional calculus formula into a set of (asserted)
clauses.

16.4 Concludingremarks
Our simpleinterpeter for pattern-directedprogramswassufficientfor illustrating some ideas of pattern-directed programming. For more complex
applicationsit shouldbe elaboratedin severalrespects.Hefe are somecritical
commentsand indicationsfor improvements.
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The conflict resolution was in our interpreter reduced to a fixed, predefined order. Much more flexible schemasare often desired.To enablemore
sophisticatedcontrol, all the potentially active modulesshould be found and
fed into a specialuser-programmablecontrol module.
When the databaseis large and there are many pattern-directedmodules
in the program then pattern matching can becomeextremely inefficient. The
efficiencyin this respectcan be improved by a more sophisticatedorganization
of the database.This may involve the indexing of the information in the
database,or partition of the information into sub-bases,or partition of the set
of pattern-directedmodules into subsets.The idea of partitioning is to make
only a subsetof the databaseor of the modules accessibleat any given time,
thusreducingthe pattern matchingto sucha subsetonly. Of course,in sucha
case we would need a more sophisticatedcontrol mechanismthat would
control the transitions between these subsetsin the senseof activating and
de-activatinga subset.A kind of meta-rulescould be usedfor that.
Unfortunately our interpreter, asprogrammed,precludesany backtracking due to the way that the databaseis manipulatedthrough assertand retract.
So we cannotstudy alternativeexecutionpaths.This canbe improved by using
a different implementation of the database, avoiding Prolog's assert and
retract. One way would be to representthe whole state of the databaseby a
Prolog term passed as an argument to the run procedure. The simplest
possibility is to organize this term as a list of objects in the database.The
interpreter'stop level could then look like this:
run( State) :Condition ---) Action,
test( Condition, State),
execute(Action, State).
The executeprocedurewould then compute a new state and call run with this
new state.
Prolect
Implement an interpreter for pattern-directedprogramsthat doesnot maintain
its databaseasProlog'sown internal database(with assertand retract), but asa
procedureargumentaccordingto the foregoingremark. Sucha new interpreter
would allow for automaticbacktracking.Try to designa representationbfthe
databasethat would facilitate efficient pattern matching.

Summary
Pattern-directed architecture suits many problems of Artificial
Intelligence.
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o
o

A pattern-directedprogram is a collectionof pattern-directedmodules
whoseexecutionis triggeredby patternsin the 'database'.
Prolog programsthemselvescan be viewed as pattern-directedsystems.
The parallel implementationof pattern-directedsystemswould be most
natural. The sequential implementation requires conflict resolution
irmongthe modulesin the conflicf set.
A simpleinterpreterfor pattern-directedprogramswas implementedin
this chapterand appliedto resolution-based
theoremproving in propositional logic.
Conceptsdiscussed
in this chapterare:
pattern-directedsystems,pattern-directedarchitecture
pattern-directedprogramming
pattern-directedmodule
conflict set, conflict resolution
resolution-basedtheorem proving, resolutionprinciple
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Solutionsto SelectedExercises
Ghapter
1.1 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

no
[:pat
[:bob
[:bob ,Y:pat

1.2 (a)
(b)
(c)
1 . 3 (u)
(b)

parent( X, pat).
parent(liz, X).
parent( Y, pat), parent( X, Y).
happy( X) .parent( X, Y).
hastwochildren(X) :
parent( X, Y),
sister(Z, Y).

1.4 grandchild(X, Z) :parent( Y, X),
parent(Z, Y).
1 . 5 aunt( X, Y) 'parent(Z, Y),
sister(X, Z).
1 . 6 Yes it is.
1.7 (a) no backtracking
(b) no backtracking
(c) no backtracking
(d) backtracking

Chapter2
2.1 (a) variable
(b) atom
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

2.3 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

atom
variable
atom
structure
number
syntactically incorrect
structure
structure
yes
no
no
P-2,F.-/
Pl : point(-l,0)
P2 : point(l,O)
P3 : point(O,Y)
This can represent the family of triangles with two vertices on the
r-axis at 1 and -1 respectively, and the third vertex anyWhereon the
y-axis.

2.4 seg(point(S,Yl), point(5,Y2) )
2.5 regular( rectangle(point(X1,Yl), point(X2,Y1), point(X2,Y3),
poin(Xl,Y3) ) ).
VoThisassumes
that the first pointis the left bottomvertex
2.6 (a) A:
(b) no

X(") c:7
(d) D:
D:

2

s(s(l));
s(s(s(s(s(1)))))

2.7 relatives(X, Y) :predecessor(
X, Y);
predecessor(
Y, X);
predecessor(
Z, X),
predecessor(
Z, Y);
predecessor(
X, Z),
predecessor(
Y, Z).
2.8 translate( 1, one).
translate(2, two).
translate(3, three).
2.9 In the caseof Figure2.10Prologdoesslightlymore work.
X
2.10 Accordingto the definitionof matchingof Section2-2, this succeeds.
becomesa sort of circular structurein which X itself occursasone of the
arquments.

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES

Chapter3
3.1 (a) conc(LI, [-, -, -], L)
(b) conc([-, -, -1, Ll , L),
conc(L2, [-, -, -1, Ll)

7o Delete first three elements from L
Vo Delete last three from LL

3.2 (a) last( Item, List) :conc(-, [Item], List).
(b) last( ftem, [Item] ).
last( Item, [First I Restl )
Iast( Item, Rest).
3.3 evenlength([] ).
evenlength([First I Rest] ) :
oddlength(Rest).
oddlength([-l ).
oddlength([First I Restl ) 'evenlensh( Rest).
3.4 reverse([, [] ).
reverse([First I Rest], Reversed) :reverse(Rest, ReversedRest),
conc(ReversedRest,[Firstl, Reversed).
3.5 7oThisis easyusingreverse
palindrome(List) 'reverse(List, List).
VoAlternativesolution,not usingreverse
palindromel( [] ).
palindromel( [-l ).
palindromel( [First I Restl ) :conc(Middle, [Firstf, Rest),
palindromel( Middle).
3.6 shift( [First I Restf, Shifted) :conc(Rest, [First], Shifted).

3.7 translate([, [ ).
translate([Head I Tail], [Headl I Tailll )
means(Head, Headl),
translate(Tail, Taill).
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3.8 subset([], [ ).
subset([First I Rest], [First I Sub] ) :
subset(Rest, Sub).

Vo Retain First in subset

subset([First I Rest], Sub) .subset(Rest, Sub).

Vo Remove First

3.9 dividelist(tl, tl, [] ).
dividelist(txl, [Xl, U ).

% Nothing to divide
Vo Divide one-elementlist

dividelist([X, Y I ListJ, [X I Listll, [Y I List2l )
dividelist(List, Listl, List2).
3.10 canget( state( -, -, -, has), [] ).
canget( State, [Action I ActionsJ ) :move( State, Action, NewState),
canget( NewState, Actions).
3.ll

VoNothing to do
Vo First action
7o Remainingactions

flatten( [Head I Tail], Flatlist) :flatten( Head, FlatHead),
flatten( Tail, FlatTail),
conc( FlatHead, FlatTail, Flatlist).

VoFlatten non-emptylist

flatten( [, [] ).

Vo Flatten empty list

flatten( X, [X] ).

7o Flatten a non-list

% Note:On backtracking
thisprogramproduces
rubbish
3.12 Terml : plays(jimmy, and( football, squash))
Term2 : plays( susan,and( tennis, and( basketball,volleyball)) )
3.13

3.14

op( 300, xfx, was).
op( 200,xfx, of).
op( 100,fx, the).

) [:1+0

) B :1+1+0
) C : 1+1+1+1+0
)

3.15

f) : 1+1+0+1

op( 100,xfx, in).
op( 300, fx, concatenating).
op( 200,xfx, gives).
op( 100,xfx, and).
op( 300, fx, deleting).
op( 100,xfx, from).

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES

VoList membershiP
Item in [Item ] Listl.
Item in [First I Restl 'Item in Rest.
VoList concatenation
concatenatingtl and List givesList.
concatenating[X I LU and L2 $ves [X I L3] :concatenatingLl and L2 g;vesL3.
VoDeletingfrom a list
deletingItem from [Item I Rest] givesRest.
'deletingItem from [First I Restl gives[First I NewRest]
deleting Item from Rest givesNewRest'
3.16 max( X, Y, X) :X>:!.
max( X, Y, Y) '-

x<Y.
3.17 maxlis( [Xl, X).
maxlist( [X, Y I Rest], Max),
maxlis( [Y I Rest], MaxRest),
max( X, MaxRest,Max).

% Maximumof single-element
list
in list
VoAt leasttwo elements
VoMax is the greaterof X andMaxRest

3.18 sumlist( [, 0).
sumlis( [First I Rest], Sum) :sumlist( Rest, SumRest),
Sum is First * SumRest.
3.19 ordered(IXI ).
ordered([X, Y I Rest] ) :X:( Y,
ordered( IY I Restl ).

7oSingle-element
list is ordered

3.20 subsum(U, 0, U ).
subsum(IN I Listl, Sum, tN I Subl ) :
Suml is Sum - N,
subsum(List, Suml, Sub).

7o N is in subset

subsum(IN I Listl, Sum, Sub) :subsum(List, Sum, Sub).

VoN is not in subset

3.21 between(Nl, N2, Nl) :Nl :< N2.
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between(Nl, N2, X) :Nl < N2,
NewNl is Nl * 1,
between(NewNl, N2, X).
3.22 r
:::-

op( 9fi), fx, if).
op( 8(X),xfx, then).
op( 7(X),xfx, else).
op( 6(X),xfx, ::).

if Vall > Val2 then Var :: Val3 elseAnything :Vall > Val2,
Var: Val3.
if Vall > Val2 then Anything elseVar::
Vall :< Val2,
Var: Val4.

Val4 :-

Chapter4
4.1 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

?- family( person(-, Name, _, _), _, [] ).
?- child( person( Narne, SecondName,-, works( -, -) ) ).
?- family( person(-, Name, -, unemployed),
person(-, -, -, works( _, _) ).
?- family( Husband,Wife, Children),
dateofbirth(Husband,dat{ _, _, Yearl) ),
dateofbirth( Wife, date( _, _, Yar2) ),
( Yearl -Year2 >= 15;
Year2- Yearl )= 15 ),
member(Child, Children).

4.2 twins( Childl, Child2) :family( -, -, Children),
del( Childl, Children, OtherChildren),
member( Child2, OtherChildren),
dateofbirth( Childl, Date),
dateofbirth( Child2, Date).
4.3 nth-member(1, [X I L], X).
nth-member(N, [Y I L], X) t
NlisN-1,
nth-member(Nl, L, X).

% DeleteChildl

VoXis first elementof list [X I L]
VoX is nth elementof [y I L]

4,4 The input string shrinkson each non-silentcycle, and it cannotshrink
indefinitelv.

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES

4I1,

4.5 accepts(S, [], -) :final( S).
accepts(S, tX I RestJ,MaxMoves)
MaxMoves) 0,
trans(S, X, Sl),
NewMax is MaxMoves- l,
accepts(51, Rest).
accepts(S, String, MaxMoves) 'MaxMoves) 0,
silent(S, S1),
NewMax is MaxMoves- l,
accepts(51, String, NewMax).
4.7 (a) jump( X/Y, X1/Y1) '( dxy( Dx, Dy);
dxy( Dy, Dx) ),
Xl isX+Dx,
inboard(X1),
Yl isY+Dy,
inboard(Yl).
dxy( 2, 1).
dxy( 2, -l).
dxy( -2, 1).
dxy( 4, -l).
inboard( Coord) '0 < Coord,
Coord < 9.
(b)

knightpath( [Squarel).

% Knight jump from )VY to Xl/Yl
% Knight distancesin x and y directions
7o or the other way round
VoXl is within chessboard
VoYl is within chessboard
Vo2 squaresto right, 1 forward
Vo2 squaresto right, 1 backward
Vo2 to left, 1.forward
Vo2 to left, 1 backward
Vo Coordinatewithin chessboard

VoKnight sitting on Square

knightpath( [S1, 52 | Restl )
jump( 51, S2),
knightpath( [S2 | Restl ).
(c)

?- knightpath( I2ll,R,5/4,S,)V8l).

Ghapter
5.1 (a) [ : 1 ;
X:2;
(b) [ : 1
f:1;
[:1
Y :2;
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X:2
!:1;
X:2
Y :2;
(c) x-1
Y-t;
X:1
Y--2;

5.2 class(Number, positive) :Number ) 0, !.
class(0, zero) '- !.
class(Number, negative).

5.3 split( [f, [], [] ).
split( [X I Ll, [X I Lll, L2) :X >:0, !,
split( L, Ll, L2).
split( [X I LJ, Ll, [X I L2l ) .split( L, LI, L2).

5.4 member(Item, Candidates),not member(Item, RuledOut)
5.5 difference([, -, [] ).
difference([X I Lll, L2, L) 'member(X, L2), !,
difference(LL, L2, L).
difference([X I Lll, L2, IX I L] ) :difference(Ll, L2, L).
5.6 unifiable([, -, [ ).
unifiable( [First I Rest], Term, List) :not( First : Term), !,
unifiable( Rest, Term, List).
unifiable( [First I RestJ,Term, [First I ListJ ) :unifiable( Rest, Term, List).

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES
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Chapter6
6.1

findterm( Term) :
read( Term), !,
write( Term);
findterm( Term).

6.2

findallterms( Term) :read( CurrentTerm),
process( CurrentTerffi, Term).

Vo Assumingcurrent input streamis file f
Vo Current term in f matchesTerm?
VoIf yes, displayit
Vo Otherwiseprocessthe rest of file

process( end-olfile, -) '- !.
process( CurrentTerffi, Term) :( not( CurrentTerm : Term), !;
write( CurrentTerm), nl),
findallterms( Term).
6.4

VoTerms do not match
7o Otherwiseoutput current term
VoDo the rest of file

starts( Atom, Character) :name( Character, [CodeJ ),
name( Atom, [Code | -J ).

6.5 plural( Noun, Nouns) :name( Noun, Codelist),
name(s, Codes),
conc(Codelist, CodeS,NewCodelist),
name( Nouns, NewCodelist).

Chapter7
7.1 sum(X, Y, Sum) 'var( Sum), !,
SumisX*Y;
var( X), !,
XisSum-Y;
YisSum-X.
7.2 add( Item, List) 'var( List), !,
List:[ItemlTaill.

Vo Sum uninstantiated
VoX uninstantiated
Vo Y uninstantiated

VoList representsempty list

add( Item, t- | Taill ) :add( Item, Tail).
member(X, List) :var( List), !,
fail.
member(X, [X I Tail] ).
member(X, t- | TailJ ) 'member(X, Tail).

VoList representsempty list
Voso X cannotbe a member
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Chapter8
8.2 add-at-end(L1 - [Item I Z2l, Item, Ll - ZZ).
8.3 reverse(
A - Z,L - L) :A-:Zr!.

Vo Result is empty list if
Vo A - Z representsempty list

reverse(tX I Ll -2, RL -RZ) .reverse(L - Z, RL - tX I RZI ).

Vo Non-empty list

Chapter9
9.1 list( [ ).
list( [- | TaiU ) .list( Tail).
9.2 mem( X, X then Anything).
mem( X, Y then List) .mem( X, List).
9.3 convert([, donothing).
convert([First I Tail], First then Rest) :convert(Tail, Rest).
9.4 convert([, Emptylist, -, Emptylist) .
vo convertemptylist
convert([First I Taill, Newlist, Functor, Empty) .Newlist :.. [Functor, First, NewTail],
convert(Tail, NewTail, Functor, Empty).
9.8 msort([J, [ ).
msort([Xl, [Xl ).
msort( List, Sortedlist) :divide( List, Listl, List2),
msort( Listl, Sortedl),
msort( List2, Sorted2),
merge(Sortedl, Sorted2,Sorted).

Vo Divide into approx. equal lists

Vo Merge sorted lists

divide( il, il, [l ).
divide(IXl, [Xl, [ ).
divide([X, Y I Ll, [X I LU, [y I L2l)
divide( L, Ll, L2).

Vo Put X, Y into separate lists

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES

9.9 (u)
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binarytree(nil).
binarytree(t( Left, Root, RighQ ) :binarytree( Irft),
binarytree(Right).

9.10 height(nil, 0).
height( ( Irft, Root, Right), H) :height( Irft, LH),
height(Right, RH),
max( LH, RH, MH),
Hisl+MH.
max( A, B, A) 'A>:Br!.
max( A, B, B).
9.11 linearize(nil, [] ).
linearize(t( Left, Root, Right), List) .linearize(lnft, List 1),
linearize(Right, List?),
conc(Listl, [Root I List2f, List).
9.12 maxelement(t( -, Root, nil), Root) '- !.

VoRootis right-mostelement

maxelement(t( -, -, Right), Max) :maxelement(Right, Max).

VoRightsubtreenon-empty

9.13 in( Item, t( -, Item, -), [Iteml ).
in( Item, t( Left, Root, -), [Root I Pathl ) .gt( Root, Item),
in( Item, Left, Path).
in( Item, t( -, Root, Right), [Root I PathJ) :gt( Item, Root),
in( Item, Right, Path).
9.14 VoDisplaya binarytreefrom top to bottom
Vo This program assumesthat each node is just one character
show( Tree)

:-

dolevels( Tree, 0, more).
dolevels( Tree, Level, alldone) .- !.
dolevels( Tree, Level, more) :traverse( Tree, Level, 0, Continue), nl,
Nextlevel is l,evel + 1,
dolevels( Tree, Nextlevel, Continue).

Vo Do all levels from top
Vo No more nodes beyond level
Vo Do all levels from level
Vo Output nodes at Level
Vo Do lower levels
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travers{ nil, _, _, _).
travers{ t( Left, X, Right), level, Xdepth, Continue) :NextDepth is Xdepth * t,
traverse(kft, Level, NextDepth,
continue), vo Traverseleft subtree
( kvel = Xdepth, !,
ZoNodeX at Level?
writ{ X), Continue = more;
Vo Outputnode,moreto do
write(' ') ),
% otherwiseleavespace
travers{ Right, lrvel, NextDepth, Continae\. VoTraverseright subtree

Chapter10
10.1 in( Item, l( Item) ).
in( Item, n2( T1, M, T2) ) :
gt( M, Item), !,
in( Item, Tl);
in( Item, T2).

Vo Item found in leaf
% Node has two subtrees
Vo Item not in second subtree
Vo Search first subtree
Vo Otherwise search the second

in( Item, n3( Tl, M2, T2, M3, T3) ) '- % Node hasthree subtrees
gt( M2, Item), !,
Voltem not in secondor third
in( Item, T1);
Vo Searchfirst subtree
gt( M3, Item), !,
Vo ltem not in third subtree
in( Item, T2);
Vo Searchsecondsubtree
in( Item, T3).
Vo Searchthird subtree
10.3 avl( Tree) 'avl( Tree, Height).
avl( nil, 0).

VoTree is AVL-tree with height Height
VoEmpty tree is AVL and has height 0

avl( t( Left, Root,.Right),H) :'avl(
Left, HL),
avl( Right, HR),
( H L i s H R ; H L i s H R * 1; HL is HR - 1), Vo Subtreesheightsalmostequal
maxl( HL, HR, H).
maxl( U, V, M) .VoMisl*maxofUandV
U)V,!,MisU*1;
MisV+1.

Ghapter11
ll.l

depthfirstl( [Node I Path], [Node I path] ) .goal( Node).
depthfirstl( [Node I Path], Solution) :s( Node, Nodel),
not member(Nodel, Path),
depthfirstl( [Nodel, Node I Path], Solution).

SOLUTIONS TO SELECTED EXERCISES

l l . 6 solve( StartSet, Solution) :

7o StartSet is list of start nodes

bagoil [Nodel, member(Node, StartSet),CandidatePaths)'
breadthfirst(CandidatePaths,Solution).
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